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THE GIFTED

DIFFERENTIAL EDDCkfION.E0rTW-GIETED: THEORETICAL,PR*Tftp

bq

Virgil S. Ward

The history of efforts.inAmeriCanedUcetion to-condeptuiliti froi a.

mountainous knouledgi,about-persons and how they differ fro. each. in-

potential has been larked bq extreme,cOntraste. There have been both remarkably

fertile,peiiods,of concern ind.actiOn,:and,peilods of active denial and resent=

lent. Denial has at-times given Way:to Acceptance on the:expedient-grounds:of

national interest.rather:thlUOUgroOnds if the delociatic toiditment to

persons.

this history, no sense of mission has emerged and -becole

eitibliineocifaapaulathegafty insights' eutpissioni-ofLeta RollingwOrth
of the early- 1920's. iie.:»ti-tn-s. of =research and puilitation-heve

added little to the science deVelep;t4Liwis:Terman. again in the 1020's.

Despite thesObstantial support c&private-foUpdationn and a gronintrfederal

interest in-national projetts'and.lOcal school progrems with the ablerStudent

inIocus, we concentrate on-iccelerationin'Oeriousguises, and grouping and

enrichment -- concepts and practices- which once again take us beek=to,the-produt-

tine:early-history-of4this specific effort, and-remind us all OVer-again-of

pioneer 'progreas,fir:Cleveland and Pittsburgh and'NenTork-City. -further, those

concerned withliftednens have satessentially peesine,mnd--undisturbed in -the

gxoundewell.of-great ideational forces like-existential philosophy, phenomena=

logical Osychologyandthe de4elopiental theories offiaget andlrener.

-

-The present era falls heir to this scattered --and incontlusive heritage,

sudbiarO,the earmarks of continuation of lostUppOrtisnity. The. gifted' -child

,today excites concernin thousands: of individual parents and. teachers, but few

effective cogliiionmf these interests has emerged. :Separate and rival pro-

feisionel orgeniietions heye deneloped,:bet only sporadic gestures have been

undesialard UeificetiOn lions national.and'siate.grOups-for,the coi.on mission
of 444 aeffective role in-shaping the policies, and_ of the

Aleii014schOol. Differential,educationlorfhrighi,and talented Youth-today

is el4itentmirtually-in nave
onlyAf'Orograusend-prectices'embody any con=

ceptUiltigor at all It'il undersold itreonception by-major projeets,-

absorbed by exciting ,advances in;generel-education, overshadowed by popular ton=

ce*ni with creativity and cultural disadvantage, and,d4aifed in material

support by-other types of exceptionality among-persons. As Dickens wrote in

A:Tale of Two Cities,,"...it is the worst of times; it is-the age of foolish-

ness; it is the epoch of incredulity; it is the season-of Darkneis...7

!The:Function-of 'Science and:Theoriin:Educational-Practice

With thii-kind of hair shirt on -his - back,'the. of gloom:trad14

tionally has his read* prescription for a -new and,bitter day. And in a Sense,

hopefully-a sense aPpropriately-disciplined by
reason-and'reility, the present

series -of papers do- represent what the respective-authors feel is one essential

and promising Mum tomardAmprovement of .the:dark course iud,unfulfilled

history just cited. And in that the effort to form Out of-research,



observation and reflective thought some integrated, rational or-theoretical
scheme that involves a certain specificity of conception, coherence in_purpose,
and exactness- .in-practice comprises a rare if not unique endeavor in this
field, it seems reasonable-that some good at least may ensue. This, then
(as.Dr: J. S. Renzulli indicates is the objective_, of the effort in, ihich we on
this program are engaged:, to-bring together in an integrated pattern -whit
science and examined experience offer to the educational practitioner, and to
show'how-a program of differential eduation can be related to this embodiment
of science in. theory.

But "theory" his for too long been -amieumderstOod concept, a. threat to
the practitioner towhol it'hae-greatest relevance and promise. :Empirical
science is generally conceded; to be the ultimate taskmaster in shaping the-
character of action.that leads toward Man's,ideale:and,aspirations. Both-the
quaniity-andincreasing sophistication of-educational research are diatingoish-
ingclaxacteristiCeof this periOdVof education. But research: is
necessarily confined to_ipeCific'biti and pieteit of a-whole,problmm. As such it
is inert andaterile-until it is4icked up and fitted into a purposeful scheme .

directed toward M recogniesible problem or objective in.human.affiira.
this picking up-and putting together-of. tested observations and research find-
Inga-which is the function of the educational theorist. It is those theories
Which,compriee a consistent.and_harlenio4M,patterhamong isolated bits of-
insight and information which provide a basis for. ,urther empiriCal research
It can be seen, thui; that scientific research begins in theory; and it properly
ends in theory as well, in that well:designed inquiries contribute toward
filling in the pattern- which, while whole-enough at some point li,tiseto,
support inquiry, remains - always -in need-of fOrther refineesent and-mOdificition.

Theory is. necessary to,practice when ,practice is effectively,giared to
the achievement ofspedific:purposes. Theory in'itaXelevinee te,prictiCels',
something, and it-does something. It iskbynature an identifiCatiOn.of
salient elements and processes-Within aliVen reilm-ofiniereati:Aind it is an
Orgenizatiinvof these elements-inte4 fUnCtionaiLpatteriOthici elbedieS4.-Smni-
feats, or explains the task or Phenomenon-as a7,Wholi. The functiOnof theory
is to-make-possible-L.numer of'qUite SignifiCantAnd-desliableTeffiett intbz-
arena of practical action. The ideational blueprint, -like thatan-the arChi-!
tecei-diewing,board, disciplines What is done in-actual practiCe; it-opeCitiew
theiature and purpose of Wariousparts-by-reVealinutheir7place:within the
organied whole,- and thia identification encourages eXaCtitude--ii-sction.and
servemfurther to-encourage-balance.ind,Compreheneivenass,of function, since
aeglected'or,over-itteaded parts of the -whole arezonspicapui,When thevhc.ls. is
in clear perspective. And finally for the present, this Cleir.ind manifest
relationship between-part and whole OroVides a-basis for systematic. redietio*
of the effeetwaTiiy-segment-ofthe-phinobenon.infoCus,for,Pinpointing
difficulties and for evaliating.given,elements,ot-proCesiesoessettial to the
task. in itsIdeal- dimensions.

The Proposed - Theory of. Differential Edueition_for the Gifted: Toward'
Systematic Program Development and Evaluation:

This prograM.itself, with all its-cOncernsabout theoryand system, is
practical in nature; it is necessary to'procied to the-opedifiC practical
involvements in the, development of educational experience enpropriately
directed tethe behavioral potentialities of the ible-learier and-talented'
performer. So these-are.the quustiois at this point: "What is this particular
theory?"- "What dOeiv,this Particular theory do ?'! These,queatioas will be
answered in close conformity. tothe -indications above concerning the-respective
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relationships and mutual contributions of theory to science, of Science to

theory, and of theory to- practice in human affairs in-general.

iirst, the propoSed,theOry of differentialeducation for the gifted iden-

tifies-salient features of the problem, these being priMarily: (a)-the

characteristics or potentialities for experience and performance which reliably

distinguish the positive deviant, and"-(b)1Ame,salient-featuree of the particu-

larizeAdevelopmental.experience (curricular design, sUpportedl4 appropriate

program organization and operation) which theae diatinguishing.phtentialitiea

takeposiibleAnd which evoke amishipe them,progressively-t0Ward optimal

Strength aintapproved Uses. In the text of the monograph, each of these main

dimensions in a two dimensional matrix are explained in the light of tested

obaervitions and research, and the relationships between adjacent or inter-

seeting,elements and-processes are taken into account by may of depicting on

the whole the procesSofinaman development through experience, with emphasis

on superiority of potential.

A.:summary "Table Ofthe.Thepretical,Bationale will_ suffice as. a refer-

Once. The ensuing papers frill, whetever-elseiheir respective authors have

chosen to; do, rifir in-therespective COntexts'Of-curricelnm and research and

program.evAluatiOn-to specific junctures in this matrix to illustrate the

applications ofthe theory in Segment after segment of M-Program-of differential

education., In View of those particular indicationsthat.are't6 follow, the

present reference to the chart will be in the natureof An overview, a'neri-

pheral tour that prepares for buteill not preempt what follows.

The title -of- Column 16f the table is "Experiential and Behavioral

Potentiality:" In this portion.of the system, a structure is provided-within

whicheli principal forme:of giftediegia can bemccoimodatmland this. in a manner-

leading'intolurther inVolvernents-by-may of. educative process. Inihethree

cells in this,column (b and-cleingthe same) three generic potentialities of

the person are taken into account: (a) his possible,'but not certain superiori-

ty in some degree in dynaMic,or temperamental traits; (b)and (c) his mineral

intellectual superiority; end' (d) hisverticUlar cognitive peaks or. talents-,-

experiential or behavioral. These elements in the theoryimeech instance,

it is purported, respect and involve researchevidende,-thieheing-nerhaOsmost
,readily- perceived in the generalization that specific talent is ordinarily

buttressed. by above'average-generiLintelligence. No attempt is made to

specify,in the theory how',Many or what' inds of specific aptitudes_

presently identifiablmaneamenable to school experience, there is a loCus

for each and every talent so. identified. The bottom cell in this column, as

in the others across the table,. is summary ii nature, embodying in compacted

phraseology all that isallOwed for in the Celli above.

Column 2 is virtually self explanatory,. what we tern "developmental

objectives -being principally an indigenoui traispositions,Of.what is indicated

in. the initial cell as potential into a phrasing suggesting what'inirMose in,eaCh-

instance resides in the educative processes geared to the particular` trait

patternand leading toithe product identified in-column 5 . Celia 2 b

and 2 c , both dependent upOm.general intelleCtual superiority, AO require

brief explanation, and may indeed be soMewhat controversial. In the firitof

these, "conceptual development," the stage is set for the. acquisition of

information of. any and.all.sOrts;. and in-the second, "intellectual development,"

the ,intended weaning involves experience which by its nature tends to affect

cognitive structure,er biological. tissue, insofak as such basic effects are

in fact possible.

Columns 3 and 4 depict, as Louise Ann Schifferli's paper indicates in
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some detail, the nature of those developeintal experieneis intended to advance
each particular potentiality and related objectiVe. -Column 5 depicts, in
language so compact that without the texethe meaning-may be difficult to
follow, the person deVelOped as prodUet out of the various lines of experience
arranged throughout childhood and youth; and' bearing. upon those
Experiential. potentialities which he *8 an individual manifests.

The bottom row, as indidated a moment Ago, summarizes in each respective
column the- aspect of education involved, ind-the'lest cell of all, bottok of
column 5 , is the residual point upon Which all the educative forces converge.
Again,in overly comPactedPhieses, one can sense an idealized embodiment of
conlientienal-ddlicatiOnAl:gOals,transformed toward the AistingUishing superior
potentialities -of the-gifted verson:

With this explanation in-handtofwbat the-proPosedtheory id,coipiised
of, what the theory does Must be deOicted more briefly. It willheliCat this
point to thimailUtternsef-phases or problems ia. a-achoevi progral, tither than
of curricular experience-- By andierge, it is purporied theithisitheoretieil
.rationale allows us to locate every significant phase Ofen:edtUal pregrim-Of
differential,educatiOn in ajocal schoOl of school system, to identify by this
location-the nature of the operatiOn or proWleioe and'its4roper:tundtion, and
threugh identification to shape-ihe4rogreiiireieting theerite'Preetici, in .all
the dineneiOns-suggested earlier- The existence -orthe'ekplicit'gineraI
system tends to direct the shaping of these -respeeti*celements into exact
aceord:Whiehthe Plece-in theOryindiclies, and teeee ibeetagefor systematic
prediction and evaluation Oehe efficacy-of any part of,OrOcis*withiethe
program.

Experienced-oheerier&of functioning'programelameethettheie usually
inclUde, or should include, a statement of 'philotephyentiobjedtives, a. plan
for student identification and-,Placenent, a cOnsideribleamoUnt-Of attention
to 8electionindtraining* ihAteicher, and foi evalni-,

tion. Both the chapters is this 8ection,of papers, and the "key features.'
in the evaluation Oaten to whichReplulli18 original research Wes-addriesed
include ireatments'of alliepects of,program. Andrinthe disdUseioneiperva=-
Aive-and systemati reference to the iheOry-Oill in fact fulfill the promise

these virtues indicated earlier here to reside in,aPractitel_enteipriee
guided.At-every step by-theeketiCal rationale.

Concluding-Perspective: Timiefortransfornation:

To round ouethis introductoryoverview, let us -be- reminded briefly of
the opening, note of pessimism, of& problem atea,of,potentially great signifi-
ceneeatreiching:acrosaa:hietory of a half-centOry in which:behavioral sciences
have matched toward maturity and a half -ideologies and)moveninte and
social climates have emerged. and passed, a problem poorly conceived in terms. of
contemporary thought and badly-managed in termof contemporary predate; in
short a' Problem areaWithoutledging-ei subsistence inthe,World of prOfeesiOnal
edueation.

There-liy Well be=ardoien avenues* renewed-or innovitive-endeavers,
required-to rectify this dieeonfititg-Coutte,Of-hlstory; butthe-Oresent effort
is submitted for what it may be worth in attempting to turn thercenrse of
events.` ,If Ditken's eloquent langeageiMiy be'inveked oneeageini-tben perhaps
we may suggest that it is a "time 'for transforiation" in this coneern"A trona-
ferketion7fron'isolated, particular,- amid ad:hee-conceptions-to-Oetemetic,
ratiOnalionceptienilization &Iva basis for ordering and opeietieg-developmental
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experience ,relevant to the task of evoking :and directing human abilities:

,EE0oNAN, EVALUATION IN' TEE:4EASPECTIVE O THEORY

y.

Joseph. kelizal4

The intentions of the syspOsiumon"SYstematie Program Donstisiction"- was
first to present a theory of differential education for the gifted and ,second,
to show how-selected ,phases of program development and evaluation are related_
te cerainospects-Of thatheorq.

-The 'paper by. Dr. Eard.-refiects his longstanding _interest to fill the
theoretical. Vacuum that exists in the area education of the gifted. His paper
deals with the maindimaaidns of the educative ,process as it related to
-Persons With.ektradrainert,:potentiii for learning and -Creativity. lir:- Ward has
attempted to show the practical usefulness of theory in systematic program
construction, and the consequences that usually result when Prograi lack the
guidance that -atheoretilcalritionale--Can Provide:

In the paper by Miss Schifferli-, selective, 'illustrative applications of
how the theory eside to curriculum development for the-gifted .'are presented.
An attempt has been made to show.; how theory forces 'curricular Comprehensiienees .
and calls attention to such factors as balance, focus, and distribution of the
differentiated- experience.

-ThiS- paper discusses hoW a,particular approach to,evalating special
Programs- is related to the theory of differential education for the ,iifted:
(DEG).

Certain.,parts Of the mateiiiil presented in- these papers are drawn _iron
two pieces of ark currently in.progress. A.monograPh entitled', "Differential,
Education for the Gifted. .-Progriia..4avelOpient,ald. Evaluation," presents both
the theory and practical guidelines for implementing various aspects of
differential practice. The Second piece-of Work is.a revised edition-of an
instrument' designed to evaluate _program' s- for the gifted. The, instrument is.
entitled "blignoiticand-Erkluitive-,Eanles for Differential Education for the
Gifted" (DESDEG); .4nd a 'brief -description 2 of-Ita genera be
reported in this.paper: .

Introduction

A test Of the functional usefu*ess-cif ainY educational theory lies in-
theapplicability of tbeory'to the -dal' pment of practical programs. Ward,-
has- propOsed that the Usefulness of- 1bl-theoretical model is especially''-iienifest
in-three sigitificantphaleis of total programing fOr the gifted. Applications
of these,-phasemere'diacasiedby Mien Schifferli. This paper will attempt to
ahoy ihareilatiaship b4Ween-the 0:47- Fall theory-and that aiMent-of total
programing . which deals With-program evalation. Mors specifically, -a-effort
will be-mide to-point- out -maim points. of focus rod deanstrations of relevance
between the of -DEC as &tact-nod: by,,pc.- and the_aalustive bistro-
ant , DESDEG. A deSeriptia. of thaw scales ad- the' technique .used-InAbeir
deweloPmemt mis preasted at last. year's CEC:meeting. in St. Louis and may b.

6
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foUnd iit the 1967 -edition of Seleetelitiol,..__Lhipess. Also rOort9d. in the'
Sale place are descriptions and data-from the -initial field testiing, of. DZSDLG
which- Was carried out in the states of New York, .Gilifornia, Northarolina, and
Illinois. .(The generally positive results of this first attempt at applying
the scales to actual programs has provided, much of thesimpetud,Ior cantinued,
development of the DESDEG, such development hoPefully leading towerd,a revised
edition that will be made available for general :wee- ecimetize- in the future.)

Summary of the Nature and.DeveloPment of ,DESDEG

Although it would' be,-,Aeither practical -Or desirable .to repeat major
portions 'of the work to which reference has been Cade, the first tisk-of
showing the 'relationship between program evaluation and: the overall theory of
differentie/, education for the gifted (DEG) requires some .familiarity with .a
major concept 'Underlying- our evaluative scheme that was described in detail in
the earlier Work:- This concept, referred to As the concept of "key features"
'holda that certain...program' features and characteristics are more
consequential than others encl.that the eViluitiVe-procele is.ficiliteted When
it focuses on 'a minimal number of highly significant program characteristica.
which have been designed as Ler featutes. The 'key features around which our
'evaluative -instrument is structured Were determinecl-thiough_a systematic study
that involved soliciting the opinions of ,,e,,,tienel of :expert judge. consisting
of persons who- have made outstanding, contributiont to the field. -of the. gifted.

Table 71.

Diagnostic and Evaluative Scales for iDiffereatial.
Education_ for .the.Ciftecl,(DESDEG)

-(VSW,.7SA:1967)'

Key Feature A: Philosophy and Objectival;

Program Itequireiserit, -1:' Existence ad Adequidy Of ,a DodUlint
-Program. Requirement ,2: Application of the Document

Key Feature A:. Student identification And-Placiisint

Program 'Requirement

ir084311-451RiFen.!

1: Validity- Of Conception-and Adignicy. of
krocedUres

. .

4: APPropriateness ef-Relationship EetWeen.Capecity
and Curt-10412w

,KeY'llesitisie;d: The Curriculum'
. . . _ .... . .,....

'PrcigiesIARequirement t: itilevance of. Conception
Program Requirement 6,: -Com-:iprebensi.Venese ---.-,
Program Requirement 7: ArtionlitiOn .

Proirem.tiequiracent 13:. Adequacy :Of .Inatruetiniiil 'Facilities

,Key Feature D: The 'Teacher 4-

Program Requirement SelectioU
Programltequiri!tal!#1-0:"Trairking

Is

7'
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fy Feature Program Organization -andAperation

Program Requirement
Peogramliequirement 12:
;Program- Requirement 13:
,Pregram-Requirersent. 14:
,Program.:Requirement

General_ Staff Orientation
Administrative 'Responsibility and Leadership
Fänctional Adequacy -of the Organization
Financial 4116Cation
ProVision,tor EveinetiOn

These features lieted-,in orderoof importance, as -detersiined, by the panel
of judges are as follows : :(a)- purposeful selection and systematic training of
teachers, 01: a recognizably differentiated ,curriculum, (C) Systematic pro-
cedures for the identifiCitionefid-placeMent of students, (4)- a.stateneit., of
philosophy reflecting -n-commitiment to differential education and statements
of particularized objectives, (e) a clearly recognizable pattern of .organization
and operation ; _This. last :key feature combines.-suCh,elamente as ,adminiatiative
and supervisory responsibility, financial allocation, general. staff orientation,
and Pregrem evalwitioni

- Fifteen '''Program ,requirements" related to -intrioue eepects of the
key features have been structured into rating scales. The program requirements
may be::.-thought of as generic expositions of certain theoretical principles ,

or axioms of differential education that are found in the literature and which
depict .ideally ,C6nceiveeedUdational .practices -for -gifted: and talented stUdents-.,
Each .program requirement ,serves as a focal Idea, around' *deli- a set of five
"scale standards" has been daelnied. the .scale standards represent practices
or provisions( that-, are derivatives of the respective program -reqUiriMente and
they .haveleen arranged according to ;positioned. degrees of quality along a
,tiye, interval hierarCh*. The -highest scale Standard- represents the best prac-
tice of nature and -excellent programs within the area 61%.itich,progrffia,reifulxii-
mut; and verbal tags Ideal, -Sliperier, ,Coeseendsiblei'Neutrali ,auld Negative
have been affixed to ilia scale standard for descriptive and c.ossounicatifie-

,purposes.

The scales are intend_ id- for nee- b*,,,evainitors vi o-..posseseCertain
petenciesland who are .not .a _Part of the program being eValneted., that is to
Say, they are not -primarily --intended for self assessment arthough,theyeMY be
Used in this regard-sand as guidelines in *Ogren, deVelOPeent. The scales are
considered to be diagnostic in that -ther-call.attention to !specific :areas
-Where improvement seems Varranted".

Relationship .Detneen,Ceitaiii4apects _Of the:theory of. DEC .s and DEEDEG.-

With 'this,:nuCherientatiOn to the nature ,and -development -of the. evaluit-;-
tive instrument, let Os now turn. our attention to some specific re/atiOnahipe,
that exist between -certain aspects of the theory, of DEo-ind -Certain. of the
scales that are Included in.DESDEG. At this Point it should be mentioned that
differenCes in the origin iaaa', development of the theory on one ;head!, and the
instrument on the other nhand, , Mahe for -a different hind; of problem then that
of a rstraightformarcf.ipPlialtiOn'Of the theory to curriculum development and
the research .,Iirogrem. The problem here is one of detecting kilatiOnehiPs,
between -theory and eValuative.:Practiee-Ifter-the fact of independent deve1007.-
Meat of thiel two sCheiimiprrand thus, in the discussion that follows, ityirl1). be
apparent that II -Perfect fit beiweetr*Ivi two schemes doe*, not shit. For this
reason, only the most obvione,.relatiOnahipnbetmeen ,specific scales and /-

general aspects of the theory (is. indicated by -the :Column:heedings) be
,

discussed.,
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Defore ,going on to these relationships, .one overall eennectiOn ;that
justifies the application of the theory to the ,DEEDEG evaluative.. scheme should
be pointed-out. Wares 'theory of ,DEG is structured around certain genera]: -ele-
ments of the,educittiVe prodessvas they 'relate to individuals ,with. extraordinary
potential. for learning and .criativity;,,and hese general 'elements (potential;
PUrpose,_prodess). are 'harem:400 with the necessary and sufficient key :laatnres-
that were -identified by 'the panel of expert jUdgeii; and around which the evalue,-
tive instrument has hien instructed. this-fact comprises one -form,of -test for
both: -the validity tb,e theory and the validity of " building an.evaltiative
instrument around seleCted features. of .programs, for the gifted.

;Relationships 'Between TheorY.-afid ,Initruient

The first relationship, between the -theory and- the: instrument -(Table 1
of Dr. Eard-is 'paper) :deals with the experiential and hehairioral potential-of.
gifted individuals. The theory-.is quetitiontifily. clear, .in its focus,-upon
extreme human VotentiaiitieS, and it is-equally -clear that the-hinde:of
curricular experiences called for to nurture such potential are of-the type
that only -,can be managed by individuals with identifiably .superior capacities
for Perforiance; Enrolling .youngsters Without such potential in a: special pro.-
tram can only result -ika 'Vetere& down curriculum: -or a highly frustrating-
experience firr_ the- improperly placed students.

tifile, set of calea. the-eialnitiVe InitrUMent are -concerned-A.4th,
;proper 'identification and placement. theSe' scales attempt to-*Vaivate e
given. school Systeita,d6fideption of giftedness -and 'the relationehiP between_'
this conception and the instruments and-techniques-usedirO select zetUdente for

special program. For example, if ,a4Chool claims to 'hedoing-something
SPedial for youngsters with 646tending creative _potential, -then that school
Should able to-deMbnetrate Valijeand;ieliabLe'Veans for 'identifying-:Bitch
-4)Otential: in Othar---iiirde, it 'seems ighly unlikely that recogSzably- diffev
ential eiPerieticet'dea4ne&ro koSter creativity will fail -OnT,'very
soil it Ina t bnOWvho-:our.ainst potentially ereattee-'youngsteri- ere.-

the senlie that Are derivatives of';he key feature.-dealing
pla4eaent also consider thc frequency with. which Screening, and

.:pladement procedures are carried' out:, the -number of ,c'riteria used--3n
cation, the flexibility -fOr transfer into :Ohl -out of -theTrograi1/4 and the
appropriateness of -the - .relationship betVeen Specific .aptitudes and- the durricu-
.1Um. Thus, it den seea:thet .bOtkrhe theort and the evaluative instrument
,conVergehli this key. feature isolated by the panel-of judges; an&rhat _Segment-
of 'fhethetify, dealing -with.,pOtential'alis4ttentin. to student identification
and pleicethent iiheir'prograth' eValhatibal-e: '

Let us noV-tilin-OUr -attention, -to 'therbedond- dell* of the 'DEG: table in-
Dr. iird'siPaphi r thaviiin deVelOPMental -objectiies- Of ,thetheOry
-o DEG- With r espec for each o f epo eentialiti s li s co nun 1 -the
evaluative-'instrument attempts nUnt of thieaapect-Of the theory
through-rwo Site sdalee, under the 'Key, -Feature, PhilOsephy and OhjectiVes.
The -retinae-, that local .acho01::Progrema earn in -thie- aria-depend' upon heir
existing ,doCUMents or. ,statements :of objectives specify puifases, of differential
-education eis related to the conceptions. of giftedness *high. the lodal school
recOgnikia.' 4.4..-an- ideal aituetion:kaled on- relatively cOMpleti idhereinde. to
the theory, all treas,,,ofClotentielity- would bejacknowledgeda,-and, suchacknOw-
ledgeMent of the ,ieopeati4e, Poteatialitiee, be refledted throOgb counter-
parts in the devalOpientel"-.-obj*CtiVel column.. ThUtii- as the theory -forces cosVt-
sideration of all sign ficant. pOtentiaiiiies, the scales attempt to -fake



v.-

account of the a.program so far as the scope of objeCtives

is concerned.

In.iddition-te eValuitingthe comprehensiveneiXot Statements in the:
nature of philosophy and objectives, the scales are.designed,tocallrhe
evaluatoei:attention to the distinction between,thebroadand specifieobject--
ivetofthe special program, and,todietinctiona that mayaxiat,betWeen,tha
goals of geneialoducation-andrhost objectivea,thatikave particular relevance
to furthering the development of youngitera,With identifiably superior potential.

A-Very-important interrelationship betWeemthe theory and the evaluatilim

instrument is' found in the area of curricular design (Columns 3 and 4). he

Panel of judges that assisted in isolating.the,kek,liatureaMOnsiderid.the
curriculum to be the second most necesaarYaspeci,of-differeht1ai education,
aurpassed in importance only by:considerationarelatingstothaaelectlon And,
training of teacherafor,thegifted: The-theoryadth-whichae ardoOncerned:
is educationally relevant because it mainlylieilsvithmhat can be
through systematicocrricular experiences, to convert potential to product
Thus, it would-not be inappropriate to refer to-Ward'i theory of bt04s a
eurricular.theory.

Tour of. the evaluative Scales are designed to,asse00 the quality :Of
experience which comprises both the Centenrandiprogeas.of the differentiated,
cdtriCulum. The first set of scales in this area deals with the relevance of
conception:of-the currieUlUm. Ay:lumber of guidelines are proV1ded.telaiiist
the evaluator ii,determining,iibether-ornor-the OrriCular-akpetiencea-are
designed ihemience to'gyokeAnd'developrecogniz4biyauperior,-hehayioril
potentialities. An-edditionai-concein,Of.this scale is whether or not the

activities offered to gifted youngsters ari\conceiVectaa it,fail4 integrated'
part ofrhatOtal.schoOl.prograM, inaludingaCadelic-credit, aimpposed-to
-Program.of 'extra-actlVitiiathat-IMet he carried,Out óñ,theatUdent's,own-time:

The Second and -third scales under:durrieui4mate-cOnderned,With coipr-
henSivinessand artiCulation. Acterding.tOthetheory, curricular modification
should be provided for all gifted Youngeters,at eWerY,gradt level and,in-ill
areas where giftedness iaidusationally significant.

_ .

With, a, certain amount of -guidance proVidedby-theaCale,deeling.with-
comprehensivenisi, it becomes 'the task oftheevaivator to check 'the degree-
of presence or absence of deVelotasental'eaperieace in the respective cells
of -Columns 'land 4. ilysurveying/Courseautlines, syllabi, anctother,zdedcrip-
tive materials, by visiting 4-repreSentitiVe sample of claikeei:;,:ji4bY. talking
Mithetudents,and.teschets the evaluator may determine iffOr'eXaMOlei,the'
experiences for bright youngsters Characteristically- -involve--complex

processes c); or if the curriculum includes purposefully planned experiences
in personal values, character, and emotional integrity O. The scale

dealing with articulation seeks, to determine whether or not function and struc-
tural relationships exist among the enctexperiences-Of the specially

-constructed curriculum. This :kale Might focus ón cell b, and theevalilater

May study the total curricular designata,,,given,OrogramtO'determini if the
bright youngster is systematically introduced to "all knowledge" et some:001:k '

in his school career,

c
1.,

Scale4:4a-the area Of curriculum dealsaith the adequacy-of ifistruc
tiOnalJacilities and materials. The relationship beileen,thie.scile and the

theory is quite simple. The development of certain extraordinary abilities
Sometimes demands facilities:end equipment not ordinarily found*: the -regular

schooi. Thus, tomorrow's Computer scientist has to hove acCesi,tor-machiaea
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that.in,most cases are reserved for:Fh:D's or-graduate students, ad the
Olarence-Darroles4nAY: Lemlailey'n of the next generation may need ,a law
-book or two that doesn't come in the regular ScOtt-Foresian.Crder.

In-concluaion,:certain,discrepancieathatfexistlefieenthe theory and
the instrumentmeed--tO be noted. First, the evaluative scheme does not take,
account of the ProduCtsor-outcoMes of the differentiated educative process
By design, our instrument is.intendedytO evalUate.programarether than4roduets.
A.:rather lingthy.discUaiionnf the rationale underlying our choice of presage
rather than.produCtveriablesAa'included in the manual of the inOtrument: --

Briefly, it Is--our belief -that atthe-prisenttimebehavicral sCience.sinply.has
not produced a.doMprehensive setnfvelid.ind reliable means for measuring the
kinds of products toward which the theory of DEC is directed ("the optimally
developed, continnellrlecOning persOn...T)-:

other discrepancies existhetMvemthe theory and thoie.DESDEG-adalee
telating to the selection and training of teachers, and in.the-Organiiatilmx and
operitiOm,e&thM-program. thesemay-bmigenuinOiediepancies, i:e.-4-the-theorY
-simPly-dbei-noi take account of thus features-of a program, orAtis-lipliiii
024 these rather instrumental aspects otdilferential4rogrinsmitiMasuieed
to be .Present when extraordinary efforts are devoted to the development of
special content and instruction: In other words, if a local, school system
fOlioip4he-theory in developing its special program, it is quite.likelythat

---attenticin will bCgiMento.s0Ch features ii!teachet_ielectiomaid-training,
.a4tAnisiratiVe leadership,. and-general staff orientation: _

'As-was indicated,:wn,are Ow-working Concurrently-on twoaeOaratelot
interrelated pieces of work. One is the monograph-Aialing with.thetheory-of.
differential educat:kon for the gifted.and4he,Manifestationsof theory-in.
program development and evaluation . The second piece of-work-is a revision
Of the'DEBbid scales and manual Pert of our Intention in these continued
efforts is to -eliminate,. or at least the discrepancies that presentlY-
ekiethetUeen.the theory and the evaluative InstrUment.

:

SYSTEHATId'APPLICATIONS.OF THEORY IN CURRICULAR DEVEWPMENT

by

toUisie Ann Schifferli

Introduction

Th. CurriculumreaUlting4rOm a Systema tic application of-thetheery'of
differential edicaiionforgifiea children is derived from columns 3fnu4T4 on
the "Table-of the Theoretical Rationale (in Virgil .S. Ward's paper, Differential

Education for the Gifted Theoretical PrI*Ci0/44)." Colummlis concerned with
the substance of the curriculum i knowledge of and about arts-and-sCiences
values,,and.behavinial skills . Process (that is, learning.and'inatruction),
comprises'ColUMn 4. -Curricular content is dictited-by the .experiential Or
behavioral potentiality possessed by the gifted individual and the developmental

objectivemmhicir.faltherifrOm.,

Noncognitive Areas-otthe'kersOnality
- .

Looking at the firit column- a the 'table, it can 'be Seen under a that

ITT



the first characteristic of gifted children imcrerios,of experiential and

behavioral potentiality concerns the noncognitive areas of persOnaiity. The

emotional and motivational attributes of the deviant Child may orMarnot be
significantly different from those of the average person However, to whatever

extent extremes in temperament or sensitivity occur, the curriculuO.shouldmake
Provision for this deviance.

The content of the curriculumnorespending to this,noncognitiVe area
would be valuable infermation. Problems of conformity, purpose in life, or

situational ethics seem to have special interest for thesgifted.student,linte

his heightenecisensitivity io,combinationloith superior intellectual,percep-

tion .lesds to an.ability.tolake much finer discrimination in terms of ethical

values. Thus, for example, the tiftednhildnan lore-clearly-understand the

idea of Bonhoeffer and others that "telling the truth" means something different

according to the particular situation in which the person Is functioning and

the people with whom hi ianOmOnniegting.

In.termeo/PrOcess, the curriculum would be-nomposed'Of cognitive.and
situational eXperietiCe.and:guidanceAnvoliing,motive and emotion Fer-those,_:,

endowed with superior potentiality, especially' those, at the very highest levels

of theintelligencenotitinuum relationships with-other people can be very

difficult. Such individuals do not realize that most people-are-very-different
from thems4Ves.. They have little tolerance for those Who.do-not-comprehend-or
in fact are not even interested in thoughts and ideas which appear both("very=
evident. and very; significant to the gifted individual. Although-social justice;

or the ideas of the individual'eright)to personal achievement and-well being,

as opposed to his obligation to the welfare of his fellow man, maybe of grave

concern to the gifted, many people of lesser intelligence are not Interested

In,this type of problem,nordothey even conceive it as i-problepi One of the
-

goals of the curriculum, Which could be-accomplished in a seminar discussion,
would be to have the gifted students recognize the unusual nature' of their
interests and understandeome-of the-reason* for the feelings and:Viewpoints-of

others.

Superior intellective PotentialityConceptual Development

The second cheracteristia in coluen.1 is auperior intellective poten-

tiality, moderate to extreme. With the developmental objective of conceptual

development, the currinulum:for the gifted would encompaas:all knowledge from

an epistemological point of view, rather than the traditional eubstaittiVe

material usually taught to children .throughout our formal education system.
Epistemology, or "knowledge about knowledge'! refers-to. the nature of a particu-

lar field.and the methodology-employed in its study. By thenaturenf a
discipline is meant its history, representative ideas, illustratiVe preblees,
limits of each field, and relations between fields For example, in regard to

the natural sciences, all therargas within the.field-would be identified,
rather than teaching as-separate-eptitiealtoOks and Minerals," "The Human
Body," or "The Solar System." Earth sciences, physical sciences, and biological
sciences would be differentiated ,and the .particular studies that comprise them

would be identified. Furtheropre,:siudentewoUld-consider such.questions-as,
"What is the vocabulary of science?" "What is the nature of science?" "What is
the scientific method?" and "Whoiere tile,inportanpmen of science today?"

in the study of language, rather than just adding,a foreign language
to the curriculum of the gifted, the more generic studies of linguistics Or

philology, which are fundamental to all languages, would-be considered'. For

example, the students mighi study such areas Of linguistics as etymology, which
involves tracing words/to their earliest ascertainable base in the language

12'
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and establishintethe.group to -Which.the words belong, or semantics,, which..
includes the study of the,e4olution: of the'lleanings-of words and reasons for
their survival, decay, diaappearance, and occasional rev-1411, as-well. .the
genies' of-the creation of new words biker branches of linguistics that the
students might :investigate are Syntax, phonetics, and phonology, as well as
morphology, i.e.; parts of speech and the -forge: and formations of Words
subjects 'which, of course, are n* Usually :taught to mosch.ldrénina
dissodiatecCfashion.

The gifted child, atter learning about the general realms 'of all -knowledge
and a little about the methods of study used in each, would then be .prepared to
embark upon more particnlarized learning- at any time during his life span
Independent study would be possible in accordance with perionaI interest or
need. .Formal Instruction or sociall'interactiOn could be sought if considered
necessary ; or desirable for the particular -subject area.

Sn'erior Inte.11ictive.Poinixtiality-=-Intellecival.,Development

again referring -to -the charts, in ,designates the sann'tbaracteriatiC of
superior Intellective potentiality, moderate to extreme, but In this case the
developmental objective is intellectual deVeiopment, The :curriculum -should: con-
sist of any knowledge activity -Involving those..COmplei mental processes which
are subject to structural 'Modification. through -experience, processes suggested'
by concepts such as strategies "fer learning,. duitero- learning, and cortical
coMmitmeint., Thus the study of any subject materiat,shOnld:InVOlve the ,higher
mental processes rather than 'being colposed-ok:Simple factualstateSents: For
example. , in any type - of research work, the student Silould attempt to distinguish
facts from 'theory or -unproven ideas Variations. in the information located
-should be .noted anct_reasons for these sources Books could be read and -inter-
preted along with an evaluation of authoritative source-a. looks Coulti,be read
and interpreted on different levels of meaning; they could be .evaluated Secording,
to criteria estabitshe4;-Inr the 'students an-being-significant. Current political
situations could be used for Study In predieting. the effects of various actions
or developMents:ini--erilting- siinations. Curricular process would involve such
methods' ail:seminars, debates,- etc., and 'the writing Of theoretical essays.
Any type procedure which encourages the 'utilization of the migre:ColAglex
mental prOc-esseS would be appropriate.

Superior Localized Behavioral Potentiality

Finally, in the Chart under Id. in, the .firit column, extreme superiority
in localized' experiential and.thelaviorallotentiality.las indicated as being -

Characteristic of gifted children. -Several identifiable- aptitudes could be
isolated: mathematics, music, drama, dance, ;painting, foreign languages, and
others. Taking for example the aptitude for 'iiiisic; Curricular content would be
comprised of Subject matter' specificall.geared,to,the talent.,

Rather than merely. providing piano lei-ions as ii..often -done with .childri.::
possessing musical talent or even with the average Child; a systematic approach
would be -taken- to, the Study of the whole field of lusic. TeChnitai 'knowledge
would le.conaidered-in Jig full subtlety and comPleiity Music history, the
great cosipoiers.and their works, theory, harmony, aid music composition should
be itudiect: StudentS should' have the opportunity to-play many. iustrumenta,
though they may chooie to delinte most of :their tile -to -only-- one, or two.
MuSic students should (also- try their -own-music cOzinosiitiOn.

.In torsi -of learning end: instruction, study olioulebeaustained over,
the-entire period of Schooling, Independent study-would' probably ComPrise.gil
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major.-portion cf the work, with-utilization,,of,both school and community
resources, especf011y-in a-Metropolitan area. Any,p0salble.access to concerts,

operas, or other-musical. performinces,Conld'be used: -live performances, teler

vision, isidio, or record:libraries. tomelarger- cold:unities offeradult'evening
ciasses-concerning-SUch,subjectaes baroque. instruments; these -might also be

vaiiableto an interested musically talented child. or adoleScent. AppioOriate

activities-would, includeningingin'small-grOups, Or playing in-bands -And,

orcheitras.

Conclusion,

Considering ;the above points to illustrate positiVely how the theory
contributest6 a disCiplited.Conceniration onsubitande of ek0eXienda:in close

harmony with -(a)-potentiii:and (b)-ObjectiVe, it can. be seenthat.many-Ofihe
iftactiCeiof school systems labeled ad-SpeCial, education-for-the gifted are ------

itcognixibly inadequate. Practices such-as-aiSigning additional arithmetic --

iliXoblems-Witkiiirgei numbers; or demanding 'that- more difficult bOOks:be read;

acCeleriting or-grouping without curriculum change;nr nkolling_Atudenti in

additiona1,infteCts,, torrekpondenceCOurrintiit random -fail

to.cdnibilt0 specific cells junctures Within-the pattei*Ofpotential-
protess, leading-to-piOduct) and therefore* not offer -differential

educatinnfok the lifted.

If in deviling a curriculum for-gifted-Children, refiXente is Made at

every checkpoint Within-tha;Mitrix,tneXperfentiel and-behaWiorialpotentfility,
and'the ptoceihire for developing those potentialities, whai been done here,
the theOry foicem:CoMpreheiiiiiveneisl, It allows judgement ioliMeiceiCiiecEl#

lbilancing,focusing,end distributingallthose,effOitivessential
-program-of differential edncatiOn,fok the giftiI:

r.

TEACHER -PUPIL INTERACTION:PATTERN8 CiASSES:FOR:THE. GIFTED:

THE litoOttt,0 PRACTICES

by

Fred K. Honigman

It is-Widelyicognised that gifted children:hive a unique facility for enr
gaging in-complex, high-ConcepiuS1 level activities and that-they tendato ex-
hibita-greaelleal of intellectual curiosity, initiative, inicrindependefiCi-in the
their -everyday behavior. It isalso-xeCognized:thai the responalbilityloi a
systematic program fatcultivating:the infilleCt44 Potential of gifted-children
rests with the sehoOni: :Passow (1958) diScOsiii.the.SChoOls!-Ole,InCthe-ini-
tdrence of gifted students`- highlivelerfOimaikes: %-

The-basfc.goals for the education of the,giftecinhild:iSthe Samerai that
for. all children...These objectives differ. fkcet,ihose.fortothei :Children-
On4Inthe.,r4itivelygreater emphasikilaced:,on etective effOrtl ntellecr
tual initiative, critiCaIthinking..-Alle these Sada-objectives:4i,
desirable for all students, theysie essential forthe4fftia'lfrthak are
to-achievexmiximul-self-realizatiOn:

In tying these goals to teachii&piacticeS he asserts, iteihodS:whinh
stress independent thinking and Inipiling-relatiOnships,: and OtOble:4

more pioductiwe than-some which-offer primarifripTie.learniikand
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repetitive drill."
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This general prescription for teaching practices is suppokted by Gallagher

-(1964):

The,program,of education for gifted children should include- training'for

autonamyand independent thinking. A program that merely callsefOr the
dutiful. collection of-factsi Which is all too-prevalent, in-our educational
progkams,Vill_not_leadto this goal.

Throughout his book, Gallagher stresses the need for eliciting Original
and spontaneous contributions from gifted students: He notes that discovery,-

requirestriginal responses, that fluency (one -ofthecomponents-of creativity),
is stimulated by "brainstorming;" -and that divergent thinking must be-Preient
for any creative functioning. l*thermnpport for.thiS-point is given by
and Haiinghurst (1957), uhbatrongly endokse the teacher's use bfidestions that
eiidit divergent responses. from gifted etudents.

Inhibiting Instructional Practices

Although-gifted children'M-ability :to produce-high - conceptual level

output is wide4,recognized, severatauthorehAve-shewmconcern.abbut their
tendency to-give Mediocre intellectual perfokmanceSn inhibit-

ing BothNaoldberg1958) and Htrang,(1959) diatuasvnoCiai and=
institutional factors which-serve to inhibit gifted-stideitaf high - -level func-

timing. Gallagher-11964 talks specifically:abonithe-teachek'nhaving either
a facilitating or inhibiting'influinCe-tnitfidents' prOdnative thinking, and
Offers a series of tongue IntheCiteCoMmendations forInhihitingethe7prodnc-
tibirof students' ;high level. contributions e.g., "...DoAnot allOW-diseession
or evidnativeMiateleats-onthe Paft-bithi-atUdents:"

4400-(1967)-eipressemconcern'that eleMentary.teachers-eMphiiizelearaing
actiiities and evaluationnetheds which do not require studemts/tC.nse=higher

cognitive processes. He cites research that sugrCtathat gifted:ele=
mentary students frequently have, little Opportnnit,to Mtiiite their intillem-
tualpotential. In addition, Roe (1960) mecattithat children"S investigative'
behavior can be inhibited by restriction, Coercionand threat. -

Acknai.dlassidow.Performance of..the Gifted
_

%the precedinviedtion, it -was Mentioned thit, althinigh gifted children
te'elerceivid AsIaVing4t unique talent-for gineratinkhigh,onCeptualAeVel
-contributions, their actual production:of this high leVel output pay be Contin-
gent upon-whether they-are exposed to facilitating Or inhibitingteachini
,practices -in the classroom. The relationship -between.fitilitating versus
Inhibiting teaching pradtices4nd the of high conceptual level
tontributions by gifted children: can be investigated aysteMaticaily: Two -ques-

tions haire beinixiggested that are ineMabie to fermal investigation:

1. Under-the proper conditions,(i.e.,apilitating,tesching practites)db-gif.a
ted children actually produce More and,beitir quality high Conceptual leWel
contributions in the classroom, and, in general; - perform more independently
afid-siontaieously, than the generi/Agtudent4opulationt

.'

2: Can these Children be turned off by inhibiting teacher lite, be -lade to-

produce relativeli low level-contributions and deMonstrate little

26
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spontaneity and independenCe)?-

To the present there are relatively little objective data about gifted
.students' production of high level contributions in the classroom in compari-
son With that produced by thessenerel student population. Instrumentation which :

permits, quantification of teacher and pupil behavior in the ClassrOoa.On an
objective, basis (in comparison to rating scales or -other judgmental types of
data dollectionproceduret) is a 'fairly recent phenomenon in educational
research., To the author's -knowledge, there .hairbeen:Onlk one ,Study which has
,attempted to quantify the conceptUal level of students'. Contributions. In just
such an objective manner, and relate these. data to the Conceptual level of
teachers! questions. This study was conducted by Gallagher and Aschner (190),
using their' own objective hehairiOr coding system-based on.:Guilford!s,...stricture-
of intellect. Gallagher and Aschner -found that there was a close relationship
between teachers' -sicking: divergent questions and Students! production of diver-
gent contributions. To the present, howyer, this study appears to be the
only one of' ite kind.

Harris (1960)' discusses 'the need -for *More -research-On teaching practices
for. gifted children,with veheienCe:

I. am. aPpalled at the-dearth-at data .and, -iathe :absence of such -data,
sit-theziii-alth-Oflirmcgrafia-Concerning praCtice In view of these
circumstances I suppose we sbouldnot-ne-Zutprised at the Measure- of
emotion apparent in our discussions. I .am also appalled that the,data
we now possess concerning the -gifted youngster and the nature,..Ot the
edficational.proeees are so cheerfully overlooked, -or so superficially
considered.

The pie-Sent .stud, repritienta air attempt to-provide dataabOut -teaching:
practices for the gifted by comparing -gifted children's production of high
level contributions under, 'both facilitating- and inhibiting teaching practices-

to that. produced by 'the- general etadent ;population.

ProCedure

To examine gifted- -ckildreeir produdfion, of high level contribistions in
relation to those produced by the general student population, objective data
about teacher and pupil behaviors were gathered from four enrichment -classes
for the gifted from the Elementary and Secondary 'Education Act (E.E:E.A.)
Title t programs inPhiladelphia -sChOols and four regular -climate selected
randomly from ;other Tftle I programs In the Philadelphia schools All were
intermediate elementary classes 'The ehricisiant classeemare.part of the
"Academically TalentedPotentially .Able Student" (AT-PAS) program The
racial composition of the AT-PAS ,Classee-,Was- approximately 50 percent Negro
and 50 percent white. The children in this 1*C:tram:vire Offered' enrichment
classes in four subject areas: science, social science, language arts, and
Mathematics. Participation in the 'prograile and Seledtion of the clainiee, was-
voluntary. s_

The classes *selected to represent theseneraI stUdent p,OpUliktion. were
taken from sChoalt that were -largely Negro in composition.

The instrument. used to gather data- abOut ."teacher and pupil hehaSiOrs in
this stndy was the 144tidimensiOnal Analysis- of .Clasbroom InteractiOn (116CI)
developed byilioniguan (1967). MCI i C system 'of categorieaand related'
coding teeliniquei 'which permits a trained- observer-to record and clasSify,, in
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correct sequence, every behavior or event that occurs in the classroom. When
organized, the resulting data reveal, the actual frequency with which each cate-
gory of behavior was perforned_during" the Observation period, the typical
length of performance of each of these categories, and the frequency with which
a sequence of any two categories occurred..

The conceptual. Iona -of students contributions was determined by exam-
ining -the-telaitive amounts of MACI categories 1 and 2 (students' original and
preestablisbed Centributions, respectively). Hier Category 1 (students'
original contclbutions) is roughly analagues to n combination of Gallagher
;Ind Ait:rde r z s (1963) "divetont thinking" and "evaluative thinking" categories,
vlier4s-,e4r4sory 2 (s s-tt-dentnt Preestablished contributions) is roughly anal.
gam* to a combination of Gallagher and ASChOtiTS "cognitive memory" and "con-
vergent thinking" -categories.

In_eddition-to investigating the relative two categories
of student contributions, the typical lesigth.-of students' original behaviors
was also exmaned. This was felt to be :indicative of the depth and complexity
of these contributions. the number of spontanessaly contributed performances
,given by students and the- numbei,:-Of Student to student interactions recorded
during each observation were also -eaandned. ?bele-were considered to be
reflective of students' spontaneity and independence in the _classroom.

EaCh-elSea, in- the- study was observed -twice,, each time by--a different.
observer. Each observation was approlimately 45 minutes in length. Both ob-
servations for each class were combined to provide_the -necessary data.

Data Analysis

Because of the small sample sizes, no tests of significance were attemp-
ted. However, three groupings of classes were made, and descriptive measures
for each-computed. The three groupings were:

1. Gifted group with a facilitating teacher (Gifted Facilitating)

2. Gifted- group witban inhibiting teacher (Gifted Inhibiting)

3. Regular classi§ou group -(Regniar).

There Were three clabses in the Gifted Facilitating, group, one in the
Gifted Inhibiting group and fear in the _Regular. group. The determination- of
facilitating versus inhibiting classes was predicated on the general amount of
structure imposed by the teacher on the students, particularly in terms of the
kinds of .questions that he .asked. A;teecher- Whoite 'questions- Sought inferences,
Conclusions, Judgments, and evaluations, was considered facilitating, whereas
a teacher whose questions ,sought -.facts- and information. Or other types of "one
correct answer only"' responiea Wei considered en. inhibiting 'teacher.

Determination of the -relative amounts of Category /. (Original) and :Ca-
tegory 2 (Preestablished) student behavior was achieved by computing the
ratio:

Category. 1
Category 1 + Category 2

:ft:4 each class. This ratio represented the proportion of all relevant cogni-
tive student contributions that were original (i.e., high conceptual



The higher this-ratio, the-greater the relatiVe amount of highlivel Sthdent

contributions.

Determinationof the relative. length of students' high level coniributiond
was achieved.by COmpUting a-Measure known as the Ratio ro:Category Frequency.

'Thisseashre represents the number of recordings for prolonged Category 1 con=

tributione relatilie to the total number of Categhty.rcontributions given (both

long and'short). The-higherrhis-ratio,rhe longer the rypicallength of
students' Category 1 contributions. "'_This is indicative of the depth and corn

plexity of sihdents' Original contributions.

DeterainationAii thenuaber-of apontanephsly-perforeed 'contributions was

achieved-by the formula:

Studen BehaVior

where X represents the number Of SpontaheouS itudentschntribntions,:and'
Student BehaviorrepreSehtszthe total hylibei of all Sthdent-contribntiohs: The

higher thistratio, the greater the proportion of-all studehrbehaVIorerhat
were spontaneously performed.

Determination -of the-number Ofstudent tostudest interactions, was
achieved-by-eiaminihg the-frequency:of the-SeqUehce,l-rli:e., the-frequenoy
with which a:high level student contribution= was' by a sponraneoualy,

performed Student contribution). The higher this number, the greater the-numbe
of student,tostudent interactions that,occurred,during the ObserVation period.

Results

The,classiodus.here identified-1)y the group tswhiehthetbelong; Gifted

Facilitating, Gifted Inhibiting, and Regular. TatIe-IShOWS,the prOphitidn

of relevant cognitive student contributions for ,each,grou0 thatwere Original

(high level).

Table 1

The Proportion -of All Relevant CognitiveStudent
Contributionithat Were "Original"

'Gifted Gifted
Facilitating Inhibiting Regular

Group 1 GrOUp 2 Group 3 :Group 1 Group 1 zGroup 2' Group -3 Group 4-

92.4% 3.8X .86.1% 10:o% 14-.2X: 10X 11.6% 4,.0%

Clearly, theresultsare inthe-expeeted direction:. The Mean Proportion

of Original contributions .(i.e., the proportion of releVent-coghitiVe student

contributions that-are high leVel) was.77.4 pereent for the,GiftiOacilitating
group, 10.0 percent for the Gifted Inhibiting Class, and I0.9,percent far. ihe

Regular classreom,grohp: The reaultsfor the G1fted,:inhibiting class are obVi-,

ouelyinuch.merecloselY allied.to theSe*orthe Regular.group;thanthe'Gifted

Facilitating group.

Table 2 presents the typical length Of performance figures for, the

lg



different groups-for Category -1 type ,student behavior:

Table 2

TypiCal-Length of Performance Figure.
("Rotio to- Category Frequency")

for '"Original" StUdent-Contriblitions

Gifted -Gifted
Facilitating Inhibiting Regular

Group 1 'Group 2 Group 3- Group 1 Group l Group-2'oronp.3- Group 4,

.34 .61 . .62 .00 .48 .00 .20-

Again, the results are. In the expected direction, 'but less dramatically
so than for theprevioue-measure: The mean Ratio to Category -Frequency for
the=difted4Acilitating..group-Was..52i-for the Gifted Inhibiting class, 0 00,
and for the Regular class- group, 0.20., 4n. this measure, the least faVOrabla
findings in terns of the 'length (i.e.,,depth aad-cOMplexity) of students'

original dintributions.Vere in.the,Gifted Inhibiting groUp;;*bez-nost favorable
in,the*ktici Facilitating, group.

Table 3 shows the relative, amount of spontaneously performed student
cOntributions for the-threesroups.

Table, 3,

Proportion: Of:kik-Student 'Contributions

That. Were ,Sp-ontaneouely, perforMed
.

,

difted .diftesi

Facilitating' Inhibiting'. _Regillar
. -.'

Group 1 Group 2 'Group 3 Group,1- Grou0,1 Group 2 Group 3 Group k .

50.9% 32.3% 43.8% 9.0% 4.1% 6.9% 3.8% 6.9%

The mean proportion, of all student contributions that were Spontaneously
performed was 42.3,perdent for the_Gifted-Facilitatingqgroupii9.04ercent for
the Gifted Inhibiting group, and 5 :4,percent for the Regular group As in the
first measure; these findings are in-the eipected-direction., Also as in the
first measure, the findings for the Gifted Inhibitingelasamere more closely
allied to the Regular group than the Gifted,Facilitating group.

Table 4 shows the number Of student to- student interactions in each:group.

Table,*

=Frequency of Student tuStudentInteractions
Gifted' -,-,Gifed

Facilitating Inhibiting': Regular

Group 1 Group 2 Group' 3' Group 1 Group 1. Group 2 Group 3, ,Group 4

157 15, 10: . 0 0 - 0 '0 0

19
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The variability in the Gifted FacilitAting.grouplsaubetaatial,. 'ranging

froi°10-to 157: RoWevek, even if-the 157 had been-dimply 15, the coMparielon,

betWein the Gifted-Facilitating group And the-inhere would be dfametic, for

there was not a single itudent to student interaction recorded in-either the

Gifted Inhibiting grOupor in -the Regular group; .the only etudent.-toetudent

interactions produced were in,the-Gifted-Facilitating, greup.

-Discussion of -the Results

In every measure investigated in this study,the-GiftedFacilitating
.group showed substantial advantage -over both the-Gifted Inhibiting class and

the Regulai class group: Inteieitinglythe results for the.Gifted 'Inhibiting

-class were-more akin to thosi,ofthe'Regulir class group7thin-theyolieret6the

Gifted Facilitating,clase. `Clearly, the two,main assumptions discussed earlier

hive been borne-out by the data

1. Gifted-children, in a faciiitating-clasiroem,setting, produce'mpre,lind

beitei high conceptual laWeteoniributione,-And,perfofmr:aoretindependentlY
and, spontaneously thin 'the atudent,poPUlation at laige.

2. Gifted children, -in an inhibiting classroom settingi.ean be medete-prik4*
fewer andshlillOwer-high level contributions mite demensifete lee*
independenee and spontaneity than in a facilitating cla4606li setting.

The finding of a-greater amount of high conceptual level Pertofeanceby-

gifted students under facilitating teaching practices -is in -harmony with the

Gallagher-Asehner (1963) finding theta teaCher.whe asks divergent type.q0es---,

tionselicits a gfiatei amount .of divergent type-responielifiemstudenta- In
addition, there were a,nuAber of, parameters of stimient behkei0i-emeMined.in

this study that'have*Ot, beretofere, beedinkestigat'ed systematically, and

Objectively; the length-6f,siudeats' high-level doniiibUtionA,:thenUmber-of
spontaneously perfOrmed-Contfibutions-theygave,Andthe number of student -to

student interactions performed dufing the observation. -iww11-casesi the-

superiority of the Gifted Facilitating group,oVer the Gifted-Inhibitiniwnd
RegUlar-classlieup was quite evident: Perhaps the most dramatic 'of the

findings, however,- -was the total absence-Of anystudentto student interactions!

in eithei the Gifted Inhibiting class -.or the Regular claliegfOUp: Thili-Mas

more remarkable since eaekclassWali,observed twice, for-45 minutes eaeh.time,

end-the-data from b6th obseiVatielis'pooled.

The striking differences alkinvthe,gf6Ups-was qUite'netable-for auch-,:m

small population: However,:becausi,6f-the small N, thesi*Oefeliceig were .

not subjected-to-teats-Of significance:

LimitatiOns,_ImPlieetionivand'COnaiusionli

For a variety-of feasons,, it is important for this study-to-be regarded -

as A pilot study. To heginloith, the lack of rigor in the sampling procedures

piecludes generalization of thesedata to-the larger educatiOnal,setting. In

addition, the small population4id:.nei,permit theAlitaiObe:treated-i6-tests
Of significance. The lack of rigeibus,Criteiia-foi-identifying.andaelecting
inhibiting tesChersIn.advance of the itadrcalis,t6question thi-ditereetness

of this classification Furthermore, ao attempt was made to relate presently

quantifiable elements Of teaihing'practiceato-the-oUiPutiealinrisaf this,

study (i.e., the production of-high level. thinking and, independent perform-

ance). :Were this,to be done, it would bepassibli to derive'eapiriiaily
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grounded,, -behavioral prescriptiOne :for facilitating type teaching of the;gif ted.

Nevertheless, it is felt that the data from this study--(especially the
strong :contrast between the findings for the Gifted Facilitating and Gifted
Inhibiting teachers with the same general student population) icatity consider-
ation of a More ambitious and More 'highly structured investigation along the
-smile. lines. -.this more structured investigation shonid,-moreoyer, culminate.
in the -derivation of an objective, behaitioralprOfile of facilitating teaching
practices for the lifteth .
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DEVELOPING THE POTENTIAL-OF THE CULTURALLY
DISADVAHTApEO INFANT

by

Genevieve Painter

It is generally agreed that culturally disadvantaged children are not
being:educated:to take their places as cofittibUting members -of society. This
is-not only a social but a perionaI loss-4s well. Comparisons of infants from
differing:Cultural backgrounds generally reveal no developmental differences;;
lhoweVer, developmental deficits are well - established in children froM Cultur-
ally disadvantaged faMiliesaq the age of three (Bayley-, 1965; PaseManickAnd
Knoblock, 1961). The p,:edi*e-stage during which learning experiences WilIbe
unusually effective-and'inflnential en later_behavior patterns is yet to be.
defined; howeVer, researcksuggisis that the earlier intervention-begins, the
greater are the gains which occur -(Bloom; 1964; Kirk, 1964). The queetion-of
.whether or-not preschool experience -can help to 'eliminate developmental
deficits is-no longer seriously debated; :the controversy now focueeson the
defenders of the traditiOnaI or child Centered nursery school program and the
proponents of a structured preschool curriculum. Early reporti ofresearch
prejects involving Curriculum-innovation seemo indicate that the structured
curriculum effects the moreertinent changes in the-development.of disadvan,
taged preschool children Welker*, 1967; Karnes, liollesheii, Stoneburner, and
Hpdgins, 1968).

,interest in the-educationpf infentstis:increasing at;aphenomenaltate.
Research and service organizationeareattemptingio. educate infants, in their
homes, in community centers, and in day care centers, and trying toeach
groUps of mothers to-educate their own infants, -Muchleabeen Written;describ-
ing the spontaneous intellectual growth -of intents (Gesell,. 1940; Piaget,

1963); bUt little can-be toundoncerning either, effpits or thioriei relative
to consciously sought and-planned acceleration of growth. In answer to the;
question, "What shall we teach?",, this -paper presents a rationale (successfully
employed;inaeverai research programs). for the structure -of infant education
and. suggestions for appropriate activities. Theie suggestions - can -be used by
professional teacher*, paraprofessionals, and parents. Altheugh the instruc-
tions are- generally stated for ateacher,with limited -time; they can be
adapted to a home setting with the mother playing her natural role-a6 teacher.
In that case, taiching-sessions Could be of shorter duration and repeated
during the day:

The rationale must be built primarily upon studies of children of
elementary, chool age since. little is found in the literaturnntheaccelera-
tion ofinfint groWth. Two-major areas of emphasis in this rationale are
language development and conceptual development because culturally disadvantaged_'

generally been found to perform at a 'lower, level than their
advantagesilmers in these *teas. A third'area,'Aensorpthotor training, is
effedtive as a training,technique. Culturally disadvantaged infants dre.not
usually found to be deficient *motor developmen4hoWeVer, since infants
learn through sensory input, teaching should Utilizeaensory motor training to
facilitate the development of concepts and language. Visual,,auditoryi. tactual,
kinesthetic, Olfactory,:and gustatory modalitiesshoUld be stressed indepen.;
*tly and in combinationain various activities. The infants should be
evouraged to give both,verbal and motor ;Canalises. ,An appropriate age for the
in.tiation-of this type 'of 'intervention is between ten and twelve months;
-earlier training,is not considered in this discussion because of the absence of
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speech development.
,

Rationale for Language 'Training

Bereiter and Engelman (1966) postulate that the disadvantaged child

master a language that is-adequate.to meet his social and material needs, but

that is not adequate to' transmit information and to carry on-verbal reasoning.

Deutsch (1964) suggests that a "cumulative deficit phenomenon" occurs in the

area of language deVelopment between. the first and the fifth grade years'-in

the disadvantaged chiid,and-that auch,aphenomenon_seems-ic-be more pronounced

for Negro children. Even extremely young children, ages 18 to 30 months,

differ in number of sound types Produced: Children in higher socioeconomic
groups produced a greater number of differing sounds and added new sounds at

a higher rate (Irwin, 1948 a and 'b). 'Spicker,lIodgea, and'HCCandleas,11966)-,,

.observed language behavior as one of the most serious and pervasive psycho-

educational disabilities among the preschool and kindergarten children in-

their study. The majority of the-children were-able to comMunicate their needs-

and to carry out simple verbal- instructions, but many displayed gross inability

to cope with elaborative language: Karnes, Wollersheim, Stoneburner, and-

Hodgins (1968) also-report communiCation.and psycholinguistic problems in the

disadvantaged 'preschool children in their study.

Controlling;one's actions through one's own words is a necessary step

toward the mastery of dialectical reasoning (Luria, 1961; Vygotsky, 1962).

-Bereiter And Engelmann 11966Y point out that information-may be accumulated

and used by controlling verbal behavior through an "internal dialogue" Whith,

Aikkiii frOi-rhe social Uaia_OttiOgUageand-May he the very coie of :Weibel,

intelligence- They postulate that culturally disadvantaged children. lack the

most rudimentary forms of conatructive.dialogue and- are therefore curdown-at

the-basis of academic aptitude, the ability to hive internal control of language

to maneuver the sequential steps necessary for problem solving:

Suggestions for-Language Training

Language-development should be encouraged in all:plaq activities. When

the infant iagiVenuanipulative materials, rtua:teacherahould emphasize

appropriate wards or sounds as well aa those which evolve naturally-durinuthe

'teaching session. For example, if plans are made to play-with a ball, the

teacher should plan to-use.sounds and words which-she knows the infant might

be able to imitate such as, "Uhee," "zoom," "ball," "roll." In addition,

When-the infant is actually playing, those sounds which evolve naturally such

as "oh, oh," shoUld-beliaidly the teacher with the hope that the iaant Will

imitate: The tutor should 'imitate the infant's speech in order to set a

pattern of imitation .s fun and play.

In-addition to the encouragement of speech in all activities, the follow-

ing structured language progral'As suggeeted: (a) beginning language, -(b) ela-

borative language, (c) the breaking down. of "giant word units," and (d) the

encouragement of internal dialogue. Each child's language program should be

initiated at his ma level' of development. It is suggested that the teacher

sample tasks at each level with the child and begin training at the point

where he is unable to-perform. The nonverbal child, of course, would be

encouraged to imitate babbling.

Beginning language may be taught as follows:
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1. The infant who -does little babbling (*who speaks few words should be
taught to imitate the teacher's vocal sounds. Iiitate the sounds the
infant produces spontaneously; Making It seem like a gaMe-which is fun to
play so that the infant will7agaimeake the sound. Then, say--a new sound
trying to initiate imitation 64-the part of the infant.

2. Show the infant objects found in hit environment and encourage -him to-
repeat their names:.

3. Show the infant: in a.book and ask him to:point. to various items,
e.g., "Where is the,d6g?"

4. Ask him to say the name ofla pictured object, e.g.,'"What is this ?"

5. Tell the infant to demonstrate.the-use of a.piCtured object, e.g., "What
-do-We do with anpoon? Show me."

6. When an infant is -able to.taik, discourage-gestures-or grunting -by
.him how to ask for an item. Do not give irrb him unless-he says the
word or words. If ,he inablero say "wah wah" for uaterrhis_should be
accepted, but when:IA-able-to-say "inter" he-shouldhe-expeCted to -say it
precisely. Still, when he is able to_combine words,, he. should, be rold_to
say, "I want water:"

7. Althimigh the infant should.be shown what to do throughteacher demonstra=
tions, he should also-be- expected to:follow verbal instructions,-such-as,
"Put the toy-back in the box."

iaborativeAanguage should also be-encouraged. Dramatic-play,. rtylet,
and: songs should'be::used to.-develop the extension and spontaneity of speech.
Adjectives and - adverbs should be usectandthe.Child-shOUld repeat, e.g., "This
is a blue car. The car goes fait.P Objects, paper doll cut outsi and Parts_
Of the body may be used to teach prepositions, e.g., "Put the penny in your
hand, under your feet, between the mother and.fatter doll." Many- teaching
deVices can be used toreachantonyms, e.g., "warm cold" milk, "opened C164ed"-
box, "long,thort" pretzel sticks.,

The breaking down of "giant word units" as suggested byBereiter-and
Engelmann "(1966) should:be encouraged. The child,wboaayti. "Tha ha" should-be
encouraged to say "That. hati=' or "That is a hat" depending-upon_hislavel of
speech development:.

Internal dialogue should' be encouraged. Manipulative activities- -which
require time to observe-aproblem and-to plan form solution should-be
verbalized for the child. Encourage the child-torepeitrhis dialogue, then
to Whittler it, and thentonay it silent while-working: For example, in
working a I)Ozzle, tell the child, "We Start at the head; turn the piece around
until it will fit." As.he,repeats the manipulation, heAtOuld be told to,
_whisper the pattern anithen toltay it to-hiltelf.

Rationale for Conceptual Training

Research has emphasized the relationship between language and, conceptual
development. Concept formation apparently does not await the learning of
names or,labels, and language development serves to facilitate a process
already begun on the nontymbolic level. Yet the power. of language. in advanc-
ing conceptualization cannot be minimized. /toviding a name or nonsense
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syllable-for anumberlof objects-will increase a child's tendency to respond

aimilarlyto each. of the objects; conversely, providing different labelstfor
different objects will increase the tendency to respond variously (Spiker,

1956): Representation by a language symbol-constitutes the final step in.

concept-forMation. Rudimentary concept formation takes-place at the pre -

linguistic level but is limited to relatiVely concrete situations. The process

of generalization iafacilitated-if a concept canba--subauiad under a verbal

symbol (Ausubel, 1958).- Prehm-(1965) fOnnd that verhalpretraining had a
-significantly positive effect on the- conceptual performance -of culturally
disadvantaged children andthat ther-Use Of-verhallahell may have madethe-
4iival Stimuli_Which he used more- meaningful. He suggests- children

be,given increased lengUage experience in the preachbol years, especially

practice in the use of verbal cues-in the-solution of problems.
_ -

Martin and-Stendler (1959) .write that fc0111-ed4cationia largely a
proCesa of teaching concepti. It is presumed that the conceptual process
inVolvei,hoth the- differentiation of impressions Whiebake-originalli-diffuse

and the integration of impressiOnawhich_ara-originallY,detaiied-andfrag,-
mentary. Ahatraction, and4eneralizationareniiiizeirat
all age-levels. Older children and adults- arrive at concepts both inductively,

4rom the particulartothe-geneial, and deductively, from the-general tothe

particular. 'these authors State that lire-know the conceptual abilities of
Children-at various age levels bUt do not haveanadequate-underatanding
of the process by which young children acquire cOncepta or of the centribu=

tionaofadults to facilitate that process.

ThedifferentlatIkalletWeenlanguagegrowth-and conceptual- growth _--_-

individual is. only theoretical since theY4re combined in-theapontaneods
_deVelopient of the-Child. However, they may be considered:somewhat independent,-

ly in the construction of an educatiOnal prograii-for infants. rive concepts

_which are- considered to be prerequisites fOr-academiclearningand.which are

usually acquired at an early: age are', nggeOted: -(a) the concept of body,

image, (b) the concept, of spatial relationships,.(c) the concept of number,
0) the- Concept of tine,. andAe) theConcept of Categoricalelassification.

Suggestions for - Conceptual Training

Concept of Body Image. In-his discussion : -of-perceptual motor spatial

integration,Repharr:(1960)' stateathatapatial,relationaand apatial directions

develop first in relation-to the child-bilielf; only later are-objeCtiVe

relations developed between objects. He suggests,, therefore, that the child

Must-deVelop.aconcepini body image, a-clear-pictuie-of how,he relates to -=

.--apace. The following are suggestions-for helping an infant_develop:the ten,!

cept of hody-iiage: 'Place a mirror in-front of the infant. Allow him-Cot

name the parts of the body. Say, "What ii-this?"Wintingin-lairY.
is nonverbal, -say, "Show-me your eyes." 'Tell him .to took nave .the.

parts of the_body on 4-doil and then:on himself. Place the infant's hand or

foot on paper or have hill lie doWnon a large piece of papervdraii an-Outline

of him with.a felt tip pin.

Concept of S atial-Relationshis. Piaget (1963) theorizes that the

infant's earliest ideas. of space depend upon where the Child :is, atja Certain-

point. A aeries of developmental stages folloW,in which he.learns to compre-

,hend a single objective space, encompassing objects and persons: Ai the

child develops his concept of space,. he learns to difierentiatimotonly
.spaces but objects in -them.by their form. Ausubel (1958) writes thatform

dileriminatioais one of the earliest conceptual acquisitions-of thechild.
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Size discrimination-requires the relating of an,object to other measures or
objects-and develops later.

Included in the-concept of space are activities-for the development of
form perception, size perception, qpitial relationshipEvand-seriation.

1. Train the infant to perceive the form of an object by having him place
fOrms (cylinders, cubes, triangles): in their-corresponding holes in the
top Of a form box. Teach-him to draw geometric figures by using templates
and-encouraging free hand drawings.

2: Teich sizeperception by showing the-infant how to place rings graduated in
size on a-pyramid shaped structure, the largest fitting at the bate.: Use
large and small cookies, cereal piecet, and cardboard shapes (all of the
same color to avoid confusion) to-teach,eize-

3. Use-nested cdbes,,poker chip designs, and puzzles to teach the amount of
space necessary for placing objects, spatial relationship* between objects,
and position in space.

4. Usimested-cant and boxes to teach seriation-of objects.

Concept of-Number: Piaget (1952) writes that ordination and ,cardina-
tionfirst occur at a global-level and are dominated' -by ilmediate perceptual
experience. The first percepts of number probably involve one in-Contrast to-
more thamone J.e.. the child-develops a-percept ofisany-h*fore,he-1)egins-to
develop-definite concepts of numbers. Counting is often learned on a rote
batit prior to the acquisition of functional number concepts rand cannot be-
considered a-product of conceptual development (kusubel, 1958).

The following activities are suggested to- -teach the initial stageS of
number concepts:

1. To differentiate "one" from "many"-or "more," place pennies or cereal bits
in front of the infant. Ask him for "one" and then for, "more" or "many
pennies." Show him how to do it by giving him the pennies or cereal pieces
first.

2. To teach the concept of- oneness, give the infant one pennyin his own cup
and-one in yours; continueto.alternite placement until all are placed;
allow the infant to dole-out the-pennies.

3. Demonstrate the concept of,t0onets by- holding tmn,pennies in-your hand and
placing them in a small box; haire the child-imitate the procedure. Three
to five boxes and six to ten pennies maybe used. Tell the-infant, "Make
two in your hand and then put the two in- a-box;. gOod, now make two again
and put them in this box."

4. Teach the child to-count to tin by rote. Of-course, this will not teach
hiM number concepts, but it will make him familiar with the words we use
and their-progression.

Concept of Time. Piaget 11052)-postulates the-following- stages in the
infant's experience:of temporal happenings:

1. The child participates In, a.series-of temporal vents such as,hearing a
sound-and then-turning_his head to find the source. The- -child may

iexperience a vague feeling of duration ntrmixed with other vague
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sensations of effort, need, and the, like.

2. The child may then have some elementary consciousness of before and after

in an action result Sequence, such as pulling a string, to activate an

object.

3. The ability of the child to retain a series of events in which-his own

action did not directly-intervene is a next stage in the experience of

temporal happenings. In this case the child recalls an event rather than

a past action. For example, the child searches behind .a screen to find an

object he has seen the experimenter bide there.

4. A further development in temporal awareness is demonstrated when the child

isable to recall the events of a more remote past happening, such as
remembering that mother put a toy on a particular shelf two days ago.
(When the child is asked where the truck is, he points to the. shelf.)

Temporal awareness should be stressed throughout the day as a part of

the natural sequence of events: (4) The-teaching session should follow an

orderly progression. Tell the infant, "juice time," "puzzle time," "painting

time," "time for teacher to go home" or "time to put away the toys." (h).Point

out daytime, morning, breakfast time, lunch tile, dinner time', sleeping time.

61) Tell the infant, "I'll see you tomorrow." "When I was here yesterday you

showed me your cat." "Today we'll paint."

Concept cf Categorical_ClassificatiOn.. Ausubel (1958) states that

concept formation consists, of a proCess of abstracting the essential coon
features of a class of objects from a series of situations in which they vary

contextually in unessential details, or along dimensions other than the partic-

ular ones under scrutiny. The, common features are comparable configurations

or sets of relationships. The young child classifies exeeriences in terms of

immediately perceived properties rather than in terns of their class member-

ship. Later, however, categorical classification tends to become the dominant

mode of organizing experience. Ordering_of experiences and segmenting them

into manageable_ categories ii a necessary component of cognitive development

and is a prerequisite to academic readiness.

Classification concepts (the ordering of objects and.placing them into

meaningful categories) may be taught in a variety of activities:

1. Place three of four pictures, all alike but one, on the table in front of

the infant. Tell him, "Give re the onethat is different," or "Give me

the one that doesn't belong there."

2. Place three of four different pictures in front of the infant and say,

"Give me the one that is the same as,this.one in.mylaand."

3. Cut pictures from magazines. Teach the infant to sort pictures into

categories. People, foods, dogs, cats, and birds are easily identified by-

an infant. Use two-categories at first, then three. Tell the,infant,

"Put all the dogs in the dog house and all the people in the People's house."

(Boxes labeled with a picture of a dog and a person represent the houses.)

4. Teach the child to sort chips,, blocks, and the like into color categories.

Use primary colors first.

This rationale emphasized the use of sensory motor literialsin a way

Which wouldllilp to promote-the language and conceptual develOpment of very
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young children. The areas chosen a-a the-basid-for this structured program of
infant education reflect the-areas in which disadvantaged children generally
Perform at a lower leiel than-their adVantaged peeks.: Theit genetaI area of
strength,.cOtor development, haS1)eeSs.used as the moat effeitive mode of pre-
sentation. Emerging speech andlinemotok skills maybe combined to7enhance
the conceptual development of young,thildtenffthe activities are presented
in a manner which is fun forthi teacher- Or mother-as teather, and the infant:
Infant teaching, can ben satisfying experience-fot both teacher,and'infint and
-can do much to averthe deficits - which- disadvantaged Childien begin to
reflectat about the age ofAhrie.i -
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ABSTRACT

THE GIFTED CHILD WITH SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITIES

by

idwarci-C: Frierson

The_concept of "multiple exceptionality" is-developed systematically in

this presentation along with the important perspeCtive that exceptional

learning needs cannOt'beanderitobl in terms,ofteei scoreaalone. Attention

is called to thoie-Children whopossiis unusual learning,abilities and-unusual

learning disabilities. The abilities and disabilities are deseribed,ind

practiCalteaching proCedures are discussed.

Fiie short Sections are included in this paper, each of'which is

different yet complimentary. First, through thatechniclue of biographical
analyeis, severil,iifted-men-Are shown to have'been children with "specific

learning disabilities.r ,Many famoui leaders of the past are reVeaied ad-haVing,

had behavior disorders, phydical infirmities and sensor"?handicaps. Less

publicized, yet just as debilitating, the specific reading and"language-dis-

dbiiities Of eminent leaders-= and-criminals-- are-described.
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The second part of this presentation_reviews the professional literature
describing the cognitive abilities profiles of gifted children, retarded chil-
dren and'bright children with specific learning disabilities. Several sig-

nificant conclusions emerge'fromthis,review.

Following the summary of'iiterature, a study of the selection practiCei
for gifted claSses in a largenstropolitan community is analyzed. Tarticular
emphasis is given to the performance of children nominated butrejected for
special class:placement. Scores from achievement tests, "WISds;""Bender
and,Other measures -are presented in.support of the - contention that some
"gifted" children are not producing due to subtle and not so subtle learning
impairments.

The fourth aspect of the-paper is an educator's interpretation of
several exceptional abilities and. disabilities as they affect claSsroom

performance. The learning charatteristics-of Children with-highleneral
rerbal ability and-the characteristici pf children with-perceptual handiCips

are demonstrated. Several examples-arenreberited in which both patterns are

present in the 'Same Child. -As a result, educational problems of children
possessing both unusual learning abilities and disabilities are delineated

clearly.

The final portion of the prusentation outlines the teaching strategies
which are inditated when high verbal abilities are linked with, perceptual

disabilities. Materials and procedures found to be effective, in selected'

tutoring situations are described. The limitations of empirical studies

coo-Oaring grOupa are introduced: Etwever, teachers-are-encouraged'to-adopt a
behavioral science point of view in dealing with individual students.

In summary, the presentation emphasis the importance of knowing

1-- What kinds of leaders gifted children with learning disabilities might
become

-2. 'What the literature reveals about the cognitive abilities of different

groups of exceptional children

3. What school systels-know and can predict about students with unusual
abilities and disabilities

4.. What abilities and disabilities mean to the classroom teacher

5. What teaching-,nateriale and proCedures have been demonstrated to be
effective. with bright learners who have perceptual problems.

The paper demonstrates what the author means by the statement: "Every
interaction of teacher and student is a-test of the null hypothesis.
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ABSTRACT

THE DISADVANTAGED GIFTED CHILD

by

Will' J. Tindall

Research evidence and.classrocia observations indicate:that devaluation

of feddeationis-prevalent among children from econoiticallyiuld,cultUrally diar

advantaged backgrounds. Impairment ofAearning-styles and motivations Way be

-a.colion result of these-envimmumal_circoestances. Gifted pupils froa

thin seglent of the population tend to underachieve and display lowered=leveli

of aspiration which are inconsistent with their otherwise high - academic

Potential. A special school bAS been established in Kentucky as ane0-approach
to the education of these children-and.as a setting for research related to

their peculiar learning,problems.

The'LlaColn School is a residential high school operated by The
University of Kentucky,College of Edncation.. It is coeducational, nongrided,

and has a full academic year program. Sixty pupils are enrolled in tae first

class. A new freshman clans-will be adlitted for each of three additional years

until a total stticiesi body of 240 is in residence. Public schOol districts

throughout the State participate in the nomination-and selection of pupils.

Curriculum. is determined-by the academic needs,and abilitiesafindiiid-

ual students. Curricular innovations are studied in,conjunCtion.with,an

ongoing research program. Other investigations related to:motivation, social
values,aptitUdes, intelligence, self concept, and school achievement are

either planned Or tadermy:- Preliminary data show promise for-success in

realizing both training and-research objec.tiveit.

PATTERNS OF RESEARCE-ON THE GIFTED

by

Marvin J. Gold

Recent research-efforts in the area.of thegifted can be summiecIup'y

noting that the major emphasen'havabeen investigations into (a) characteris-...

tics of gifted individuals, and: (b)` creativity.

Conclusions of recent research activities in the first area; characteris-

tics of gifted individuals,are far from unique. There -is an overWhelming

body of often replicated-work. produced-:hy researcheri vho'hatie engaged.in

redundant research. There: re areas of-cOncern that need to be left axone

unless.they are looked at from adifferent vantagepointor consid4ed with.a

new factOr added,

The surface of the second research-push creativity, has hardly been
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scratched. The,researcher -is-working in an area so new and so in need of
refinement that replication is neceisary. Eicamples of area& where a repetition
of activities is desired include characteristics of creative individuals, the
relationship of creativity and intelligence, and- personal adjustment of highly
creative individuals.

Between- the work on characteristics and creativity a fairly large body,
of knowledge is accumulating In characteristics it is a verti al expansion;
in creativity it is--both horizontal and vertical.

There .arellinta of greater' potential to be-ound in recent researCh on
the -gifted.. Aliong teseareh-activities that indicate a-need for further.
research are those concerning. curriculum, cross cultural -Studies,. comparisons
of gifted subgroups, and-coaparisons,of -different styles-of perfoimarice...:amOng.
the gifted.

ABSTRACT-

SPECIAL EDUCATION-FOR TEE- GIFTED THROUGH, TELEVISION

by

Mary M. Pilch

This -a- federally funded project ,under Title III Of
Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965', Project No 6703260:-0. -Itwas- started-
July 1, 1967;- the-pilot area involves_ 39 school districts in,northeastern
Minnesota.- 1968=69, the Second year of the-pilot phase, includes 125
individual schools and approximately 1600 identified and., selected gifted
students in grades fiVe through seven. It is Planned' to extend. the- project
throughout the State of iiinneaota in 1969-:70 should funds be 'available.

The purpose of the -project is tO ImpleMent an exemplary educational
,program 'for gifted" elementary and junior high .school stucLints and their
teachers by using unique .combination of new and different content materials
,combiried with especially developed instructional strategies dieseminated via
television.. It IS anticipated that this innovative procedure- will help,
facilitate the deVelopment of the skills for-.-U:sing the higher thought proceases
essential to the kind- of productive thinking. gifted- students, --are capable of
achieving.

The project develops a linked series of televisien ppigrams Which,
involve the,use of selective 'films- combined With-original videotapes
developed by-the-Project staff. A Weekly-series-Of thiee, half hour: programs is
scheduled during the school day. During 1967- 68,-, thirty-six half hour pto,
grams-were- telecast fer 12 weeks. -In -1968-69, fifty-four half hOur programs
Will be telecast ior 18' weeks. During -each weekly series students and teachers
will View the f011owing:

1. A "Content" film containing new -and unique, information not generally
found in the- Conventional -curriculum- but. directlY related to the theme
of the year'S Mae:will be the subitantiVe vehicle from which the
-second series will draw material for dersonstratiig a,claserOow,strategy
emphasizing procep.
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2. A "Process" videotape developed by staff Master Teachers demonstrating the

skills and strategies involved in the higher thought processes of productive

thinking. No attempt is made to 'instruct for knowledge input. Strategies

are used to illustrate a variety of ways possible to nurture the creative

potential of these students. interaction with the television teacher 'is

encouraged.

3. An 'In. Service" videotape developed by the staff Master. Teachers to explain

thetheory of learning demonstrated in the "Process" tape and how it can be

,implemented in the classroom in sny-Of the regular subject areas. The

'dents: and teachers view both the "content" and "Process" series; only

....achers view the 'IR Service" series.

A syllabus containing objectiVes, vocabulary lists, bibliOgraOnies, and

summaries of the content in. all fifty -four ,programs (1968-69) will be dis-

tributed to all. teachers-involved.

Identification and selectiOn of giftedness maitt be concerned With many

kinds of talent at- varying.- degreet of excellence. The project accepts this

Multidimensional concept and-pursues .a selective process composed of the follow-

ing three phases:

1. Phase one identifies .A11 children -who score-one: Standard- deviation.- above

the national Mega,at determined:by the ,grOu0 intelligence tests adminis-

tered in the local schools.

2. Phase two is the - teacher observation- and -selection- phase. 'Tbe roster of .

Student nameit,provided in Phate one it .used to process the second .phate.

Selection it:hated on a list of clatracterittles and traits 'astOciatedWith
giftedness exclusiVe of those measured ty an intelligence, test. Each trait

is carefully defined by -the projeCt and'teichers rite each child oil-each.

trait. TeSchers make a final-selection inHtbe Phase two process by select-

ing -a,minimum,of ten pereent 'but -no-lore than twenty percent of the names

On! the ,Original roster.

3. Phase three is- the- abilities testing, phase. 'is concerned with selection

of giftednits in terms of thinking capacities, leadership, creativity,and

personality: 'Those-- chosen 'in, phase two -will be administered specially

selected tests Measuring .abilities. in critical thinking, productive thinking

and creativity. Final selectiOn for field study and individual analysis,

will be made: from- this third- phase- prodesii.

Pretesting and posttedting :proCesses ,ha4e: been implemented. -Separate

questionpaireS to students, teachers and administrators have .been constructed

and disseminated to get subjective eVidence,On opiniOns and'reactiodt to ?the

first year's prOgrams. Ninety percent of these were completed-'and returned.

Finally, staff members -visii.4Uabout -fifty .schOols tc:? -get firit hind comments

and reactions to identification techniquet, communication problems, and feed-

back and f011OW thrOUgh needs.. All these -findings on :the firsit year'aiactiVi-

ties will be-summarized and reported as the evaluation phase-of the project.

The sale -processes. Will again be wiled :during, tha year .196849.

InserVice activities using regional-workshops, seminars, facultY.

meetings And institutes are part of the project's total effort. These occur

before, - during, and-after the: -television schedule. Consulting' serVices .by

staff members are available at all-tiles. A. mobile library -of exemplary

baSic reference for gifted students- is on loan thronghOut the year Eiblio-

:graphics, work- study papers, and4 professional library .of reading materials on
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the gifted are also available and in-use. The videotapes produced by the.
project are catalogued and can be taken out on loan.

Detailed information can be obtained from-the Project .Director,
Mrs. Mary M. Pilch, 315 Old Main, University of'Minnesota Duluth,
Minnesota 55812.

ABSTRACT

A REPORT ON A STUDY OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, FOR GIFTED

CHILDREN IN SELECTED ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES.

by

William G. Melville

In 1965, in cooperation with Di. Russell-I. Hammond, - Director of the
Research Departient in'theoCollege of EdUcition-at the University ofllYoming,
and with the support of the.American-Associitionfor-Gifted Children; incor-
pi:mated; a nation wide study ofeducational uegrams for: gifted,thildten-in
selected elementary schools was initiated. The-purpose of this study-Was to
investigate-and.report..on the education of gifted childfin in-the'eleientafY
schooll3y answering these questions: What. is -being done in ;fie.fegular- and
special classrooms for gifted childien? .11,34 1.64t:tieing done? On-what-princi-
ples should a program for the gifted be plannedt

Questionnaires-Were-sent to-representative; of state departmentsof_
education, state education associations, 'colleges And univereities,..and school
systeMS: Of 293 persons asked to participitealighily.gesi than 75pereent
or 213,, responded. All respondents were asked,to,evaluate a list Of-25- princi.7
ples for setting up, and eValnating,ptograms tot-gifted children in the elementary
tary school. Persons involved in the actual predets of educating gifted
children were asked to eValuite their.prOgrams according,to the list of 25
principles and to answer questions concerning the actual operation. and
organization Of their classes.

The five highest rated printiplee were:

1. The Principle of Social OrientatiOneof id4datiOn

2. The Principle of the Guided Approach to Teaching

3. the Principle of ExpetimentalAPproach to ProVidintlot the Gifted;

4, The Principle of Adequate Stimulation

5.. The Principle That-the Eddation.of the Gifted Child Should Emphasize
Enduring Methods and:SourceS of4.earning, as Opposed to A Terminal Emphaiis
Upon Present States of FiloWledge.

The-top five-:.principles,being implemented most effectively- according
to the iespondent'i rating'of their own programs were:

I. The Principle of,thetiperiMental ApOrdach,CoPro4Iding for the,Gifiect
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The,Principle of Enrichment As.A Qualitative Rather Than A Quantitative

Concept

3. The PrinCiple,ok Social Orientation Hof Education

4. The Principle of Adequate Stimulation

5. The Principle That in the EducatiOn of the Gifted Ihdividdal There Should

Be Considerable Emphasis Upon Intellectual-Activity.

In the findings of the survey of ongoing programs, some of the

interesting points were:

-1. More gifted children were identified inthe third grade than at any

other level.

.2. The first grade was the level at which sPecialproviSion-for the gifted

wasmost generally initiated.

3. Mathematics, was the subject most widely taught in special classes.

4. Critical thinking was themain objective of most of the programs.

5. Teacher observation was the most widely-used measure of objectivei.

6. Cutriculum-provision for children in kindergarten through third grade was

in ungraded classes.

7. Curriculum provision in,giades four through six was throughf.offering'

subjects beyond grade level.

8. Almost half the programs were not evaluated:

Most programs hadobeeminitiated since 1957.

.
10. The best teachers available werese;ected to teach speclal classes,, but

:only seven respondents replied that their teacherswerecertified to

teach gifte4childien.

11. Evaluation-was ,the,grentest,probiem.area.
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BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS

AGGRESSION AS AN INDICATOR OF OUTCOME--IS IT ALWAYS A BAD SIGN?

by

Herbert Grossman

Introduction

There is 0 clear cut evidence-that the more aggressive or antisocial
emotionally disturbed children are lesi,amenable to rehabilitative efforts.
Yet decisions about-the rehabilitation of disturbed and delinquent children and
youth are influenced by--their aggressiVe behavior- patterns. Even in experiment-
al programs:, such placement decisions as whether children will be offered'
services in the community or removed from the.community and whether-they reqUire
a maximum security setting Oran open setting are influenced by -the frequenCy
and severity of their aggression (Grossman and Fishel,. 1966;, Warren-and Kleine,
1963).

In addition, because -of the lack of information concerning the:prognostic
significance of aggression, the reactions of thoie involved in rehabilitation_
to the aggressive behavior manifested by emotionally disturbed children whom
they are rehabilitating are necessarily -based on considerations other theft its
prognostic-significance. Papanek (1965) underscores this-problem in his
statements about the management of aggressive behavior.

Concepts of management such as they are are still too often con-
ventional. Even where -new concepts are adopted', they rely heavily
upon basic philosophical- ideas and practical considerations other
than those_. of treatment: for instance,-the need-to protect society
against offenders, the hope of deterring other potential delinquents,
etc. These other considerations important as they are for other
reasons--may actually conflict-with the interest of successful
treatment (p. 210).

The recent growth of programs which stress behaVior modification through
the application of principles of operant Conditioning (Whelan, 1966; Ullman and
Krasner, 1965) and programs iohich attempt to rehabilftate,elationally disturbed
childrenby,the application of eduCational methods (Morse, Cutler and Fink,
1964) make papanek's concern even more salient bedanse these programs usually
,consider the reduction of- aggression as an important goal for disturbed
children in general.

What does the literature-indicate about the prognostic significance of
aggression?

:Undifferentiated Aggression

One way of studying the relationships between aggression and post rehabili-
tation outcome is to equate all forms of aggression disregarding differences
among its many manifestations. Studies which have related aggression to out-
come have usually included subjects who were considered either emotionally
disturbed or offenders, but not both. This refleCts the courts' tendency to
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provide different institutional and rehabilitative modalities for these two
grOups and reflects also the position of many writers who have differentiated
these groups for theoretical' easons (Bennett, 1960; Deutch, 1966; and Lidz,

1966).

Offenders

Research about-the relationship between-aggression and outcome for
offenders supports the long held belief that aggressive behaVier directed
against others in the history of criminals and delinquents is a poor prognostic

sign. In the followup study of criminal offenders, Gibbens, Pond and Stafford-
Clark (1959) found that aggressive criminals had a significantly higher rate of

recividism than nonaggressive ones. They reported that unlike nonaggressive
criminals, aggressive criminals offended again almost without exception.

Stott (1964) noted a difference in the behavior of delinquents on parole
which was related to their previous school-behavior. Parolees who,,halibeen

characterized by hostility towards or rejection of adults in sChool committed-
more offenses while on parole than parolees-who had,not been hostile or-reject-
ing to adults in school.

The reviewer did not locate research relating aggressive behavior during
rehabilitation to-outcome for criminal offenders.

Emotionally Disturbed

Studies of the relationship between aggression and the post rehabilitation
outcomes of the emotionally disturbed have been less consistent than studies

dealing with offenders. The inconsistency is due to difference between the
results obtained when emotionally disturbed subjects-with differenr,typea of
diagnosis were studied together and whin subjects diagnosed as schizophrenics

were studied separately.

Research which has included a total population has uniformly indicated'
that prerehabilitation aggression is a poor prognostic sign. Feldman, Pascal

and Swensen (1954)` found- that subjects who tended to direct blame or hostility
exclusively-cA the, environment had a poor prognosis for status one year after

discharge from a mental hospital. Robins and O'Neal (1958) in a 30 year

followup study of persons who had been patients in a child guidance clinic
noted that youngsters who had acted Out against others committed significantly
more offenses in'later years than children who had-not.

In a studyofteferred and evaluated, but nontreated nonpsychotic pre-
school children in a child guidance clinic, Reiser (1966)Pobserved that children
who had-been aggressive during their preschool yeara_tended to conit more
delinquent offenses as teenagers than children who had not been aggressive in

their preschool years. Roff (1961, 1963) studied the relationship between peer
relationships in childhood and adjustment in the armed forces, using as sub-

jects children who had been treated in child guidance clinics. He loUndthat
those subjects who had acted in a mean, abusive, antagonistic, or dominating
manner toward their peers tended to have more less than honorable discharges

from military service than children who had had satisfactory peer adjustments.

Research which has used schizophrenic rather than undifferentiated emo-
tionally disturbed subjects has consistently indicated that prerehabilitation
Aggressive behavior is a good prognOstic sign. Schefield, Hathaway, Hastings,

and-Bell (1958) and Simon and Wirt (1961) reported that. -poor school deportment

:is related to good adjustment for schizophrenics. Nameche, Waring:and Ricks

(1964) found that schizophrenic patients who had acted out in the community
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tended to be the less chronic patients. Grossman (1967), reported that

schizophrenic boys who had been aggressive before being placed in a residential
treatment center tended to have better,outcomes,as young adults,than did 'less

aggressive schizophrenics.

But, although there is a consistent relationship between prehabilitation
aggression and good outcome for,schizophrenics,. no such consistent relationship
has been observed for aggressive behavior which occurs during the-rehabilita-
tive process and outcome. McKeever and May 4964)-found that schizophrenics
who were less cooperative duFing their hospitilizationtended.ro be released

earlier. However, Albee (1950) reported that more aggressive schitoPhrenics
tended to remain hospitalized 'for longer periodS of time and Marks Stauffacher,

and Lyle (1963) found that uncooperatiii schizophrenic patients tended to.he
rehospitalized following discharge. :Finally Walker and Kelley (1960) found no

relationship between patients' hostile,behaiiior while-they,itere hogpitalized
and either early disCharge or symptom improvement.

The finding that aggressive behairior is sfavorableprognoatid indicator
for schizophrenic patients can be derived from the distinctions made by

Mahler, Furer,and Settlage (1959),. They distinguished between the most

severely disturbed, autistic psychotic children-who had never establiihed-
relationships with,others even in the earliest stages of their lives,

and the somewhat less severely disturbed psychotic children who struggled to
Maintain interpersonal contact in-whatever way possible because they had
experienced satisfactory relationships-during their earliest years.

Differentiated Aggression

Locus-of Aggression

Nameche, Waring, and Ricks (1964) and Grossman (1967) reported that

although aggression in -an undifferentiated sensewas-a positive_ prognostic

sign for schizophrenics,-those who had acted/ aggressively in the,co*unity
had a significantly better-prognosis than those who aggressive behavior had

been confined within_the family. One ,possible explanation for this finding is

that aggression which occurs in,-the coiMunitY may be indicative of more

vasive, leas stimulus_ peCifie-behavior than aggression in the-home. Another

possible explanation is that the prognostic significance of aggressive behavior

may be dependent on such,..Weriables as the persons toward whOM it is directed.
Some support forrhe-second alternative is Grossman's (1967) finding that
aggression in-the ,homiliats a pOsitie prognostic indicator and aggression in
the communitTwas.lunegative prognoitic sign for neurotic -.buys -who had--been

institutionalized ineresidential treatment center.

Impulsivity

Lander and Schulman (1963);-rePort_that adolescent boys who had
committed unplanned impulsive murders tended to achieve a satisfaCtory-adjust-
ment following..residential treatment._ They suggest that 'acting-out" occurs

along a spectrum which includes impulsive behavior and shreadlY planned

behavior and which has prognostic significande. Arieti (1955) observed that a

stormy premorbid.personelity Characterized by sudden:violent and drastic

changes in attitude and behavior Iles-a gOod prognoiiic aign:for schizophrenic

patients. Grossman (1967) found that achozophrenics oho-had'manifested con-
sistent patterns of impasiye eruptive aggressive behavior had 'better post
rehabilitation 'outcomes thinrhose whose aggression fit a quiet continued

pattern.
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,Severity of Aggression

Stott (1964) in his followup study of boyson piobation found that those
bays who had been more seriously aggressive toward adults in-School tended to

,
fdil probation more often. Black and Glick (1050Yreported that the More
serious the aggression for whiCh delinquents had been Committed to a residential
treatment center the.poorer waw.their prognosis. However,, when Grossman (1967)
grouped students in the same treatment center in-terns of their diagnosis; lie
fOund that more severe aggression was a positive prognostic 'Sign for schizo-
phrenics.

What conclusions can be,drawn from this review of research?' -When all.of
the above results are considered together they indicate the'following:

1. prerehabilitation aggressive behavior is a poor-prognostic sign for
undifferentiated populations of Offenderi or emotionally, disturbed persona.

2. Prerehabilitative aggretsiite behavior is a good prognostic Sign for persons
who haVe been diagnosed. schizophrenic.

3. Such variables as whether the aggression occurred it home or in the
community, whether-it-was impulsive eruptive or quiet continued, and whether
it was severe or mild influence the relationship between aggression and
outcome.

-4- There is little evidence for drawing any conclOsionsabout.a. possible
relationship between aggreSsive behavior which occurs during rehabilitation,
and postrah4bilitation:outcome.

What are the implications of this reviewof;,resefircht -These findings
certainly do notWnggest that the emotionally disturbed students in our
schools and treatment centers should be encouraged to,be;aggressive. In fact,
there is little evidence available about the relationship betweewaggressida
during rehabilitation and outcome. Even for schizophrenics the results are;outcome.
inconclusive. What: they do suggest is that aggressive` behavior does not mean
the same-thing for(Sli emotionally disturbed people.. More importantly, they
indicate that rehabilitatori, Whatever their profession; need,to consider
very carefully Whether anvparticular way of managing-aggressiOn is appropriate
for all emotionally disturbed students.
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ABSTRACT

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES-1H EDUCATING THE JUVENILE OFFENDER.

-by

Garland Wo

Correctional eadtaters are coming_out of ,the dark ages,by-virtue4if
increased interest in correctional education On-the-part of the±Federal govern-
ment, tolliges and universities; and priviate research foundations.

TO date, there is no-extensiveresearch which measures-the effectiveness
of education or training-In the-corkettion of an offender. One can only
assume that an offender will have to earn &living when released from prison,
that, heishst have a full time job that payayell enough to satisfy his basiic
needs, and. that released offenders have sUfficient Intelligente and bility
to cope with the demands of society.

Juvenile offenders suffer`-the most from incarceration'. Employers will not
place them in jobs Commensurate:to their training Or ability. They are often
forced to overcome a negative attitudi.aboutthemselVes with-little encourage-
ment from their peers or society.

For every juvenile in priSon, there are 1,000 equal counterparts Who are
not in prison. Training and educationTfor4heluvinile-delinquent is meaning-
less if he cannotget a job-or attain a high school- equivalency tertificate.

These problems can be lessenedif labor, industrial, and governmental
leaders.will work in close conjunction with correctional personnel, the courts,
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and the educators. Education and training alone cannot solvethe-problems
encountered by the juvenile offender.

DIFFERENTIAL,.LOW -RATE CONDITIONING OF DISTRACTIVE BEHAVIOR

Christine Walken

-introduction:

In the last decade, the literature- shove -that indiViduil conditioning
technignes%have been,effectiVely used to shape a variety:of responsei in
children (Straghan, 1964; Patterson, 1965a, 1905b; WOlfiirnbrauer,-Williams,
and Laviler, 1966; Wolf,- Risley, and Hees,1964;:Ayllon; 1963;Richfach; Erwin,
and-Mohr, 1966;'FlanaganGoldiamond, and- Azrin, 1958; Kushner, 1966;
Williams, 1959; Hart, Aller04611, Harris,ind Wolf, 1964; and:Madsen,. 1966).
Individual conditioning techniques have been applied to:parent child inter-
actions, hyperactiVity,,Ohobiai, vomiting, anorexia, stuttering; tantrums,
operant crying; and encopresis in -an effort to control and shape:these behaviors

in preferred directions. The results of these studies have provided impressive
evidence f6r the efficacy and flexibilitY,of these techniques' when carefully
controlled and applied, outside the laboratory setting.

-However, when learning theory principles are extended and:applied to
groups of subjects; In the-form of token economies, the outcomes of intervention
have traditionally, been less impressive. This result can be accounted for -

inllarge part by imprecise control over variables Mich regulate behavior. The

interaction between response classes and treatment variables in these studies
tqloies so complex as to mask the significance of treatment effects and, in
cite cases, to preclude the scientific evaluation of treatment veriablei which
are controlling behavior. These token economy studies often collapse a number
of laboratory proven-techniques into-a unified treatment module and apply this
intervention procesi to subjects who exhibit lirgeAueounts of .inter- and intra-
subject variablity in the level, type, intensity, and rate of emitted-deviant
behavior. Identifical treatment pfocedures'areused to consequate such diverse
response classes as hyperactivity, withdrawal syndrome, aggression, attending

behavior, and lability. As a result, it becomes verrdifficulito establish'
whichtreatment variables are accounting for differential amounts of variance

across these response classes. This problem is often further complicated by
the existence of uncontrolled variables, speCific to the treatment setting,
which operate as conditioned stimuli in_controlling, maintaining, and shaping
behavior.

Individual conditioning techniques which are applied to a "specific
responsi, in a controlled setting-provide for greater amounts Of subject matter
controlothan:do conditioning. techniques that are applied-to the emitted behav-
iorS 4/groups of subjects in special,settings. The application of learning

theory principles allows for' the manipulation of depriVatiOn and satiation,
states, setting events, and reinforcing stimuli as well4as for evaluating

treatment effects by: (a) establishing stable response rates, (b) introducing

a treatment or controlling variable, and (c) withdrawing that variable (after
criterion performance) in order to measure its effedt upon behavior. The

generalizability of the resulting treatment' effects can then be established -by

successive replications-on additional subjects:
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Purpose

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of differential low
rate conditioning procedures on the high strength distractive behavior of a
nine year old subject.

Problem

Phillip.was n bright (WISC: 116), underachieving:male who, upon referral,
exhibited a number of deviant behaviors that were incompatible with successful
task oriented perforiance in the educational setting. Phillip was enrolled in
thefourth.grade and his chronological age at referral was nine years, six
months. His emitted deviant behaviors in the classroom included provoking
other children, not completing taski, creating class disruptions, coercing
attention from the teacher, hyperactivity,, talking out of turn; and being easily
distracted-from a given task by-Ordinary-Classroomstimuli such as minor noises,.
movements-of others, changes in:lighting-conditionsi etc.

The subject was enrolled in an experimental class for behaviorally dis-
ordered children during two months of the academic school year 1966 -1967.
lehaiiOrs which were directly incompatible with appropriati-social behavior and
successful academic performance gradually decreased in frequency as-Phillip's
behavior came under control of the respense,reinforcement contingencies
OPerating,wIthinthe-exPerithental cliss.setting. His acadenic,task rate
increased markedly and his social behaviors became-More appropriate and4ore
easily, tolerated by his peers. Thillip's distractive behavior, however, main-
tainerlat a high rate, even though reinforcements were consistentlywithhc-4
.for nonattending behavior. His-distinctive behavior -was-,task specific .(Moyer

And von Haller Gilmer, 1955) in that4le exhibited low rates of distractibility
during high interest tasks and high rates during.low interest academic tasks,.
Phillip's distractive behavior maintained at high strength in spite of "treat-
meat': because Of the,-eXperimenter's inability to madipulateauch controlling
variables as a large number of-potentially distracting stimuli in the treatment
setting, reinforcements for distractive behavior, dispensed by-other social
igente in the-treatment-setting (peers)-,,escape from an. aversive stimulus (low
interest task),-and-invention-of substitute:activitieewhich were more appeal-
ing than the, cadenic task (Goldstein and Seigle, 1961). As this behavior
could. not be controlled' effectively in the experimentaleetting,,.an individual
conditioningprogram was designed'-far administration "ina setting where maim-
taining_Nariables-could be manipulateTnnd sources of distractive stimuli

could:be!contrelled.

Method

:The response measure in -this study was established in accordance with
Martin, and Powers (1967) operant conditioning analysis of attention span.
Distractions were defined as those behaviors which were incompatible with the
process of attending to a task. Behaviors were'recorded.ii,distractions which
were directed toward sOicifiable stimuli (experimenters, noises, m,vements),
aswell as those that wereapparent responses to-internal stimuli (fantisizing,
daydreaming): During baselinettreatment,,and extinction sessions, the
subject's attending behavior was recorded during successive ten.eecond.tine

intervals. The following notational system was used during-recording: Z =

designates, beginning of a new distraction; V = designates continuationnf the
same distractionthru successive ten second intervals; / - designates a rein-
forcement; -- = designates subject attended to the click (Conditioned
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reinforcer).

Treatment sessions were conducted in a setting where extraneous stimuli
were reduced to a minimum. The setting contained a table,-two chairs, a limp,

and the educational task material used by the subject.

The edUcational task during baseline and treatment sessions consisted of
programed learning material. Lessons for Self-Instruction-in the Basic Skills

published by the California Test Bureau, were used'throughout the conditioning

process. Usage of the same program helped to control interest andAifficulty
factors which are usually associated with different types ofprogramed learning

materials. The program also-reduced the number of task related questions that

the subject had to ask the experimenters for-purposes of explahation and

clarification.

When the subject's task rate and attending behavior hadstabiliiid during
baseline observations, the operational contingencies=wereverballY specified
to the subject immediately-prior to the beginning

i
of-treatment, The subject

was instructed that when a-given interval of time.had,elapsec, n which no

distractions had occurred, a click would. sound and the-experitenter.iould enter
a single check mark in a cumulative- recording form. The click served first7as

an SD for a reinforcing event and-then as a conditioned reinforcer for appro7,

priate behavior. The subject understood that attending to the -click represented

a distraction and would result in loss of reinforcement for that interval.
The subject was allowed to-exchange his points fora model: of his choice at

the concluSion of treatment.

Phillip was initially- reinforced with one point for every 30 seconds .of

distraction free behavior. When the subject-had completed 20 distraction free
intervals of 30 seconds duration (ten minutes), the interval length was doubled
to 60 seconds. The conditioning process was administered according-to the
following sChedule.

Table 1

Graduated Scale for-Changing
Response Intervals and Administering_Reinforceis

Number of Successfully
Completed Intervals

Duration of.

Interval

Number of Reinforcers
Received

(Events) (Points)

.20 30 sec. 20 x 1

ID 60 sec. 10 x 2

5 120 sec. 5 x 4

2.5 240 sec. 2.5 x.8

1.2 -480 sec. 1.2 x 16

1 600 ,sec. 1 x 20

The subject spent ten minutes (total) within each response interval. In

the 30 second response interval,-one point WaSAdminiStered on 20 ieParete
occasions. In the 600-second interval, a total of 20 points was adminiatefed
'on One occasion, (at completion of the interval). The reinforcing contingency
was withdraWn when the subject had completed three ten minute distraction free

intervals in succession:
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When the subject's behavior had returned to baseline levels following

withdrawal of the reinforcing contingency, Phillip was placed on a variable

interval schedule in the regular classroom setting where he was reinforced

(on the average) with one point for each 50 minute bloc of distraction free

behavior produced. The followup data is presented in figure three.
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Figure 3

Proportion of Distractive Behavior
in the Regular' Classroom Setting

40 45 50.

Number of Ten Minute Observation
Sessions

Discussion

As the data in Figures 1-3 attest, a systematic manipulationof the rein
forcing contingency in thii study-produCed measurable changes in the amount,
duration, and frequency of distractive behavior: In Figure 1, the subject's

base output of distractive behavior during pretreatment and extinction sessions
'Was .67:and .56 respectively. Duringtreatment the subject's-output was .063.
A difference of this magnitude is statistically signifiiint at the .00016 level
(Lindsley Mid-Median Test }. These data further suggest that the subject's
behaviOrcame under rapid experimental control and remained under control until
the reinforcing contingency,Wassithdrawn' at the termination of criterion per-

formance. Upon withdraWal, the behavior returned to pretreatment levels, thui
indicating that the alteration in behavior was due to the manipulated, experi-
mental variable rather than to the influence of an unknown or chance variable.
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In Figure 2, the response measures of duration and frequency of distrac-
tions display a similar alteration in rate in conjunction with manipulation of

the experimental variable. During baseline, the mean duration of distractions
Was 21 seconds and the mean frequency was 19 distractions per ten minute time

sample. These rates were reduced to zero during criterion performance.
During. extinction, frequency of distractions returned to pretreatment leveli.
HoWever, duration of distractions rose:far above its baseline rate. When the

contingency waSwithdrawn, there were a series of sharp, fluctuating bursts in
the responie rate which suggests-that the emotional effects of extinction were
reflected in the subject's performance. -During extinction, the subject's
attention span was erratic and variable. He made such comments-as "I'm tired,"

"What time is it?" "I don't care about earning a model anyway." -During one
seesion,. the subject sat motionless for an entire session of'45. minutes and

refused to attend to-the task.

During reinstatement of the contingency following reversal, Phillip's emo-
tive reactions subsided and he:reconditioned rather quickly (Figure 3). As

indicated earlier, Phillip was placed on.a VI: 50-where he was reinforced on.sn

average of once per 50 minutes for producing task Oriented, distraction free

behavior. The data in Figure 3 were taken in a_regplar classroom setting
where the number of potentially distracting stimuli was much greater than in
the controlled setting when the subject was initially conditioned. In addition,

control or-regulation of these stimuli was nonexistent in this particular

setting.

The experimenters are in the process of transferring the control of
Phillip's behavior, from artificial to natural reinforcers: Each tangible rein-

forcing event is accompanied-by the administration, ofattention, praise, and

-Social approval. It is expected that the higher rates of distraction free
behavior produced by-the subject will Stimulate the - operation of such natural
reinforcers as task-completion, positive feedback,-academic success, and'the
acquisition of new knowledge. These-natural reinforeers,should exercise a

maintenance function on Phillip's established task oriented behavior. An
extended followup study of the subject's academic-performance will provide
data on how well these stimuli maintain distraction free behavior.

The functional analysis. of Phillip's attending behavior suggests that
individual conditoning techniques can be used to acquire efficient, stimulus
control over behaviors which are maintained by Stimuli that are very difficult

to control or regulate in group settings. Once the behavior has been brought

under experimental control, procedures-can be established. for programing
generalization and maintenance of the modified, performance in-settings where
maintaining stimuli operate in an uncontrolledGfashion. The results of this

study appear to have implications fOr treatment of a variety of idiosyncratic
behaviors which actively interfere with successful academic performance among

children in the - -educational setting.
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NON-DIRECTIVE THERAPY ;A MODIFICATION

by

Robert V. Turner

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to describe a program in which emodification

of nondirective counseling was used effectiVely in an educational settingon a

short term basis. This modification involved the blending of some elements of

directive techniques into a predominantly nondirective-approach and the combining

of group. counseling with individual counseling. Although this program was ex-

preisly designed to-meet the needs of a specific group, it is Suggested that

similar groups can be found in most junior high,schools.

A basically nondirective approach to counseling was used in this program

because the prospective subjects simply would not tolerate a strictly directive

approach. The nondirective or client centered approach to counseling.and psycho-

therapy has been so ably expounded over. the. last 25 years by Catl'Rpgsrs andhis

disciples that a definition here beyond the association of' the term with his

name would be redundant. Client centered or nondirective theory is said to have

developed in a context between,counsiling and psychotherapy, With psychotherapy

remaining as the essential core to, the present (Grummon, 1965).

One-of the central tenets of nondirectiVi counseling-hasbeeathat the

counselor iaessentially--permissiVe,Withrhe-elient sclecting0e,gbala.,and

setting the paeeofdPonseling. The assumption-was that as-ikaiditiadtiVe

counseling prOgreised-more effective behavior would result: However,..* care-

fully detained recent study seemed to refute this assumption (Volsky, Thomas,

Harman, andlibyt,1965). 5,

In recent years there-seeas-to be an.increasingrendeacy for counselors to

eike,a more aceive:part-and,express'theit oww-feelingi openly iii the,intervie4.

Tyler. (1961) conceives-of couaieling"as a process whereby the client is actively

helped to use his personal resources. BothHOgets:(1962),end-dind4a (1962)

emphasize 'the impbttance-of'a two way relationship for,therapeuticasivement.

Cranston (1965)states,that a genuine - expression oft-ihi-cbanselor's feeliag,ii

sometimes followed-by considerabli:therapedtic,mOvemint.

A traditional difference between directiveandnonditective coungeling-

theories has-been the avoidance of"setting specific objectives or goals by-the

client, centered therapist.

Now, Grumon (1965) believes that-the counselor can sit more definite

gOals,-thin,Rogets advocates without destroying the client centered itproach.

His position is based-on-the statement, "The conditions deemed,,,ludeeiary for

change exist on a continuum rather thinon an all or none basis (p.67) ;" He

contends that the counselor eamfocus on specific goals as well as on creating

optimum condition, for change. In other words, the achievement Of insight by

the client can be Speeded if the counselor stresses the desiied.gbais. This

idea Is consistent with Vin Dyke's (1966) notion of "iciimunicated,expectiacies"

intwhich the child receives and is influenced by-messeges from significant

adults in his life; concerning their attitudes and - anticipations as to his

performance and behavior.
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Nondirective,therapy, by definition, implies a permissive approach which
tends to,reatiict4ts-nsefulneSs in the,publitschool setting. The general
Shortage of qualified therapists, the emergency nature .of many cases in, the
public schools, and the press of numbers plead for a faster-Way:

When. the counselor workS'in.an institutional setting, it is 'frequently

the the problem at hand must be reeolvid with dispatch. In such
cases the therapist mutt:take short cuts and speCify, goal*. This-would seem
to be especially true where pressure-might proddce.anxiety-in.the therapili.
We recall that, according:to Roger's dictum, it is the client, not the there,
pist, in whom some anxiety-may-contribUte to therapeutic moveMent.

The idaabf nondirectilie iherapy,doeemot necessarily mean, nor does it
require, a- laissez fairerattitudewhoilYcpermissive, and'nnstructuied.

As applied 'to children-With problems in school,. it should

is not rigidly prescribed as- to itsAirection. It certainly can and should be
organized around specific goili with the therapist, quitefran4y, maintaining,
or eiemplifying'certain expectations and limits.. This mdit be done in education
-because of the practical Condiderations,of time and circumstandis. There is, at

best, a questionable gain to be,derived.in education from Complete:permissive-
iess=inA.period of preliminary flaundering., Let the Child lead you. Of coursel
But it is asking too-much of. a troubled early adolescent, for example, that he
sort'out-Sand select rather distant goili for himself ,as Well es determine the
not effective pathways to-their achievement.

It is suggested that the terA"nondirective" should.refer:to direction,
per se, and not to destination. The therapistAnst-maintaimAr exemplify the
goal that he hopes to help his client achieve. In this case he can be, perhaps

Should.be, somewhat directive. It is in-the paths or ways by thich the goal can
be,approached.that the therapist should be nondikettive.

Various outeomes^havel)een attributed to group Counseling or gropp.psycher-
therapy, including improvement in perSoial and-social adjustment, greater toler7
ante of others,. better. self understanding, and ability-to face and Solie problems
lgoile, 1961; Hoyt, 1966; Froehlich, 1958; Corsini, 1957; Driver, 1954). Signi-

ficant improvement in behavior and attitudes was reported by Webb and4ikenberg
(1964)- from Atounseling,progriM-with a small--group of socially-maladjusted
junior high school pupils on.a.shoittAri basis.

From these accounts, it weAkeli that grinip counseling Should receive equal
eMphasis-with individual. therapy iu this program.

,

The problem'wis to devise andlepleinent a first aid therapy progria.to
intervene in -a school situation where.a.largAnumber Of students were under-
achieving and considerafto be in danger of-droOpingout of, school. The school's

plea -was for any program-that-promised to help alleviate the situation quickly.
The-physical situatien.could'itarcely have been Worse: A delayed building pro-
graM had resulted in two complete,juniorhigkschools occupying a single obsolete
'structure, on a shift basis.

'While a primarily-nondirectilie approach to-treatment was selected, -a
ludicious blend of directive techniquesime included to provide a moditui,of
structurkand to act as yeast to Speed the process.
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The_decision to. alternate group and individual- counseling proceeded ft-cm
the therapist's belief that each might act as a catalyst on the other, resulting
inmore meaningful treatment andmore=rapid progress in this situation than either

one undertaken separately.

The work, to be reported here. involves the appliCation of a combination' of

individual and group-counseling, using nondirective and directive techniques, to

a group of adolescents who:were:experiencing problems of academic and. social ad-

justment to the extent that they were-considered serious under achievers and in

imminent danger of dropping out of school.

Procedure

The students selected for the work described in this.paper were ninth
graders attending a junior high school in acentral Virginia city of some 40,000
population. The:ninth grade in this school contained-more tham400 students and
was served. by one guidance counselor:. The age range, of the.subjecte was 14 years,

six months to 17 years, six monthi. The mean.age-Was 15 years, twomonthe.

Selection of the treatment group was-accomplished-by the guidance-counselor
to whom the studenti had been assigned. for a minimum of one semester;. Twelve,

students were'-selected for inclusion on the. basis of the following criteria:
(a)'the counselor's personal knowledge of. them and her professional opinion as
to the most-likely ',respects to drop Out of schoOl because.of academic or per-

sonal problems orboth, and (b) studentexpressing adesire or willingneit to

accept help-with personal Or'academic-problems. Since need andH4esire for help

Were the deciding factors, populition,sizeWas too limited for the application

of random selection procedures.

Since the group as selected contained all of the most critical cases then
known to the-counselor, with selection based on her subjectiveopinion, no truly
comparable group could be established, as a control. Any subsequent group:chosen
byhe same. counselor-would have-.been less critical, while choices by a. different

counselor Would haveinvolvea'differant personal bias. The absence of a control

group is a.recognized.weakness_of the study.

Also recognized as-a weakness:is the absence of, objective test .reeults liad

ing to statistical analysis. No -data beyend:nbservation by the therapist and

school records were obtained during this study for two reasons. The first reason

was concern as to the effect of insistence on tests on the therapeutic relation-,

ship. This concern is consistent with Rogers' (1942)tatement, "If the psychol-
ogist begins his work with a complitebatteri of tests, this fact carries with it
the implication that he will provide the solutions to -the client's problems.
These Are not-genuine and donoti;deeply help the individual,-buttind to make
himeitherresentful or over-dependent.'(p. 250)-"

'The foregoing statement forms Rogers' early theoretical basis for not giving
tests prior to nondirective therapy and constitutes the principal juitificatiop
for the omission of testi;from this study.

The second reason-wasthat a majority of .the subjects-conditioned their
acceptance'of help -onthe'promise that they-would-not be subjected to tests.



This work was instituted'on.an emergency basis in January; 1966, with the

short term goal of forestalling possible dropouts by helping the participants to-

improve their personal adjustment and academic performance through counseling:

This goal was specified to the participants at the outset and maintained through-

out the period of treatment. Analternating group counseling and individual,

'counseling approach to therapy was employed. -Nondirective and-directive tech-

niques were combined, with,a nondirective orientation predoMihating.

The participants were- divided into two equal groups for group counseling,

each containing four boys and two girls. A schedule was-developed whereby weekly

group sessions were alternated with individual conferences so-that each partici-

pant had at least One session of individual therapy between group sessions. The

therapist,: mployed nondirective techniques during the group session, functioning

largely.is a participant observer. At the endofeaah group session, the thera-

pist assumed a directive role in evaluating the completed session and in selecting

discussion leaders and areas to be considered at the next group-session.

Individual therapy followed essentially the same pattern, with a nondirective

approach being used to deal with personal or emotional problems, and. a trankly

directive approach in matters specifically related to school.

The approximate timexatio employed in both group and individual work was:

nondirective, 90 percent; directive, ten percent.

The prOject was conducted throughout the second semester Of school, ending

in June, 1966.

A followup study was conducted in June, 1967, or one full year after termi-

nation of therapy, and again on February 6, 1968; The:latter.date was chosen as

being one full month beyond the date on width the youngest member of the treat-

ment group reachedrhe age of 16. According to Virginia law, school attendance

is not mandatory beyond age 16;

Results

The first counseling sessions were held inJanuary, 1966. When therapy was

discontinued-at.the end of the schobl rear, each subject hadad eight.group coun-

seling sessions and a like number of individual conferences. Of the twelve students

originally selected, one girl did not choose to continue after the first meeting.

Also, one boy was emotionally unable to participate in the group counseling aes-

sions and was seen by the therapist on an individual basis only. As finally

constituted for group work, one group contained four boys and one girl, while
the -other group contained three boys and two girls.

A subjective evaluation of the quality and extent of results may be derived

from the following observations:

I. The guidance Counselor received-notice of.specificand definite
improvement in the work or attitude of a majority of the-group

members from their classrooM teachers.

2. According to their report cards, shown to the therapist., most of the
group had improved their grades at least one step by the end of the

year.
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3. The therapist observed a marked improvement in maturity level and
self concept for most of the group members.

4. Considerable improvement was noted in the ability-of individuals. to
relate to the group, to participate actively in discussion and to
express definite ideas and opinions. Two rather withdrawn cases
made dramatic progress in this respect. These will-be described in
the discussion ,to follow.

Judged from the school's standpoint, the experiment was successful in that
grades, generally, improved and there were-no dropouts during therapy.

A followup of this group made after one year (June, 1967) and again after
one: semester of the second year (February, 1968) is summarized in Figure I.
Examination of Figure I reveals that, of the 11 students who participated, one
dropped out of school during-the first year of therapy; seven- -were performing
satisfactorily in school, and three unsatisfactorily -(i.e., failing). At the
end of-the first semester of the secin4 year following therapy, there had been
no further dropouts and school performance remained at a 7:3 ratio, as before.

Discussion

It must be recalled that the work desdribed in this report was performed on
an emergency basis in an effort to forestall the expected dropping out of the
-children involved. The urgency of individual cases dictated an-- approach calcu-
lated to get positive results in a limited time. Although bl:sed on nondirective
therapy, the combination of directive and nondirective techniques actually em-
ployed perhaps could' be more properly Called "first aid" therapy.

It can be stated that the immediate goal of the program reported here Was
achieved, inasmuch as there were no dropouts recorded during therapy-and the
academic performance of a majority of the subjects. shifted from "failing" to
"satisfactory." Only one dropout was found during followup.

The improvement in work or-attitudes noted by the guidance counselor
occurred chiefly in the area of teacher pupil. elationships. Teachers of these
students reported-a lessening of overt hostilitycin the I:Iasi:room:and an in-
creased willingness to-attempt,it least a minimum of assigned'work.

The school systemcwhermthis work was done uses letter grades to record
pupil progress. According to report-cards, seven of the 11 members (63 percent)
',improved all grades by at least one step. Of the remaining two who madejno.im-
provement, one was the boy who was unable-to tolerate group counseling. This
boy (Number 6, Figure].) was'ihe-oldest of the entire group, at age 17, and is
the one who married and dropped out of school during the first year after therapy.

"The general improvement in maturity and self concept observed by the thera-
pist centered around interpersonal relationships in group counseling. The direc-
tion oUnovemant-was from scant toleration of other group membersto active con-
cern formach others' problems and difficulties; 'from derisive laughter and
rididule at expressed problems during the initial session to serious effOrtate
help and find-sOlutions-during the final session. A generilized growth in-self
confidence was seen to parallei.the-development of grouts identification, which
in-turn, closely followed increased self understanding presumably associated,
with individual therapy.,
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The improvement noted in the ability of individual group members to relate
to the groups, to take an active part in discussions, and to verbali7- personal
problems, fears, or anxieties before the group was especially evident in members
whose most obvious presenting symptom was withdrawal. Two cases will be described
here. The first was a boy, an only child, age 14 years, six months, of average
intelligence as measured by group tests in elementary, grades. Frequently he re-,-
fused speech, and in written answers to questions during the first session, he
denied having the ability or desire to do successful work in school. He was able

later to verbalize his problem to his group as centering around peer relation-
ships and the group came through with support and practical suggestions for
improvement. Followup of this boy (Number 4, Figure 1) indicates some failing
work in the 1966-1967 schoolyear but he-has remained in school and was perform-
ing satisfactorily as of February 1, 1968. Group contact seems to have ben the
critical factor in this case. The second case (Number 3, Figure].) was a girl,

Age 15, with one older brother.and a rigidly controlling mother ,(who was separated
from her husband and who,entertained a succession of men). Examination of her
cumulative record revealed a pattern of regression in intellectual functioning

as measured by the following tests (Table 1).

Table 1

Regression in Intellectual Functioning of One Subject

Grade Level Test

3 Kuhlmann- Anderson 105

4 Otis Beta 93

5 Lorge-Thorndike 85

6 California: Test of Mental Maturity

9 Peabody Picture'VocabularY 68

Allowing for the differences between tests, a significant change in function-_
ing is apparent:

Individual and group counseling. quickly uncoVerid,a mass of repreasecLhostil-

ity and. frustration. Two months -after the beginning of therapy, she attacked
another girl in school with a broken bottle after very slight provocation and
inflicted serious injury: However, therapy was continued Without interruption.
Soda after termination of therapy in-June, 1966, this girl petitioned the court
for release from her intolerable.home,sitUation. She was:granted the status
Of emancipated minor and has since supported herself with a'regular job while
attending. school at night. 4Wm-preeent school performance is satisfactory.

The foregoing resulti are supported by Mann's (1967) recent findings that
"structured but permissive" group counseling with mentally 'retarded children
resulted in improved self concept, reduced anxiety, improvement in acacieitic
subjects such as arithmetic and reading, and imOrovement in general. 80101
behavior.
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Conclusion

The conditions under which this study was made imposed limitations which

preclude the generalization of results. It was not intended as an experiiental

study, but as an innovative exploration in which therapies and techniques were

combined in an urgency of effort to ease a critical situation in a school. In

this case, it worked. Having no basis for comparison, we cannot say how well.

We can reiterate that all were selected originally as poor risks, from the

school's standpoint, and that a followup After one and one=half years shows that

only one has actually dropped out of school, while seven of the remaining ten are

performing satisfactorily. This seems to represent improvement over expectation.

Also, it shculd be stated here that the one who dropped out was the same boy who

could not tolerate. group counseling, and so was not exposed to the, full influence

of the program. The experience of the program and the subjective evidence pre-

sented leads me to suggest that a predeminantly nondirective approach to therapy

which contains some elements of directive, therapy (at least to the extent of the

establishment and maintenance of goels),_can, through an alternating prograk of

group and individual counseling, Produce-positive results more-quickly and of a

more lasting nature than either approach used alone. At least, the results ob-

tained suggest this as a fruitful area for further research.
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ABSTRACT

SPECIAL EDUCATIONSFOR'THE ADDICTED STUDENT

by

Herbert Rusalem.

Disengagement from prevailing 06cialvalneaand mechanismsnharaCterizes
the addictive process. At the timeinfinitial addiction, thi disengagement
process is already well eatablishedand progressive. Al the addiction experience
runs its course, disengagement deepens to the degree that the student identifies
himself largely with a subcUlture which subscribes to other values and behaviors.
His increasing isolation frol interaction with the reinforcing elements of the
mainstream culture effectively Shields the atudent from the common reinforce-
ments of-American society. In his isolation, he 'finds increasing gratification
from the rewards offered by the deviant subculture.

Addiction is a complex syndrome which-engulfs the total individual in a
dehumanizing process. Restoration lf the individual depends upon the combined
impact of a variety of professional interventions, all designed to reintegrate
hiM into the mainstream of social living. As a rule, a multidisciplinary-approach,
including the-Usi of indigenous aides, is needed. In this spectrum-of services
special education has a unique role in that. it_ provides a link'for the-addict to
the world he knew throughout his childhood and adolescense. Even thoUgh the.educa-
tional world may-not have been fully gratifying to. him, he adapts well to it inalis
current childlike state because the part he plays in it is relatively dependent
and ego centered. If it is well managed, special education meets current needs
and can be-used to build a bridge to-a More resnonsibleand independent adjust-
rent through moving the indiSidual toward minr*A0ature relationships with others,
and greater acceptance of responsibility for oaf,



PIAGET, SKINNER,. AND -AN ..NTENSIVE PRESCHOOL PROGRAM

FOR LOWER CLASS CHILDREN_AND THEIR-140THERS

by

Norma Radin

Introduction

Discussed here is a program which useathe theories oftwo men_whose views

Are not often incorporated into one program, Jean -Piaget and R. F. Skinner. As a

matter of fact, whether either gentlemen would feel completely comfortable about

the juxtaposition_ of their names is not certain. Nevertheless, the staff members

of the Early Education,Program.have found the combination to'be highly effective

and practical. Piaget's theory provides the foundation for the preschool curric-

ulum which has is its major.g641 the cognitive growth of the children, aprereq-

-uisite for subsequent achievement in school and fulfillment as a thinking. human

being. Skinner's work forms the basis of,the parent education program/which

focuies on teaching parents child management skills deimectesseUtiaor a grati.,,

fying, growth produCinglxime life. It is felt that the program would be incomplete.

without either phase, or either theory.

The Early Education Program involves, as participants,- 100 four year old

children who come from disadvantaged homes-. One-half of the youngsters are Negro

and one -half white; one-half are boys and one4half are;girls. The children attend

class one-half day, fOurdays per week from October through June. There are ten

children, one teacher, and one aide in:each classroom. Id addition, each-child is

visited in his home every other week teacher-who conducts a tutorial session,

lasting aobut one and one-half hours, while hia mother is present.

The goal of the home visit is two fold: to invol :* the mother in the educative

process so that she may incorpOrate,therole of teacher in her every day activities

with her children, and to meet the child's individual cognitive. needs whiChcannotbe

dealt with adequately in thelioup,setting. For example, it is during the-Alone

visit that diagnostic instruments are administered which enable the-teacher to-assess

the child's Specific strengthlandusaknesied.
With this, knowledge, she is able to

attend to particular difficulties he is,having. To insure the.maintenance-efn

tutorial relationship with mother an&-child, an aide accompanies the teachei.When

other children are present and conducts an enriched,play program, a dilutionnf the

preschoo program, for the younger:siblings.

The Early Education Program has three major objectives:

1. To develove preschool currinulum.for use in a classroom and in-ahome

tutori4 Setting based on Pisiget's theory: of the sequential devaloplent

of the/intelligence

2. To- develop a model ofcurriculum innovation in_a School system utilizing

:triad of theorist, diffuser, and classroom teacher

3. To develop is group parent education program focused primarily on teaching

mothers,ho4,to foster the development of internal control inthelt-Aildren,

through the-use of behavior Modification_techniques.
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Curriculum and-Method

Insofar as the Piagetian chrriculuM is concerned, a full description of
the content and methodology would be beyond the scope of this paper. Part of
the curriculum. has already been described in articles in Young Children and
the Journal of Creative Behavior. Fundamentally, the program is based on Pia -
get's concept that intelligence_develops.hy qualitatively distinct periods,
the sensory motor-period, the preoperational period, the periodof concrete
operations, and the period of formal operations. Attaihment of a later stage
is not possible without solid attainment of the earlier stages. Although the
age at which children enter any of the periods-may vary, the sequence is in-
variant. Passage through the stages grows out of the-coordination of actions,
at first physical, and then mental, rather than by manipulation of syMbOls.

The Curriculum goals are founded on-Piaget's two aspects of knowledge:
(a)'the operative aspect which involves various-types-Of MentaloperatiOns,
and (b) the figurative aspect which pertains to-the type of symbolization in=
volVed in the operation!. ExaMples of operative knowledge are the ability to
-classify, and the ability-to seriate, ororder-things, according to an ascend-
ing'or descending scale.: Operative knowledgealen includes the ability tehan-
dlenumbere, spatial relatiOhe and:temporal relations. The figurative aspect
of knowledge, eriaine to the. various levels of symbolization' rom the concrete
object, to:parts of'the objecti, an imprint or sound. made by the Object, a re-
presentation of the object, and-finally to the work representing the object.

One of the Major Curriculum,goals is to fascilitate the movement of the
_children from the Sensory-motor period, at which most of themere initially;
to4he.preoperational period. In specific terms, facilitation of movement out
of the sensory-motor stage invOlvee providing a structured setting. -in which
the children can learn to classify objects into an increisingnuMber of cate-
goried, to seriate three, '6%1r-end eventually seven:and eight objects, and to
comprehend the meaningof numbers so that they will hg4ecognized regardless
of Whether the object are spaced far-apart oraassid together.

The second major curriculum goel,perteininglO the, figurative aspect of
knowledge consists: of helping the-children totove from the.concrete to the
syMboiic level. This procedure involves more thaneerelyteaching:the chil-
dren-to associate a. word withen:Object. To-truly learn -a-word; the-child
must be able to Perforarthe -*hoe mental,operationa-With the word_that.he,can
perfOrm viththe object-it-represents. Irving,SigeLof Merrill- Palmer Insti
tute, for-exit-414, fOinvithatdisadVantaged preschoolohildren have a much har-
der time categorizing lifesized, -colored ,pictures-of familiar objects, such
ae/a cup and- i pencil, than they do with-the objects themselves, in Spiteof
the fact that the children could label the-objects in the picturei with -no dif-
fichlty. This phenomenon was also found in the Early. Education Program. Most
of the children -are initially unable to-perform-mental operations-withtepre-
sentatives of objects. Tok this reaaoh,training,in-claisifitition, soriation,
spatial relations,etc.'atarts at the sensory, motor level. To provide train-
ing in classification, children are given kits with goy objects which can ei-
ther be phtn the foot,, such as a sock-and a-shoe, or on the head, such as a
cap and "a fireman!sliat, The children are asked to-put the objects-together
which go together. If they cannot, the teacher asks the child toshow-her
what one.doei with each Object. It has been found that bygoing through the
notions in-a_sensery-kotor fashion,'orbY motor encoding, the children quick-
ly see-that the objects can be put into two groups. It is not critical ini-
tially that-the children use appropriate words-to-explain-the basis for their
classification. lt is.sufficiapt that they be able to phaa the teacher what
can be dohe with the two groups of objects. By PerfOrming the phYaiCal Opera-
tion on the object, the ability-to perform the operation mentally
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Itated. Soon,,wiien-presented with other,kits of items, suchas those which

can be-eaten:hi bounced on the floor, the.children are able to perform the

operationi mentally, and can correctly.plade the objects into two categor-

ies-411h no difficulty.

Socindiamatic play is another sensory motor activity; used:to facilitate

cognitive,groWth. When used in the manner described by Sarah Smilahsky it

has'been proven to be a priceless vehicle-for advancing the.children into the

symbolic world. For example,. in playing "mother," the-children are soon able

to use bloeks'for food, and straws for candles, afteratarting with the con-

crete objecti themselves. They learn the Vital lesson that anything can-be

Made to represent something else.

In learning spatial and temporal concepts, the ehildien physically

move over and under a table, or inside and outside a box. and thhe build up

concepts. 'Similarly, in going through- a sequence.ofphysical activities
the.children begin to learn. the meaning of "first," 'last," and "next to

lait."

Words are-not ignored, hoWever. A modification of the Bereiter- Engle-

mann pkogramhonsisting of patterned. language drills is also included in the

program. In the Early Education Program, however,aanguage is not taught for

cognitive development as it is by Bereiter and Englemann. Rather; it is in-

cluded to help the children focus on concepts and.retrieve them. It also-en-

ables the youngsters to express the ideas:they have, and thus to communicate

With one another, correcting one another's misperceptions. The patterned

drill is not seen as.a mechanism for-teaching concepts but is important in

helping childken to use the concepts they haveacquirectthrough a nonverbal

sensory motor training program.

The curriculum development procese.entails three phases:

1. The delineation and sequencing of Specific goalatwithing each of the

cognitive areas. classification, for example; the goal might be the

dichotomization of food vs. things to write or draw with.

2. The OvelopMent of a variety of teaching,aciiiiities to -help the children.

reach each goal. An.exemple.umulsibe using, a variety. of` kits which

include.Various food items and pencils, crayonsOens, and paint brushes-

to be. sorted.

3. The development,of diagnostic tasks to- determine whether or. not the.dhil

dren havamastered.the concepts being taught.

A4esdkiption of haathese_steps are implemented bkings us the model

of curriculum innovation which is.being developed, or the 'second objective

of the Early Education,Program. The most critical part of the Oakedigm,

'which can be transposed. to any grade level, invOlires combiningthe efforts of

three:categories of staff. members:

1. A theorist who thoroughly understands the abstract theory serving as the

foundation for the program who is: able to deriVespecific goals fertile

children from thetheory.

2. A master teacher whale able to comprehend the essence -of the theory as

interpreted by the theorist, and who is. capable of creatively trani-

lating the goals intolipecific teaching. activities. The iranelation pko-

zees involves cloee coordination -with the classroom teacher'who partici-
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pates in the designing of each activity and provides feedback about
its effectiveness.

3. A classroom teacher who is selected-on the basis of her interest in help-
ing to develop a new curriculum and her willingness to try unorthodox ap-
proaches when - recommended by her curriculum supervisors.

In the.Early Education Program there is one theorist, two diffusers,
and ten classroom teachers. Whether.or not this ratio can be altered without
damaging the efficacy of the model remains to be tested. A third diffuser in
the program performs a role that is becoming increasingly important in early
intervention programs. She supervises the ten nonprofessional staff mem-
bers. After pakticipating in discussions with the curriculum supervisors,
she explains. to the aides'how the teachers will be implementing the goals,
and she.disCusses the role'of the aide in assisting the teacher.

In addition, modifications are made so the. curriculum can be used'for
children below the age of four during the home visit.

The theorist and diffusers meet several times per week to seleCt and
discuss the goals-for the coming 14 days as they review the progress of the
Children revealed by their performance on diagnostic tests. New diagnostic
tasks are also developed at this tithe. Each diffuser meets with five teach -
ers weekly to discuss the children's progress and techniques of implement-
ing thenev set of goals. The entire staff, including:the aides, meets
as a unit on Fkiday;when-most of the day is devoted to hearing a-preientatiOn
ofthecretical material, and reports of.other project members, such as the
research associate and the social group worker Conducting the parent pro-
gram.

Thus far, the model appears to be generating great enthusiasm an.d.a strong
sense of cohesion. .A feeling of great fortune in being part of the program
appears to be pervasive.

The applicability of this paradigm to the kindergarten level is cur-
rently being tested in a supplementary kindergarten program primarily for
children who participated in a pilot preschoOl program-Conducted. last spring.
In the Supplementary Kindergarten Intervention Program (SKIP), there is also
a teacher eager to try the new approach, a master teacher serving as a diffuser,
and a theorist,, the lame one who is working on the.Early Education - Program,
Dr. Constance Kamii, who is interpreting Piaget's theory and deriving goals
from his ccncepts of cognitive growth. The enthusiasm and cohesion evident
in the Early Education Program quickly developed in the SKIP Program in spite
of the usual difficulties entailed in instifuting.a brand new program in.a
school syStem. Although there is no question that a capable staff is es -
-sential to the success of iny-prograi, it does appear thatAhe.paradigm
which has been.developed.utilizes and organizes these capable people in A
highly effective manner.

Parent Education Program

The third major objective of-the Early Education Program is thedevel-.
opment of a parent education program, primarily focused oa inner control, and
secondarily on cognitive development. The staff feels that growth in both
intellectual ability and self discipline are essential for success in School
and ultimately in our industrial society. Time has not permitted a discussion
of the fostering of inner control in the program, but it is an intrinsic part
of the curriculum. The children are taught to Olawahead,to.anticipite con-
sequences of their actions, to make choices when given.alternatives, and to
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adhere to the decisions they have reached. In turn, a portion of the parent

education prograwie devoted to teaching parents how to foster the cognitive
goals of the program which are interpreted to them. The twin objectives of

Intellectual development and self direction permeate all activities of

the Early Education Program. The former merely has greater emphasis in

the work with children and the latter in work with groups of parents.

A research design has been built -into the parent program to testthe
effectiveness of the program per se, as well as the effectiveness of two modes

of.presenting the same content. Thus, there 'are three groups Of parents,

matched on critical independent variables and willingness to participatedn
the meetings. One group serves as a control group and is not involved in any

group Cessions. the other two groups serve as treatment grOups, each present-

ed with the same contentin different ways. The two treatment groups are

divided into small diatuision groups of about tenmothers who meet weekly

with a social worker in a school orcomnunity center. Baby sitting and trans-

portation are prOvided free of cost. Each-meeting ianrededed by written and

phone reminders of the next-session: Incentives.for attending theemeetings

are also provided to both treatment groups. At alMost ail meetings, an in-

expensive education gift for the child, such as a bock or puzzle,.is:presented
with additional, more.personal gifts, and,a diploma,-three times during the

year.

The.content -of the parent education program consists for the most-part
in a Skinnerian behavior modification approach to child -management. Re-

infordement patterns-are used as a foundation for the development of inner

control by-the child.

The parent. curriculum is.diiiid-tdinto three units of,approximateIy-six

weeks each. There is a break of ihree'oeeks between units, each presented,

as an entity having its Own introduction and summary. Unit I fotuied.on,

principlesAA.behavior modicication which-were related to specific child

management. problems suggested by the mothers. The-first lesson. dealt

with an overview, of behavior mOdification,,differentiating_contingencies
which increase or maintain behavior, contingencies which-reduce the fre-
quency of behavior, techniques of shaping ney.behaViors, etc. The second, lea-

Son,pertained to intermittent and continuous reinforcement,sthedules and

'their consequences. The third lesson,differentiatedTrimary and secondary

reinforcements. The fourth dealt with punishment, and the-fifth.witbeiher

techniques of reducing the frequency oUundesirable-behaviors. The sixth

lesson and last uas%a summary of ,the entire unit.

Unit. II, now in prOgress facusea,on.activities the-Parents can engage

In to foster-the cognitive- development 6(their children. The intent is to

indicate techniques:by Which commonplace household and-piay.activitieacan
be utilizedto.reinfOrcethe classroom goals. The unit started With .an

observation of the class program preCeded'by a talk by one of the curriculum

supervisors discussing-the preschool curriculum. Theweekly.leisons are

paralleling the,claas program. For example, one lesson focuses on how: parents

can encourage and help their ,children it-engage in sociddraUsitic play at hoMe

to facilitate their ability to handle symbols. Another lesson indicates

how music can be-uaed:to foster motor encoding by acting.out the words to

songs. Athird-lesson,points out how trips to the grocery can becole golden

oppOrtunitiee to enhance classification,skills,in discussions-about the meat

department. and' the varieties of meats; .the dairy sections andthe varieties

of 4airr foods, typei of-cereal, etc.' Throughout this unit, the principles

of behavior modification discussed in-Unit I are continuously employed.

Thus, thc.parent is encouraged *offer Praise-when the child elaborates his
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role in a make believe session, or the parent is taught toshape the child'a,
behavior by reinforcing approximations of the desirectresponsewhen the-child
has difficulty performing a task, such as taking. the role of grocer.

Unit III will focus on fostering self reinforcement or inner- control
by the child. Once again, paralleling.the-class program-, specific less.
will deal with offering reinfordement for manifestations of inner control,
and with giving. children choices and structuring the situation. so thst he is
strongly rewarded only for-adhering to his decision, The transition from
external reinforceMent provided by the parent to internal reinforcement
coming rom the' child himself will also- be discussed, along. with. -the phen-
omenon of intrinsic rewards evolving out of successful experiences with
a particular:activity.

The two modes,for presenting the above content are the lecture approach,
typical of many parent edoCation.Programs, and the PartiCipatiOn approach,
in which the parent actively engages in some aspeceak-the prograi. An
example of participation would be completing a homework assignment, role
Playing or rehearsing-in the group sessions, and commenting upon role play7
ing by staff members.

By Comparing the attitudes and behaviors of the parents-in the three
groups,-as well as the progress of their children, some tentative Conclus
ions can be-reached bythe end of the,year, it is hoped; -concerning the.et
fectiveness of the parent programandthe optimal method. of prepepting the
content.

Although the school year still has several months to go, and the post
measures have,not been taken as yet on .the instruments evaluating the-Parent
program,. some subjectivecemlents can be offered. The most. outstanding pen-
oMenon is that each group has developed a core of enthualastiC members, about
one-third of the total number, WhacOme regularly and--give every indiCation
of using the-material they are learning. For example, one mother reported
of her daughter; "She really learned to put her toys away*ei.I startechu-sing
that reward system instead' of. just nagging her; Now she aometimetedeemit
without any stars Vith jUst my- praise." -

Another-mother reported, "I guess I'm really learning to-use-thosenew
practices you've been teaching ue,:andiemnot just My,preschooler that's
benefiting. It's mYlder bOY, too. Instead of yelling,atzhia.or spanking
him, I've been doing some of those things you told'UMAbout-and do yoU know,
he raised every single-one of his grades on his iait report' He seems much
more tasked And-hapPier since I've been lees, cranky

Finally; this-coiment from a thirdmothermill.serlie to-illusttate the-
parents' responses, "You taught us to give our: kids alternatives instead
flat orders all the time The other day I forgot to, and I' ordered my daugh-
ter to -stop yelling. She caught me short, and said, 'you foigot-my choice,Mo-
ther, what is my other-choice?' Oivitgalterhatives really, results in.het
choosing one--and stiaing to. it. It really helps."

On the other-hind, each group has a core-of nonattenders, also about one-
third,, lobo never attended-a ainglemeeting; although each week almost. all
asked to be reminded of the next session. These women appear-to be the most
disadvantaged,...,4 the moment, plans are underway to offer thee a,differential
program. Before-the school year ends, a teamoftwo-of-the activemothersmill
visit the-loaes Of some -of the nonattenders -and summarise what has occurred
in the.Meetings. Possibly, a second nonattender will be asked to join the trio,
and A-small group session will be held". The active members, who appear to



be developing missionary zeal, reacted very positively to the possibilities

of this approach.

The rather unexpected situation that has developed is that the members

of the lecture group appear to be as involved in the Program as the participa-

tion group. It has been found that mothers will not accept a lecture followed

by a brief discussion. They won't go home until what is on their minds has

been disucssed. On the other hand, in Unit I, the members of the partici-

pation group were very reluctant to engage in role playing, possibly be-

cause they found the area too threatening. The situation seems different in

Unit II, which focuses an cognitive development. yor example, mothers who

were very reluctant in Unit I to enact the role of the parent finding her

child playing with matches, seem, in Unit II, to enjoy taking the part of an

animal to rehearse for sociodramatic play with their children.

A tentative Conclusion that has beentreached thus far is that a par-

ticipation approach may not be eonally suited to all types of content, at

least not with diaadvantaged,group member*: Further; it' appears; that content

can be communicated and,grdup cohesion developed purely through verbal inter-

action, even with women from low income homes. Whether there is something in-

herently attractive in behavior modification principles not present in other

areas which_might have been discussed is not known. We have alio learned that

offering concrete incentives for attending meetings, and eliminating all con=

ceiyable obstacles to group partiCipation is not enough to overcome the

resistance of some mothers to meeting outside of their home*, with a group of

unknown women. As I have indicated previously,, we are 'beginning to feel a dif-

ferent approach is necessary with these individuals. Taking a lesson frdm good

behavior modification techniques, we are now trying to proceed by small steps.

We are reducing the group size to three, trying to hold it in members'ovalomes,

and using only nonprofessionals in initial contacts. It is hoped that through

a series of "minigroup" sessions such as these, the mothers-will eventually

feel Comfortable enough to join the larger group.

Results and_Disdnteion

Because the school year is not yet over, I cannot provide any Informa-

tion as to lo*iffeetive the Early Education Programs a whole heal:keen.

However,, as a,predittionuf poitrible-outedues, twould lik*,to-mentionhtief-

ly some results-that were'obtained on last year'S five andenehalf,mOnth Pi-

lot program for the;Early Education Program. The'project was known as the

Gale Preschool Prog-kam and involved 20 disadvantaged four year old chil--

dren. The format Of thelitOgram,*aa identical with the Early Edudation Pro-

gram excepthat ther*vas no group parent program. Dr. Constance KaMii,

our theorist, was in Geneva,at.the time, Studying under Piaget, ao CommUnica=

tion about the curriculum which was in its infancy, had to be COnduCted

via mail. 'Nevertheless; it was found that the mean gain on the Standcrd -Binet

Intelligence Scele,wiS'13.7 points, and on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary

Test, 12.7 Points. Thedhildren's interest in academic -affairs increased

significantlyaccording to a atidderdjteather rating fOrm.the Pupil Behi4=

for inventory. The parents- weriloUnd" to'increase, overwhelmingly; the

Amount Of education"they felt their children must have the 'amount of school-

ing they expeCted their childreu-to,raceive, and the,educational materials

available in thiloMi. The grades that-WoUld satisfy the parent dropped, how-

eyer. It ilvfelt that this may not be undesirable, iatheiritandardi, for

their children may have been betaking more realistic and-hence, better for

their-Children, iCcording to,Irwin,Katz:,

The most" urpriiing finding .wisthat the best predictor Of gain in

Binet IQ, explaining 49 percent-of the variance, was a factor on'the Pupil
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Behavior Inventory, pertaining to'dependency of the child. The children who
were seen as possessive of the teacher and seeking constant reassurance were
the children who gained the most. The correlation was highly significant when
each teacher's class was examined separately or the entire group combined.
The hypothesis offered is that dependency is actually "susceptibility to soc-
ial influence" as described by Walters and Parke, and this characteristic is

a great asset for young disadvantaged children who are likely to be alienated
and distrustful of,adults. Perhaps orienting oneself toward - "adults and per-
ceiving them as reinforcing agents is an important precursor for cognitive
growth among preschdol children from low income homes. The possibility that
some such linkage exists is currently being explored in greater depth.

One disturbing finding arose out of a post post testing of-the Gale
graduates conducted late in August, two months after the program had ended":
The purpose was to determine the stability of the gains achieved in preschool.
It was found that the gain on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary.Test held up com-
pletely, but there was a 6.4 point drop on the Binet. The detline was virtual-
ly identical for children who had attended a summer Heads tart Program and those
who did not. An item analysis was performed on the Binet, and'it became clear
that the loss did not occur uniformly across all items. Those. pertaining to
abstract concepts, such as spatial relations and classification, showed a
sharp dtop. On the other hand, Items tapping purely perceptual or label-
ing skills either shoWa no decrement at all or .a gain. The conclusion
.reached was that teaching verbal and perceptual skills is far easier than
teaching concepts. TWo efforts are currently being made to remedy the sit
nation. The-early Education Program's preschool curriculum is being,care
fully developed, with continual diagnostic testing, to be certain that the
children are comprehending what is being taught. In addition, the'Supp-
lemeatary Kindergarten Intervention Program, xeferred to previously, is con-
tinuing the Piagetian and language training program during the.half day when
the children-are not in regular kindergarten. It is hoped that by extending
the period of-exposure to the program, the.growth.displayedAn the preschool
program will be preserved.

Comparison with Other Programs

Before concluding, I wouldliki to put the, Early Education=Ptogramin
a frame of reference by comparing itwith four othnt.linterventionprograms

involYing young children-currently in,opetation in the,US, Many others could
have been chosen, but these fonr,havenuch distinctly different orientations
that contrasts emerge very, clearly. .The four programs are conducted-by:. (a)
Iia Gordon (Gainsville, Florida), (b) Sigfried Englemann (Urbana,. Illinois),
(c) Susan Gray (Nashvilee, Tennessee), and (d) .Bettye Caldwell (Syracuse,,
New York).

Ira Gordon, ofthe University of Florida, is operating a project which
resembles the home visit aspect ofthe Carly Education Program, but involves
a much younger group. Low incomeMothersnie visited weekly in their homes
by nonprofessional;Parent educators,Startidg at the time. hnchildrinare
six weeks of age, and until-the children reach their first birthday. A
second group of children-will receive weekly home visits betWeen their first
and second birthdays, while .a control group-of youngsters will receive only
visits fromaurses. Thus,, both the efficacy of the home education.prograa
and the-optimal age of instituting it are being evaluated. The emphasis in
the,home instructional ptogram,which has a strong Piagetianalant, is-on
deannittating to the parent techniques of stimulating the child's sensory
Motor development and of engaging in play' activities with the child.which will
foster his cognitilindeveloPient..
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A program. that has points of similarity with the classroom-phase ofthe
Early. Education Program is Sigfried Englemann's project with four year old

children at the University ofIllinois. He is modifying the now familiar

Bereiter-Engledann curriculum. The language segment has been retained,

but the arithmetic and reading portions have been dropped. In their place is

a new curriculum, oriented toward teaching the children skills required for

success on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence. Scale. The reationale behind this

approackiethat if the Binet predicts school competence, it' is logical to de-

terimi4e the abilities it taps, and teach those Skills,directly: As thieis
the first year of the pfogram, the curriculum is in the early stages of4iVel-

opment and no objective results are availablees yet.

Susan Gray of Peabody College is conduCting several types of,preschool

progras. The one I would like to describe closely resembles Gordon's pro-

gram in consisting only of home visits, but the children in Gray's program

Are approximately four years-of-age, and the home visitors are profeasion-

als. The children .recieve weekly visits during which a teaching session is

conducted in the presence of the mother. An explanation Of the curriculum is

given to the parent, and additional assignments are left with her to use with

her child during the week. An informal test is administered to the child at

the beginning of each-visit to determine how much ground has been covered and

to,motivate-the parent to fulfill the assignment. It has been -found that

most of the parents be-Come very active and enthusiastic participantshy the

end of the-Year. This hoMevisit program differs from that of the Early Ed-
ucation Program inthat no effort is made to-keep siblings out of the teach-

ing situation. Rather, they are encorraged to participate since one of-the

major &Ale Of the progkawistO facilitate the cognitive goowth of the-younger

children. in the home whO are not the\-direct targets of intervention. The

gain in-IQ of the lour year olds,. and their younger siblings, is being com-

pared to 4-comparable group. of children and Siblings who are participating
in classrood programs using a similar curriculum.

At the Children'S Center in. New York,HBettye-CaldwelT is- operating an ed-

ucationally oriented day care program for children six months of age to five

years, one-halk of whom are middle class and-one-half lower class.. The

curriculuM is described -as enriched but relaked. The Children-Spend three to

nine hdurs per day in class. The program hecoMes progressively tore struc-

tured as the.childien approach kindergarten. age. The program for four

year olde iepreicademic -in nature ind_foCusee,On perceptual_ raining and

Concept formation: The children appear to be suffering no daMage as a result
of their,Orolonged absence from their mothers. With the numher of working

mothers increasing steadily,, 444...the importance of cognitive stimulation gein-

ing'wider aceeptanceiddily-, it:is likely that CaldWell program can offer

us a 41impid of edudation 1.4 the hear future.

It is appareerthet earlyiateryention prograMseke,prolifikatiOg rapid-

ly, and that a diversity oc approaches, starting.at the nursery level, are

being' xplored. This is most fOrtUsete, for it would be sadindeecl if a

field which started to.- flourish less thane dedadeego Were to become so fro=
zenthat there Would/be no room for fresh idea*. ',He still 44 not knoW for

,certain what thelmst program is, for which type Of child, offered-at

whaeege leVel, far104 long a period. As the answers begin to-coma-in, in

the form of evaluations, and folloWup studies of the many ongoing programs,

it- might be WorthAeeping in'Mind the relatively Unexplored Areaathat;atill

remain. To mintione few, what is the most effective program for father0 of

young disadvantaged-children? 'What coMbinitioeof apprOaChes,. offered at

different age levels, lemtidal? Ieitfeagible for industries and'inatitu-
tionseMilOying a large number of unskilled employees to operitichild centers

on their-, realees and provide released time for parents to participate in-the
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educational. program? Can older Siblings be-trained to provide stilulation:
for their youngei-brother8.and sisters? what ioild be the 'effect of coglitive=
ly oriented programs on.nondisadvantaged_prescheoiers? Mould a differential
educational approach to boys and-girls-be beneficial? :(Iagan and others=have
found a sex difference in:aode of responding, even inearly infancy.) -And
-finall*, is it true, as an increasing number of educators-We been imply-
ing, that.preparing-very young children for'latercOmpetence,in_achool is
the best foundatisinfi-iabentel_health that can be offeked? It is to be hoped
that the-answers to these **ions-will be forthcoming

ABSTRACT

RESEARCH GN Mott- CHABAcrEvisries

by

John P. Piesiniker

Ode problen_initiatedhy tke,Soithern University Professors' Consortium
is that of 1.teacher candidate characteristics. For purposes of' these
may be divided into:* -(a) cognitive and (b) affective factors Milder the litter
rubric we may consider such"aspettWat creativity, personality, and attitudes.

To give smith measirewporpose-oae mist define and-meisuret t.teacher'be-
haviors is the classroom. This may involve prior teething-performance-8 as well
as. performances concurrent with the degree work. -7

Since the raison d'etre for tethers is' pupil changes, this implies _a
need to ieSsure: 3.pupil behaviors, Cteicher interactilasIlith-mopi18,ind, this,
teacher plpil effects.

These problems should logically lead to study 'of program' SelectiOn
criteria which effect one and the study of tkainiag.prograos and their
effeets-upon problem-two.

By referring to the *dine of Hollister and_Goldlton, it is400001e ie
see-Many-Of the interactions which mistIn,Somieway be Spacified,-aid measured.
"An Inquiry into Variations of Teachei Child'Calmmiication-,"-Ik'COhen, Levities,

Reenaand Rindiberg,suPplies,aillliitratd-(b-enetdotal record) discussion
of the kind of :teacher pupil interactions which mast be

_

Horse Cutler and Pink have developed data fran a factor analytic study
of,pupil.behivior in programs for diiatebed childienwhich-Seem relevant to the
task of validating the basic reiearth.problawdestribed in problems one aid

'Prior to-a)diStliaion Of-the-Current state Of knowledge toncekningthe
characteristics of effective teachers of emotfonaily dilAmbed children, a gen-
eral idea of the data developed in the iroadliald-of teacher analysis seems
necessity. Particularly, 'the work of Getzels and Jackson $ eems-highly relevant.

The review Of the literature Specific te-Our task-iik,depressing,evealf
only limited to thetaplezity of variables to be measured hy.primitile,instru-
ments. The increasing sophistication of data analysis miens promising.
information 'thus gainedrWill,be limited by the-quality of the raw' data gathered-.
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BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

by

Roger Rroth

At the 1967-Council for Exceptional. Children Convention in St. Louis,
tDr. Richard Whelan of the University of-KanSai, suggested that the initials
"E D" in emotional disturbancesight-appropriately stand for excesses and
deficits of behavior- Most observers of behavior in children are reasonably
comfortable with this-manner of approaching the problems of. pinpointing, re-
cording, and-nodifying behavior. Some referent lay be a baseline or a continuoust
record of the. deterained-behavior-under existing conditions,_a comparison of the
frequency of occurrence of the behavior between the refeire&chlidand other
children in his class, school or other coscparable group, or a comparison of the
frequency of occurrence of the behavier with internal scale-of the observer.

Target Identification

The first step in establishing procedures for nodifying_behavior-is to
identifytas-specifically. as possible the observable act that one wishes to-have

changed. Ifl general, target Identifikation is the responsibility of the one who

refers the child. In-essence, when-one-refers a child. for speciaLhelp, be is
siYing.ihat a particular behavior or set. of behaviors is happening. so frequently
or...infrequently that one cannot consider the act to-be noreal- In other words,
the-observed:behavior nest be changed in sone discernablewey for the child to
remain is the enviroement where he is- presently functiosing.

Recording Data

Once the target has been identified, recording procedures are instigated.
lbe type of recording-that is dope-depends oe the stated prehlen. -For instance,
If the teacher complains-that the child has a short at'.-'Loa spa., than the re-

corder will record the_duratioa of attentioa-to task- If the temeher complains

that the child talks out in class, them the recorder will take a freiamsery coast
of "talk oats" eerie' timed Observatioa periods amd be will record the rate of
talking out per minute or per boar. If the Leather c14- shout the daily
occurrence ofalow.percestage of priceless correct, that records will be kept of
percentage correct. Iethe instamceof for peicelitage correct, the observer also
ley record the_rate of occurrence.

Disagimg or Modifying Behavior

The remainder of this- paper will be devoted to techniques for samsgimg

behavior. In the literature on behavior modification ose will luidalarge
amnber of studies in which food, money, toys, amd other material rewords -have
been used effectively to modify or chaste behavioral patterns. To those 'porkies

in the publi: schools the difficulty of applying these material consequences to

increase or decrease certain behavioral responses is obvious. Using Wig M's or

pennies in the clacorrooshas its4rambacks.

The techniques described in the remainder of this, paper will at tines

sound filar. In this case familiarity need not breed contespt. at is im-
portant is the consistent, systematic application of these techniques as well
as the appropriate selection of the technique to be used. As most teachers know,

good management is hard work.
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Recotding

Teachers often have noted that when a child is aware his actions are

being recorded,, his behavior-will be altered. Children may spell poorly during

the week but when Friday test is given, the results of which will -be tecoided
in the grade book,perfOrmance is significantly. improved. Teachers have observed

that looking atu child who is acting out, then opening a grade book while the

Child is.watching, and making a mark without comment, often will stop the acting

out behavior temporarily.

NumeroUS specific examples of the effects on behavior when one knows his

acts are being,ticorded could'. be given. Recently a university professotweetry-
ing to keep track of which - students were 'contributing, most often to class dis7

Cussion: As the graduate students-became aware of what the professor was count-

ing there was a sharp increase in contribution in class. One of the difficulties

that occurs in obtaining baseline:data on human-subjects is that when SubjeCis

become awake that what they are doing is being recorded they alter theit behavior.

KnoWleige that awareness of behavior recording effectS performance may be

used to modify behaiibr. The debisiOn as to-Whither to place the graphic record

on public display of two or more children Aependi on the effects: on petformance

rates of the children when this is done. For child A it may-be a highly accel-

erating consequence-to see his graph grow faster than that of other children.

For child B, if he does'not grow as fast as other children, it may-have a decel-

erating,effect. In general, for4e practitioner in,spediai education working
with children who have been unsuccessful in public school competition, It seems
that a graph kept by the child or teacher and displayed only to the child, teacher,
and parents is the -boat effective way to-accelerate academic behaviors. Inthit
instance, the child is in competition with himself and his past performance. His

performance is more analogous to- the Sunday golfer Who tries to beat his own score
rather than the professional golfer on the circuit who has to-beat his opponents.

Children can be taught to-keep their own Chen* or records-at almost any
grade level. At the.Children'S-Rehabilitation Una at the University of:Kansas
Medical Coster, primary leVel-physically handicapped children are-taught to-fill

is the amount Of problems dome,correctly on larks-testier developed graph4apir
with agar crayons. Three large classes of third and fourth -grade children la.

pdalle-school im the Kansas City wetTopOlitam area best daily Charts oa the

ProKese- they did-corrict4i wales' Lund anals-lous-
isoitascell-aliiiisteddld mode cestimmomorgrowth in problems correct

per adurte chIldres-Impreue4 over the-firsi deet:perforammce.

Self recording cambered toleceletate. the_freqoelcy of sisiesirubjs
social behavior. Rost of us have had the - experience of keeping daily recor4s

OS some aspect of Ourselves. :ramaam ample is that of placing meigkt charts
in4he bathroom or on the refrigeraior door. A classroom Leather used Chit
technique-with an overweight stmdiet during the fall of 1967. The stalest wet
from 1634sounds to 157 poulds-in twelve days. -The stagiest weighetand_grapbed
his progress in the amrse's office every moiling before school. This procedure
was used-effectively with a fourth grade boy who was out if his seat so frequently

that it was distracting to the teacher and ta,the-class. The boy had been re-

ferred to the Children's Rehabilitation Unit because of management problems plus

inconsistent classroom- performance. Recommendations from both psychiatric and

social work evaluations included possible-residential treatment and psychotherapy.
These recoamenditionswere,held in abeyance while attempts were-made to maintain
the boy in a regular class -with behavioril nanigemett techniques.

The teacher selected thole target behaviors of greatest concern which

were 'but of seat" without permission And "talking out" without permission. The

teacher then recorded the frequency of occurrence of the-pinpointed-behaviors
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fcr six ASYS. Special attention was 'given to -the nine to'ten eclock Period.
(See -Figure 1)-

-Figure 1 _

Self Recording Out -of jest

I I I I I !. t 1

No
!Record

I I r

After the six days,of, baseline, the bay was asked to keep his awn- chartlitith
the teacher reninding his .to,mirk it. The "out of -seat" behavior dropped-t6
Zero during the nine te ten- eclocii,period.,

There was,tesititaiice on the part 'cif the boy-for .keeping-Ids own Charts
after. the 'first .week. ; He ,threw hiS Chnit away after r the secondsfeek, but agreed
to keep it :for the third week. It *as decided at that tine that he did not -have
to keep the records from then-on, contingent Upon acceptable-liehaviorii. in the
ciaSsroaa as-,deternined by the ,clasiroom_tetOier. The teacher was impresseeby-
-the youngster's self control and the bay is in regular class over 41.7year liter
with acceptable behavior and satisfactery icademic achievement.

The techniiinn,of using -graphs-to modify behavior has been Us' ed with
trolls youngsters with success. Self recording appears to be effective. The
:.practitioner, hoveVer, austim alert to change and to -remit the pro
cedurr e before it Là worn out.

Tine

In the United Statem there appears to be a high vane attacked to the rate
of ptedactioe. Children are quit* amare,of ries inpottanc' e attached to nneeross
=words involving time, i.e., the record time of. the mire roe or the points seared-
per game in meatblatic coeteat. Toys ia-particulat are- interested in -how mini
pithts per bow a car will on,. ClillArea will- imik-ro be 'Gond on how loin they -can
IT64 ---Ek1414- 4real:4-

stand iia:00.-r bids* ctr-ligifOrm semi oth*r feat of eadnraoce.
Par-ast*-i*Te-14t,a thts iauledgt 1ST Yg*Ss-,Yit7/1 .44411.1.ti*S wietts-"ee bole
fast yet caa.pick vp- the toys is anis roue" or " youi have three situates to get

tl reedy if yeers goiag itith an to-the assts. 's

In gentrat there are two categories of thee: (a) the imam .3f time to
Perform a specified *Sash; and (b) the susiMr of tasks In a series. le the first
Inatome the task is specified aed peiferrece-tine is seconded, mad in the second
testae:a the time is specified amid the anier of trio m recorded. Procedesse
for modifying behavior can be devalopsdkia :mar- astelPFY, istesdft on thit la
of the4teacher behavieral einager.

Frequently, in the. literiture_on semotztosally-distexhad socially
jested children, one lees reference- to the abort ,attamtion sporof thetas .clindres.
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Seldom is there mention of under what environmental conditioni and-at what task

the-child has a short attention span: thildrenwithwhort attention spans in a

Classroom environment on an uninteresting task-can be found. spending endless amounts

of time in- working out ways of keeping gilt-of-Work, or in planning and implementing

plans to remove and dispose of hubcaps.

With some children it has-been-iffectivtto allow them to keep track of the

amount of time it takes them to do a certain specified -task. If the "task is held

constant itnay be quite rewarding-to the child tocbeet his previous performance

-time. In the field of education it is difficidtto.losiniain constancy of task. An-

example Of how this may be=done ie to-present A' given amount of number facts on

-fleet cards and see ifrhe.child can improve-the time it takes to respon4correetly

-to them. Another task may be egiVen neither of Dolch words to:which the child re
sponds-correctly while keepingstreck of start -and finish times.

The method :of:red-ea-ding time will depend:on the age and ability of the child,

and the ingenuity of the teacher. childrewbo can-tell time can,Wee the wall clock,

and they ebb -record on the top of their papers the -time Started and tibelinished.

Some children can use-the stopwatch to record the. time lapse. 'Teachers:have stamped

two clOdk faces without hands on(the child's work sheet and they haie.asked the

children to drawLin the hands -of the -clock for Start and finish times:. This has been

done..-successfully-Iiith pribaryleVeyhandicapPe&children. Some teachers -have used

thpautomatiotime'recorderi that stamp the times on. the Children's .work

Therother approach in using,-time to modify .behavior has been to'holtitime

Constant end-nee hobAbeny taiksla a series,the child can:perfork. Using chie

technique-of controlled:time, Immediate recording of performance, and daily-prao,-
tice-with e-claSs:of thir4,grade youpgeters,-group means went from 7-:6-correetwrith-
ietic-problemaperbinute.in 12 days. All children improved their performance.

(Figure:2) -%



All children ilOroved their performance (Figure 2).

Inarder to try to determine if differential timing conditions have differen
tial effects.-on the arithmetic production.rates of delinguent males in two cul-

tures, a series of-tests were administered to institutionalized delinqUent
males in Costa Rica and:the:Mated States. Sheets of simple-arithmetiC prob-
lems were prepared. The four-time conditionavere a.-five minute timing undis-
closed to the subjects, a-One minute timing, a three minute timing, and a six
minute timing. In each-condition the subjects were told to-work as quickly and

correctly as they could. The subjects had a significantly higher rate. of cor-
rect arithmetiC problems under-the shorter known time limitd than they did un-

der the longei:time limits.

The Setting of tine limits seems -to have an effect on prodUctior: This, of.

Course,- ii not nevi. Tine limited therapy has'beenvuggested by psychoanalysts
from Freud's time to Franz Alexander. in-fact, a study of Shlien, Mbsek, and
Ilreikurs in 1962 resulted in eignificant growthin self concept:in half the
rine-limits were designated in advance- rather-than under =limited therapy cop-
ditions.

Materials

The appropriate selection and presentation of curriculum materials for ex-
ceptional children-maybe= tremendons-effects on both social and acadeniche-
-havior. The short attention spans mentioned earlier may berelated:ro =merle'
that is too-easy, too-difficult, uninteresting,, poorly programed, as wall as:

being related to ineffectual consequences for witted responses.

for those behadiorel monomers who are merely interested-in matching the line
on a graph soddenlyriee, it is-possible to Obtilirderitaidieg- resinitV--bk-

changing materials. If, for example, the -target selected for.ableleration is
tberumberzoi correct arithmeric:proble s per ainote, omeasy start the sok-
ject,oaprOblees that require a largrvmmber of operations to solve. Than the-
reecher,can;chmoservsimple operation problems - and the records -will shore
driraticriseln problems worked perm:Erste. Similarly one can obtain a rapid-

increase is iliAmember of booksresdiper meek by chasglog-fromhbois like
idvardri Eiperineetil-Desiminftpcbological. Research to books likeliffivlibm
to Lie with Statistics.

While these examples seen-ob4loes,-the poi= is sonetines 'geared when one

evaluated a pupil's Progre44. If rates=vf-probactior are horrendous]." low, and

they are accoapanied hybeacceptable social behavior, than one should embed=
the pupil's ability-to respond to the.preseated.materials. If the arterial is

imeppropria-ro, -them superior mitlmahmlogy will have little effect.

Asamming that-tbS material bee been selected appropriately, there still re.,
mains a great deelrobe.sild_about the oetkods-of :preasetation. Amite often
au analysis of the cbilesamirkArill reveal some possibilities for reerremelOS
the method of presestatios. Jo example of thisrype of amalysis prieuedie the
ease of Mart- Bait vas a thitAgrede boy mho bedrlassroo. behavioral 'reh-
ires as -wall as low academic performeem. There were easel* high paints is
his 411y-record-of work to ledicate thatfmectlordiy be loss capable-of let-
ter perfoterece Mime 3). At poi= on tht Sralih, the teecier stood beside

Mart and told kin that be vas to finish his assigemeetif be empected to poro
lmechmitihthereet of the class. The boy dresestratedrbet be could demerit

quietly and correctly. Although bolding leach is ailsocedurVthet has been
u sed to geressigameets dome, it nos felt thatlarbe public school classroom-



this would probably not be a first choice procedure. At point B an analysis

of the youngster's work showed that be would work one line but not complete the

whole assignment. It was decided to structure the assignments and provide Bart

with strips of work from the full page assignment. An immediate change took

place and was significantly different (P. 005) than early performence rates.

Bart even asked for more work to do. At point C the task was changed to sub-

traction. Bart's rata of correct performance dropped to a point parallel with

earlier work. The teacher grouped four youngsters together who had similar

problems for reeducation. Within a short time Bart's rate went back up.

Another point to consider in using materials to modify behavior is the-or-

der of presentation. The most difficult materials often-have a low probability

of being accomplished and to insert them at the end of the day is to flirt with

danger. By the same token, few teachers who have taught hyperactive youngsters

would have a class parry-at the belphmeing oftbeday if there was any expecte,

thin of sehoolmork during the rest of thi day. Therefore, Premeck's hypothe-

sis that "of any two responses, the one that occurs oftener when both are avail,

Able can reinforce-the one that occurs less oftedi but not vice versa", tends

to be confirmed in every day teaching situations.

People

The last-major.category to be consislered in-developIng-procednres for-na-

naging behavior is people. During the pest year at the_Childreeslahmbilita-

tion Center, parents have become more directly involved in learning and apply-

ing behavioral menagement techniques: The purpose his been to try-to develop

the,greater 24 hoar- consistency of axesidential center for childrem who are

in day schools.

leenlarly-ficlweduledmeatings:take-theadversivesess-out..of
to

school for patents whose meter contact with the sehool.in the plet-mms at t6oaa

times-whim their child was in trouble. Daily report cards araveed, which the-

parents.graphat bone. Emphasis is_placed on the positive growth is attitude

and academes. While our research is this area-has been compouided by too

merry-wecontrolled-variables it appears that the coordinated efforts of the sig-

nificant adults in the life of the child produces is great effect for some

children is extrinsic material remerds. islet parental praise and daily re-

port cards, -the childrea have eqmalLuf or imprommi the level of growth they

bad accomplished Indere reword system using trading stamps.

The =jot emphasis of the conferences has bees classroom behavior and aca-

ionic schdavemeat. Usually matins were schadeles on a weakly basis for the

first three or four 'leeks. These meatless seldom lasted over ea hour, and ra-

ther specific procedures were discussed. Coitimmal emphasis was placed on the

importance of plumate' praise for appropriate behavior, and the replaces/est of

atticn for talk for inappropriate behavior. Chi dreg' seem to attend more to

what one does thma what one says, while adults appear to attend more to mist

one says he's solos to do thorniest he does. Most of our parents of emotionally

disturbed chilly's, are highly verbal'.

After thi first series of mantimge there is movement to a saistanamce pro-

gram. mratimgs are every two or three meek* and last only for fifteen- to thir-

ty denotes. Permits are emcoursaidnet to come to.sehool wham the child has a

bad day, but to welt for the scheduled cemfereace. This is dome so that the

associatisa is met made between "bed" and parent comfezemes. The impressing'

of the staff and of the permits-has been that these procedures have bed a good

effeit om modifying the chillAren's behavior, sad of public relations between

staff and permits. Most permits enjoy being considered as part of the team.
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Another technique that ippeeis to show promise is the use of peers to
modify the behavior of aggressive, acting out children. During the past year
pk.dBerman Cline, a junior high school counselor in Olathe, Senses, has been
been-working with groups of-socially Sensitive students in-an effortte help
the students who are lonely, withdrawn, or aggressive. Enthusiask is high
among-the staff as well as among_the students. It has been-difficult to meas-
ure the-effectiveness of the program because of the uncontrolled variables.
One tends to be impressed, hoveVer, by anecdotal reports.

- One eighth grade boTrAkr-has-hed Scrapes with the law, ihUotosebehev-
ior was such that-a-mieting-was,cilled bysteff to-diecuas.expulsion, led to-
the development of the program. It was feltthat the ,yourigiter could be
maintained in school for so* tine- by. the .use. of behavioral management;proced
urea of Obirious recording by the teacher (the-bey kner helms in trouble
anyway), and fry-the use of a tim.out room. It was the opinion, also, -that
something positive needed to be done. This led to the use:Of:Peer groups.

Among other things, the school had- not been able to get the_boyto
dress - for gym in twayears. Some :of the male socialleideralelt this Wee
a place to start. By asking him to cosesourand play with them,they got:hii
dressed. and playing Within :three dayi. At this timithel4 is-still.in
school.- He is still-a-concern to-personnel, but there hes been:definite
Improvement: There are nevi small anecdotes that lead.one to expect-this
approach will produce-results.

Summorf-and Conclusion

The general procedures of pinpointing, recording, and modifying behavder
bare been-discussed. .Techniques-of managing behaviorothar thenstbaOse of
food or money and other material reward:and punishment system have -been
presented.

It *Old seem that these procedures-Shur promilse: They-sare easily ap---

lied and within the realarof any school setting: The wit
phaiis is -on the positiveratber:then on the negative, end:the goalie:im-
proved behavior through-ihe:systemitic application-of consequences to behavior.
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SELF-CONCEPT RESEARCH: DEFINITION PROBLEMS
WITH A COMMON LANGUAGE CONSTRUCT

by

Lee 11. Joiner, Edsel L. Erickson, and Richard C. Towne

Today an increasing effort seems to be occurring in research-dealing
with empirical event-management, behavioral analysis,, and environmental

stiuctures A number of reseirchetnwhnoice might have been-interested-
in constructs.such.as self:;ebicept-have.abandoned,then-infaUer of more
tractable ones. What appears to be a lessening of interest in hypothetical
constructs, states of the organism, and internal dynamic variables is

apparent in:thechange in programs andpublicationi-of the:council-fiat-Excep-

tional Children over the past five years.

In light of this trend, presentectlere are some of the reasons that
an intuitivelyuppieling-notionJsUch sedelf concept has hot,actuallpatid.

off generously iwnieientific'sentie 1961, Brooko4er,Erickson,. and -

Joiner, 1966). In so.daing, sone of the basic requirements that nut be
net in order for eOnstructa-tobecomeacientiiically fruitfuivillbe briefly
discuised, As the same time some recommendations which will lead to better
self concept research will be made.

Difficulties Associated with Self Concept ResearchEpistemological
_ .

Predictability vs. 'Plausibility

The first of therequitemente;relating to the productivity, of a eon-
ottnct concern its status as ilaredictor of some behavioral event that is of
interest for one reason or anothet Regardless of the theoretical elegance

of-thenetwotk-withinWhieh..a,conatructis enbeddedi-e-ficullevalUation-of
self concept as an educationally .relevant.vatiabledepecids upon how well it
serves to-facilitate-prediction and control pl.precesses,central to education
T'hissmans, for example, that if we postulate that'"to-Protectn good self
concept one will strive hard to select those behaviors Whieh.Will-preaetve or

enhance it '(Sears, 1966)," It is necessary tb identify just what these behaVidrs

are and to predict them.

Much Of the liturgy and pomp that-hat accumatted-under-the label of
Self concept research-could be termed plausible rather than predictive It
has been demonstrated again and again that it is a simple *aerie:tarn hard-
working and original peismneo-find-evidencenUggeiting the likelihood of a
behavior's occurrence after the.behaviot-has,a/iiidy,happened.
tration was the recent case of Richard Speck. .Butunrely it is ngebd.deal
harder to predict someuneertiin future on the basis of relevant theory and
evidence. This is because it isimOostibletO-Orediet-fUtUre4ventanxcept by
chaneewithout understanding something of 'the workings of the-system,ot

events. Furthermore, While repeated unsuccessful predictions- cast doubt upon

the value of a conairdettheieici no way of diteonfiteing,explanatorTiiste-
ments involving constructs presented -in an ex wosizfactO fashion.

-Educationally-Relevant Criterions

Yet taken alone, successful prediction steaming froaaan explahatorY
system involving, self concept. is not !holly convincing of the
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worth of the construct. .Recall that we are: teachers. Our criterions- or -behav-
lora]: ObjeCtiVes are in. large measure culturally determined and capable. Of-
inmizeratiOn. One of the major contributions of operant theory May have been
that it forced us to list some of these specific criterion hihavinrs, For
example, , do, we want our students to- move 'directly 'from:the busies into -the
-building without unnecessary delay?, Do we -want our students to pick '-up
copies of a valuable _rather than a. useless magazine duringyar free- reading
period?'

While- this concern for ,Specific criteriOn-behaviers perhaps' accounts
for some of the productivity of 'operant theory, the point to be stressed is
that the path from ielf concept to educationally relevant -Criterion -behaviors
Mutt be clearly- established . If It was found, for example, that .ielf-.-ConCepts
nerfectiY. ,predicted the anxiety of a student ? when he putidipated im,a reading

still-be-necessary to show that 'either anxiety management is a-
- direct responsibility of an educational system or that anxiety management con-

comitantly reiAlta in dropout management 'before self concept data would be as
valuable to us,

NiiinatDeflhiiCs

= !et:-vbi1e suCCessful. nredidtion' of educationally relevant -CriteriOna:
must be ,delonitrated before a construct can be considered fruitful, lack of
a', commonly, accePted-'stibie definition result* in such confusion and imprecision
that confirmed prediction in one situation, for one researcher' does not cross
Validate. In ..Order for results involving a'constinat to cross validata there
must be sone.Constancy, in definition from - one study to the next;-. similar-obser-
vations 'being. made by persons engaged' in the verification and falsification
of the _Same* 'hypothesis. An observed tendency; to-,permit-variant and 'Surplus-
neaningS to accrue tO,1 term has led to the conclusion that nominal definitions
are ,basically- unsatisfactory fer-hypOthesis,testingi,

TO -Illustrate the argument. 'two, nominal. definitions :if self concept: Will
be Cited.- A...dittionary of psychological terns :directed toward--4Otential
consumers of research gives thi.fOICfing;definitiair,ofself concept 'ideas
which 'OnabOlds.,about the nature of his self See- Self," And Self is defined'
as "See Ego," --Witbthe- comment,' the-self is that part Of the personality
Which the ,individual feels is It may extend far'heyondihei)O4i:. as
when an individual comes to feel that his home and his children are Integral
Tarts, of 'himself.: Self-enhancement, self-protection, self defense, and self-
concern are probably the major :Concerns of individuals :(WOlfeeic and Bennett,.
1954)." ;None of the expressions in the last, sentence are defined in that

dr:coinent on self .concept, iSsiso

The- Maintenance of favorable. ideas abOut.:One's; self, its-adequadY,,
'competence, and social value,, 'is of utmost importance for :high,

and iodial:AdJustiletit: 'ExcessiVe striving fcif
esteem and a good self-concept may leadcin.,za considerable amount
of distorted and unrealistic :thinking (Wulfeck and Bennett, 1954)

A 'second example -Of thia, sort' of defining 18, found .in Sears ,(1960) In Pursuit
of Self-Esteem.

Self-esteem :is. defined-as possession of a favorable-opinion of the
self; or a favorable self-concept. In-:the child,- judgmenta.-abont
the Self 'are Made 'in -relation to 'problems atlteske;_cf: Zeirelopiserit.
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1.

Thit.self-cencept-repreients expected Success in the
endeavors to-meet these probleii, aim/tasks.. The selfrcoxidept
is complex, _made up of many faCetsWith each -facet ,differing In
Importance- - Or reward value - from the others. Expectancies
'have -been_ learned for each_ facet, so: that the individual can 'pre-
dict success, or failure In connection-with behavior that pertains
to -a given facet. These' expectancies hive been acquired and can
be changed' according to, principles of learning. Various, aspects
of Self-Concept have properties similar to drive: to protect a
good self-concept, onetwill strive .hard (the energizing ,function)
or will. Select those behaviors' which 'preserve or enbance it. Self=
.eiteeniresulte when the child is' able, to 'Predict success for impcir-
taut ficetnnf experience..

Lack. of clarity Seems characteristic- of these definitions.. 1k:tinier*
ithportantinoninal-definitions tend to treat self concept mainly from the
point. of view of what it presumably doee rather than what specific empirical
observations are ,correapoident with the term. 'The explicit connection betneen.
a logical Semantic system and behavior in- nature is lacking. Having been
given these definition*, uncertainty as to .vhat to look for in the World that
represents evidence of self concept remains. It is a faith' approach;'
certainly is good to- have a -good _self "conceit. and' awful to have a bad one.

,Operational Definition

The alternative to noniinal, definition and away to, counteract' seine-of its
deficient/ea is operational definition: the linking, of self concept to' empiri-
cal data. As Horst (1965) has. noted. With relpect ,to the ,iaientific.Method,
the apparatus of experimental control is net its distinguishing tfeature but
rather its requirement that obserWational, data he used in making i decisions
abotit states of nature. Thus some have belieVed. that -"operationalism",
where "every concept or term used in the description of experience (is)
-framed in terms' Of operations- which eairfie unequivoCelly performed--(Hempel,
3.954," could clean up self concept research-. ,Specifying- the operational
criteria for "self concept" would include not only stating "symptoms" which-
could be aiCertained. by -simply if ecily Observing the person but also intro-
ducing obiervationa/instrUMints and related techniques. The exclusion from
operationalism, of simple direct 'observation without anYisanipulation--was
considered unduly limiting for ascience, and, in fact, it has been suggested..
that Several :of the 'most useful concepts in..iicience-Such, as imaginary numbers
can newer be -observed Consequently, the ,operational method was broadened
or ."liberalized" to include 'recognition that rather than having everp:state-
Mint capable of verification or falsification through the use of observational
-evidence, a- hypothesis cannot be tested in 'isolation and, therefore,. -the,,cri-
terien of testability must be-applied to' ',systole! of hypothesis. SecondlYi
the system of hypotheses "must be. capable of :beintmOre .9i less highly
confireedki obitervational evidence,-(HeMpel, l952)':"

Operationalism. today can be. thought of as demanding tilentilization \of
empirical evidence that has bearing ,upon the acceptance or rejection of hypo-
theses involving the construct but in practice it -generally weanii providing
for some standard- way of making empirical observations. IM practice, it has
usually led to the Construction of- n-sCale called an-oPeratiOnalization of
self concept.

Although this approach- stresses empirical referents tor. self tondipt,
it by no-means ,solves- the probleme of Providing cimmiOn.definitioa and usage
upon 'which a .Set 'of lawful reititionships- can,be-based. While it became
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possible to clearly point to the method for.obServiiig events explicating -self
concept in a particular -study, the operational methods varied nearly as much
from one study to the next as the previously discussed, nominal definitions. It
remained that while self 'Concept Might-be "operationalieed" In a study,, its:
operationalization was often specific to, that study and did' net dominate
in any way the original nominal "ireanings" Ascribed to it. What often happened
in feet, was that an idea. of how "self concept" functions based upon nominal
definitions became translated into a series of questions asked as Part Of -a
scale or questionnaire.

Ambiguity Attributable to Tethnical As Pitts. cif Obsei-intion,

Thus. far, have' been cenceinedlwith approaches toward definition-of self
concept as sources of ,a11441141,-tT,:cletratting, from our efforts to :develop -A public,
confirmable set of lawful relations involving self concept At this point I
Mould like to slow that in addition to the ambiguity resulting from varied
nominal and operational definitions of the same concept, -other technical aspects
of the experimental Situation not CommiOnly treated as part , of "definition"
influence the meaning of self tontept.

A. sicale-,Which ii :Used as an operatiOnel definition. of fself' concept 'is
considered to possess definitional properties and the score Obtained-through
its use summarizes the definition. 'When.,iiamiiiistered,, this Stale -should y4.04,
ssary scores which show a variance, and *e:need.te- he sure that this Variance.
is Mainly'attritnitablO'-to difference* in the people rather than error - In
other 'wide, we require that our scale be a reliable Weir., If our scale is
unrealiable, the observed differences, among scores may not be a reflection of
differences in self concept as the scale defines it.. Our assessment of a
person's self concept using this *Cale is subject to -measurement -error. And
of course even though 'Bert -conCept now has an empirical referent., the Esipiri.7.-7
bal observations become ambighoukto the -extent that measurement error oXiste:.
'Therefore; even if in operational definition of self ,doncept is agreed- upon,
the discovery of changes or veriiitionassstonaistent with some theory, our major
Means of verifying hypotheses cannot occur unless the empirical referents can
be reliably obeerVed.

the. Wesnits.,,of, Self, Concept -Opetatiosilliiation.Attributable
to-IrtesileritieS in 'the Scales AdMinietration,:-

A special problem in defiduciing:.:ieSeArch: on self ,concepts of exceptional
children using elicited verbal responses, our mein method of self concept
measurement, is the frequently : enteiineered, necessity for modifying scales and
administration protedtirea in some way. Because exceptional children 'skew
disabilities in such aream:asviiion,,.bearing, reading,.'arid_attention special .

Modification* Of the ,steles and 'administration 'techniques-are-Often:aide.,
Frequently, -Adele, are presented through an altered timulus ,nickai.. While the
original may'he:deSigned,for 'reading and iiaper pencil response by the person
it may be presented in sign language,. braille, or read aloud in an InterVieM.
Simplification of original vocabulary may also he:;P*acticed.,- ,

To the extent that 'these itiodititatichis intrOdu,te new gionrces- of' varia-
tion which are not attributable to self -tangent .differefices, our results
betome-coMmon eqUiVotel.. ,Friedman (190)4..for example, ha. documented the
effect of extremely subtle differences in - experimenter, presentation of .1'
stimhlun, and .their borreiation 'With experimental. resulti

;Before presenting suggestion!: for courses 'o JaCtionithich%shOuld be
-helpful in-,generating better definitions of 'aelf: concept and better research,
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let me summarize the difficulties whic -have been noted:

1. Nominal-definitions of self concept found in the literati:re) are diverae
and freqUently speCify.,scime hypothetical set of functions-.

2. Operationalism hail not provided.a- solution 'to
and

problems 'because
these. definitions vary-from study to study and ire often based nominal
definitions held by the,researOer,which Stresi funCtion:

3: Unreliable measures may eloud.,selff. -concept definitions since, observed'
differences - are attributable, in part, ,to error Of Measurement.

4. Modifieition4f the "Operationalizaticin'.necesSary to 'permit research bn
exceptional children. introduces another source of ambiguity-in- definition
to the extent that these,modificatiOn4,correlste, with tota scores.

Recommendations'
.

The following are a few .strategieie which-May proyide fruitful. 'Most Of'
them call for a radical _shift iw.onesipprOach to self concept research and
are -relatively -Unique in their total rejection,of the idea that self concept
representW,a "hyPothetical state,' of -ttie ozgaziiiita: In general, 'they-.Were
derived.. front :4Mociat behavioristic traileitorkas artieUlated' in-the Work's of
George Herbert 'Mead, 'Charles Tierce, and:John...bewaY.,

ItWay be advisable to- abandon, treating., self Concept -as a. ,hypothetical
construct and instead,considerlt of verbal 'behavior's. Rather than
deyelopinga,,theOry,,of self Concept 'PerhaPs.We.4ould le better off developing-
a theory'. 'of Self definitional -verbal behavior., A great deal of energy has
been expended attempting .to, answer the.qUestion*If Whether A particulat .opera- -

tionaliiiition. gets at the -"real"' self. concept. Since. "real self, concepts"
are hypotheties1,:nostifially defined stitsiti :theigneetion,cannOt be cOnClUsiVelr
answered. HoweVer, we Can- determinerhe,predietilie validity of -variona self
definitions.

Stop :treating Self concept as,-if: it-were "gr factor and lie.gii::.system-
title inquiry into-variations.. :conniitent,witi: xesider, .dancer,
athelete,. (b). referent="MaVerage Joe "; Stncieht,.

CasSius:CiaY, (c) timer:rpaist ',proem*, tutUre. Previous research:by the
authors (joiner and ROA:son, '1967)'' Shot:ea ,that systematic differences ii

response -tO--self'-eoncept scales -can: be -ficidnied'if thereference-perapectiVe,

is:altered. For example, when.no reference perspective ,is specified blind
students See* to be comparing.,themSelves or evaluating iiissaelYeM:in-terMs
of the yardstick of other blind students. `Suggesting ,a.:Sighted-referent-
prOdlices quite different rein-led: --It should alio be-',clesethat Stildents who
define themselves' as capable tatistidians do not necessarily: define themselves
as capable iithelates"aid-vice Versa. ,Dimensions : are Clondedwhen items, in
scales are inadvertantly.getting-at Yarying.ole,behaViort an,demands, referent
perspectiVed, and timei in -the life of the. respondents.

If 'Scales. are to be used, SOMeattempt shotild bwmiide.ta dimensicinslize
the items which, now exist so that ;the.fidtor MtruettireilighrbecOne clearer.
Actually, there are two Ways of ;going- 'about 'this., Oneconld Condtict
empirical factor analysis of the items in 'the: major self ,concept ;ScaleS. in,use
today and then cross validate the :fattOrs. or, an =a. priori faCeOr structure

,could, be..hypotheSized on the basis Of .some .theory andsubiect,.tO test
(itunnally,:1966):. Either strategy-wouldbe OoSt11. in -terms of the "need -to-



test large numbers of subjectaon large numbers ofitems-

Since the emotionally handicapped may be especially "suspect" as
suhjeotsforresearCh demanding the use of, "obtrueive-measnres,".greater
attention should probably be given to recordingend-claisiiying their self
referent statements which occur in spOntanious speech. Pay more attention to
the verbal behavior itself as-opposed to what:lies beneath it.

Consider the source-of:self definitional. statements. It may be of
-great value to determine:who the Significentathersereln the life :of the
student because previous research (Brook:over, Erickson,:and.Joiner, 3960-shows
that self definitions. are quite:consistent:with the perceived - evaluations. -of
these others. Who are lhepeople in-the life of:the emotionally 'handicapped
child that might be proViding him with definitions of himself? And since it
has-also been. demonstrated that self conceptions are Most efteetivilreltered
through the-Planned intervention of theie significant others (Brookover,
'Erickson, end Joiner, 1965) the-question-is-raised aato-how to...get-the
teacher to be perteiVed as more-central in -the life of the student. once
perceived as a.signifiCant other it isaore likely that the teacher will be
able to influence theatudenes self definitions.

:Consider the propositiOn that preference for a state is not necessarily
equivalent to commitment to obtaining that-state. Often it appeers,that a
'researcher believes-that there is. something inherently harmful in a discrepancy
betWeen what a subject says heviould prefer "to be" and What "he is."' How=
eve, it is often overlooked that preferred skates such au)ideal selves are
reflections of :the norms of the society sod-ideals of the culture. And
although completely aware -of them, ManyAmericans do not fulfill them.
Because a-raw diaCiepancy between ideals and:reality, is So intimately connec-
ted with cultural values and the individuals social context,e Measureof
the value-that a pereon places upon an ideal contrasted with the value placed
upon:his perceiVed present state may be quite useful. -Presumably, larger
positive value disctepandiee reflect, greater coemitment to some ideal state.
This is a-Bayesian point of view.

Stop acting-as if it had been established-that self concept is a
necessary andeufficient condition for the elicitation of a particular class
of behaviors. We have repeatedly observed that "poor" self concepts of
academic ability interfere with - academic performance mainly because they
limit a person's choice Ordokover, Erickion.and Joiner, 1966). Students
who pereeiverhemselies-as,poor readers'areless likely to:atteapt reading, if
given a choieesituatien. On-.the other hand; viewing oneself as-a skilled
reader ismo:guaraniee that one wilirake timeto-read the homework assignment.
In otherwords400r self conceptwareaore predictive of behaviorthin good:
ones: Self definitions of "being ahli" permii.related.behaviers to -occur
but other, ontingencies then-become important before the. behavior emerges.
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PSYCHODYNAMIC MANAGEMENT TECHNI UES

by.

Henry D. Fishel

Incr.asinglq in recent years -we bevelled to come to the realization that

aggression-may well be a human instinct, an-instinct which may baraised* Or

lowered by certain forces, but an instinct which pireiste nevertheless'. l(enrad

Loreni (1966) andliobertArdey119601eVe,given us brilliant insights about

both aggresaion_and territoriality.

At the'Phoenix School, a day School for delinquent adolescents, with

Which I was associated for three yeats, we used a variety of measures as

management techniques. These measures were arrived at in_a pragmatic way,-what

worked was used; although-our pragmatism,' of course, was influenced.b*:our

experience andaur knowledge.

We found that the very-severely disturbed, court referred, 14 to 17-

year old youngsters with-whom we dealt, most of whom were.either.Jewieh,

Negr6, or Puerto Rican, could be "managed" to the extent that their basic

Self esteimandtheir dignity were least interfered with

Theie youngsters, Coming from severely disturbed'' homes, where they were

either hated or deiacaulinized, or bath, had satrong-need: to gUard_themeelVes

against "invasion" from the outside end most of theellad reacted to this threat

of invasion by the erectiOn.ofa delinquent facade. They would strike with

intensive , aggressiveness at anyone who threatened the 004' Which-they felt -to

be in such danger. An,analogy to Ardey'grworkle ippatine (1966). ,These

youngsters*Sre defending with intensely heightened aggressiveness the
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territory of their own selves. To stem this aggression- by the,usUil
restraints, or by counter" oatility was completely futile. Only as the threat
of invasion was lowered.were,we able to lower aggression. We could, however,
not eliminate it and came'. to believe that aggression is in allprobab lity
an inevitable and even desirable state of the human condition.

No school or institution can ever use a_unified.approach. However, a
consensus among theetaff,of the:Phoenix.School did develop and. the following
methods were primarily-Used-by the staff in the management of these very
disturbed youngstera:

Inanimate- Barriers. One of-the simplest ways of preVenting youngsters
from doing sometbing-which you ddn't want.them to is to make. it impossible.
If is often surprising'how'little.we tend to rely on physical obstacles in our
attempts tomanage and control behaVior. At the Phoenix School we found'that
theq_key'and the'lock7-were excellent control measures. If one-doesn'twant
youngsters to fool with lights, the-best way to approach this problem is to
install a keyed light switch. If one wants to keep a tool out of-a young -
ster's handa there is no better-way theUegood closet witba strong lock.

Focusing onAggression Proof, Persons. Certaiapeople can. develop
enormous.capicitieS to withstandjaggression, They can see eyoungsteew-
aggreesion as being-s0 apart from their own life stream as to be without barbs
.(this does not mean that the aggression proof person is not sympathetic to
the youngiters, but rather that heeeestheaggresSion as a clinical event and
not as something directedtowardshimY: At the Phoenix School wehad-severil
such aggression; personeWho were highly resistanttoaggressive-behavirm
by-the Youngster's.. When one of the adoleiCents became especially-diffiCult,
one of these people would intervene-and the aggression-WoUld befocusei.on
him.

Withdrawal. One way that a staff igmber-couid often avoid conflict With
a-youngater and a. situation of acting out-uas to,silply retire from-the situa-
=tion. A YoUngiterwhO.has a temper. tantrum. with no one:around him, soon-
-comes to perceive Its uselr!seandetops.

Appeal to Common Hazard. Ardey 11956) believes that aggression within
any group-can be limited when there is -a.dommonhazard'mhich comes from the
outside. The Phoenix School both in its origioilphase in-which it was
essentiallya pilot project and later when it still struggled to establiih,
itself-had a number of such hazards. Weehared some of these difficulties
with the yOungiters, especially at &tine when they were hard to 'Berne-, and
this played an. important_ role in stopping them frold-acting out. (Thii phe
nomenon can, of course, also be explained by the older concept of identifici-
tioni

Food and feeding. Many of the youngaters,,even thoSe Coming-fiam
relatively middle class homes had oftenheen not only emotionally deprived'
but,phYsically deprived: We found that providing food and othereisentials,
suCh,as clothing and an allowance, did.much tojOwer the children's- aggression.
.Provisions were unconditioned and not rewards for good behavior.

Fondling and body contact. It seemed-to us at the PhoenixISChool_at
times that the kind 'of aggression -Wesaw .waszot_purely compoSe&of-hostility,
but%inciiided-a conaiderablelOnging for bodily contact. The-fact that aggres-
sion, contact hunger, and sexuality seemtobe,Clodily linked in human beings
became very apparent to us at the-Phoenix School. This is, however, a fact
'which still does not sit tooeasily-with most middleclaseAmericans, and:many
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of our staff found this an especially difficult area.

Distraction.. -Distracting a youngster during periods of eggresSion

was attempted at -tikes but worked less well than many of the other measures.

Insight. Relatively late in treatment we were able to givesOme of '

the disturbed adolescents help in. understanding how badly-they really-felt

about themselves.and how their feeling's came-about through the disturbed

parent child relationship, or through other forces which crushed self esteem.

From were -able to go on to an exSaination of the forces in-the uncon-

scious which contributed to aggression. part of insight was also for the

youngster to understand that his."reeSon" for being- ggreeSive was often a

subterfuge. Our society tabooS aggression so strongly that most people have

to invent elaborate rationale-a-for:their aggteSsion, as randOsaggreseiOn,

or eggreSdion,WhichAloes not make sense (if,not for Asimmediatecause or

reason) .is- -very unacceptable.

The management techniques We- employed.were,cf course, facilitated by.

the factthet we had Ka. staff Whichst tiles nuibered,as-manY.sSeight
(not everyone was full time) and Which was-dealing with less than. fifteen

children. 116wever,we came tsfeelthattheziethOds which we used were.. also

applicable in part in situatiOnswhere the staff to studeSt ratio would be

less ideal..

There should be a word_of caution about lowering aggression. Many

feel that aggression- is largely- instinctual, Perheps.determined natively in

each human being', but apparently heightened bY-inVasion,of geographic or

psychological-territory. .Unless the. sources. of aggressive behavior.. are

loWered,ar diminished, inhibiting,. the. almost gIways-resUlts in

depression. Our two most. aggressive **stets, thoeStwo-whomwSeventuallY
could not work -with because they presented too-much of a risk to the life aid

limb of the,Staff, Were also the Motirdepressed. Whenever their aggression

was too-much, interfered:With or inhibited, OftensveS, though-the-Particular

methods which-we used worked, they would sink into deep depression. This

depression was so intolerable to theseadOlescenta that they would inevitably

return to their forMersggresslyiti. CUltural fad-fors may play-a-rOle here.

It may well be that the WOre.typiCAIlystiddle-classpeurOtiCs or sychotics.

have 'learned to live with-enormous amounts-of depression.
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ABSTRACT

A CASE OF DESENSITIZATION AND TUTORING THERAPY

by

Daryil.Baueri.Jr.

This paper examines the learnimg,ditfiCUltieS of a young-boy in the



area of mathematics and the effectivetestcf a .remediation program-based
upon Wolpe's theory of desitsitization.

Peter was initially brought. to our attention in December of 1966. He
was considered-atright child but was currently failitg seventh grade nathe-
natics. At examination of his case history revealed_ at excellent environ-
mental situation with normal development until he entered school.

Our ,department conducted a thorough. lychological evaluation on Peter
in-garch.of 1967 which indicated a Phobia reaction in the,rea of mathematics.
At the concluSion of the.eValuation Peter expressed-a strong desire "to be
good intiath," atd-vith-his willingness to .cooperate .with densensititatiOn and
tutoring therapyiee.directed.our energies toward the,attaitheni-ofihisAgoal.

Six desensitization sessionsvereheldlromitsy first through May
twenty,- second. A. hierarchy of ,Aituationsvis constricted and, Ategorized'
actording.thpetees.reporiasio-the-degrie!zof Intietythich.each'one,
prodtied. In each session a-scene from the treViouSly.colipiled;hierarchy
was presented_forhim to visualize. Each.tite-thiswasfOreceded byihese
prior, less anxiety indtcing scenes, thich-vercsiVen-at thcearlier session,.

The tutoring phase begaitihe first of Jute and. continued August.

The first several 'sessions were-direciediovard.tht:eitablisbeent of rapport
between student and tutor. With thi,deielopmett Of a positite relationshiPi.

mathematical situations, were examined asihey-reiateitto everyday-living
experiences.. As the tutoring. sessions progresSed, meth experiences. were
also taken directly from the imathematics.text.

Peter's current behavior, as reportedby,his eight,grade-teteher,,
finds hip-all to-8+-student in a middlembility,group. One-caie,oicourie,
is not sufficient for tholesMte advocation of desensitiza4onAheraPy but it
doss suggest-the value-of researching-this bypotheiis.

This case study was conductedVhile-doing,graduate work. at thelJniver7.

sity-of
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'VISUALLY HANDICAPPED

A DYNAMIC CURRICULUM FOR TEACHERS OF THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED

by

Evelyn J. Rex

Webster defines dynamic as "pertaining to-change, "forceful," or
"opposed to static." The curriculum of persons preparing toworkwith,vieually
handicapped children should adhere to all aspects of the. definition,

The area of the visually handicapped has:notheen a static one. -Recent
years have brought considerable change,. both it-visually handicapped' children
and in the programs which serve-them. If A curriculum is to be adynanic-One,
it must shoW cognizance of these changes. It must change to meet-changing
needs.

Areas of"Changeand Need in Educationfor Visually Handidaiipe

It seems.to me that there are four major areas-of change and -need whith
must- be-:emphasized.

First, we. have change&in the we* in which we group visually-handicapped
children. We have moved from thinking of them-as dichotomou&groApAof the
blind and partially seeing to viewing. them Jul one group* the Visuallyrhandi-
capped. We have Changed-OUT definitions by adding a functional`" efinitiOn to
the clinital one so long-used. As We have changed-in Our-thinking, theplate=
ment of children and the types of programs establiehed have changed. ReCent
Studies by- Jones (1965, 1966) indicate a trend toward-combination units which
serve both-blind and partially seeing children.

Second, visually handicapped children make greater use of their-residual
vision. The change related to this area has come about not so.namh through.a
change in children as throUgh a teacher's changed point of view which encouraged
use-of residual vision. Increased use of low vision-aidsla&idded'furthir
encouragement. -Studies,by Barrage- (1964), Ashcroft, Halliday-And Barrage
(1965);. and Holmes (1967) have given directionto this changing area.

Third, the area of the-visually handicapped shows increseed.concerUfor
the child whose handicap. is now described. as alearning ditabilitY. Such a
learning-dinebilit,ymaybe related to. the visual process but can be attributed
to a perceptual or cognitive disability rather. thin &sensory disability. The
Bateman study (1962)' is an indication that such children have been placed-in,
classes for-the visually handicapped in the past. Some are still in such
classes. The literature reveals little,of,how the child with a learning dis-
ability related' to vision is.dared'for in prOgrams for the visually handicapped.
One would suspect that the more sophisticated-diagnostic and teaching tech-
niques are being carried out by persons trained in the.area of. learning:dis-
abilities rather than in the area of the visually bandit:lipped.

Finally, there are increasing numbers of visually handitapped who-have
additional handicaps. With some the multiply handit4ping conditions are
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extreme, with others they are-lees. Change has taken place in the programs

which-ierve multiply; handicapped children. The-residential schools have

assumed leadership zoleain establiehing programs, often for-the most severely

involiked. Programs designed specifically for the less involved are less well

developed, particulatly in the day sch l programs. However, somAsehoor
districts are already planning and setting up programs for such children. Hest_

are special claisrooms for children who cannot be integrated Into regular

classes but who can function in a school progtaa and who can live at home.

Role of the Teacher

With emphasis in these four areas there -must be change in the role or

function of the teacher of the visually handicapped.

Boyers (1963)' indicated a need-"to define-mute-clearli the roles. and

functions of teachers and to develop the kinds of programs which-.4111 likely

produce teachers-capable-of functioninOrell in a variety of settings-(p. 385)."

In. this statement lies the crux of the issue of a dynamid curriculum

for teachers of-the visuallyleindiapped. What will be the roles-and functions

of such teachers?

_Some teachers of the visually handicapped w111fill rolas in the resi-

dential schools.. Others Will fill thief' in day school programs, in a - variety

of types of programs. Some will teach-in programs which are.not related to an

educational Organization-but to a welfare, -rehabilitation, or other ty0e-af

organization.

Some teachers-of the visually handicapped- Will teach ehildran of pre.

school age. Others,will-teach-children'of'high school.age:

Teachers of the visually handicapped'swill be working with both blind and

partially seeing. They-shoulebe equally prepared to-workliith the child who

is educationally blind and the child with partiel vision. Their preparation

should not place emphasis on one area. to the neglect of the other.

Teachers oftheVIsUally-handicaPped-will ;mauls a new role in working

with-children-of low vision. In the past we,have pteparaithe,teacher to-work

With the child who uses-braille-or the child who --uses large print.. Welm/ve not

-placed sufficient emphasis on those who lie somewhere between the two:groups.

We have-not emphasized the training_of-low visit*. Research has shown us the

effective/lase-of such - training and'the tools to implemeet.it. A major respon7-

sibility'belongs to the universities to transmit this knowledge to futUre

teachets and to proVidethe Opportunity to-put the:knewledge into4waCtice.

Teachers of the visually handicapped today find themselves responsible

for childien with learning disabilities-of various types. One -would expect a

specialist inthe,tria of vision to be especially'knoWledgable concerning -a

learning. disability. related to vision. ,HoWever,..if, the - teacher's preparation

has stressed lick.of vision, the'--opposite4ay-be true. The teacher of the

visually: andicapped nest be prepared as a specialist invision with.the

ability to work with the child who-lacks some Or all of his-vision and with the

child who hat vision-but lackithe.perceptive or cognitive-mbility tat/salt.

Curricula of teachers of the visually-handicapped must place some emphasis on

teaching the child who falls into the latter category.

Increasing numbers'of teachers find the/waives-working with children iho
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have a handicap in addition to blindness. What knowledgedateaChers;haieot
other handicapi? What knowledge do they-have of the edhcational adaptatioas
which are necessitated by the handicap and by the.combination Of the bandica0
and visual impairment? Some of this knoiledge most be Made available In the
future reichers'-university-preperation.

It is impossible to enumerate, even-tu-anticipate,, rhemany other facets.
of the role of the teacher-of the visually handicapped. It is almost as.
impossible to fully prepare the teacher of.the visually handicapped for the may
facets of the role. A dynamic curriculum-is needed.

Changes in Special Education

The comments made thus far have been concerned with needs and changes
specific to the area\of the visually handicapped. We cannot ignore needs and-
changes,within the general.area of special education.

The role of the special eduCator is changing. The role is rapidly
becoming one of diagaosticien and. tectiCian (Schwarti 1964 encompassing the
broad area.. of special education. Such a lierSonihias less in terms. of
medical categories and Dore in terms of .educational categories.- *441-person
needs preparation with a More generic base, a core curriculum of special educa-
tion. Such a curriculum should be a dynamic one fot teachers. of. the visual:1;y.
"handicapped.

It has -been. said that there isliothing new under the Sun. A,geaeric
approach -or a Core curriculum has long been advocated for teachers of.the
visually- handicapped. In 1961 participants at a workshop sponsored. by the
American -Foundation. for the Blind (AFB,,1961) established-three-areas of
requirements in Oh:preparation of teichers.of the visuallYhandicaPped. They
are.as:follaws:

Area I: An introduction designed- for-an overall orientation to- the fields of
exceptionality

Area II: Preparation in curriculum, methods and guidance in relation to the
larger program for the entire fielduUexceptiOnal children,. Mith
provisions-within rhe.courees forspecific application to,thereaching
of blind and visually" andicapPed

Area III:The- special skills requisite to the- field-of- the-blind and visually
handicapped.

Professional standards established by-the-Council for Exceptional
Children in 1966 is in:agreement with. the AFB requitelents.

Most universities preparing teachers of-the visually handitapPed have
incorporated Areas Land II the.curriCulum.- -Most of these,curridula,Coald
-take a-mote generivor core approachif.eiphasis,and-direCtion of. -Area II were
changed soMewhati. Most curriculaiiatiify the-requirement "in relation to the
larger program. for the entire field of-exceptional children" by providing --one
or. two survey type-courisea and parallel ,courties in-the various areas Of-eXcep--r
tionality. If emphasis were,placed-onthe Mork "within" as suggested, the
curricula would include many integrated courieswithin.the area-of special *du-
ca4on. Such courses-would prOvide thereacher oftherNieuilly.handicaPped-mith,
the needed knowledge to work-with children with additional handicapi and with
learning disabilities.,
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The Special Education-faculty-et IllinoiA,StateJnivertity iipresently

Thaorking on a curriculum bailed on &core- approach. The-cdrritulum-iiiTable 1

-proposed for the -area of the visually handicapped incorporates the sUggestiOna
and-thinking of the staff... Except for the speCAal,courseiiin,the-Area-of-the

visually handicappeditis a-cUtriculum,vhich could'he offered to all future

teachers-of exceptional children.: SpecifiC'skillt-Itecesiary?tavteacher4 of

the Visually-handicapped are added to the basic - core curriculum.

I.

Table
4

A Proposed Curriculum fora Five telt PrOgraM
-in the -Area of the IiinualiY-Ihindicaplied

.Illinois State University'

CommuniCation
A, CommuniCation Skills

1. English
2. FUndamentals'of Speech

3. Speech Correction

I IfingOistics4
5. Language-Development *

II. SoCial and Behavioral:Sciences

A. Sociology,

I- Introduction,
2. The 'Faiili, Coimunity-*

3. juVenila:DeliactueM
4. Social bisorciers-it

B. EiY0holOgY
*Generial-PnyChOlogy.

2. BormilChild *ooth-Apeieloplent
Id*ioriM.UChild:Crawth 643evelopeint '(The .Exceptional

Child)
a. Physical
lb. litalectuil.
o: Social
d. EOptidnal.

A. Normal Cognitive-BeVelopient,
Motivation
learning

C. reiCeptiOn
-Personality

5i. Abnormal Cegaitive,BeveloOmentksythologYof ExceitionaI
-thildreal

-6: AlaniaL/tygiene
7. ehavioral BiSordersbildrep,'*,

-Miieuremeit

III. Humanities,
A. Literature and;Poreignlanguage-

toreignianguage -(Optibual)
2. Literature
Pine4tis

-Art_ Activitiie -for- 'Elementary- Schools

(Table, continued)-
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Table I (continued), -

2. Mueic,ictivities-fOr Velemtary,fSchbOls.
3. Art andrifueie.,ACtiiiitlie.for EaCePtionarthildren

:C.. History and Philosophy
1. history:- (General)

2. historical,, Philosophical, and SOcial-Foundationiv-Of
Vudetion,

3. Historical, PhilOsopbical,, and-Social Foundations of
SjeciAI #40444ii* *

IV. Matural.Sciencesaaod'hathematics
A. Biology

kunctional_Anatomy
2. Physical Defects *
3. The Eye

B. geography
C. Mathematics

I- BasiC-Cencipts of Mathematics

V. PhYsieil VOcation
A. Activities

Phyaical: Education for -Exceptional Children

VI. Methodology
A. tlemintary-Curricaul
B. durriculuM,fOr.Exceptionai children *
C. chiiig -of Reaciiiig,_
D. Teaching oUhatheMatics
E. TeaChingofIcience-*
F.- Teaching-of Social Studies: *
G. 'Teaching,of -Content hubjeCta,to hadeptidiai,thildren4

VII. Visually handicapped
Introduction:to the VisoaIlyliandicapped.

11. Edueatiow:of the Visually-MandiCaPped-
C. Braille-
D. Advanced-Braille
E: Mobility

VIII.. Practicui parierienCes

A. 'Laboratory-heading:Methods
B., Analysis, Diagnosis and'hilediationof headdiglifficulties *
C. .0b8eriatinOnd Participation of NoimiI'Olildran
D. Observation and-PartidipatiOn-Of'*eitional,abdIdreA.
:h: Student Teaching oi internship-

*IndicatescOrges-not Preiently.in,Curricuioi=of the visually
handicapped. .

. , . . .

The proposedcOrriCulumls-intendet,for-the-undergraddite-stedent., It

incorporatestheGeheralVOCatien,mnd Professional EdueStion-reqUirenaents-of
our University. The additions to the autriColum4O01*be-Spedial.EdUCirien
requirements. Many of theipieielhduOtiOnyrequireMenicere,tiUght- outside
the departMent. The program im-Migtrong inierdisCiplinarY-lotWand!ImmeVing
toward greater stress Of-thelehavioral iiiienCei. Perhaps the most challenging
aspect of the currieOlOwto the stiff-,,and'hUliefuliy-UtteomPerebio'benetit
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to- the -Student, is the opportunity- for -the -,staff to Work IS areini with other,
membera of rhe-departriant 'and-*th members coi other departMents.. For exampie,
as the student takes:0144 GrOWth and.DeyelOpment-taught in. -the EleMentary
Education ePartmenthe also -taked Abnormal Child' Growth ,and Development in
whiCh)sendiers of :the liePartments of 'Special -Education, "Biological
Sciences, etc, work as a-team.

Eventually th-a reqUirementa is the aPecial. area of the-v*141y :handi-..-

capped' may *clerk) -farther change. The regent".cOncerni however,, is. to enb
the ,CurriCulum_aside from Special: area Changes 111 the special. area
likely, come within the content of the Courses. rather, than the courses then-
SelVeS.,, For example, treater emphasis .in. the .1training of residual vision is
piaillie4.

The ciirriCultileialkOpoSeci. year .It' is. nat-Posaible to-
include all the necessary -Preparation in four Year program:

Time -does not Rerlit greater detail: of the proposed' -durridatuin or of the'
topic. -Areas such are proposed PrEictiet*- experiences are topics deserving_ of a
s%)a.r4le. paper.

"-The lorotiosed -Cur:rids:1We Undanbtedly "hai weaknieSeS. - It is.'-iioped :that
-they:- are Out-Weighed- by-theStrengths and that it Will prove .to ,l4, a' dynamic
curriculum for the- visually; handicapped. It lie-Must -charge ourselves
with further 'change. We cannot remain static, but saist:COntinde-to seek's.
dynamic curriculum.
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ABSTRACT

MULTIPLY IMPAIRED BLIND CHILDREN: A NATIONAL. PROBLEM

by

Milton D. Graham

Using a mail luestionnairei data were ,collectedon 8,887 multiply
impaired ony blind children. Most frequent second Conditieh reported was
mental retardation (80 percentof the sample).. Asexpectecli reading levels,
are far below chronological age_ expectancy.

Gereral implication ofthe.datmerethRt for the estimated. 15,000 such
children in the US, muchbetter early detection techniques are needed every-
where; better and more frequent physical-diagnoses, much more specialized

training to promote environmentalrcontroland far better treatment -and
special educitional-techniqdasare needed. Thismeansliore and .better 0-re
pared teachers working with other specialists. Experimental progrima'haVe
proved that thepotentialities of MI blind,children!ere reslizedWhemhigh
exPeCtatiOns.and highly Specialized-prograps exist. Euchprogramsete costly
but rewarding in their reSUltS.:A,Idetional iffert is needed to salvage the
growing numbers of MI blind children in the country.

mum: PREPARATORY PROGRAM FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED STUDENTS

by

Walter C. Fitigibbon

During the five week first summer session .of 1967, the Rehabilitation
Division of the Nerth,Carolina State ji;oemissioo.for the Blind, and Western
Carolina University cooperatively presented a,college program for visually
impaired students. A member of the Commission and-i MeMber of the UniVersity
served as coordinators. ple.former-was responsible for the.daily supervision
of the ,progrem,and the latter met responsibilitieseesociaiedwith broad
planning, operation, and evaluation.

The purpose of the program was to aid visually impaired students in
making the transition.fromhigh school to college. An,attemptowasmade to pro-,
vide,46 nearly as possible within a summer term, the realities' of, campus life
for a freshman. Therefore, the students had to meet the.academic standards as
established for sighted students, and only necessary adaptationi, such as the
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reading of tests to totally blind students, were to be made. Further, the

students had to meet the rules and regulations of the University and'tci 'Control
their own leiSure time through the use of university recreationallacilities.

The program was-considered experimental in avoiding preconceived ideas
about the implications of a visual impairment, in trying various waysuf
solving problems which might arise, and in adapting or adjusting the program

as needed.

Participants

The North Carolina Commission fOrthe Blind selected and sponsored 18
students whO met their'Criteria for participation in the program. The students
also met the freshman entrance requirements of'the University or were expected
to be able:to remove deficiencies for full admission within.a reasonable period

of time. Of the 18 students, five were totally blind, four could read with
minimal assistance, and nine had travel vision. There were ten females and

eight males who ranged in CA from 17 to 23. Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT)

scores. ranged'from 1200 tu,474; the-verbal scoresUf. the Wechsler Intelligence

Scale for Children ranged from 132. to 94.

Fifteen sighted students were-employed to.function,as readers and as
upper classmen advisors for. three hours a day, five days-a week. Weekend -

services were provided as needed. The aides were permitted to take six

quarter hours of courses for credit. Of the aides, two were juniors and the

remaining 11 were seniors. Whilemost uf_the-aidee.wereTreparing:to be
tiaChers,,a.wide variety of major -areas of study wereTepresented.

Four counselors who. are faculty members -in public schools provided voce-T

tiOnal and-someTersonal.counseling to the students. They were carefully'

selected for their maturity fromstudents enrolled in a.practicum_for counsel-

ing.

The Program

Thevishally impaired students enrolled in,a_five quarter hoUr. freshman

course for credit. The coursesincluded-biology, geography, geology, history

and English. The students also participated in a two hour per day noncredit

group session in which methods Of study for visually handicapped students and

career. planning were emphadized. Consultants from-specialized vocational

areas providedtheirservices during the activities of.the group sessions.

Personal and vocational counseling were.madeavailable in ichedUled and non-
scheduled conferences With the counselors.

Evaluation washy means of analysis. of subjective data. -Theydata
included Logs which the aides maintained, periodical reports of-the Counselors,
personal interview with all professors:haying a blind student An:their classes,
taped evaluative conferences, and evaluatiOns of the program by all partici-

pants and course instructors. AcadimleaChievement was evaluated - through the

grades. received and through conferences with the students and instructors.

Results and'Comments

A complete report of the programwillsoon be available from the
Commission or the Univereity; Some of the findings which -may be-of interest
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are related to physical facilities and mobility, to personal social adjustment,
and to academic attainment.

In reference to mobility,, there was need for little concern aboUt those
with travel vision after they hive had a small amount of help for. rientatien
to the campus.

For the totally-blind, however, there was evidence of a definite need
for more travel training in their precollege programs which should include
familiarity with the use of a cane or, perhaps, with other travel devices. In
the program being discussed, the totally blind students were aLle to travel
reasonably independently after the fourtlt day on campus. -Much of the travel
independence appeared-to be,due to the amount and intensiveness of the-Work.of
the aides. Problems-which arose sporadically throughout the program - usually
involved the students' becoming diaoriented.as -they passed a large open area,
such as an entrance to a parking lot. Another frequent problem, eipecially-in
the beginning of the program, was the inappropriate use of-theCarre to go
down sets of steps.

There was no.accident related tc the use-of the sidewalki, terrain,-or
streets. This, perhaps, gains significance when it is placed In the perspec-
tive of the University's location in a mountain area. There-was, however; an
observed undersirable tendency-of the,students to attempt to-crod44,itreite at
any convenient place. The need for the use of croselalks mustbe impressed
upon them.

The,concernrof sighted,persong-,about' tbe amount of-phyOiCii,Caii
visually impaired persons may require from roommates was existent at the initia-
tion of-the program. No incident during the program, however, would'oupport
further,concern about housing the students: Itis believed that the careful
orientation to the dormitory-which the aides provided-did help avoid.some
problems. The-lack of probleas in are for the impairediAn5Wever, was relate&
to the ability-ofthe students to take care of,their own-phySical needs.

Some of the students had never had experience in a cafeteria and were
quite concerned -about using it. 'The.probleha were resolved by having them
request which foods were available and- having them ask for more information
about unfaMiliar food. k_sighted person usually carried.the.iray to the table.
With this service, the.use of a cafeteria-need not be a frightening eXperience.

The aides Were-to function brother or sister" type roles in
order to help the students make the personal and social adjustMents required
for college life. Mdst aides, though, became-attached to their students and
wanted to make sure that they-were successful in college: Some:of the-students
indicated that the aides may have,tried to be-a bit too helpful and-resented'
being given directions by them. It was observed, however, that Some-of the
students who complained-the most, especially those with considerable residual
Vision, also voluntarily sought the -aides and spent up to three hours at a
time discussing personal. roblems.

Most of the personal social problems,of the students were mild -and
similar to those of sighted freshmen in being related to a generalized fear, of
college life and concern about being socially accepted. There were additional
apprehensions which were related to -'the impairment -- specifically. the

students-were concerned about being treated as freaks or they were concerned
that blindness would detract from their social acceptande. The most. numerous
.problems were found among the partially sighted, especially among the females.
In aImoit:every instance, the personal social problems of the partially
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sighted-were related to the visual impairment some denied thet they had a
'visual limitation; others, intellectually discussed their visual limitation but
appeared to- divorce themselves psychologically from the impairment. Other
partially sighted students attempted-to completely avoid association with the

totally-blind students.

Primarily as a _result of the role of the-aides, most of the-Minor
apprehensions about-social acceptability were resolved. In some instances

the aides apparently-helped the partially sighted'to more accurately appraise
their visual limitations for college life. Further, the:relationship between

the aides and the students permitted the diacovery that several students
,possessed relatively severe-Personal problems which Most probably-Willrequire

wolonged and intensive-therapy.

All aides agreed at the-end of the progren.that, in their opinion, the
students were better, adjusted academically, personally, and socially to college
life than the average freshman after five weeks on campus. The students

indicated that they Were pleased. to have nonprofessional persons available with
whom they could Communicataand in whoa they could confide. Therefore, it is

suggested. that much of thefavorablaadjustment Of the students.and,success
oftheprogram may be attributed to the role of the aides.

All but one student passed the course. This amount of academic success

is greater than one would expect since there was ,a considerable spread in the
measured intelligence, degree of vision, chronological age, and SAT scores.

The Sucedia-Of.theetudents, apParentlyi'wei=related:-to-the-destri of the
Students to do well. It may also be partial;ly attributed to their being
restricted to a five-hour course which peraittedthem adequate time for study.
The-sucCess of the students in this program as Compared to-the high dropout
rate of sighted students who enter college-with ,a-full study load Suggests that

it might be advisable to permit visually impaired-students a lesser study load

for their first quarter or semester. in college. and provide-More personal

services -such as those which were part of thii program.

Academically related concerns of the students before the program
included- apprehension about having male instructors and the amount of work

they require of students. In the program, no-problems- developed which-were due

to the professors. They cooperated well and Made every reasonable attempt to

provide adequate instruction-for visuallyimpaired,persons.

Of course, it is recognized that the4mobability exists that the students

will have professors-who do not haVe empathy for the:problems of a. visual limi-

tation. Most professors, however, will work with the students: Probably most

Significant in the student's success in the classroom is his informing the

professor ofilis visual impairment as early in the course as possible. Several

students, especially the.partially sighted, chose not to.andthe professors

were quite annoyed with them for not doing so.

It. is most desirable that visually impairedatudents know how to use
all specialized equipment before they enroll inalass. Additionally, it is

ricommendedthat each student have, and knowhowtosi, a typeWriter. More

severely impaired students should also hevea tape. recorder. With-the'e pieces

of equipment and a reader when necessary, visually impaired studentXhave more

than a reasonable chance to be successful - without them they are-severely handi4

capped.

The students-need to learn how to take notes-and how to listed to a

reader. With the development of these skills and'the use of readers, most
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nonlaboratory classroom work is not amajorproblem. As a,general guide, three
to four hours of study:per course -hour ofinstructiOn should be sufficient to
permit the student to meet most course requirements:

-Upon.the:basis of the success-of,theprogram, it minim continued this
coming summer and will probably be an annual. program. Some changes are being
made but the basic purposes will remain the same. Additional attention is
being directed. to the collection of objective data as an addition to the
subjective evaluation.

REHABILITATION AND PREVOCATIONAL PLANNING
FOR VISUALLY' HANDICAPPED YOUTH

by

Nary T.. Bauman

Rehabilitation and prevocational training:areoftemsignificant factors
in the process of- growing up, and in their truest meaning they take place over
a considerable period of tile. Rehabilitation is oriented toward giVigg the
individual independencenot only vocational independence, but to some degree,
social and emotional independence, and independence in terms of total manager.
-lent of perSonal affairs.

.Steps in-Rehabilitation.in Rehabilitation.

Some children begin to learn independence; and therefore take thefirtit
step toward carrying the responsiblitiesof a.job-and the responsibilities of
adult citizenship, quite early. -For. them "rehabilitation" may appear to bee
rather short term process Concerned with little more thauvcounseling,toward,a
job choice, perhaps supported by testing and job tryouts, training for that
job, and placement in it. Even:this can be a fairly long and complex process.

However for many Children; and especially for many blind children, steps
toward any type. of independence come slowly and. perhaps painfully.. I need not
review the-too familiar catalogue of reasons why the blind youngster finds
independence elusive or even forbidden. We have heard a,telk on orientation
and nobility as part of the pattern of services intended for the elementary or
secondary years, but in fact all of us see *any visually handicapped teenagers
who-have never traveled independently and for whom a very important step in
rehabilitation is acquiring travel skills andtheireedoe to use them wisely.

Another major step,baSic to rehabilitation foi any teenagers is iequir-
ing and accepting a realistic view of themselves, their abilities and their
potential. Some families and friends, and at times- even teachers, seeelto feel
that they can compensate for a visual handicap-by encouraging the blin4 child
to believe that he has-certain special talents. One of the favorite special
talent areas is music, but there.-are others, depending of'couree upon uhat the
partiuular child-see* to like and to do just a little better than.others around
him. We talk, to many studentiin their teens who firmlystatethatthey expect
to have a career in music,. or perhaps in foreign languages,. or in writing, and
assure us that they have special talent in the named area. To our amazement,
they believe this even when they have less than "A" grades in the subject in
school.. I talked recently to a boy who unhesitatingly stated th4t while it was
true-that he was blind. God had given him musical -talents,especially in the
area of composition. He explained that he caiit at-his -piano andtUnes"just
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come to me" so that he can sit and play for hours. Unfortunately, he has not

learned braille music so, he explained; he cannot write these compositions

down. What he does not realize is that most children who have learned anything

about playing a piano have his talent, and to the distress of their pirents

often prefer such improvisation to the piano practice required for real

development of musical skill.

The realization that these "talents" are far from.special and,. stiii

worse, that no one-will,pay for-them is one of the sad but necessary steps in

growing up and in rehabilitation-, for, until the individual's-mind iedisebused

of such daydreamS, he is unlikely to come to-grips with the choice of a malls-,

tic vocational goal. -'The counselor, the teacher,. or the Parent-who helps the

child" to face this reality, yet leiVes him-with some sense of'personalvalue

and some positive feeling for ecencrete.and_feasible-plan.for the future, has

helped-hie in a very important preVocational step. This can-be a rather emo-

tional matter, and the youngster needs a kind and-- understanding supporter, but

one who is absolutely-honest.

Fundamental Skills Needed

Another signifident step in rehabilitation at the prevocatienal level

is acquiring-real skills in fundapentals-whith will be deeded in-the chosen

job, perhaps a real.dommand of eimple.arithmetic so that it can be -done quickly

and with almost complete accuracy, perhaps areal coimand Of spelling or of

typing Or of braille. The particular skills which are important-depend on the

vecitionii,geil,-bit-foreety,,Children-there_is.e.luge:step, not only in .actual

knowledge, but also in attitude toward. accuracy, hetween whit is "peeking" in

school (sometimes only 70 or 65 percent), and what constitutes-enough accuracy

to use the skill in-the job. The dictaphone typist cannot succeed if only 65

percent of the words are- correctly spelled or typed; the vending stand operator

will soon lose his job if he -gives correct change only 65 percent of the time.

Of course, there are people who just cannot seem to learn arithmetic or

spelling, but it is surpriiing_hoe quickly most children of normal mentality

can attain a high degree of accuracy in the fundamentals, if they kno-0 such

accuracy is.neceisary. The teacher who sets high standards and helps students

to develop self discipline and pride in.good:worksanship is helping in rehabil-

itation.

Counseling and Testing

For most young people Counseling is a-very important-part of the rehabil=

itation process, and-it is often done-almost unintentionally by someone who-is

not called a rehabilitation Counselor at all. Every individual chooses his

own counselor, and often it is not-the person. who is paid to counsel him or the,

person who is:assigmed,to hilly a state agency. The impressionable youngster

picki up attitudes toward jObi_and attitudes toward himself from many sources,

but particularly from people whom.headeires and who may not even-know of his-

admiration or guess that he is patterning himself in their image. Quite apart

from this kind of informaldand unintentional "counseling," there is the long

process of-moderately plashed counseling which consists of giving information

about jobs, giving the' ndividual information about himself and his:abilities,

and thoughtfully guiding the young-person to -bring these two kinds of knowledge

together in a meaningfulVay. Teachers contribute a great deal to this, and ,

of course the school counselor and the agency" counselor build their whole jobs

around this function. Perhaps the -thing that seems-most important is that
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counseling and guidance must take place over a long period of time and may
include every remark in which a teacher, for.exaMple, implies a value fer a
certain kind of work, says this is easy and that is hard,,this'is interesting
or, that is dangerous, and this calls for originality or that is monotonous
and repetitive. Beware of remarks which refledtpurely-yont own emotions and.
prejudices; they may keep,achild froM considering a_job.area which is well
suited to him. Try to ipeak about the world of work in terms of facts and
remember it is a good thing,SoMe people want to do the jobs you do not like!

This brings us to the fact that,giving,inforMation about the-,world of
work is a very important element in rehabilitation, especially at'the prevoca
tional level. Visits to-plants, agencies, etc., so that the young person may
observe jobs in action, perhapseventilk-with workers, are extremely impottant
and should be arranged as often as possible. Career.DaYsand similar-activi
ties which bring workers to students in school are growth experiences of tie-,
mendous value for most teenagers. Do not think that young people take-these.
-experiences lightly or quickly totget thern. Thave had young people quote
with considerable exactness what Career Day speakers said two or three-years
prior to the time-they were talking to me.

An important step in improving the young person's knowledge of himself
is psychological testing, including- measures of general and special ability,
of interest, and of personality as,it As pertinent to vocational adjustment.
Even though some, if not all, of these qualities may be in flux, for interests
and personality often change rapidly during the teens, the individual at
least begins to see,himselfthroughimpartial-measures-when is informed -in a
-frankbut-sympathetic way-oUbisteetteselts. Obviously tests alSo help the
counselor to see the child in an objective, iMpartial way and may disclose
abilities, interests, or emotional problems which,were not evident even in the
relatively closi oontacts of a residential school.

State Agencies and Services

When-the -child has a visual handicap, or any other serious physical,
mental, or emotional handiCap, he is a candidate for the assistance -of the
state rehabilitation-agency. poieVer, in some areas, especially in'NewAotk
City, Ihe major counseling and guidance service may; be offered by a private
agency.

With minor variations dependent upon state policy, the state agency can
offer ophthalmological and physical examinations -and additional examinations
'by specialists if needed, phisical restoration if it could be helpful,
psychological evaluation, vocational and personal Counselingi-appropriate.
training including college and even graduate school, reader service if,the
child cannot read for himself, books,and supplies, and finally placement or
aid in finding suitable-employment. This rehabilitation service is not only
available to the teinager.but will continue. -to be available throUghout the
individual'i working life if he should lose his job or have-good reason for
changingsmploYment.

It is extremely important for the: teacher. school counselor to
know thoroughly the service offered, by the 'state agency and to bring -the child
into contact with that agency -at the earliest time possible within the regula
tions of the particular state., The -child and.is family -may not be-awarelof
these very extensive-Services. School staff ehould'knowthen, should know just
what they can-offer-so they do -not mislead the family into-ekpecting what
cannot be given, and should'getthe student and the agency- together --not
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give an address to the child and leave:it to him. Furthermore, the school

should be able and willing to give the agency appropriate information not only

about the basic school record and extracurricular activities of the child, but

any available test results and comments by teachers and other staff which could,

bear upon counseling of the child. These help immensely. In other words, it

is extremely important that the school and the agency work together for the

benefit of the child.

In many states, additional services are made available-at the prevoca-

tional level. For example, mobility training is offered, and sometimes this

is part of a much larger training opportunity which includes other skills

related to personal independence, job.tryouts in a shop setting, and actual

training designed no': to make.an individual proficient-An a particular job

but to enable him and-his counselor. .further to evaluate-hisability. This,

type of preVocational training; which frequently indlndes:training in.hohe

making as well as industrial skills, not only contributes better understanding

of specific job content - but -it. shows the young person more nearly what the

standards of speed and accuracy and good-work habits are on a real job.

MAny.statesprovide a special course of:- training for college bound

youth. Although the structure of this varies from place to placi, it usually

includes opportunities to assess and improve such fundamental skills As-braille

and typing, some experience in,writing,papers, using a library,, etc. In Some

places this training is given during the summer on a.college,dampus, and the

'high school student actually takes one course taught by-A college.professor

so he has=the experience -of taking notes,-taking examinations, and-preparing a

term paper. This not only assists the student and the counselor to evaluate his

preparation for college, but eases him into the procedures and.demands-of

college life so that he has less of a sense of shock whin he goes to-the campus

SS a fulltime student..

Goal Of Rehabilitation

Although I have pictured. rehabilitation as a long.proceas, often

affected by-eients relatively early in a child's life, and to some extent:con7

tinning into adult years when.-job chhnge0 may be necessary or additional skills

are added to make job growth possible, we usually. think of the rehabilitation

process as culminating in placement.on.a job.. This is where all of the-day=

dreams, the general and, specialized training, and the-counseling and.guidance

are tried and measured for suceess in the cold,- - practical light of job demands,

and, for the individual, of career rewards. There is no real rehabilitation

unlesi the individuilJits the job in terms of hisability, his training, his

interests and. at lease such. personality qualities asmotivition, persistence,

and-being able to work with those around him. Not is there-any real rehabili-

tation unless the, ob fits the individual's needs fdr exercise of his abilities,

opportunities to show growth and to advance, sufficient financial reward so

that he is secure and can take care of his family, and such - personal satis-

factions as friends among his fellow workers'and pride in a job well done. The,

employer must be at least reasonably proud of the workeri the the Worker must

feel reasonably proud-of his job and-of the way he functions init. Everything

which - contributes to ,bringing-the right-man and the right job together is=a

factor in. rehabilitation.
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ABSTRACT

THE ORGANIZATION, COOPERATION, AND COORDINATION OF
STATE-PROGRAMS FOR VisUALLY_HANDICAPPED,CHILDREN

by

Robert D. Cain

The state of Illinois is an, the threshold of entering a verytomprehen-
sive and mandatory 'statewide plan ofspeciaI educatioroWhich exemplified the
organization, cooperation, and coordination ofntateprogrienforvisually
handicapped children-. Legislation, which was passed by the Geheral Assembly
in 1965, mandates establishment of special classes for all types of hand iCappeci
-children by 1969. The' four year interim provides iftefor a well defined
developmental plaiLto be implemented. The final,outcOme will 'be 'special
classes provided for, either at the local school district level or through
Joint agreements compose&011ocal_districtnwithin a county or counties.

Planning began with a_censui of allexteptional children. Each-of the
102"counties Within the state of Illinois are authorized by 'law' o draw up a
comprehensive educational plan- These plans are to be submitted .tora seVen,
member State-Advisory:Council for Handicapped Children forappxoval. The
CouncilhaniWo ax officio members which represent other state agencies.
Approval of plans is contingent upon comprehensive programs using all available
resources within 'the state.

Also included in the recent legialation.was the provision for an Educa-
tional Materials Coordinating Unit to provide materials to the visually handi-
capped. This is a direct service administered by the Office of the_Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction. TheCenterone of the. first of its kind in the
nation, has received supplementary support through a Research and Demonstration
Grant from the.US-Office of Education In addition to the directly library
function, the:Center is involved in the produCtion-of-materiaL.theeatablish-
meat of standards for the Productionofmaterial,,and the certification of
volunteers involved in this production As a coordinating unit, it will
ultimately be responsible fornisumingtheresponsiblitiei otactintns. a
clearinghouse-for-informatioh,relativeto the-availability'of services, and
material for the education of visually handicapped children.and,adults,

ORGANIZATION,. COOPERATION,, AND COORDINATION OF PROGRAMS
FOR VISUALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN. IN: NEW JERSEY

by,

Vahram Kashmanian

In the early nineteenth 'century, New Jorneyrdid-notfollow th,e'patterir:
of other populous states in the Northeast by establiahing:a residential school--
for the blind. Perhaps it's' being ageographically small state, with,Phila-
delPhis and New York City borders, negated the need for one.

As a result, all blind students from New Jersey were educated in
neighboring states until 1910,. when a protractor blind children was
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established in the public-schools of Newark. Soon-thereafter, the -New Jersey

State Commission for the Blind was created. Since-that tine, day school
programs have developed inNem Jersey, through the cooperatiOn of the State
Department of Education, the,Commidsion for the Blind, and local. communities,

to the Point that the large majority of blind and severely visually- handicapped
students now attend their local schools.

This is made possible by-a coordination-of, services by the Educational
Department of the NeirJerdey Commission for the Blind; the State Departmeht of
Education, parents, local schoolsi., doctors, social workers, psychologistd, and

-others.

Placement Through Educational - Department

The Commission's-Educational Department begins to work with blind child-
ren at infancy and carries through-higher education. Students are,referred-ro,

us froOany sources. Having-worked with physicians for five-decades or more,
our educational' program is widely known by-the medical profession -and we
receive referrals from doctors, henever a child is examinedandfound to have
a severe visual loss. Parents learn-of bur services and apply directly,

School nurses make referrals upon discovering- visual problems in-the-public
Or private schools- Referrals can come td-usfrom,a1Most.any source, however
an application for service by- the Parents-Of legal guardian is neCissary-for

US to register anclprovide services.

Our referral systiM makes-knOMn to us mostseverely.4isualiy impaired
infants. yellave developed anengaing program in the. blind- child's:home
which -vie feelis necessary for his proper developient_and_gromth: Approximately

20 of our counselors-have preschool Children-and' OroVide'guideice,and counseling
to the parents. In-addition we have diagnoatic servicesAohelpius measure
ability and social maturity. Medical services relative to-eye care -are pro-

vided to the child when-the family is unable-to-fleet thid-need. -Ohilibrary
keeps in stock preschool materierswhich are loaned or-given to the child.

At about age four, nursery'school-placements-are made for these children,
and our instructors provide continuous guidance to the administration and'

teachers.

All this iniMportaii thusin helping us to'knew-the-child anclgive
him the best possible base upon which to build his school experience. par,
preschool program gives support to the'perents,and hope for their children's

futures. It leads to the,it
sext

important- agencY functioh--choice, of, a proper

eddcational program. In New Jersey thimight include:any-of the folleding:
public- school placement, residential school placement, special treatment
centers, such as the Boston Center .for Blind Childreni RoYer-Greavei, or

institutional placement.

In determining proper school placement, the parents' wishes are-con-
sidered, however educational .decisions are made on a team basisby a group
utilizing,a,medical examinerspsychologist, a repreientative of:the New
Jersey State, Commission for the'Blind, a school social wOrker,,and a learning,

.disability speCialist:

I will not pursue-what happens to children entering proirims other than
public school, except to say that their progress is reviewed -and, whehever
possible, those so placed are returned to-tfiiir homes and local schools.
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Staff, Initruction,,Materiali

In most cases Mind children-enter kindergarten at about age six. It is

felt that the additional' maturity is an important factor in-- successful adjuit=
meat and gives our instructor a chance to begin reading readinias and inatruc=
tion in reading,, prior to entrance into the fiist grade. This -head start gives

the student the opportunity to participate more fully and comfortably in the

regular school program.

lastruotion:ia0rovided by -one of avinstrudtors, all of,-whom must
certify as public school teachers and also as teachers of the - blind. This

certification is handled through the State.Department of Education. Those who

do not meet the requireMents may be- employed under provisional certificates
Which require that asmall number of credits-be earned each year until regular'
certification requirements are met.

Most of our instructors are aseigned caseloads by areas and Population.
SoMe, in the sparsely "Settled south or northwest portions of the state, must
travel long-distances in, visiting the schools-or homes-of their students. A
few are specialists one works primarily with high school guidance; another is
responsible for our collegeprogram. Two work almost entirely with multiply
handicapPed younger children; one with the teterded-blind in- regular school
programs, ancIone with those cases which are headed pit-Institutions-. We also

have one instructot,who serves as our coordinator between:residentialsdhOols,
our agency, and-the students' homes.

In addition to the 30 instructors, our-professional staff includes a
Director of Educational Services,- and-four eupervisois; a supervisor of pre-
schOol.andlementary programs, a supervieor of secondary and,college-prOgrims,
a:supetvisor of our Textbooks and Materials Center, and an unfilled-position of

supervisor for th_tultiply handicapped.

lincee child has_entered a regular school program, our:instructoia
see him as often as deemed'necessary,_consistent With the need to-serve the
total caseload. Of necessity, students who use braille as their reading medium

are seen most. frequently. Our insituctors.whoprovide the tutoring In this
area attempt to get into the schools three of four times a Week during those.
years when the child is first learning to read. They alsOteach the child
braille math and see-to it that he or she progresses, whenever possible, at the
same rate as sighted clasimates.

Our Textbooks and Materials Center works with a number of deditated
volunteer-groups in seeing that the-same texts:uped by the students' sighted
classmastes are made available in braille.

At about the fourth grade level, our instructor begins- typing -instruction
and works with the child on an individual basis to develop this important skill,
particularly important in, the public, school situations where teachers can't

read braille.

Our instructor also works with the teacher in providing additional

materials, models, and tools. As the child masters his-braille and typing
skills, the Counselor visits with hiM less frequently., Each year, -our instrUc=

tor meets with the new teachers to explain our services, see-that necessary
materials are provided, and-that the child is able-to participate as. fully as

possible in,all school activities..
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braille Wtiters; one for school and<ohe for home use. Also Orovida0 are two
typewriters, and, when the students ate-oldanough to begin to use recorded
Materials, one/talking bookMachine'ind one tape recorder. The Center makes

available materielMin-btailie, in large.print, on ii0eMadd-records,as-WelI
as anYwodeisor eqUipment which we feelwouldisaist theAtudent in his
studies:

If-40 meet with difficulty or resistance at a-local schoOl level, our
instructors try to eXplainto,thilocal,School. officials hoW, with our
assistance, these students Will be.abletosucCeea in the_egular achoolpro
gram. Wewever,,We,do-occisionally-haVe to use-the-good officed-of the-Child
Studies SUpetViset-who is-employed-by--the.State,040ertment of Education-and
serves all' handicapped-students, at the-county level,- in-thee 21.coonties which

make up the state. New,Jersey 44-clearly States that diagnosis, classifica-
tion; and-placement should be .so focused,aa,to first consider,theindiViduai
handicapped child, secondly other.chii4rin,sandthirdly thcommUnity-IM
which the Child lives and functions: This means that if it is44terMined that
the best place:Went for a ei4ici's.-itis local public school they-mustatceptliM
despite any reluctance they might have. Fortunately, in,mosi-initances the.
children are ableto.Make such good adjustments that resistance to having them
fades away.

As the child - proceeds thiough thegradesafid develops 'his skills, Or
instructor IriSits.the class less,often until, at the high- school level, a.

braille student-May-be seen only odcadionally. The.wholMobjeCtive,iitoiake.
the StUdentas Self sufficient as possible.

- - _

An-invaluable:assistance to uslaalbeen a-4ate Law which is known ai
the Beadleston Act. This provides for tutorial' atOistasOe.for-all handicapped-
students in the:public schools uto one hourpei day. all of Or
severely visually handicapped students beginotedeive thiS tutorial half, in
the first grade,,and in one-two cases-ithaWeVen beee;begun at-the kinder.-
giften level: These-tutors,pust be-.certified-public school teachers, and -the

State reimbursei the local school board 50 percent of the-cost-of hiring-the

teacher: These, people-workWith our children in almost any ,area where there is
an indicatien,that he could benefit from.a one to onn-relaii0Ohip. With young
children, this might involve how to use scissors, fold paper, work with any
type of-manipelative:e0iPienti d-etc-, AS the-chilprogreasesthrough-the_
grades the tutorial-help-is in-arias of need:- Our InstruCtors will
teaChAt child the ltemeth Code, however, if the student is having some. trouble

in math, a matheicher is hired -as the tutor. This_ supplemental instruction.

IS available to public-school studentsthrough:high school l.wwnY subject
area.

Also; for older students the agency proVides up- o $400 per student in

reader service. Either-fellow students or teachers can be hired tor this

purpose. SiOceve feel an adult -would be more serious and-would bemere likely
to do a better-job, wepaya-higherhourly.rate.for adult ,readers.. Since our

Materials and Center-can -only prOide the'basic textbooks,- reader
-service iaan-essential for:completing the short term-assignments and doing

reseateh or librani Work. -

Still.anothet- service-necessary to:a successfulpublic.school program is

adequate psychological evaluation. WeAlre very fortunate in &Mute psycholo-
giSt with considerable experience in.testing 'the blind-on-our staffs She tests

most of our younger children. Our proximity -CO philadelphishisenabledus to
purchase the services of-the Personnel Research Centek, io'doing,IQ tests,.
tests-of manipulative Ocilla, interest inventories, and personality inventories
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on our older students. We make an effort tohave each severely visually
handicapped child tested onceevery three years.

While responsibility fot the education of blind and severely visually
handicapped students is a direct responsibility of' the State ComMission for
the-Blind in most -instances, there are classes in seven of the major cities
and responsibility and control over educational policies and procedures rests
with those communities within the framework of State-law, of course. The
Commission does act in an advisoty capacity.. toward these classes.

Other Departments and Programs

The .EducationalDepartment is one part of the,State,Commission for the
Blind, which in addition has a Rode Service Departnent, an Eye Health Depart
;leent, and a Vocational Rehabilitation Depattment: The Educational.Department
worksquite closely with the Eye Health and Rehabilitation Departments, -since
they give services whiewe can utilize Ineur work With,our young-people.

The Eye Health Department-proVides-necessary medical assistance and/or
prosthesis. The-Vocational Rehabilitation Department is that arm of this
agency-with . which we have the most frequent contact. All of our students,
except those who end up in institutions; or recover enough sight so that they
no longer need us, are eventually referred to our Rehabilitation Service.
Those that go on to college cortipue to-be registered with-the Education'
Department and are. setved17:An educational counselor and our textbooks and
Materials Center.. Rehabilitations provides the all important money which
provides services to_ a greater or lesser degree to practically all of our
students who go On into higher education..

For those who go on to college,: plans. Vocational Rehabilitation are
worked out in partnership with the'Rebabilitation Department; and, upon com
pletion of training, the case is turned over to the Rehabilitation Department,
where the final necessary paper work is done and job placement takes place.
(AbOut 95 percent go on and find jobs in line with their training and inter
ests.)

Another important program provided in conjunction uithourRehabiliti
tion is the :Ammer program for teenage student:4. These 'summer programs have

been run with three different types of groups: the college bound, acadeMic but

noncollege bound, and the slow learners. The objectivesvith each group vary,
but all serve-an, impoitant evaluative purpose, tellingAli something about the
weaknesses in the students' backgtoundi and giving us knowledge of areas which

need concentrated attention. Vocational information and skills required in
meeting the needs of dayto day living are provided.

The Educational Department alit() runs a summer .program for children

between the ages of seven and 16. This provides an opportunity for us to
observe the childin a setting outside his home in order to determine areas
which need concentrated attention; dress, manners, and health activities can
all be stressed here. In addition, a regular catp program with all that it
involves in the way of pleasurable activities is provided. Tutorial help is

available-to those students in areas of arithmetic aad reading.

Community agencies are also utilized in providing health counseling,
and social services.
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in which we work with others in making this type of program Work. Without our
volunteer transcribers, the cooperation of the State Department of Education
end the assistance of countless others it would be impossible to keep these
young blind people at home and functioning in their communities.

ABSTRACT

PREPARATION OF TEACHERS FOR MULTI-HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

by

Philip H. Hatlen

Adequately prepared teachers of multihandicapped children must have
concentrated and extended experience with children. It. is evident that'to
achieve this many programs would need to reorganize their orientation. Realize-
tionOf effective program change would necessitate altered requirements for
candidacy.

These requirements could consist of: (a) credential at either elemen-
tary or secoluary level, (b) experience in working with handicapped children
in some-capacity, and (c) course work in the general area of education of
exceptional children, in growth and development, in patterns of learning in
children, in psychological aspects or implications of impairments.

;te
The candidates would thenhe involved in one year of study specifically

directed toward:

1. First semester:

a. obiervation, first four weeks
b. internship,-twelve weeks or the balance of the semester
c. seminar, to accompany and be intimately associated with internship

experience,
d. independent study
e. electi4es
f. counseling;

2. Second semester:

a. Student teaching, a minimum of 300 hours
seminar, diiectly related to student teaching experience and often
taught by the master teacher

ct independent study
d. electives.

There is-nothing new or different about individual courses in this
sequence, only the emphasis is different. Instead of requiring a number of
lecture,-methods, or skill courses, the emphasis is on direct work with

children. With multihandicapped children, the whole child is not equal to the

sum of his parts. Each one brings to the classroom a complexity of type,

degree, and effect of- impairment to learning. Concomitant is the necessity

of interdisciplinary approaches within Our categories of special education.
It is time that we in special education who are concerned with multihandicapped
children,stoppe&looking at disciplines and began looking at problems.
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THE ADDED DIMENSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION

by

Clarice E. Manshardt

Introduction

Generally education reflects tradition. It too seldom assumes leader
ship in bringing about change- To reverse this pattern in the field of teacher
preparation programs for the visually handicapped is a challenge worthy of
careful consideration and of much insight. One strategy to effect such a

desired change would be to add or implement a critically needed dimension to
these programs as they now are being offered.

In general, it might be said that pedagogy, practicum, and insight
represent the three most commonly accepted dimensions of teacher preparation.
For purposes of this presentation these terms are described: (a) pedagogy

refers to those areas of preparation concerned with the theoretical bases for
teaching, learning, and methodology, (b) practicum includes, all laboratory or
field experiences such as observation and directed' teaching with their
accompanying evaluative seminars; and (c) insight designates those preparation
areas related to the. understanding of individual differences, sound guidance
procedures and the development of positive, accepting attitudes toward chil-
dren. Basic as these dimensiona are, it is propoSed that their ultiMate
effectiveness can be significantly influenced-and enhanced by the development
of a fourth dimension, that of evaluation.

The Added Dimensioa Defined

Dr. Norman Topping (1965) president of the Universityof Southern
California, pointed out, "It is indeed paradoxical that...universities spend.
millions in attempts to uncover secrets of the cosmos, but have spent compara
tively.nothing in dollars or time in.takingregular stock of .themselvea...the
value of their teaching program or the reality of their objectives (p. 5)."

The phenomenal growth -in teacher preparation programs in the visually
handicapped field is due in large part to the support through fellowships.
from the US Offide of Health, Education and Welfare-add provides further
impetus to assessing practices and procedures. Followup, studies-on graduates

are traditional and basic. However,, to assume a leadership'role, it is pro-

poSed that the fourth dimension, that of program-eValuation, must include,
but transcend this approach.

To accomplish this objective it is suggested that the following
components form the structure of the evaluation dimension:

1. Provision -of a basis for course-improvement through followup studies

2. Exploration of methods for bridging the gap betweentheoretical constructs
and practice

3. Identification of the college role in stimulating continued teacher growth.

Werdell (1966) points out that evaluation is without value unless
accompanied by creativity in ideas and some means olimplementation of them.
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Course improvement-and general program improvement can begin through application
of both usual and unusual-procedures.

Followup.

The usual followup procedure involves the use of a mailed questionnaire
and its subsequent analysis. A study of typical followup questionnaires
reveals that information sought usually falls into the following-categeries:

1. Mastery of teaching skills related to subject areas

2. Familiarity with materials

3. Understanding of curriculum in both sequence and scope

4. Techniques for understanding and helping pupils

5. Relationship of educational proCedures and philosophies of the special area
to the educational field at large

6. Understanding and usefulness of theoretical constructs

7. Effectiveness of administrative and advisement procedures of the institu-
tion

8. Specific suggestions for program modification.

A more unusual procedure involves a series of planned discussions for
graduates to talk over experiences and-problems encountered in the field with
personnel in the training institution. A questionnaire may be used as apart
of the series. The Special Education Department of California State .College
at Los Angeles has utilized a questiOnnaire as a part of discussion meetings
with graduate fellows in the areas of teacher preparation-for mentally-retarded
and orthopedically handicapped. A modified form to be -used with graduates'Of
the visually handicapped teacher preparation program is appended.

A prior, more simplified questionnaire used both by, teachers in training
and-some graduates Of the visually handicapped program, demonstrated -the value-
of the usual followup'-technique in that the analysis Of the responses resulted
in course revisions to avoid overlap, to enrich content, and to extend material.

resources. It is anticipated that the modified queitionnaire and improved
method of presentation will-result in still further program improyement.

A further innovative followup procedure involves assigning-responsible
college personnel to observe a selected sample of,graduates in action. Observa
tional data is recorded and used as a basis for evaluatiOn of the training pro-
gram as well as constructive consultationk;rith the graduate: ite,effectivenesi

in terms of identification of needs, strengths, and'Weaknesses of:the teacher
pkeparation program,overwheImingly justifies the implied budgetary considera-
tions related to staff time - allotments.

Bridging the Gap

Evaluation should provide a vahiee both to identify-gaps between theo-y
and practice and some strategies for closing them. Often teacher preparation

,progkams are ptagued with realities of insufficient time and multitudinous
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requirements. Students in training have extremely limiied-exposure=to the ideas
and materials they are to learn. The critical question is how canrhis expci-
sure be -made to count both ia.thought and deed? Bruner (1962) suggests some
meaningful approaches. First,_ rhe-curricula of teacher preparation courses
should be planned and taught so that the learner gains an understanding of its
fundamental structure, rather than mastery only of facts and-techaiques.
Closely related to this Is the application: of the technique of method of
discovery enhanced-by the'encouragement of intuitive thinking through the
nature and criteria for assignments and class projects.

Second, there should be an extension of the creative use of teaching
devices which "aid in extending the studenee,range of experience, in helping
him understand the underlying structure of the materials he is learning and in
dramatizing the significance of what he is learninglBruner, 1962,4r. 84)."
Sequential materials are needed, such as the Ashcroft and Henderson "Programed
Instruction in Braille," which -is,an excellent example. Or, carefully, guided
laboratory experiences in obserVation of children and-teachers at work,'And in
depth analysii of directed teaching experiences through regularly scheduled
followup seminars are valuable:

Finally, those involved in the teaching of teachers need to internalize'
the idea that the teacher is notAmlY a communicator but a model. The impact
of thii,ia highlighted Uhen'it is realized that atndiesshow beginning teachers
will teach as they were taught in college. Thus, the "model" in the prepara-
tion program is critically important.

Continued Teacher Growth

A third component of evaluation involvesthe extensionsof the college
role in stimulating-contiaued teacher growth: Itis interesting to -note that
the recently announced Triple T Project to be funded inlate 1968 or early 1969
under the Education Professions Developmeat Act - recognises this needed fadet.
Its basic assumption is that preservite and'inservite education are not
separatnconCepts...that teacher training in and-out of universities ought to
be coordinated with. teacher training inand'ut of the schoolg themselves.

Refinement of procedures for providing the "master teacher".with,a
cicarertunderstanding oflas-role4s it related to the total process of teacher
preparation cpuld4i6iide-ä4ruitfularea of-eXplorstion. Planned meetings, on
a continuing-basis, of college personiiian&thOwserying as "master teachers"
could provide opportunities not only to define roleslaito-41Valuate the
strengths,and needs of the preparation program aSthey are reflected -in-studeat
classroom performance. Further, this relationship might well afford avenues
of growth for the master teacher through ma increased awareness of new tech-
niques and the implications of research as related both to the visually handi-
capped and to the general fields of learning theory and behaviormndification.
Recognizing the practical realities of'both teacher and'staffloads, it is
proposed that one such meeting_each semester or quarter might be ieasible
and conld,-tontribute-greatly to program improvement and continued' teacher.
growth. Some exploration of arranging a worthwhile exchange betiken groups of
teachers whose training experience is closely related in time, i.e. teachers
currently in preparation and beginning teachers in the field, seems. to hold
promise. During the past three quarters at California State College at Los
Angeles; prospective teachers,of the visually handicapped have-spent several
planned days with "first year" teachers as a part ofItheirobservational
laboratory assignments. Preplanning was.Anne with the host graduates. Sub-
sequent evaluation consisted of both joint and separate conferences with the
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two groups involved. Analysis of thecconferences revealed a-healthy growth in
,awareness of both practical problems being faced in the classroom and a genuine
search for deepened understandings and application of theories and, !.echniques.
Discussions included such concerns as the unconscious operation of stereotypical
thinking in relation to limitation of physical education activities for some
low vision children, realistic expectations for,blind students in drill type
=assignments and the teacher's responsibility for basic orientation skills.

The extensiowof college and local school sponsored workshops and
institutes has been and will continue to be a-major source of stimulation to
teacher growth. Their-range of content can be limitless but it is hoped they
will continue to blend practical problems with. scientific findings of research,
basic learning, and behavior constructs. Thus they can provide impetus to
self evaluation, stimulation to continuing intellectual curiosity, and
deepened-insight_and.excitement about=the children and youth being served.

Conclusion

Education is not a matter of osmosis but must be earned and acquired
through persistent effort throughout life. Indeed, It a continuous,-And
ongoing proceSa. But evaluation, too, is'a continuous, ongoing, and planned'
process. Often it involves many people and:,mdltiple_appioaches. Teacher pre-
paration programs may be a partivilarlyeffictive instrument in these processes
when in addition to pedagogy, practicum and insight, the dimension of evalua-
tion is added. Through such implementation it ii hoped that an-increasing,
number of teachers in the field, paraphrading,Gardner (1964), will reflect a
capacity to-remain versatile and adaptive and. will more successfully, resist
,being-trapped by techniques, precedures, and routines,, or imprisoned by their
own pet theories, comfortable habits, and customary ways. Rather, tit is hoped-
that their-will be-characterized by a certain flexibility of mind,-a Willingness
to listen and learn, and eagerness-to try-A new way:
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SENSORY AIDS: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT TRENDS
AND

THE QUESTION OF TRANSLATION INTO PRACTICE

by

Leslie L. Clark

Introduction:

The purpose of this-paper is. to give a review of sensory aids research
and development. In;additionan attempt will be made to organize these devel-
Opments around the perspectives of the educator. The.content of these develop-
-ments is, of course, of primary interest; but the nature of the communication
link between the researcher and the pradtitioner implied here is equally impor-
tant and will become a most important focus later-discussion.

This communication link is influenced by a number of factors beside the
content; among them are the.norms which obtain in the respective domains of re-
search and of education, in thinking and in wo k, the division of"labor to-which
each dOkain is subject, and the network of communication links betWeen theM.
This emphasis may:seem strange to one not ha-414 at least a-passing acquaintance
with researchers and, with educators, each in his own environment. If, for example,
the main job of educators is to educate, that is, to make a student aware of the
variety of bodies of knowledge atound him, and to.- provide him with a variety of
experiences, then thiaimplies'in the: case of the sensorily impaired child a
number of consequences.. Among them are that one, must provide as many possible
avenues of information input a mni can manage, andhat one utilize every re-
source to provide a meaningful transformatiomof the features of the sighted;
world for the child. This means an attempt to translate what we see into what an
impaired child can hear or, to avoid overloading.the auditory channel, into what
hecan tactually perceive and experience: It means our providing some means for
the child to navigate in the world about him, and some idea,of what it means to
orient and to navigate. These are difficult tasks, and that fact may help explain
some of the many failures of sensory aids to do-what they were supposed to do, in
the past.

The emphasis here is on the provision of options -for information input
to the child. No one sensory aid functions the same Way'for two individuals; in-
deed, we have found that personality factors, inherent sensory and motor capabil-
ities, the tolerance for ambiguity, and-intelligence-ill are related to success
with a sensory aid. To match intelligently the sensory aids we develop, and the
Children for whom they are designed, we-are forced to keep in mind the,distribu7
tion of these characteristics among the groups for which aids are designed.

It is in the context of these remarks that I should like to sketch some
current efforts to develop sensory-aids for the blind and visually impaired:
first aids to reading, ,:he mobility aids, and the.fole of the computer in both.
In a second section of the paper some implications of these developments will
be considered, the influence of the organization and nature of the researcher's
and the educator's world on the conduct of the communication between them will
be discbssed and the question of the tranSlation'of research findings into edit-
cational practice will be,presented.
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Reading Aids: Direct Translation

Devices or device systems which permit direct access to the printed page

are of two general types: the direct translation device and the character re-

cognition device. The former class has a rather long history, for in 1912,

Fournier d'Albe developed the Optophone at Cambridge Fniversity,England. The

original principle has been carried through many engineering refinements: it is

simply that the output from an array, or matrix, of cells responsive to light is

coupled to a bank of ,ound generatori; when a letter or character appears in the

field of view of the photocell array, a sound output is heard for that-portion
of the field which is illuminated, and-no sound output is heard foi7 that portion

of the field in which the illumination is absorbed by a -black surface. Thus, the

tonal output varies, depending on which of the array of cells is stimulated.at a

particular moment of scan. The auditory display is chordal in nature, and indeed

early attempts stressed the musical progression of tones from one cell of the

matrix to the next. The latest version Of the optophone.class of devices was

developed at Battelle Memorial Institute. Following its engineering refinement,

a considerable effort was invested in the development of a training course of

200 hours to'instructusets of the deviCe. This aid-and.when " optophone" devices

are discussed, the Battelle device is probably meant today-has been,Used by a

small group of persons in Ohio and Chicago; and it is currently undergoing evalua-

tion under controlled conditions attheAmerican Center for. Research in Newton,

Massachusetts. Reports from that Centee indicate the very great difficulty in
maintaining a subject population over time (not the least of the difficulties

in evaluation of sensory aids. From the preliminary results available so far,

it is probably safe to infer that optophone devices have a role as a personal
reading aid for some persons, even though we cannot expect reading rates of much

higher than five to ten words a minutetWhen.using,it. This should be sufficient

for reading checks, labels, and persona letters. Inaddition, this class of aid

is light, compact, portable, and relatively inexpensive. For a skilled user it

permits access to a fairly wide variety of type fontS and type writer prints.

Another type of direct translation" aid' being developed at the Stanford

Research Institute (SRI). This deviCe also uses an Array of photocells to sense
the patterns of light and dark on the printed page, character by character; but
the display is tactile rather than auditory, and consists, essentially-, of an

enlarged image of the letter outline. The interfadeis an array of piezoelectric
bimorph reeds which.vibrate in response to an applied voltage. To date, the

action of the device has been simulated bye computer generating the control sig-.
nals to the tactile display from a punched tape. This mock up has permit-

ted the investigators to- conduct a reMarkable series of studies of the factors
involved in tactile discrimination and infOrmation transfer, results which indi-
cate clearly that previously held.viewa of the limitations of tactile communica-

tion must be altered radically upward to account for the capabilities of that

sense modality. The display is moved, against the stationary fingers of one hand
in a manner similar to the travelling news signs on the Allied Chemical building

in New York. Note that it is possible, in this eqUipment cofiguration, to vary

the number of characters appearing iethe display field. This fact has let to

a number of characters appearing, in the display field. This fact has led to a

number of studies of short term tactile memory, and to,a seminal paper on a model

of a sensory register which wepliato publiSh inthe near future (Bliss and Bill,,

1968).

SRI recently received a substantial grant; to develop.50.prototypes of the
bimorph display reading aid, using the most sophisticated teChniques.of fabrica-

tion available. The aids will be, it is hoped, the hand held size most desired,

and will make extensive use of monolithic integrated circuitry. Alnrther grant

will then be sought for evaluation and-training with the-device.

This class of deviceS, that is, direct translation devices, requires
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highly motivated users. And the need:for a "tonal memory" may have to be rein-
terpreted-in terms of the model of the sensory register mentioned above. It is
found, for example, that reading rates with tactile displays are reliably associ-
ated with intelligence level and with length of training; in part this last factor
is confoUnded with whether the user is congenitally oradventitiously-blind (the
former having had longer practice with tactile stimulation to. convey information).
It is also known from more general studies that there is a relationship among the
capabilities of the several modalities which may reflectiome,central cortical
processes; it is not surprising, then, that if braille reqUires a character by
OharaCter assimilation, as some informed researehers:contend, that a similar pro-
cess of assimilation of stimuli occurs in the auditory channel;. using the opto-
phone. The conclusion should be mentioned that the capabilities required of the
user of these devices limit them to a small subpopulation of potential blind and
Visually impaired users; It is a conslusion we shall.eome back to over. and over
again, and one which has some rather general implications:

Reading Aids: Recognition

The other classoi.reading aids-la-that cf the charaCter recognition
machine, or device, or syistel. -These-transfer the- difficult-parts of the inter-
pretation of the ontpiat of. a scanner to the eachin-e- itielf,.rhichrii provided

with logic anddata reduction circuitry, and whiCh:OrodaZeMan.oUtpur of spelled
letters, or aletteroutline; of letter-by letter braille: .Suchamachinp (with
several output options) hambeen under development at the,Mauch_Laboritories for
Some years; and a suitable spelled speech language (in which the letters are
mGdified by removing "beginnings" and "endings" of letters on a,tape recording,
then-removing most of the spaces between letters spelled-out).has been developed
by Mitfessil and Lovell at-USLA., These devices-also perlit rather high_rates
of reading-60 to 120 wpm (i.e., half the, reading rate of the sighted), and the
accura.4 of recognition of various type font lettera is high: 90 to 95 percent
in the-Mauch device.

The version of this device nearest thenptophooe principle, is called the
Visotoner, and it produces a nine tone code for auditory interpretation.

This type device is'predictably complicated and predictably expensive.
Cost estimates run between -three and five-thousand. dollars.ii a run of a thou-
sand or so is manufactured, which imuld.be no small achievement, given_ the
difficulties of production of sensory aids in the United-States.

A.similar device would result from an ingenious program in-which a charac-
terxecognition machine has beensimulated on a computer at.HIT;here an algorithm
has been constructed for-feature construction of the letters, and-fed to.a spelled
speech output. It could.be produced within Moto five years, if a-serious effort
was made to do so.

Since speechis the most natural display for humans, many persons will
ask, Ohy not go directly from the printed page to speech? The 'answer is that
this class of machine, one example of which-(for memory and output) is now under
development at Haskini Laboratories, is still more complex and costly. than the
character recognition machines already described. In fact, the heart of the de-
vice is the equivalent of a special purpose computer, which takes a Teletypiset-
ter tape input to the processing prograd, compares it to a dictionary of words
stored in the machine, and when a match is found, a prerecorded spoken equivi7
lent- of the stored word is read-out. (Words not stored are spelled out through
a subprogram in the computer.)

Many variations are possible on thii equipment Configuration, each varia-
tion adding to the cost and complexity of the device'. For example, one might
wish to incorporate optical character recognition at the input stage, so that
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the machine could read ink print directly; one could also demand that the machine
dispense with a stored dictionary of words and depend.on,the generation of syn-
thetic speech at the output. One practical advantage of the Brat variation is
that a-wider variety of ink print text fonts can be read', and input speed is enor-
mous; a theoretical advantage -of the latter variation is that as we learn more

about synthetic speech, -=we should be able to make the output sound more and more

like that of a normal human reader. The rather:slow output of this type of
machine (around 20 words per minute) is not a disadvantage, since one can keep it
working 24 hours a day, record the output on magnetic tapes, and duplicate the
tapes on request from a reader. There are other variations on the use of this
device, or rather this system of machines, which will be mentioned in the dis-

cussion of computer capabilities. The readout rates from the system can be
about 100 words per minute, but with some modifications the rate could easily
be- lifted from 300 to 500 words-perAminute without time compression. The cost

of $50,000-to $100,000 would . limit the machine to a central service facility.
There is no reason to-believe that not more than a few systems could be efficiently
used, which will keep the-price rather high, tend to make each machine-a little
more-expensive.than thi last, unless several were built at the:same time.

Talking Books

Reading aids for the blind and visually impaired =nit also. include the
talking book and large print. I-shall-go into the litter of large print type

somewhat later on; ;I should like to mentionhere;a few facets-of recent develop-
ments in talking books. There is also a great deal of activity in the area of
enhancing the availability ofjoraille which may be of interest.

The US Library of Congress and th giiyal National Institute for the
Blind, in the United:Kingdom, have both been developing tape talking book pro-

grams around tape cassettes. In this area, the British are considerably in ad-

vance of the rest of the world, for they converted their entire talking book pro -

gram to the-tape cassette system some years ago.. Evolutionary deireloOments in

both countries haVe resulted in playback machines which are all solid-state, rng7
ged, reliable, adapted to the needs of the physically handicapped, and relatively

inexpensive. Cassettes are now in production which are similar tothe.Fhillips
type used in Smaller portable tape recorders, contain abook per cassette, and
weigh less than a pound. Commercial portable tape cassette machines are now more

Suited-to the needs-of blind:and multiply impaired_ users: they have ,evolved into

campact and dependable machines for the use-of the sighted.

The United States-continues to be the largest user of disc talking books;

but here too iiiolutionary developments have introduced many changeS. With the

development of suitable reproduction from inexpensive components,., the practical
utiliiation Of eight and one lthird rpm-recordingsliecame possible; augmented-by
the introd tion of IOW cost disposable plastic discs, the new spee&bringsthe
talking bo. user nearer the world of the '"journalparlant,!' so popular for the

last decade in Europe. The increase in the number -of magazines available to the

blind.reader because of these developments was foreseen by the noted conductor

and acoustician Hermann Schercher. Heproposed a daily newspaper,for the blind
in ,1960, adapting techniques then common in Europe for producing paper discs.

Speech Compression-

I have already mentioned time compression of speech, and this technique,
whi:th has captured so much popular interest, has a special relevaSce to an edu-

,
cator. The techniques for speech compression, are well described in the litera -

s:

ture (Foulke, 1967). Among the devices or methods used arethe,Eltro Informa-
tion Rate Changer, the Varivox, the early Fairbanks machines developed at. he
UniVereity of Illinois, the use of a general purpose computer with appropriate
programing, and harmonic speech analyzer designed by Bell ,Telephone Laboratories
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and under developMent at the American Foundation for the Blind. Of all these
methods,. only the Eltro device is a.commercial practicality, although all the
methods are used for experimental purposes. There are aspects of the use of
this information compression method, highly relevant to educators, that are now,
coming out of behavioral research. The following conclusion seems fairly well
established: presentation rates of about 275 words per minute are feasible for
relatively lengthy listening to some types of text material, while rates of about
475 words per minute are usable for short periods by motivated students who have
learned to listen. This appears to be the upper limit of the presentation rate
at present for practical uses, but I have reason to-believe, having -used these
equipments, that it is a limitation due in part-to the state of commercially
available equipment;' that with training in listening, and with equipment much
more distortion free than is currently generally available, and With better under-
standing ofthe process of hearing, it may be possihLa to attend to material pre-
Sented at rates up to-900 words per minute or so without undue' fatigue, at least
for brief intervals. No=one would want to read recreational material at that
speed, of course; but then, no one would probably wish to use compressed speech
tapes for recreational purposes.

Braille

The enthusiasm of many technologists, and the exciting prospects for ap-
plication of technology in this area, have generated'much activity around braille
as a communication medium.

It is also,of singular importance that two psychosocielProjects are about
to deliver-new data to our fund of'knowledge on the use of braille. One is at the
special education department of "San Francisco State College and deals with the
factors associated with degree of skill in the use of braille*bystudents; the
other is a perceptual analysis of braille reading at the American Printing House
for.the Blind in Louisville, Kentucky. The most outstanding result of-the latter
study has been mentioned, namely reading rates of braille are intimately related
to the intelligence level of the student; but another important conclusion of the
study is that braille is recognized a charactevat a time (hence the need for 4
good memory store). This result has been corroborated by another study at the
Tennessee School for the'Blind:

The implications of these studies, and-the nature of the population of
braille readers, assume major importance in the, discussion of implications of
technological advances in braille availability enhancement:

Moit of the advances to be mentioned are compuitr dependent, in the
Sense that the enhancement of braille availability is made possible through the
computer,and in the sense that the computer widens and-coiplements the use of
braille. This is the reason that ProfessorMann of MIT has Opoken of "enhancing
the availability of braille (Mann, 1963)." Sake of the recent applications are:

1. The construction of braille displays for the presentation of braille code
stored on punched paper tape, magnetic tape, and in 'optical stores

2. The construction k(at MIT) to the production prototype a!-agei, and the build-
ing of a fewcopiesi of a high speed'brailie'embosser with a flying shuttle
thatcan operate at aspeed of 16 characters per second, and that can be
driven by a computer program or by a paper tape (or other Storage medium)
'as a,small scale braille duplicator, as. a readout device, or to print a

simultaneous ink print and embossed copy of text, using a coordinated Tele-
typesetter

3. The development.of at least three prototypes of systems using- lectrified
.Perkins brailleWritersend punched paper tape storage of the braille infor7.
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mation, thus perMitting small scale braille duplication quickly and inex-
pensively

4. The development of a printing systeM to print simultaneously ink print
Characters and the braille equivalent above 'them, in Brazil

5. k4apanese typewriter that will print Grade one braille, also wit. the ink
print equivalent under each character -

An electric typewriter froM\IBM with- 63. keyboard characters-capable-of
eMbessing both, Grade. two braille

7. A computer' program, called DOTSYS, developed at MIT,, which:will-permit:the
automatic transcribing of braille-from compositors' tapes now.wide19,nsed
in the production of ink print books and magazines

8. The modification of both Honeywell and IBM computer line printers to permit
embossing of braille characters; at rates ranging up to 900-linei per min-
ute

§

. The use of computers to permit semiautomatic- braille transcription in the
US, Denmark, Germany; Israel, and the United-Kingdom

10. The beginning of computer programs to perMit the semiautomatic transcribing
of-Tnathematicaand musical braille cotes

11. The-propoSal of a reading service for the blind which:tenbines teletrans-
migsion of scanned ink print characters over telephone lines to a central
computer, and the display of the braille or of the enlarged ink_print equiVa=
lent tactually in --real time, i.e., immediately

12: Theproposal.of a real time braille information system'in a school, in which
a typed_Orsdanned input at a console remote from a central- computer is con-
verted to braille code and sent back to ahigh speed braille4mbosser next
to-the typist thus producing an idmediate braille equivalent

13. The exploration of optimum.braille coding for high Speed. production of even
Grade-one braille.

Basic to all these advances is that a machine readable equivalent of the
ink print or the braille text is made available for further processing. Once
this fact .is grasped, it is easy to. see that the variations on the basic theme are
almost endless. Their practicality will depend or the need for the systems, their
cost, and the availability in a specific location of the Leans to build up the
required ssteM. -The computer, particularly-through its ability to simulate de-
vices without -the need to actually build them, makes-possible much 'experimentation
that woulp-otherwise take much-time and money. In one advanced project at the
Research Laboratory of Electronics at'MIT, for example, a computer has-been used
to simulate parts of reading machine. The use of ingeniously contrived algeri-
-thme of ceded letter feature-data has inditated it is possible to build a character
-recognition machine-at a cost of $3,000 to $5,000 which would have an accuracy
of-better than 97 percent, andwould cperate at speeds in,excess of 100 words per
minute.

It is now clear to researchers that, potentially, it would-be poisibleto
provide - universal and instantaneous availability-of braille, through the use of
computer programs, input from remote keyboards, and real time translation. and
processing of the ink print characters. It:is thus possible to conceive Of an
"audible reprint" service,Jinking,Computer processing-of the, ink print analogue
and the output of the - Haskins type reading machine. to prepare tape' recordings in
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spoken English to send-to the user via the mails or over telephone lines. A
personal reading device system could link a,small input reader, telephone lines
for input and output, central processing, and the option of a tactile or spoken
output.

There are other applications, implied, by new knowledge gained from the
design efforts now under way for third and fourth generation computer central
processing units, which have relevance both for reading aids and mobility aids.
As we gain more knowledge about how to handle these complicated translation and
transmission tasks by ever more sophisticated means, there is considerable contri-
bution to our understanding of the rather general principlesof communication
which operate in the visual and auditory channels, of human beings themselves.
Thus, by,simulating-the processes in living,beinge, we learn more about how ani-
mals actually process visual, auditory, and tactual information. In turn,, this

knowledge will allow a more exact,mppreciation of the requirements for extremely
complicated systems of devices, and may lead some day to an actual:
thesis.

Those interested in the various configurations of components around a
central time shared computer central processing unit should examine closely the
excellent tabular summary of these prepared by Dr. Mann 11966).

Mobility Aids

-Mobility aids have not had nearly so long.a history as reading aids,.
at least as far as modern technology is concerned, although use of the staff
and the sighted guide predate by centuries the use of special writing for blind
persons. The modern history dates, in-fact, Only from the closing days of World
War II, when the US Office of Scientific Research and DevelopMent sponsored,a
program in this area. The impact of that program has persisted to the preeint
day. Major results center-on instrumentation designed to detect and identify ob-
jects, determine terrain Changes,, and to sense the environment at a distance-.

Although many, inventors, especially individuals working; outside of the
'knowledge of blindness and its peculiarities, have expected to produce a general
solution to the problem of mobility for blind persons, n6:auch general device
has become available, Recent-eiraluative work on a few'mobility,devices, and on
the individual differences in navigational ability, have given us' some of the
reasons why. Among these are the factors of personality-variables, especially
the ability to tolerate ambiguity, and the ability to organize,complex inforla-
tion in a short term memory store, a constant for each individual tendency, to
veer from a straight line in-travel, and the need and desire formobility (Death-
erage, 1965; Itley, Weil, and Cohen, 1966). The importance of the last item, bears
underscoring, and-perhaps the best illustration for our need to think through. the
requirements of potential travelers is to cite Eric Josephsons (1965) tongue in
cheek prediction that with out current enthusiasm.t&promote the mobility, of blind
persons, the.beginning of the next century may see an incessantly mobile population
of blind persons in a completely sedentary society. I Offer this reMark.as one
justification for a-serious attempt to, develop a-theory,of mobility, one. which
takes account of the needs of the populations involved-in planning, and one-which
allows for a variety of these needs to,be satisfied. The celebrated, study by
Lukoff and Whiteman at-the ColuMbia School of Social Work has accustomed practi-
tioners to the fact that only about one percent of the blind population' currently
uses guide dogs, and that perhaps two percent of that populations could poten-
tially use them. What of the rest?

Not onof the mobility aids-currently under development or evaluation--
and there is none that has reached the stage of.concensus among researchers as
a fully practical aid--is designed to replace the cane or sighted guide or dog
guide: most are best thought of as a supplement to these-modes,of travel. Re-
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search in this area has fully as many complications as in the development of

reading aids, and the computer is helping to reduce theeiperimentaI-Work load

by permitting the simulation of operation of. specific devices underlaboratorij

conditions.

Among the devices showing promise is the Kay ultrasonic aid, now in its

second serial production run which is capable of object identification and detec-

tion. It can also be used as an environmental sensor. Its oULPut is'very rich

in inforiation and for those-with the skill and-sensitivity to use it, it seems

to provide a. great deal of evaluation. But both in the US and the United

Kingdom, the results cannot be considered ConcOsiVe. Its most enthusiastic de-

fenders will claim that it can be used for.fully independent travel, and at least

one agency in the United States has opted for training of all its clients with the

aid. An interesting fact which has emerged -from-teevaluation trials in-the

United Kiligdomis that the Kay aid proved-to be a-Valuable training aid. in teach-

ing mobility infamiliar environments, after a period of use, theaid was turned

off, or its use was suspended entirely, and students seemed to move more confi-

dently-along training paths than they would have while being trained for an equiva-

lent period with any other aid.(Leonard and Carpenter, 1962; Russell, 1967).

Another-ultrasonic aid showing promise is theAussel Path Sounder (Russell,

1967), which is designed to be used with theeane. The device gives early Warning

information about the area through-which,a person's head.* shoulders, and upper

body-will pass along a travel path. Beyond six feet-, the unit issilent; when

an object is detected, within four Separate and closer zones, the device emits

e signal_ characteristic of that zone.

Another system is that developed by Biophysical Instruments in Bala,

Cynwyd, Pennsylvania (Benham, 1967). It incorporates three laser like emitters

and receivers, aimed at head height, straight ahead, and the area ahead of the

cane tip. All three,, with their associated circuitry, power supply, and both

audible and-tactile displays, are contained within a lightweight cane; the whole

assembly weighs a pound or less, plus the normal weight of the cane. The deviCe

providei a wealth of searching capability for ,the user. Its usefulness to the

user, .both in the laboratory and-in the fieldi.will be unknown until evaluations

of ths,bnit are completed. It is hoped that the evaluation will begin this year.

The fourth-of the mostimomising,device-systems is that developed at
Stanford Research Institute (Gardiner and Bliss, 1967). Like the older Kaltman

passive optical probe, it dependU onambient light, rather than on emitting and

receiving pulses back from the-environment'(Kall'inu, 1954). But the Stanford

device uses an extremely advanced vibrating mirror And mask matching arrangement

In which an object imaged-by the lens-System.gives rise to a. maximum voltage when;

it is.in focus. This arrangement allows setting of- the device for object detec-

tion at specific distances. The output is auditory or tactile.

A variation of-the Stanford device is theFolish:Electroftalm, still

undergoing evaluation in.principle at the Pomirainian Medical InstitUte (Stark -

iewiczo and Kuliszewski, 1965). This device, which also uses a lens imaging

system, detecte the image oa a-photocell array, and stimulates a matched array

of tactile stimulators installed in a head' mounted. the stimUlators act on

the 'forehead to give etactiIe equivalent of the patterns.of'light! and'darksensed

by the photocell detector unit.

r. Folding Canes.

A lightweight and folding version ofthe standard cane has been called

foi frequently. Prototypes of at least four well engineered versions Of folding,

canes are now under evaluation, one. from Canada, two from Israel, one -from the

US.
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The Center for Sensory Aids: Evaluation and Development of MIT has decided
to produce 100 of one version of these collapsible canes, and to distribute them
for field, trials beginning in Summer, 1968.

Cane Tips

The question of more attention to cane tips has been raised also from time
to time: Aside from one early and unpublished study in 1962, of cane tip materi-
als froth the engineering point of view, there does not seem to be any serious
effort devoted to this question. Most investigators seem to feel that the best
use of present day materials is being made with the processes and fabrication
methods now in use.

"Artificial Vision" by Phosphene Generation

Finally, I should mention the se of patternedphoSphene generation for a
possible mobility aid. Unpatterned phosphenes'have been with us since one -of our
caveman ancestors hit a comrade over the head with a club. Armando del Campo in
Mexico, has developed an "amaurscope" that, it is claimed, stimulates the experi-
ence of vision (1965). Phosphenes are the flashes of light seen when you press
on your eyeballs; they also occur when the visual system is stimulated by electri-
cal currents. It has -been found possible to elicit these flashes of light by
stimulating electrically the trigeminal nerves of the face. ThiS finding has
been used for a highly experimental mobility program by researchers at the Law-
rence Radiation Laboratories in California (Budinger, 1968). An image on an
array of photocells is used to generate voltages of differing amplitudes and
phase, which are applied to the trigeminal nerve. It was found that the patterns
generated could be more or less reliably associated with repetitiMe features of
the scanned environment, using ,a population of"students from a residential school
for the blind.

Visual Prosthesis

This study will deal very'briefly with the question of an actual-visual
prosthesis: a system of instrumentation which is designed to give a visual ex-
perience bearing some relationship to the world around us. Proposals to provide
such a visual experience, now under serious consideration by neurophysiologists,

and instrumentation experts, usually consider the possibilities either of direct
input to the brain of an electrical analogue of:a-scene scanned by some optical
transducer, or, of an electrical array coupled-magnetically or electrically to the
visual cortex, but placed outside of the skull. It is important, however, to
understand what is meant by "a visual experience." Even the most optimistic and
informed estimates of the successful achievement of such.a goal.assume time per-
iods of ten years and fiscal support in billions of dollar's; and the visual ex-
perience which, such instrumentation,would give is unlike anything a sighted-per-
son ,could mnderstand from his own visual experience. Indeed, it is impossible
to state now what the nature of this experience will be; it is rather easier to
state what it is not, namely, anything Which a sighted person understands by the
term "seeing." Think of a very low grade black and white television, transmission
with poor resolution, and much uncertainty about whether an image exists at all;
add to this a period of two or three years merely to learn to interpret what this
poor image may convey of the world--and you will have an idea,of the,mostopti=
mistic forecast informed scientists have of the prospect of providing a visual
prosthesis. Finally, that. is for granted that the match of man and prosthetic
system must be highly selective, highly-individual, and under constant super-
vision; that in all likelihood there will be many unforeseen difficulties along
the way to achieve even the visual experience described; and that a great many
equally informed scientists agree that it is likely that these difficulties will
never be solved.

I think it clear that the picture which emerges.: gives us a rather poor
prospect for the posSiblity that our knowledge is equal to the task we wish to
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accomplish. What is most evident, indeed, is the pitiably small .mount of know-

ledge we have of what actually goes on inthe processing of signals in the visual

cortex itself. No reasonable man can expect, therefore, that the problems of

blindness and severe visual impairment are likely-to be swept away by a deus ex

machina.

Some listeners may belieVe that this desCiiption has been deliberately

painted rather gloomily--that achievements in. -this field give one reason to be-

lieve that they represent a minimum expectation. No sober-consideration of the

eVidence before us, including projections by informed researchers on the-.possibil-

ities inherent in-this line of research, however, can lead us. to any other con-

clusion. It is abundantly clear from this evidence that we shall have to do our

best to alleviate the deficits in the human experiences-of blindness-with the tools

now available before us.

I expect that a forthcoming conference devoted to visual prosthesis re-

search, to be held in New York City, will help to confirm this view.. It may also

help set aright the exaggerated expectations of many, based on enthusiastic but

improbaLle inferences and projections from current trends. in television techniques,

advances in- microminiaturization, and startling advances in our undetstanding of

the physiology of vision. All these advances simply do not warrant the expecta-

tion that we are very much closet-to artificial vision for all the blind now than

at any time in the past.

. II. Senaoty Aids Research and Translation into Practice

Introduction

L. Armand (1968) of the French Academy quotes, in Realites, the comment

made by L. Corbet, on the achievement represented by the launching of the Saturn

V.rocket last year, in which Corbet stressed the difference between a mere techni-

cal achievement and the confluence of many great technical achievements all at

the same time, which in this case, made the laundhiOg an act of creativity:

Corbet said, ". . *phenomena (thuS) change their nature when they change their

dimension."

I should like toAnake a distinction between two different kinds of tech-

nology, and show their relevance to the population of persons who would-be affec-

tedly them. The distinction to be drawn is between the' technology of the future,

far and near, which is a "technology. of the first estate," and which-willbacalled

"systems technology;" and a technology of the general purpose or special, purpose

everday type of aid, which is.a "technology of the fourth estate," and which will

be called "workaday technology,".after the "Gebrauchsmusik" of Paul Hindemith.

The purpose of making this distinction is modest:to emphasize that systems tech-

nology requires equipments and funding that go far beyon&the,capacity of the

local, interested groups working with blind persons-and specifically far beyond

the ability of teachers to use now in their claisrooms. The workaday technology

is already available (or about te~be available) relatively cheaply, easily adap-

table to special purposes, and with channels of distribution already in existence.

There are borderline cases, of Course, which no definition ever escapes.

For these distinctions to make much sense, however, they will have to be

placed within a Wider dontext; and-it-is at this -point that I shall have to try

and weave the strands I have deliberately left dangling in my.Orevious remarks.

The best approach would be,to develop a full.-fledged model of the interaction

found between, the communities-of research and of practice. This is, unfortunately,

rather too ambitious a task -for this study. I shall therefoketake an alternative

Oath: that of developing,a series of descriptive remarks which hopefully will

Characterize each - -of theie communities, and give somelasia for understanding the

kinds of interactions that_take place-between them.
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To enhance understanding of-this context, some figures on the population
of children involved in the application of the two technologies to - education will
be included.

There are-two points it would be valuable to keep in mind in this follow-
ing discussion. First, the term "workaday technology" includes both typhlotedh-
nology (that is, the applications of technology to solve the special purpose quo-
tindinal probleMs of blind persons) and the application of general purpose tech-
nology (not developed forhlind persons to solvethe quotindinal.problemi of
blind persons. Second, "researchers" and "practitioners" will be discussed;
"practitioners" referring to teachers of the blind & ,severly visually 'impaired.

The Community of the Reseal-41er

The role and the activities of the researcher are governed by Well known
and generally accepted rules and conventions. The process of research has been
described at length elsewhere (Graham and Clark, 1967). In general, the technol-
ogist strives to find solutions to problems which are common to groups of.per-
sons, the larger the groups the better. By doing so, he can reduce the cost of
translation o. a laboratory prototype to practice, and if.he reduces costsfar
enough, he can also include moresophisticated solutions to the prOblem his teal,
nology solves. in his Work, he is governed by the basic rule of scientific work,
that science is public knowledge; thus he publishes the results of his work in
sufficient detail that another equally competent investigator can achieve the
same results he has aChieved with the same means.

The constraints on the researcher or technologist are therefore:

1. That he strives to create & solution to a problem. which has high specificity
but also maximum generality

2. Thathii solution vtilizes as much of the resources available in the'nation
as possible

3. That he proffer solutions which have applicability to the greatest possible
number of people affected

4. That the Cott of the solution represents what the users can afford, however
paid for

5. That itreptesents an intellectual product acceptable to his peers

6. That his solution can be used within the social and psychological community
of the ultimate users

7. That it represents an effort whiCheen be accommodated within the.division
of labor extant in his own community of fellows

8. That it meets a need recognized clearly enough by the-practitioner that'he
will find acceptance of what he proffers.

Technology is commonly regarded in terms of the devices or techniques by
which human capability is extended. In this sense, the communication problems of
the blind and severely visually impaired,have.exerted considerable fascination for
technologists; as witness, we can note the development. of thetypewriter, the
fountain pen, the.bali point pen, the dictaphone, the phonograph, and the long
;playing disc. Yet it:remains true that a thorough:and realiitic evaluation. of
the needs and capabilities of the aged, the student, the young adult, the con-
genitally blind, and the multiple impaired would show that the, goals of the
communication function are different.for each of them, and therefore that the
optimum teChnologies useful in the achievement of sr goal of maximum human func-
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tioning for each of these subgroups may well turn out to be different.

ThediVelopments in both basic and applied researeh-aWdevelopment are
difficult to initiate and sustain-and they require persistent and sustained ef-

forts. Their selection, development, and evaluation are all dependent on prior

value judgments made 'about the population to be served, the money to be: invested

in them, and the time and :effort required, by whom, and for what persons affected.

Thie, implies, in turn, that we recognize that value judgments can be made either
explicitly or, by default,. implicitly (through disregard of research, lack of

support of research, or failure to translate research into Practice)., 'To make

thise,inportent decisions, we must:know what needs research can meet.

The Community of the Practitioner

,Scott (1967) has already indicated that the sources for the current organ-

ization,of work for the' blind stem from the 'beginning .ofthepresent century, when

children who were blind, and the indtstrially blinded, were the two major groups

in this population. It is important 'to point out also 4at the sources of educa-
tion for blind children, in the goals of the educational system, in the-organiza-

tion of the teachers, Anostin the venue-of education, were also determined by 'those

facts. It is also true, as Scott notes, that turn of the century solutions to

turn of 'the century problems are still being applied today with the blend. The

organization of Special Education has not accommodated itself to changes in the
population withtitotallf blind child,' or the child With light perception only,

for these were the children blinded at birth by opthalmia neonatorum: this was

the' population of blind children with which educators were faced at, the beginning.

Add to this the fervent atlosphere of. social reform, a missionary zeal to provide

access to the'Scripturee,,a Victorian atmosphere of morality and asexuality, and

a,pervading protectiveness toward the afflicted childand one begins to apprec=s

iate the conditions under which the special concerns' of 'educating blind children

arose.

The special difficulties of cOMmunicationand,the lengthy time required

to teach the totally blind child a tactile code, resulted in an isolation equally

complete between the child and his sighted peers, and' between the teacher of the

blind and the teacher of the sighted. Indeed, separate institutions for the blind

were the rule not the eXception. The dominant 'theme: was that of liMitatimi, not

capability, and any success in overcoming these limitations was celebrated and

rewarded. It was perhaps inevitable that a-special corps of teachers developed

also a community of interest separate from the rest,ofthe educational community.

The Population to be Served

That this separation from the mainstream Of educational, life is nPersis-
tint phenomenon which has long-Outlived its usefulness is Shown by available fig-

ures, fifet on the comparative rarity of blindness today, second on the levels of

acuity which exist even within the eccnomic definition of blindness (Scott,,

z personal communications, 1968).
Q

ITable 1

IThe Comparative Rarity of Blindness Among Children

i Age Rate

i 0-21

(per 1,000 persons)

0.35
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18-24 2.9
25-34 2.6
35-44 2.3
45-54 6.7
55-64 12.0
65-74 28.0
70-79 33.0

The levels of acuity which exist among the population of children regar-
ded as blind can-only be,guessed at,.but we are fairly sure that no more than
tan percent of the total school age population of blind persons is totally
blind or has light perception only. Consider the implications of these
lents; they mean that the organization of education for blind children, if
unregulated, will impose the standards for educating children developed for
blind children at the turn of the centu:75, on the entire population of those
With levels of-visual acuity,under 20/200! On the one hand, we, are dealing with
a relatively small population.of persons; on the other hand; that pOpulati?0 is
composed of those representing-various levels of visual acuity, the bulk of
which represehts some usefulVision. There is, perhaps, little reason to wonder
why special educators-are not prepared for peak periods of occUrance of blind
children (like the RLF children), why they have not consciously adapted to lev-
el:4 of acuity below 20/200 (but above total blindness) , or why they are not
prepared to accommodate the wide variety of levelsnf remaining vision.

There is a further consequence of these figures that should be kept in
mind: the rules applying to the application of systems technology'do not nec-
essarily apply to the application of workaday technology. For one thing, the
benefits of the first maybe universal, in the sense that developments aimed to-
ward problems of the blind have a much wider applicability, with some variations
of hardware involved; for another, they are often anticipatory of,great social
and technical. changes in-the society. The comparative rarity of blindness among
children means, among other things, that the likelihood of the development of
systems technology to meet their special problems, with technological solutions
with high specificity, but low generality, is not likely to occur. This'aug-
getits that educators of blind children must lbok to the workaday technolegY to
aid them, and we shall suggest how some ofthese developments-might be util-
ized. We elk, know that at least some of the problems of blindness are. unique.

What the Practitioner can Do

To summarize, we have, on the one hand, a group of researchers and-tech-
nologists motivated by theit perception of solutions to the problems faced by
blind persons to see the possibility of application of the products of research
and technology to thesi problems. There is a liMit to the applicability of
this technology, and to pass beyond it requires long range substantial funding
and special competences; moreover the work is conducted within the "rules of
the road" for the research process. On the other hand, we have an educational
community which deals with a population only ten percent of which is prepared'
for the content and conduct of the methods used, by virtue of its charac-
teristic impairment, to allow-fUnctiOning in a sighted community.. Indeed, the
organization and conduct of the education received by this population is in
general isolated from even the general educational community; there is an in-
sistence on the individual uniqueness of each student; and the eduCational
system Ys not generally equipped with means of communication-with the agents
of innovation the world of research. Yet there is a growing awareness of a
feeling of dissatisfaction with this state of affaiis, an awareness that the
problems of the special educator are increasing with the growth in the pop-
ulation of economically defined blind children (a natural consequence of the
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overall population growth, and the lowering of the infant mottalitytate),

an awareness that the traditional methOds of educating the totally. find _

are not suited to the majority of students educated in these progtams and in

these institutions. What can be dOne?

There appear to be two ways in which:change might be effected. The first

Involves the maximum utilization of workaday technology in dealing with the

problems of "blind" students. The second involves the creation-of an attitude

of axperithentation.and innovation- within special education which will open chan-

nels of communication between educators and technologists, hetween researchers

and Practitioners. Following are some suggestions for application-of current
knowledge, and for generating more precise knowledge, in some of the areas of

deVelopment, under the-headings already used in describing the state of the art.

This is not intended as an exhaustive discussion of the exciting possibilities

open,fotexploretion by the adventurous, but is intended to give some idea of

what can be done.

Reading ane.the Use of Large Print

It is-often only in the school setting that trouble with vision-be-

comes apparent. But with the deVelopment of cheap and Simple vision sCreen-

ingechniques, it is possible to think iliterms of vision-screening as a

routine part of the school health evaluation program. The early detection and

treatmentof eye trouble (e.g. amblyopia) would go far toward preventing

the growth of vision problems.

We know very little about the optiMum use of residual vision. In in-

creasing our knowledge of the capabilities of children to use-remaining vision,

the classroom- teacher can began invaluable -aid. Indeed, our best knowledge

of the optimal use of perimaCular vision comes from the" emarkable work of a

classroom teacher of rare gifts, Miss Katie Siebert, in California.

It is certain that, if sufficient demand were - created for it, it would

be possible to generate large amounts of large-type-cheaply and quickly. The

method is simply to take the compositor's punchecIpaper tapeaused in the print-

ing induitry to settVioe, and arrange for reading it into a computer with a
high speed printer output and large type font. Compared to some Other sys-

tems technological developments, this would bett relatively trivial prob-

lem. Whether or not the demandwill arise depends in great measure on the per-
Ception by teachers of the use for the produc. We can only advise, not
coerce; the rest is up to educators.

If only ten percent of the total pdpulation of school children can be-con
.sidered totally blind, theh a combination-of training in visual efficiency-
and the use of large print type appears to he4an attractive possibility
for providing direct access to the printed page. Consider that, of-the number

of blind children registered in. school (about 20,000); the number-oftotallY

blind in' about 2000; the number of multiPlyizipaired somewhere between 500 and
1000; and the number probably having some useful vision about 10;000-to 12,000

(Goldstein, in presi; Dauwalder, 19b4). Sinde IQ is probably normally dis-
tributedaiongthis group, and since brailleProficiendy is limited to those
having IQ's above about 85, the numbet likely-to benefit most from braille,

reading is likely to be about the same as thOse who are multiply'impaiied
(Graham, in press).

Mobility

?
The potentialities for increasing the Capibility of children to move about

in their environment is greatly increased with the provision of mobility train=

ing. Note that at present there is no provision for mobility instruction
between elementary school and high school on a general scale; only experimental

programs have been mounted so far. Moreover, present programs are hampered

13.4
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by insufficient fuhding and staffing. Possibly many teachers are not aware-that
some effort has been devoted to a readiness test for mobility training,-which
needs their further use and criticism (Graham, 1965). There is.aleo,a large
gap between the need for mobility instructors and current plans for providing
instructors; especially if this training is extended to all of the school
population which can use it, then previous estimates-of the need for mobility
instructors are grossly inadequate (Schon, 1967). Also, the potentialities
for training in navigatiOn are enhanced by some of the eleCtronic aids just
beginning to become available, and whether or not they proVe to be-useful
mobility aids--in thii there is a questionthere is little question that
as training aidg they may play an important role (Schon, 1967).

Compressed and Speeded Speech

Since so much of the world of the visually impaired is auditory in nature,
considerable interest has been generated among recent developmentS
in time compresSed speech. One reason that interest has been stirred is-the
fact that these techniques are technologically sophisticated and elegant;
their major disadvantage is that they depend on rather exotic machinery.
Many teachers are not aware of the possibilities for more rapid communication
with speeded Speech, that is, the_sPeechresulting from playing-back tapes
or discs at speed higher than the recording speed.' Yet, there is a.potential
saving of one-third in the reading time of students, and as John,Dupresspointed
out, the point at which comprehensibility of both speeded-speech and compressed
begins to decline is about the same(Dupress, 1966). However, the cost of pro-
ducing speeded speech is far less than the cost of producing time compressed
speech, and the population likely to find this method useful comprises about
10,000 high school and college-students. Evidently what is required is some
aid in learning to listen, which is not a passive activity. How'many students
would now be prepared to benefit from increased rates of presentation, even were
this generally available? The motivation to attend.to the auditory cues avail-
able, and learning to listen with increased rates of presentation are both mat-
ters now open for investigation-at every level. One of the moat important fac-
tors we have to keep in mind is Dupress' (1966) insistence on a followup of
students after the training program is over, to.see if they continue to use a
learned technique or aid, or if the use of what has been taught decreases
after the end. of the. training program.

Research so far reported using time compression techniques gives one some
reason to-urge further trails of. the technique in the classroom. The promise
held out by the use of time expansion of recorded speech (for the mentally
retarded, for example) is also int:resting: some recent results indicate that
expansion may allow for the smaller immediate memory store of which these
children are capable, at'llilso for their decreased-perceptualabilities and

decreased` ability to order input stimuli sequentially, as compared to normal
children. But it .is somewhat discouraging to report that compression of
speech seems to leave them as far behind their normal peers as when speech
is presented at normal rates: Furthermore, the Newsletter of the Center for
Rate Controlled Recording-reports-a trial-course in American History at the
Hadley School, in Winnetka, Illinoisf (in both Compfesseland noncompressed
versions) that indiCated that students using the compressed version did not
achieve grades which were very impressive, although they,did somewhat better
than those.noi using the compressed version of the course..

In discussions of the use of compressed materials, the matter of learning
to listen is mentioned over and over. Perhaps it might be-poisible to think
of learning to listen in the,sami'way I have suggested that teachers try using
electronic devices-for mobility: that is, the use of learning to listen,
whether by use of special devices or not, may be far more important than the-
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fact that we have one or another device which,permitacompression of speech. An

emphasis on this aspect. of learning, now generally, neglected in education, may af-

ford one of the important points of ,contact between special and general, education

of children, anclbring trials-of. compresseispeech with blind children into the

erena,of.generaleducational research,cn-learning to listen.

In any; case, it is clear that our understanding of what actually occurs in

the compression of speech is just beginning to be extended. 'The limitations of

the most widely, available.devicelor compression of speech (the Eltro Information

Rate Changer) should not constrain us in our attempts to find even better ways to

use time compression for better transfer of information in the auditory.channel.

For example, we have far from exhausted the utilization of style of speech to op-

timize compression by computer processing of the signal, and We know that dichotic

listening may preserve the natural redundancies of speech, while altering their

compoSition in the natural speech signal, thus increasing recognition rate while

preserving comprehension: Turthermoreeresearch on thetransfer of information

may depend auditorily on the results of research on-the processes involved in our

comprehension of auditory signals in general. We think-now that when the channel

capacity of audition isexceeded, some of the. input cannot-be extracted at' the

output, as is included from the Hadley Sehool study. Much evidently depends on the

extent to which we can pare away- e'the successive of redundancy in the nor-

mally appreceived auditory signal, as has been described iy4 the general literature

by G.A. Miller and others, and still have enough left to recover the irreducible_

information content of the message. Certainly the results of,Wietae's work with

time compressed speech on visually_ impaired children reported in The Center for

Rate Controlled Reporting Newsletter implies that more than thecentral processing

involved determines the succesa,or failure,of,a teaching- piogram-using such material

(although central processes may well bound-a limit to compression). ,Finally, our

ability to use alternative devices to,create compressed material Ultimately, depends

on the extentto which out basic knowledge of central cegnitive proCesses grows:
enough evidence has been accumulating in the past few years to suggest some general

model for the processing of visual, tactile,and.auditery signals; the-euccessful

development of such a model would give us important insights into alternative- et-

hods of generating compressed materials..

One immediate consequence of the currently available devices to create com-

pressed speech, could be the increase in.deianclby teachers for samples With-owhich,

to train students in learning to listen; and in Opening the classroom.for experi-

mental investigation. of the usefulness of compressed material for the blind, the

severely visually idpaired, the visually impaired--and,for the sighted student, too.

One of Foulke's studies indicated that there is no interaction between word rate

for listeners and-the-reader's voice quality and reading style; evidently the fac-

tors making-for comprehension at accelerated word rates arathe,same as those gov-

erning comprehension at normal work rates. (Foulke.and Sticht, 1967).. An addition-

al reason for learning to listen is-indidated if the desire is to optimize the use

of compressei speech materials.

The Use of Currently Available General Purpose Equipment

I have suggested above that there are two ways in which change in the diffi-

culty oftranslation of'technology into practice might be affected:' throughthe

maximum utilization of workaday, technology,: and through the-deVelopment of An_atti-

tude of experimentation and innovation. There is no better illustration.of the pay-

off in the fulfilling of both these aims than in some recent attempts to bring home

the,already present-materials that teachers can use here;and now. I should like to

report to you the result of one such experident. One researcher became convinced:

that, in fact, many teachers of blind and severely visuallyAmpaired.children were

isolated from the mainstream of developments in the general educational field, ,to

the extent that they were simply not aware .of the aids that manufacturers made,

.which had immediate relevance to the classroom situations they faced. The resear-
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cher had no resources for purchase of a variety of educational materials; but he

cajoled distributors into letting him'have materials for a period of a few days,
and he placed-the materials to -one large room. He -then secured the help of a
small group-of children, and their teacher, to demonstrate and to play with the
materials. The demonstration was not publicized; no notices of it were printed;
but by'work of mouth, and after the first morning of a two day schedule, he found
himself overwhelmed by the response, so-much so that he had to.extend=the demon-
stration another two days. The response was not only from the school in which
the demonstration was held (although that was enthusiastic enough), but by word
of mouth the news was spready to the community school system, and then to a neigh-
boring school system, and the teachers came in numbers to see the materials about
which so.much excitement had been generated.

What were some of the materials? Among them-were products from Electronic
Futures, Inc., including-a card with a magnetic stripe along one side, on-which
large type-or braille could be imprinted; a 21 track, self contained, tape recor-
der with controls that are easy to operate even for persons with one hand, rugged
and. well constructed, from the same manufacturer; disc player made by 'Audiotranics,
in California, that can rotate at full speed backwards for vari-
ety

.indexing purposes; vari
ety of'recordings of everyday sounds from commercial record producers; some courses
in training for listening: one, produced by Mc-Graw Hill, was made for salesmen,
and.uses time compressed speech;.a course in learning braille, produced by Elec
tionic Futures, Inc; variety of large print books from a number of manufacturers;
along-with samples of large print produced by the ITEK plate maker, and a xerox
914 copier. Ther was also a wide variety of tactual displays, including 'holding

boards with flannel or magnetic'backings, allowing, the construction of letter dis-
plays and tactual maps; there was even a Special paper which, when heated,, produced
raised lines for tactual appreciation of outlines.

Some surprises turned up'during the fewdays this equipmentwa demonstrated.
For example, both teachers-and,pupils were somtimes startled- at the way in which
children were able to operate controls of machines quite well, -even -when it had been
thought they were not capable of.doing so; the inference is 'that the:lumen engineer-
ing of some commercial products, at least, is,better than had'been thought. Another
example: teachers found that even a twotimes enlargement,of ink print type-Made
text available to a far larger-number of children having limited ability. to read
than. they had-thought; that the four times enlargement,of other commercial materials
was even better, and that' they were. surprised; at how much-was available:from the.
educational supply houses.

One real surprise'wasthat the IBM Model- D typewriter on-display, released:
this June, found far larger-nuMbera-of useri-than anyOde,Would- hive suspected. Al-
though -no Special attention-was paid tothe,unit, it Seemed-to fascinate-children,
who quickly learned to make the association between a particular key end a per
ticulir braille configuration; furthermore sighted staff members of -the schbol
where 'the- machine -was on display found themselves -bypassing the overworked-braille
transcriber, and writing notes to braille reading c011egnes and Students direCtly,
even with letter by letter transciption #theylneW-no braille:coding.

The overall impression of the researcher, who had to-cloaehisdoors_for-
cibly and return the equipment he had.en-loan, was that the knOwledgeot-the:Avail-
Ability of these materials, among Others, encouraged SO-much-On:the Spot ingenuity
in applications among the teachers exposed to the-equipment thattheyfoundthim-
selVes excited by the prospects-of Innumerable appliCationstothe 'CIassroomthey-
had never envisaged before. His exhortation is that, very simply put, thieldof
speCial education should. look to the commerical. houses for the equipmentapd'mat-
erials they have- available, use a little imagination, Anctlind.soldtiOns to-the,many
problems teachers. say they-face'for'lack of,special purpose - equipment., now: His
exhortation'assumei sspodial _importance when -.we remember the distribUtionefthe
levels orvisual acuity among the school age-population I have mentioned above;
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there are obviously many children who -could use equipment meant, for the normally

sighted who are the poorer for the lack of the -stimulation they provide.

More importantly, however, I think it is imperative that some means be found

to break the wall of isolation around the special educator. That,wall was created

by conditions which no longer prevail. If the change in the population of school

age children who have some vision obtains as is described here, there are many

children being educated as blind ,students'who are in reality more sighted than

blind (except in the economic or administrative meaning of the term). Perhaps

what is needed is a mobile trailer, full of the educational materials and products

such as those mentioned here, roving around the country, stopping where there are

special educators and children in classes for the blind, and encouraging the ex=

ploration by teacher and students alike of the opportunities for overcoming the

limitations of no special equipment for them.

I am aware, of course, of the-program of-the instructional materials centers

just beginning to be established and to have some influence in the nation; and I

should not like to diminish their importance nor their usefulness over the long

term. Nevertheless, there is no substitute for bringing currently available tech-

nology and the products of technology to the classroom teacher in ,her own surround-

ings.

There is one more matter concerning relations among the classroom teacher,

the administrator/educator, and the. researcher that should be mentioned before

leaving the topic. This has to do with the level from which facts about teaching

of children is drawn to feed into the:theory of the researcher. Whit is involved

is the fact that to the researcher, "practitioner" means a person working at the

"lower range"' of-hypothesea(to pariOhrise Robert Merton); in the field, however,

a "practitioner" is more often than not an administrator Who is'highly verbal, net

presently teaching or working directly with children, or who is concerned with the

implications of action,programs on -'the community, state, or national levels.

Thus a researcher who is working at a'"higher range" Of hypotheses, i.e.,

at higher levels of abstradtion from reality, needs the most basic, grass roots,

inforMation about how, why, what, when, and who, and is he is not likely to Obtain

this kind of information from administrative practitioners whodealcosionly in

categories or,persons who act under a certain limited setofcircUMatances, Under

certain kinds-Of environments, and with certain kinds of grass rootaTradtitionars

(the classroom teachers). 'In other words, the researcher can'obtain from the ad-

ministrative practitioners only a preprocessed version of the reality he seeks to

examine.

Since a researcher's theory, at a high level of Abstraction, can only be

tested so far as it can deal with as concrete a reality as possible, this means

that high level theory is, more often than not, never tested against concrete

reality, but only against an administrator's view of reality, with all the flaws

that this entails. The interaction between the two is further compounded by the

fact that the best grass roots praCtitioners are often teachers (and workers for

the blind) who are not good at communicating what they do, although they communi-,

cote auperbly with students or clients. Finally, those few persons who turn out

to be exceptions to the rule, and are communicative with colleagues, do not deal

at the -grass roots level for verylong: they-are c&pted by 'the adMinistrative

structure in short order.

Since all these factors -may repreient constant's in the interaction between

researchers and practitioners, they are often ignored, and greater or lesser 7io=

lence to the results of research is the consequence. An attempt Shodld be made

to face the possibility, however, that the constant value of these factors in the

Imteration equation betWeen researchers and praCtitioners may acquire different

weightings depending on the -population studied, the perSonalities of the actors,
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_ I the nature of the research design, and the intended use of the observations ob-
tained. For this reason; I consider them crucial variables in any research de-
.sign.

Conclusion

This paper has atempted to give a rather rapid fire survey of attempted
being madi by researcherssnd technologists to-deal with two of the major concerns
associated with blindness and seven visual impairment: navigation and mobility,
and direct access to the printed page. There are alew general features or dis-
tinctions of these several attempts that may help to organize thinking about these
complex and many sided activities; as it happens, these features help to shape these
activities into a few broad categories of effort.

The most important distinction is between systems technology and what I have
called Gebrauchstechnologie or workaday technology,, both, pecial and applied.

The second distinction is between the community of researchers and the com-
munity of practitioners, and the associated norms which obtain,,Wthem, the activ-
ities carried on within them, and the lines of communication. hey'have.

The third distinction is that obtaining in the administration- definitions Of
blindness and severe visual impairment, definitions meant for the totally blind,.
which impose on our thinkingtechniques and methods and areinaccurateljapplied to
students who may actually have some vision which can be used and trained-fOr greater
visual efficiency.

The fourth distinction is the result of examination Of thedemography,of
the blind d-end severely visually impairedin5OulatiOn, and.the realization as a re-
sult that blindness, evenes administratively defined;. is a relative-rarity.

When these several factors are combined in clusters of factors. which influ-
ence the course of research and-development in the field'of sensory aids,- several
important consequences follow. Prominent among these is that systems technology
requires a large national effort to be mounted, for successful delivery of its po-
tency inwseful products;, the creation of a sustained effort for evaluation, and
training in the use of these products; and an engagement of the practitioner or
teacher very early in the evaluative prodese.

Another consequence Isthat systema.technology-will not often prove to
solve most of the problems faced by the teacher in the clasiroom:day today:
these are too varied and too spetial from child to child totmake this possible.
It is here that we can eipect the greatest impact, of workaday technoloty, andaost
especiallyfronthe direct utilization of currently available educational. products
and techniques developed for Mhitever OnrpOse.

Finally, it is evident that if the opportunity is provided for the teacher
herself, and hir students, to .create the sense of.i classroom laboratory, a num-
ber of benefits may be realiied. Among them is a fmlier:ntilizatiOn of the capa-
bilities of the individual student, a greater sense of accomplishment in the teacher,
and the creation of a pathway for interest in the 4elivery of both technologies to
the claasrOOm.

The present state of our knowlidge of sensory aids,'at least on, the level
of workaday technology, permits us to- seethe alMost immediate creation of an en-
vironment for the visually impaired child which offers hia,a,w14-Variity of alter-
natives in his attempts to engage himself with the world. around him. With rels-r-
tively little effort, a realistic possibility exists;to turn hiwlearningenvir-
Onment into an exciting; adventure in exercising his talents and-allOwitivhiM a

scope and depth Of interaction-which encourages him to explore and eXperiment.
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The creation of a "creativity, amplifier" out of the surroundingsof,the schoolroom

has the possibility of making possible the creation of a "hearing feeling!' space

patternedefter the "seeing hearing" space of the normally sighted child: Coupled

with the possibility that this kind of innovation mayltelp make possible the swifter

delivery of systems technology to the classroom, the prOspects for a richer exper-

ience for both the childand-his teacher seem attractive indeed. The fact of an

impairment cannot be changed; but the prOsOects for alleviating the consequences

of visual impairment in children are steadily improving. What will you make Of

these prospects? Since a researcher can only advise, and cajole, and entice, but

not coerce, your answer is awaited with great interest.

(Copies of the-original,pOper, from which this condensed article was taken, are

,available from-the authori, Leslie L.Clark; Director, International Research Infor-

mation Service, American foundation-for the Blind, 15 West 16th' Street, New York;

New York 10011)
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SPECIAL

THE DESIGN PROCESS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION- FACILITY PLANNING

'by

Alan Abeson

Introduction

The intent of this paper is to examine an approach to. the planning-of'

special education facilities-to result in the-design:of physical facilities

which permit the effective of special education programs.

A few of the major factors should be discussed which can operate-to
improve not only the quality of the planning, but ultimately the effectiveness

of the educational program that occurs in the completed building.

Deaign.Process

One important phraseAn planning special educational facilities is

"design procesi." Thii phrase is used because it implies that the-derivation

of a design for a facility is not merely .a matter of having an arChiteci or

designer produce predetermined. - designs -of classrooms. Rather, the term implies

that the derivation of:a de:Sign occurs through a lengthy data gathering-and

assessing proCessthat is centered .upon -an.analysis of the behavicirs and

activities that-will occur in the-new environment. The first step in data

.gathering is precisely determining your philosophy as itspplies to the-educa-

tion-Of the particular'childien of concern. Dr. J.G. Benedict expresses this

concept with_sufficient importance.whenhe-suggested_ in a personal communica-

tion that "the-philosophy and-the carriers of the philoeophy be on headwall -

before new structures are constructecLor designed."

In the past, educators have been approaching the desigziprocess when

they have engaged in. the preparatibn of the educational specifications. Par-

ticular attention is devoted.to listing the furnishings and equipment that

are needed. The problem, hoWever, is that the specifications Are rarely pre-;
pared With Sufficient precision -or completeness to be of great use to the

architect. This is particularlytrne in describing-many of tbeseemingly

unimportant events which occur-daily. Children take drinks, walk to the black-

board, stand-at their.-seats. These things -ire nnimportant'perhaps:but never -

theless --of concern, for the architect. may see implications for design which

will facilitate the realization of many such activities. Of coarse, such an

approac-bythe architect requires his-appreciation of the positive-effects

which can be transmitted or-reinforced bythe environment. Consider an

example: most classrocims and schools are-designed to admit children. directly

into the classrooms from the. hall or outdoors. Boots, coats, lunches, etc.

are deposited in the-main.classroem,and "arrival.behevioevccersthere as

well. Thus, some time must be taken by the teacher to stop that behavior

and prepare the children for the. learning activities -of the day. What if an

anteroom, separated"by some type -of barrier from the learning spaceWere

available and the children entered, the learning area knowing that "nom it is

fist to-learn and we -start by coming into this space." Would it make a

difference in -their mood or behavior? This is not certain, but that mood and
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attitude can be influenced by,environmeni is known. -Simply think of a
"romantic dinner" and what that brings to your mind in terms of the environment.

Problems in Implementation of the Design Process

This brief discussion then leads to the specific problems likely to be
faced in the impleMentation.of the design process. Few educators have the
experience to completely assess the capabilities of the environment and few
architects can completely grasp the functioning of the educational process.
The obvious need is to bridge this gap by bringing the designer and educator

-

together for the exchange of meaningful:information. In fact, what is
required is the much.maligned "interdisciplinary" effort. Included in this
effort must be not only the-educator, but also the full eomplelent of ancillary
and support personnel that assist the classroom teacher. As you well know, in
special education this'ideally involves an army of specialists from the speech
'therapist to the rehabilitation counselor,. including classroom -aides and
dietary staff.

Inherent in the creation of a multidisciplinary effort in this arena
are three formidable obstacles. The first of these is overcoming the
barriers to conmunication that may exist between the designer architect and
the,educator. Designers frequently admit that they prefer graphic to verbal
expression. Because educators live their entire lives using verbal expression,
'An immediate problem.is evident. The extent of this incompit bility-ley-ixtend
from-uses of the words "program" to "research." Studentand_Stea (1966)
express the predicament of the designer most graphically: "Finally, he (the
designer) must make highly complex design. decisions With. linguistic (conceptual)
tools which are both inappropriate and clumsy (p. 130)." StUder (1966),
speaking about the.inability of the deaigner to assimilate the reitilts.of
behavioral research into design criteria, Issues a case for alterations of the
Linguage-of the.designer which. permits the incorporation. of other information.

While it may appear that what,has.been-said-thus far places the-burden
of fault upon the-,architect, this is not intended. After all, educators have
similarly been successful at creating a highly specialized-vocabulary which
not only locks out other "specialists" but also causes internal confusion.
The terms teem teaching, grouping, and experience unit teaching are outn few
examples. By conveying the demands of the-environment in edudational terms to
the architect, the educator will be forced to.clerify.each-concept demand to
permit design-decisions to -be most accurately .*4e. The-educator can no.longer
say to an architect, "we need,a 24 classroom anheol. with the usual_facilities,"
nor can be-and-his itaff.prepare anet of educational; neeificatione for
delivery tnanabsentee architect at a later 4ate.

-Another question that:must-be raised at the juncture is how much time.
the architect cannconomically afford to spend With the planning of.your
facility. .Since.his time -must be limited, carefully drawn.plins should
precede the arrival of the architect to insurethat:hisnastmum contribution is
Obtained.. Perhaps the architect should meet initially -with the educational

staff ortommittectbet will-develop the,specificationi to indicate some-of the
information he-requires. The committee thouldEnpon,completing the specifica
tions, interpret them4or theAmehitect. Alan,: the architect should. spend
time in. the schools -seeing what occurs, what the ehildren_are like, the-multi
ple -uses of space, etc. Perhaps the architect and representatives of the
committee could interview staff to-Obtain individual information not contained
in the summery educational- specifications. Certainly, annffective working
relationship between the architect and educationalntaff will prove valuable
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later when reaction to the preliminary sketches,are needed. Therefore, the

educational agents have a responsibility to plan the use of the architect's
time with them so that the greatest amount of workable data can be.generated
for consideration in the preparation of the preliminary sketches.

The third problem, in addition to communication And economy of effort,
it that of discovering with the architect. what it is that you don't know.
Consider the plight of the small community that is in the midst of planning a
new building and wishes to include, as an integral portion: of it, an instruc-

tional materials center. As the time comes to derive spetificplans, it is
up to the educator and- architect either apart or in tandem tOteek the aid of

information and/or specialiits.

While facilitating the design process through interdisciplinary planning
is betet by three distinct major problems, the three are clotely interrelated.
To create communication, the feeling -must be that both educatort And architects
havem contribution which can only be -.made effectively through' interaction.
The attempt to achieve interaction results in a clarification of-VocabUlary
objectives and areas of competency. This clarification:prOCess is furthered

by joint planning by the architect and educator to insure that the former is

exposed with guidance to themaiimum opportunities for the collection of
information to be absorbed prior to the production of the design.

Conclusion-

Consideration,of-twofinal points it necessary in coClUsion. First
beware of accepting, popularized Conceptsts requirements for your buildings.

An example of this occurance is that many prograistubMitted to architects

include a request for the provision of "Maximum-flexibility." The quest;On is,
if it is needed where should it occur, and how? :Many classrooms now are
constructedwith the,capAbility for connectingithrough the removal of a variety

of types- of temporary walls. RoWever,. We aiked,ianyvf,thereadhers in .these

rooms how often-they-exercised the pOtintial and-the-majority indicated rarely

or never. Thusisnother,point has bien.sCOred'for engaging in,the-careful
preparation of-individu#1 programs.

Atking the teachers about the use Of their-rOOms is a simple fora-Of

evaluating the environment. Thus, you should be encouraged to engage in as

complete an eValuatioirms possible of yOdr existing and new facilities. A
most effective means of accomplishing this- objective is to dompaie,the -teacher

teacher's reactions of the environment tO.the originally stated objeCtiVes
the program -given to the architect. HoweVer, one the evaluation i cOmPleted,
the results must not be filed away,,but_should be incorporated in the,program

for the next facility..
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ABSTRACT

GARLAND JUNIOR COLLEGE'S PROGRAM ON THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD

by

Vera C. Weisz

This paper describes the philosophy of the Garland Junior .;:ollege Child
Study Department, and how it is implemented in the training of teacher
assistants and teacher aides.

The students are prepared to work with children from two through six
years of age, and are exposed to a core of human development courses and
supervised practicum experiences that will enable them to assist with children
in a variety of settings.

Assistant Teachers

Between 1963 and 1967, 20 of the Garland,graduates transferred to
college programs in the field-of special education, and 20 worked with dis-
-advantaged children. The training allowsthe students to become familiar-With
some. of the problems and potentials of the exceptional and disadvantaged child
during ther training and become aware of the many approaches to teaching these
children.

The Child Study majors are screened prior to the second year by-the
Chairman of the Department. Their perional qualities and potential to work
with young children are reviewed., -Field work placement with exceptional
childrehlepostponed to the Second semester, so -that during the first semester
the student obtains a basic experience with normal children. An Associate of
Science degree is awarded to the graduate.

Some,of the special needs of the exceptional and disadvantaged child
and the methods and compensatory practices in working with these children are
described.,

The Garland program offers a variety of,enriehment experiences such as
films, guestspeskerspend observations. in clinica, hospitals, day care centers
And'guidanee centers to give the student deeper understanding of the exception-
al child.

;

Close field work supervision and individual-counseling-is al strong
feature of both the teacher assistant and the teacher aide,programe.

Teacher Aides

The three short term training programa for-teachermides4oilowed the
prototype of the two,yearassistant program. Sixty percent of the candidates
were from target poverty areas and ranged froM-16 to 23 years of age in two
programs, and23,to 52 years Of age in another, in contrast to-the regular
Garland 9044. These Were six to eight week in residence programs with
four credits, which inclUded much group interaction, cultural trips, required
remediakteiding, role playing and other methods of intensifying the learn1.4
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experience.

The employment of these graduates was a major problem, since the local
school system was not ready to employ aides. Seven of these girls received
scholarships to Garland Junior College and 13 worked in day care centers and
Head Start programs. ,
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HOMEBOUND AND HOSPITALIZED

THE SPECIAL CHILDREN'S CENTERA RURAL AREA,
COMMUNITY SPONSORED MULTIDISCIPLINARY DAY PROGRAM
FOR THE CEREBRAL PALSIED -AND MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED

by

Frances G. .Berko

Preliminary Considerations

In discussing rural area treatment and-training of the cerebral
child,, there are certain preliminary considerations. --By now it must be fairly
well recognized that there is a gap between psychological' theory in perception
and learning and textbook clinical treatment of the cerebral palsied and
multiply'handicapped-child; there is an equally wide difference between-what
the. books tells us to do and what is actually-done in today's treatment and
training of the-Child in the clinical and/ofspecial education setting. If we

recognize this, then we -are. prepared to face the reality that certain stock
phrases like "treating-the whole child" have-virtually become meaningless when
we speak of actual service to the child today. In describing any program

which may be unique or different, a point at which, except for these
hackneyed trite phrases, our present vocabulary failstobe descriptive-of
What can transpire on the clinical level. Recognition of these facts is
becoming increasingly- widespread among the practitioners, as exemplified by
1Yr. Ray Barsch's (1967) latest works: ae tries to-establish a completely new
vocabulary to express a relatively old concept within-the modern framework.

-It should be relatively simple to-establish complete programs for the
cerebral palsied. in the larger urban areas where there are high population
conCsitration of both potential caseloads vand-qualified,professional prectition-
:s in all the related disciplines. However, in the more rural, areas which
have-neither the advantage of attracting trained personnel. nor the cencentra-
ionvof caseloads, it becomes a challenge to provide an outpatient Service of
eqd11 caliber to that which can:bavailable tothe child living in the metro-
politan areas.

'That is the challenge whiCh we in Ithaca faced five years ago. Arthat
pdint, andfor at least some ten years previously, the-Ithaca area -had an:out-
5pa4ent facility serving cerebral palsied, mentally retarded, and otherbandi-
-Ca00ed' Children:who resided:in a six:county-area. The staff consisted of a
lediCal director who was an orthopedist, an executive director -whose baCkground
weals a social case work, three therapists, in physiCel, occupational, and,
speech therapy,: epreechool teacher and an aide, a parttime leader-for the adult
Trograi who was a freshman-law student, and three bus drivers. Ofthe 59 names-
othe so called active caseload, 34' Were receiving some service, and informa-
tion was finally gathered on five or six others. The children came froma Six
county area of central New York. Aside from the orthopedic evaluation-on the
physically handicapped' children and the social case.history*there was little

wr no information in the files.- The therapists and teachers had.ne special

training:or experience with-thewultiply handicapped- child. It was a therapeUT,

tically"oriented clinic,where preschool was in unstructuredvaiting area for
therapy. Inact, the preschool:program was referred td-as the "playroom:"
Concepts, such as childhood brain daiage, speCific learning - -disabilities,



f

behavioral changes through operant conditioning, the needs for the structure
program learning,, perceptual motor deviances, etc. were completely foreign

to the staff. Thus we had situations like a child trying to learn to lite a
shoe in occupational therapy for thiee years, or the child drilling. the "S"

sounds in speech when he could not comprehend as simple a question as "What
is your name?"

In other words, we began with _e typical rural area facility, sponsored by
four United Funds and Community Chests, under the leadekshiP of a voluntary
health boaid of interested, well meaning community leaders, and under the
directorship of a capable woman who had neither the professional training nor
the clinical experience to evaluate -and design programs under modern clinical

standatds.

Purpose of Program

This then was the challenge: (a) to structure and gain finance to support

a program-commensurate with modein clinical practices, (b)o,Obtain'thephyli-
cal.plan suitable to-neeting,the program.needs, (c) to find-and train a staff
capable of carrying threagh,a program to serve as many childien a needed the
program, and,(d) &enlist the support of the professional and the lay
community in support of such a piugiam..

Before all this could become a reality, certain hypotheses had tc Le-

established. Essentially, the purpose of the Center is to obtain sufficient
language learning improvement in the multiply handicapped child so thi0; he can
successfully.retUrato the normal: flow of community life. t4ii is- io sesithat,

now and fOr` the past filie year's, in so far as service to children is concerned,

the Special' Children's Centet:has diecliiied ill.ptetenbe of being a day

training center. While it is beiiivedthat every child, regardless ofmUlti-
plidity of handicap, seVerity,ofretaidatiOn,,orpresent level Of function,
deserveS an opportunity to show-what gains he can make Under an intensive,
professionally oriented clinical program, no child is sUtained in the program,
once it is established beyond a -reasonable doubt that he cannot btnefit there-

from. Essentially, his means, that criteria must be established and defined,

before programing is begun. Then, progreie must be reported, in-adcOrdence-eith

the criteria. To a-61.64'e such prOgreed, two approaches, must be usedconcOmmii-

tently: The environment -must beedjuatedto-meei the-needs,,Ofthe=child, rhile
the child is taught to.adjust to-ihnenvirobient. Tn this pteceduie, there;

alao.Mustbe some selectivity -on-Ohicb.neide,of the child areto'biaetired,

firit.

This-dadision making for the'SOACiai Children'aCentei, in Vietuof its
besic attucturei,was, relatively, simple: Since it wittiOrogrinectfor-ditect

treatment Of:the-child who.reilded-within a 40' mile radius From its -home

base, it seemed obvious that little or nothing-could be done by this facility
to directly altet the psychological and socioeconomic condition of the home.

By the *me-oken, in view of the staffing,' initationsi any attempts_ -to amelio-

rate preexisting pitienial,leonflictir4hiCb-eause-rejection of the Child,aouid'at

best be fragmentary: For example, finances haVe never pernitted-theUenter to
employ a quilified-soCial OOrket who could make home. Visits: Tbereforeithe
premise was established -that alteration of the-lei-linage learbing-behaVior of

the multiply handicapped child would have a ieditting:effect,onthe child's

needs in that as the child dinonstratei to the parent his increasing abilities,.
the parentioUtild becone noieaCceptiagOf the-child as an indiVidUil meibet"

of the family.
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'Structure and Functions -of :Programs -
10 programs-boned-on thii-nremise,: the concept of !'structure" was

introdticed. The assumption was made that if the multiply handicapped child
could learn heterogeneously from free play ,experience,. he did, not need. to
at the tenter. However, free play learning is preceded in normal development
hy-e certain degree of .ability in behavioral control,--r,perceptual motor develop-
ment, attentionSpan,,recePtive and expressive Colitunication, and adaptive and
-creative play Theta are the major learning deficit's of the children Within--
our program It was therefore-decided,that, regardless of ,primary
the group-fegmrienei should concentrate on these learning areas in a strictly
controlled environment, so that the trained teacher could be aware not only of
what stimuli are being -fed: into the child, but _alio 'bow the Child is interpret
ing, and acting upon the stimuli Within, this framework, it was hypothesized
that no new -leareingCOMid occur without a 'certain degree of behavioral Central.
To achieve sSfficieiit behavioral modification to insure individual learning
Within the-,grouP7of eight to ten-children, simple operant conditioning was ur4d,
in:whiCh,,zfeCus is upon one behavior at a tine, aid transference to the voiced
c.nd is mode as rapidlyse.-posaible. The ultimate ail of such group pro-
graling; was established at three goals. iaimiziag the :speCific; learning
disabilities, establishing the abilities at creative Play-Withii the free
play framework and at the child's individual mental age level, and thus enabling-

---the:th.ild:-to learn in the less- structured group iiituaticin it that le-iel.

Staff Responsibility

:On-aiother,dimension, there had to be a definition of respOnsibility
among, the Clinical staff of the Various- disciplines. In most _general terms,
the therapies were considered to be Individual learning elperleacee,giVen-the

,child on a one ,t0 one basis, while preschool and other classiMam0- which wan
later developed taught -the-child to-use in the group-Situation whet was learned
in therapy. This Meant that -moat children.hed re'be scheduled for both individT,
Wel therapy and-group -learning experience.

Purposes of Therapies

The therapies themaelies-siere redefined in pi_srpOle. Physidal therapy was
&aligned the responsibility for self locomotion. On the prairies that-no real
learning can-occur without the to sit, upright, thus aPawiag. the per-, 7-7_

caption of the anwirooment as it ii normally perceived, locosiOtion was broadened
beyond the concept of Walking. lolling.cheirswere designed so that, whomever
possible, the child could sit with his feet on the fleet and push- himself to
Where he wanted to go.. These chairs ware specifically -intended for elassroon
usage and eliminated -the use of the,wbealch, aft der*/ the time the child was
at the Center. The -Use of the rolling chair in no way ;winged upon the-gross
motor activity or the use-of the floor for certain-of the group learning
exPericncuS

Occupational therapy was charged -with the responsibility-of visual percep-
tual motor -development. Here again, the broadest possible range of. activities

:was--assigaed, to this:area-of learning. Everything from aye LOcUS. and hand eye
cobrdination to abstract learning in reading comprehensioe andaritimstie
problem- solving wal, included, in the- definition; self care, -iiscludiag feeding
and dressing, are cOnsidered a:part of this visual perceptual ;satiates.. In

:other Words; OccupatiOaal therapy at the Center is a cOmbinatien of modern
traditiOnal occupational therapy for neurologically impaired childrea aat-aduCa--
tional therapy.
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Perhaps the greatest deviation from traditional concepts was made in the
redefining of speech 'therapy's responsibilities. To. this area was-assigned
the responsibilities korindiyiduil language-development and AuditOry percep-
tual development. It became arelative rarity for the-Center's speech thera-
pists to concern themselves with- intelligibility of sound or of speech

production. The primary concern here was to develop communicative ability,
including vocabulary, phrase and sentence structure, verbal comprehension, and
:adequate oral language for self expression. While it was felt that sound and
speedh intelligibility came. later in the developmental cycle and Could well be
handled by the publid school speech therapist, it has also .beeaproVen that
souniproduction' mproyea in this type of child as AUditOry perception of sound
becomes more disdrimihating (JOhnson and,Myklebust, 1967; Meechie, Berko and
Berko, 1066)'.

Overlapping

Naturally, there is a-considerable overlap betheen thedemOdalities. What
is more fundamental:it that no-child-is a series of pieces which can be fit,
together like a jigsaw puzzle to make,a whole. With the belief that the overlap
cannot be eliminated, eachahild's program is designed'ta take-maximum advantage
of whif overlap does occur. It might be said here, parentheiftilly, that this
approach-cannot be used without a bright, Wellmotivated, Well trained staff,
among whoa there it-a complete ibience of friction, tension, and jealousy. In

this respeCt, we at the,Cenier have, been extremely fortunate-tinting the -past
four years; so much ho that iaperiddi'When theFbas-been a shortage of
personnel in one discipline, the. staff in the -other disciplines have incor-
porated some of-the lacking objectives for the child into their own curriculak
Thus,aben we are short of speech therapists, as we are now, much of the
language developmentis-included.in the lesson Planning foraCcupational"

therapy. This, of course, indidates a strong, Continang inset-vice training
PrOgral, so that individuals of one discipline become fully familiar with the
techniques usedly the other Clinicians.

More advantageous to the habilitation of tbeamltiply handicapped child,
however, is that the elinfriai+e anderstand-tbit the overlap is net detrimental
or repetitious in the overall-learning. Each therapist and teacher,

by the very fact that he is a bUhan being, differs in his approach to-teaching
the tame concept, even when theseme materials are. used. Thisfact, rather than
confusing the childas-it might be theoretiCaLlyhyPothesized, seems -to rein-
force-conceptual learning and overcome the rigidities and abstract learning
deficits. The omgolagi-instrastaff communicatiommi about the learning perform-
amce of each child-eliiimate whatever tempOrary confusiOn may occur.

Diagnostic Evaluation

In order to achieve-this caliber of programing; aPprOach, there,iiitially

must be a complete laitialdiageostit evaluation. Thisi entails *mach larger

teem of diagnostic-disciplines than the Cemter'Sei-five years agii. Ciadhally

over-the years, :consultants is psychology, speneh pathology, pediatrics,. mic-

rology and psychiatry were added. Today, when a child is first referred-to -he
Caster (98 percent of the referiali-are mmde either by the family physician or

some recolpiirail agency), 'scoria of-him-pest medical diagmostic sad hsbilita=
time bistory sae-obtained. -73a-first visit with his-parents is for the purpose

of complete case-history Loki-awned aeurhipzrychaegicat evaluation. Thar the
child is schniala to hie seem the ampahalf day by-the pedistriciam, Orthoeied
ist, neurologist aid psychirtriai,,uhoi after they see the child and:perest
-separathly,-comfeewith each other in the:Presence of the clinical staff to

arrive at a diagnosis and prognosis, and -to make recommodatioesioth for
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programing and additional, evaluations, Wnecessary,particularly-in,eudiology
and olithalmolOgy. AUdiometic screeniniandepeeekand language assessments are
done by theCeater's speecly,therapidts who have master's degrees lb:Speech
Pathology, these Screeninge=and'assegisments-arereviewed and strengthened by
the-coniultanCleSpeechpathology two ortbree-times yearly.

Transportation

Because of the wide rural area serVed, transportation oftembecOmes "the
tail that waggedthe-dog." For exanple,*00km,Oueber.ef yeare-tv-establieh:
relatively honogeneouSgroupiligmot2the'hadis.of developmental level because
of therouting4rOblems inealved,ip:Our own transportation systee. The Center
operates three buses, each Originatinifrom-MTPoint 3Qyte.40 Miles away
from Ithaca. Through the purchase,dfchelarierbuses,.havini each_route,Make
rim round trips a dayiend Supplementing thisser4ice.throughsublic school
tranaporiailoh this probleillas gradually been diainished.-

Facilities

'During Christmas week, 19674. the Special Children!MpenternoVed.into its
long dreamed of home At a cost of $900,000, the Tompkins County Board of Super-
visors had apprOVedremOdeliniof,ae-eicisting:build*Avehieh literally involved
a complete gutting of the interior of the oldwirUcture,and,redesigmini:Of
floor plans to seeclOth-the,nieds of the agencies housed therein and the
demandi-of-the4ovirMaentaldepartnenWahiChAluppori thee. In thisjecility,
the Special Children's Center occupies Sele-1,400.squarefeet, lac***
classrooms, fourfour speech therapy reOns,-eraainieg,fOOns,iiiceuplitiOnal4nd'phylii-
cai therapY, departnentsede4Oite-enough to house three therapists per department,
a gross motor room, & Workshoplos:the Special Adults progrelFvhich-isleyond
the scope of this paper, and office space

Relationship of the Center to ihi-tublic SchOoLeSySten

,

After several vain.atteipts tcvmetli grentfrOn-gcliernnental and fOundi=
tion sources, thee local publicmcbools were apliroachecl.to-proVidesipeciiiedU-

Cationfor thelie,childrea.atthe Special Childreals:Center. SiCce-Aie-Claes
was designed to-serve the older child (fiCe-to,eight yeaki-old) regardless of
primary diagnosis, whose_ecadeali functi:Oniies-bn:rhe kindergarten-or-first
gradeleirel,_tbdispecial-cless was calledtheC"claksroom for the multiheadi=
cipped."-ipeoCe began a44400:WeddingletWeeme.OngiC school sysitemand-a
private agency in the eduClition.of Children need to learn in-a special
way. By mutual agreement the pidllic schools agreedi,,to.-preilde furniture,
supplies and the-ealary of a teacher hind. after joialaterview
agencies. The Center was.tolirowide curricalin guidance, SuierVialali Of the
toga's:, end other superilsorimarvices.which generally fall to the-School
priacIpal. Ibe classroom teacher ii-Censideredm-memher of-both thaXenter's
staffammt-tbe Speria1,Mucatloi.ataff of the latalichool. 'paten, which. since
Deemer 1.164, is tballaerd efCaaperatiwe idaratiamal Services of Tampbpas-
Sawa_ casettes. noes flue classrooms fulettlen es the ,asee principle as the
prafcbool, vitk,a steel. estopp_Lee. Decauea of rertalavaimInIstretivarestric-

P:=4 grcsnkfiii. diem are
nrg placgd 2p=1:7; r-!--1=tr slIP=c1010#41-4ge when the overall
leveL of function is rc ii tF.40-4P Ocug'§ c ricuI. wgver,
bacalasa-of tha.clastaass of the cooptFarjr= beccathe p#11.4: and
-istrcy,- them rite iiissii_itisso at* ussallY-cottatted to the a4 Y24.trage of the
child. 'Perbspe the mat unique feature ef tbls-pregradmi Ig.tbriaterrelation
between the claairrun4reap amoklugivIdial tbermy. Met oely-la.tbat.wa
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constant ,flow ofebildren.froa the-classroom to the various therapies, but
there is an equally constant flow of communication between the teacher and the
therapists, each shedding more InfOrlation,to the other about the child and

his language learnini.needs: It is this dedication6of.staff which.makes for
progress, with 20 percent of the children successfully returning tothe.nom4
flow Of public school pladement each year, there is to cite other

justifications for this program.

.0b*Ionsly, this evolution to a-relatively complete, professionally
oriented center for the training',and education of-maltibandicapped children
could -not have occurred Without the. support of the professional workers in the

-eomeunitY. The education. of the pediatricians, school psychologists, rlioical
psyChblogists,aoCial workers, welfare and public health personnel, and school
officials has reaped many-benefits for all the children of our area- Beginning
with the first meeting, with the -hospital pediatric staff, physician-education,
a continuing process, has included systematic mailing of all evaluative and
quarterly-progress reports, and attendance at the monthly evening-staff =ay.-

ihgs. While there-is still much to be done in this respect, the-communication
betnerm.the-pediatriCiant of-the_aret and' the Center has reached the level_at

Which the Executive Director, a laysin, can telephone any child's pediatrician
to discuswubaernations and.recoimendations,. even those which may be medical in

nature.

Inservice courses have been given to welfare and public healthperammel,
so that the constant commnmication between these agencies have become a part of

the daily routine.

Conclusion

This then is bow the challenge is met. ale far from a perfect solution.
Not only ire there certain handicapped children within our service area who
cannot benefit frOm such a.program, such as the enclitic child or the very
severely retarded child below the chronological age-of five, but we do sot have
therone to_accammOdate all the children that can be benefited. At so time
within the past' four years have we beenuithout avniting list lean. depart-
ments; yet both our-average daily attemdanteAmad our active -caseload as more

than tripled doting that period. Each of our teachers is respossible for tea

to 20 different children-la the course of the day's work; while full time
irmrapisis teach a minim= of tea, bet sore freqnmetly 11 or 12 differeik cases
a day. In order to achieve am equal balance between individual amd grog*
learning, the therapy schedule-1s preset &exordia" to the prescribadweekly

1

frequency of each therapy; is this Emmet the teacher has notice-Am& each
child vill be &beast from the group amd plea her carricelemaccordingly.

i

i Doe to perms* shortages is tralsed eersommel, the of Peiftine therapists
) is frequest;. this li feasible eel; sham. the theraPist tam workt the same

tie& of day, two or more days a wenk, -tins allowing the single thetsplit to ewe
tie are child at the prescribed fragmmey. Because some group lemming
Uses areare on a half day basis, it is also possible to employ parttime taschers,
bet esPeriesce has shown that this is mot desirable laid:ref the amuse of
staff traisleg, sepeavislos, amd general commemicatien seeded to Maintain the
estabLished levelef service.
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learning disabilities is isolation or as an,addea part of the obvious, visible,
audible hasdicap. Dousing, because of its flexible adjustment for the
different cultures of the children, to ease the strain at the day's end, but,
most of all, to offer true hone life as a substitute to institutional living,
is in carefully selected sad supervised-foster hones. Foster parents truly
become a part of the staff. The backgrounds of the children vary from
poverty to riches sod fres parents with a sixth grade education to parents who
are doctors add other professiosals. In order to-have meaning to all, all
written materials for general distribution is presented with a seventh grade
vocabulary; letters, often accompanying this material, can be geared to the
parrots' educational level.

Basic to this Association's work philosophy are that:

1. Diagonals shoal& end is a plea to reduce a -handicap, or -offer constructive
valance .la; its msesgemont.

2. pro tag therapist or teacher, put in the role-of diagarticiaa, is
more likely to meet oar goals of diagnosis tam one concentrating solely
oa diagnosis. Likewise, the comma& exposure to problems in. diagnosis
sharpess the practitiomerst doservatioa-la the.claseroom or in therapy.
Also, exposed directly to the roles- of parents is diagnosis, the nracti-
timer boomer appreciates the _seed to larinda potents is all plasnint.

3.. Contribuana is what matters from staff; here foibles as be .better
tolerated if the focus is: ode contribution_

4. Staff is given the freedom to think, plea, mad immovate, sod them, they
contribute more them those whose emotivity is curbed by as nor abrades=
of supervision.

Diagnosis of Children with Learning-Dimbilities

Our plan to pot theory into action is this hard to understood area of
learning disabilities starts with the preparatioa for diagnosis. We put fami-
lies, teachers, doctore arl.hospitals to work supplying informatics which
helps us plan the diagnostic study Of each inliviamal child. We use mime-
graphed forms (they permit inexpensive flexibility), and structure questions
to focus thinking on the masej areas of trouble these chiLlrea often show.
There are map check itele to compensate for the long fonds seat to parrots,
and mach shorter ones were seat to sclools. Direct esestions, coupled an
a:pleura= of their redress, are seat to doctors, hospitals, and agemcies,
allays enclosing a aired permit release = form.

Sore oftedr-thsa_mot, disjuncts involves as array of tests art.observa-
time, mad, for nil*, horde. for a three day period. The diagnostic plan:is
o isrgraphed -for all who are involved, sal fords -the feedback-of isformatioa
gat:heron front all sources to the parents. (lie believe. that writtem material -
has a different Iotiosal 'Upset oa parents thenirerbal, sod silo as
opportunity for as muck accurate review as-seareary.) The "diagnostic plea"
includes- a descriptioa of the child's history mad Modica's, the reason for
the visit, the - booming -plan, and the hour to hour schedule for each day. Siam
the refirral is usually -made by ail, sad-information is .gathered this way,
the whole plan has 'to la made without seeing child- or Therefore every
minute of the visit Ms- tolde adult supervised, and each adult takes the child
to, the most appolamest. The diaper:ie. study is- Made by as array of testers
,aid, in contrast to those we. did is the past with. testing only Oom a one to
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one basis, includes observations in living, .on our bus, in free-play, in.the
lunch room, in a classroom, and in -play alone. Each involved.parson.Writes a
report and mikes recommendations for troubles noted in that area. The foster
mother writes reports about eating, sleeping, behavior, and play. The
Coordinator, who collected data and planned the:diagnostic study, - also collects'
written reports, and combines .them into.a written report for pirents. Before-
doing. this, however, usually the child is accompanied by:the Coordinator, to the
Pediatrician's' office (a_good chance. for observation), and the Coordinator has
a conference With parents to learn about their .feelings, fears, questions',
approaches, and information or disinfciimation. .A written.Evaluition &Mowry,
Form- is used (two mimeographed pages) covering 14 items considered, end is
sent with ,an accompanying explanatory- with numbers corresiOnding to the
form. A letter is sent to-parents giving conclusions and reconmendetioni.
Similar report material, is routinely limit to the -family- doctor,., the
Superintendent_ot *Schools, to the child's teaches, and to an involved agency.
(Parents are toid-this,_ and they- are - pleased.) SOmetilei actual copies of
tests are-sent, or the.Pediatriciael report to the.family doctor. All staff
returns the diagnostic plan material -in cauthis, too, needs to be sent to
ceiplete the picture. Thus the whole, program from stair to -finish is largely
handled through _Writing,.-but not- without -human- contacts -- before the repOrts are
sent. The_efficaey ,-nae-be tested only 'by the xelpoise to recommended action,
and this is, great. lefesal of parenti to- consider sending their child to stay
with Strangers is rare; the_lank of response to recommendation happens
Pert of this is now due to our -reputation, and ,pirt,zwe think,, -is due to the-
parents' sensing that we truly care. This_ can be Shown in-writing quite-as
veil as in speech if done carefully, and in language parents understand. Even
relatives (often nOnua4erstang.t.ix, disturbing ones) can. Shiite the-pmfreiits'
report; one parent, absent fres; an interview, can thin jet the name Teets as
the one who came. The-rendit Of the ,Sharinrek-.thil- inferlition.with,schbels,
physicians, and agencies shows cleaily and belt of all,. In the
referrals - of young children. It,Timas led to. schools .seeking our advice in
:establishing Ginza' saint:44i. 0-rejects they Were consideting for -chiliree_with-
learning ittiabilities.:

:Treatment

In general; treatnent neeest-io center on:

I. A--plan-,-of structure le thek-hesii, and-)scheel r
function- best in a.setting-,of nrganiiation)

-
COSSistiScP in mensgement to induce confmii_ons

children-

3. Dilution of excitement for tises,sdien structure is _absent

4. NedicatiOnior some to letter Stabilise behlwrior. attempted only in situa-
tionmi-where-valiolobservations

5. An abundanceof :praise ter chi/44141.th failure packed lives, but able,*
earned praise-

6. Learning by doing to facilitate the foundation of all fetus* learning

7. Enjoyable therapeutic actiiritieS, given- at-home or in.sehool.

!or the home, we have, prepared ineoirsphiki material on sequence,
recall,_ listening, eye games, physical readiness activities=concentrating on
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the-mOre-coMMon occurrences of deficits. .A recent-addition is on the-use of.
the typewriter-for children whose concept of letter side; letter order-, spacing
between-words,-etc: is diatorted. The aUthOrship of the material borrOf from
many people and many sourcesthose who.writeand,deveidp-programa in this
field, and our own staff -Agata,a1Ilawritten in-a seventh grade vocabulary
We may-offer occupational therapy for suChproblems as drOoling (Margaret
Rood's neuromuscular facilitaticin-Can'be very ,effeCtiWeln-reducing and ellini-
nating this socially difficult problem), bow tying, dressing, pendli.graip,
or work on visual perception Confusions. Many a household chore can,be,at-
therneutid as Any planned program:

1. Setting the, table meal after meal sndday after daystarting-with-a:
pattern and-withauperviiioni can help to establish the concept of sequence
and left to-right-progreision.

2. Completing any work can.help,curb-the distractible tendency to

wander froihthe activity at"hand--phyaitally or' mentally.

Self-mOnitoring iwa-fdll length mirrorfor cleanliness, general neatneSs,
and cOrreci.ploitiren-.-=can-start the monitoring procest-eVeryOne:mUst
develop if sdhodd work and. -liter employment iato bealanaged well.

4. Story,telling;about the interesting aspects of eachlamilymehberts dayat
the ,evening heal can curb the tendency to interrupt-(a turn is last for
-thoae-who1nterrupt!), improvetirai'exPression,slowly, improve listening,
Cud' give theaLow-processora-chande to be heard.

5. "A place'for.everythingand everything- in- its place" 'is a wonderful motto
to follow With-the disorganized child.

6. ireparing;for sleep:With-bathing-and-tooth..brushing preceding bed by over

afilour,-and then the-time-until-sleep filled with quiet, nonstimulating
activities can. often break ,the-devastating pattern of delays' in-actually

getting to sleep.

7. Often making simple ingestions will help-warring siblings better accept
their atypical brother or-sister.

Our Parent'i Auxiliary is helpful becauie it,grOups-people who face like
.problems : Also having visit and report to members on training
approaches, rather.than-having staff do it, increaseathepirents'alOw under-
standing Of a problem-which has puzzled educators-for centuries. Planned-day

long parent visits by class groups has been extremely helpful . Parents are
,givena-list-of-all of- the handicaps (not their-chiles) to be observed in a
classroom, visible andinvieible,andln WritinrbefOre-the visit. The parents

Meet with the teacher during a recess period,.With the social worker while
they eat their ltindhee They learn fropi-eich/Otheraandll is'by-observation
in the classroom: In order to-checkon these obiervatioas, again* use the
written feedback system by asking the parents **kite what they learned that

was new, to-make suggestions, and send questions.

SugxestedClassrodm Modifications

Suggested-modificationalorthe-OlasaroOm-are-hade by one of our
teachers, '-with the 'belief that it will irritate rather than help if there are
too-maiiy,-or if-the-Modifications-take More-the:1%a reasonable amount Of teacher

tihe.. There is indirect learninglorthe -teacher from-both the reports sent
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to parents,: and from copies of mimeographed materials seritto parents but
shaked.withkha Classroomso he or she will see the total picture. Clairoom
modifidations might include:

1. Special seating for the-distractible child

2. Extra time given to a child who processes information slowly

3. Concrete aids if needed

4. Harkerator children whose eye movement patterns are poorly stabilized

5. ReduCtion in-visible distradtiOda-by-folding-a page, or coveringpart of
itso the distkactible child is not Overwhelmed by alistractioMloaded
page of" illustrations, writieg,ur.figures

6. Suggestiona,on-management (We often-suggest the right of tehild tO.go to
a "quiet room" When his life starts to '!fall apare-notfoi_punishment,
but for a chance to get reorganized),.

7. Suggestions for the child-who has real problems or real-

limitations-in physical education-,activities

:8. The offer of a teacher visit to, our Center ,(these are frequent, and in
Vermont Come on a day allowed by manyachoal systems fOr visiting. another
school. 'Our .teachers 'are wonderful to. these visiting teachers.for±hey
well remember their own ear-4 struggles tahis fieldand otherambich
persist even-to the present.)

9. .Literature Onhia subject,which:often helps remove,guiltIrom the-teacher
when-she realizes the problem stems frol-nervous system dysfunction rather
than from-her teaching and management

10. School visits by one,of our teachers (infrequent but .reassuring): if the
parents and'the teacher wish them which can be very helpful as Mur, teacher
obierves the-Child in the school setting,,and then discOsSes problems seen
with the teacher, as well as,others-which-bafflethe teacher.'

Conclusions

After strugglinglwiththld,problemsince-1953, the.Vermott-Assediation
far the Crippled has reached Many conclusions:

: Too many reportaare-writteh by .professional people for .professional
,people with confusing verbiage.. Professional gobbledygook actually
slows7up-prOgress in this - field.

2. Reports to parents are often streWn-with-such-terms48 ''Perception'-which
confute rather than help parents.-

3'. It-may:be possible tO,streamiine;diagnesimas Me:have,learted that some
tests tell more about a child's disability than an array of Others.

4. The-diagnostic plan-should lOplude.groUp participation-with-structured
and unstructured asWell as one to one testing.

5. 'Teachers, once -freed of their guilt about'theinadequaftes-of children.
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with learning; disabilities,, make excellent observationsi, and -spot most of
the problems- which any testing reveals.

6. 'Bright children are able to work-out their own compensations in many.
instances if the child 'has help On-he social 'aspette.

7. -Children, with learning- disabilities .cenhe as -easily spotted in kinder-,
garten as in upper grades, and the remedial work they ieed'oa be given
more qdickly, And the efficacy of spedial training' improved 'more 'than- when-
given early than at a later age.

8. Preventive work can be .effective for-moat children if given. iri-tregulat.
school by a. 'regular teaoher (While this AiSociationhaA never -found any
"canned" progral Whidh Meets the' needs,. of different children, me 'have
found two programi=-Getmant PhYsiologY Of :Readiness and the, PeabOdy,
Language. Development Kits--whic in,cOmbinatiOn offer excellent -preWention
possibilities, are complete, have :Clear directions, and are Wery'effectiWe
if presented eiactly aS,deaCribed. The cost of these materials-:is
gible compared to the cost of a Single repeater!).

9. Medication, while- potentially verY helpful to some, can be vety 'upsetting
if handled loosely, for it takes.. the- and'.gOod obiervatiOnS.
for any. doctor to, arrive at the ideal medication and dOsage 'for. a ,particu-
lat child.

10. Preparation. for medical care has to he matter of fact,' very Itief, -and
given immediately- before treatment:

11. The "big brother "` system of dental 'cafe works well where tf!e new -to dentia,
'try child observes his big brother having .dental carebefore it is his
turn.

12. Teachers, parents,. doctors, And' agendies must -work tcigether in.order to
avoid Situations- which -further confuse Or 'actual* handicap aaaite:ady-
handicaPped child.. ,

. _

13. The majority of -problems in learning could,he.haidled effeetively
regular school, and dOuhtlesti will be, With-the-Indreased awareness of
and knowledge about dealing with this PrOblem.

14. The -focus nil learning disabilities in sChdOis- imprOwe all education
as it -becomes geared te., the -individual tether, :than-for theoiaaSsia..

With-this change in -educational concepts!" the.. classroom tesiehei- will
become a :happier, less fiti801k4d, ind#4.4114.

16. The mainreduction in thesptoblem will come if' aderadhieireis in:kinder-
garten, or children not ready for first gtide ate;given the apecia/
they need',before formal ieatning Starts-.

17. Learning disabilities are common. coupled With POOr hearing', Cerebral:P*18Y,
visuals- deficits; congenital andimiliel, -and, Moat of, all, spettili :Prob/eia.

"

18. The failure cOmpleX.of these lailare.PrOne :children is asdiSabling As-the
learning disabilityiltse/f , and a factor to be considered' ,in training
.quite as much its deficita in-:areal Of learning:

.19. Auditory -skills and.remedial, Work inthila area nead,MuCh.further etiPhalis.
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'20. Irregular eye movements can- be a, very damaging. factor in. learning.

21. Speech therapist*, with -their training concentration-on language. 'develop,-
Ment, articulation, motor 'patterns., rhythe,..and listening, haVe 'a Wealth
of ,ccintributiOne mahe..in the field of learning disabilities:

22. Physical therapists, understanding4ithology In.relatianto Movement

patterns, can restracture physical education-:work so .it ,can be therapeutic
and avoid the: Chronic. failure, pattern.

23. Occupational therapists, in their concentration on drooling, hand
and visual and tactile perCeption traiiiing,, can help a great deal -(tactile
Perception deficits,. can be -as- handicapping as visual or

"When you reach the pOint 'of no retura,tCni.inust forge ahead or fail.
completely ", is a gOod,Motto. for this: field of learning.disabilities: To

really :get in you get '-'hoOhed"'-without ,twarefiesiv to ,stay in it you have .to-
find the way-to forge ahead: No .State, no teacher, nä; .traiding.:Center yet.
has all the answersin this vast, perplexing, challengin area learning.-

iiiny an innovation works; many WoilLaS -well .or better, Verainnt

encourages. innovation.

THE RELATIoNSHIE BEIWEEN'INENTITHREE
LEARRING,DISARILITY -10:itiogit. VARIABLES

by

David Sabatino
Aseisted by Curtiss 'Brown; W44-., Gibsdn

TnereduCtion:

tearniag disability among. SehOol ages children -bas. .becedie national
health ;and' eduCationai.-ProblOM,Of Consideribialiagni.tUde.. "it..ie,-astimated -
that."20 *leakelitart, thildren.fail o.'adjust either to the ;:social
order of the cliteirOon.oi to the academie "standards. established. ,a specific
;grade level. :Gilbert (1957) zePartathat..aCideMie :difficUltiea ara,the rein*
75 .percent :of the Children. between the ages of :Bath.and .13 are -,referred;ztn
Scheel. Psychologists'.and- 6414. guidance ,Ciiiiics. ihtee to five -percent of
theae childrenhave any ObVioua Mental ritardatiOn or physical disabilities.

The
, aoience,,diaCipliaeahave,-

-advanced a. varietyaf.--thearetical eMplanatiOna'aa to the caUsee,Oi, leasaing
it la4robablt_safe to-say that there;haS, been.lare.Writien about

learning :die-ability than,ant other ,toiiic in..child deueloiiient: Yet,, 'the.-term,
is uled"in.aaltdifferent ways sand, not aVen-a/sitisfattary definition has been
aubStatitiated: -.The fact: that 'there._ is -no single cause for ill-leathing.
Problem* is,:the evident reason: "Eitensive'bUt..ithittered,4eSearihhef ahed some
light on thia;mnitidimandiedil,.CausalitY:. NOweVaimbotef :the reseirch:has
not been .fothsed on either...thosahumen'behaviore-Mhieh ara;thopOnalbie .thr --

learning -or those which restrict the.litciceeeing of internation;
,

Int..,tha.generaLMedieal-O4t- Otient...20Ainie.-of.,ColUmblia.Children'
Hospital, itrColuibusi:,10hioi 'about:45.PerCent of the ,Children, :Sr reiertaitli*-
aCtioiii, anthoritiee :for learning--or vert;f1M,

0111.111111111101111WIIMMINININIIIIIMMININIk
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these children haVe-any real dideaseorhealth problems which could interfere
in their classroom performance. The majority of these children uponuloser
examinatian:presint no apparent physical:or. intellectual reason for. learning
faildre. Thinntudy wsaundertakento obtain systematic, behavioral data on
the way children with learning. disabilities process

-environmental information.
The initial contention was that Specific:behaviors:resulting in learning
disabilities Cambefoun&beiring relationship,io-the-reasonfor:academic
failure. Irv/es-not our purpose to-devise a new theory of learning,disability,
but rathersto,extract from multiple etiologies the correlational indices that
May explain'howindividUal information processing behaviors ire xelated to
academic disturbances:

Problem

A review-.of the literature. relative to learning disability quickly
reVeals.many poidibie-Causes-inr-such,a problem. Studies have beenreported
correlating learning problems:to visual disturbances (Betts, 1946),heirint
and speech,difficultien (Eames, 1938),_Phyaical and,health-, and-emotional
adjuttmeni.(Prenticeand Bensiei 1065; and'Hitcheil, 19561: -More:recently,
a new category has-appeared called. the "minimal" brain.deasgedsrairome
(Clements, 1966; and Cohn, 1064). The cultural problemsnieddiated with social
econominntatus,broken,hoees,end parental pressure have taken their place
in-offering,equality inconsistent findinge (Buxbaum, 1064). The problemsOf
poor school readiness,. inadequate:41eVi100iiiii aiXheeritiCal point of school
entrance, a lack. of early:4Chool,sucCesa,nnd'the teaching have
also been reported (Grunibaua, Hurwitz,'Prenticei and SPerry,.1962).

'It is probably true that each of thene prObiems mayerisila isolation,
or in-some combination. for any selected group. of-children with learning dis-
abilities. A. multidimensional diagdosisrof411,the:poSeible-iiiologies seem
important if we are to 4eiermine the specific reasons fOr.a learning disability.
Said another way, a visual motor perceptual problem may result:in reading
failure: A problem in visual motor perception is_ not a proper diagnosis, or
even a specific diagnosis: It is merely a description of one aspect of human
behavior. It aarnell,have Other antecedent's-4nd many-generilliedseconpanying
responsenthatalso,lapairnome, aspect of the-youngster's social, djuStaeut,
self image,. reaction to school; and AcidentidlikillEcother .than. reading.
antecedent prObleas-could be cerebral:insult, developmental disturbanCes in
growth, or emotional diaturbanCes. InnthervordsithenpecificIearning
disebilitYimest'beletermited before itren?biAresiteditor indeedthet.child
miy.beprograned.to fail..ia school.

This study attempts,inclarifY the behaVior patterns associated
learning or the means by WhiCh,nhildren-with:learning.disabilitiesproceas
environmental information. It ,raiainthe_question4bourahichepecifiC
behaViornamalgamate tnproduce learning astheeeansnf;prodessint environ-!
mental information. The twntenets.underliing-theeollectionef:datiiere.
(a) the use-of standard psychological tests, And 0),aparisiennitiue learning
model that offers an explanation for inforMatfon procesking,:behaVinre. This
model simply explains that environmental stimulation begins in the sensory
Xeceptori as input (environmental information) whi.Ch iseoded neurally and
transeittedro the perceptual-centers: PirCeptinvis theaccurite:an&rapid
interpretation of inforMation into- correct categories for further relay.to-
the centers of higher learning. In these high.COrtical centers language is
formed into SymbOlid conceptual., nits. Once language concelitnnielOrMed,
they provide the formation .of additiOnal,language,s3imbeln,Withinthe:fraxie==

work oUthnoriginaleonciptuakrategeries. ThininralledconceptOal
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association. If Concepts.create_differentst additional langUage

categoriee, we have language conceptual mediation. Mediation is the,issocia7

tionnfconceptual symbols betWeen categories. The higher centers must be-able

to receive,. associated, and mediate symbolic units Ina systematical. manner.

Language outpUt is important'inthe classroom. However, we do feel that

responses, especially oral ones, are overly stressed.

The model implies two other important dimensions: (a) the integration

of perceptual information from more than one perceptual source (auditory and

visual) and its storage (ionOry),.(b) an arousal,, which is the interconnection

betWeen a meaningful perceptual experience and the trinsmipsion,of that percep-

tual information appropriate to the conceptual units within the cortex. A

lack of arousal is why many well received
perceptual experiences never beceme

learned information.

Figure 1

theMbdel Used to Describe the InfoxmatiosTroCessing Behaviois

SENSATION

Eyes

Ears

Visual

Auditory

Visual-Auditory
. Intigketion

. .

''.

1

Touch
ltictile

F
(haptid)'

Sensory and

Motor-Sensory
Information

Muscle Movement

1 (kinesthetic)

i

.11

i

PERCEPTION COGNITION

Perceptual
Storage

Expressive
Thought

Total
lerdeptual
Integration

Perceptual
Recall

Symbolic
Reception

Input 1 Pedaling

Symbolic
`Mediation

I

-Novel

u ometie Association

Symbolic
Association

Single 1..Multiple

Symbols: Units

Symbolic
Storage

Procedures

Subjects; Potty -fiVe boys served as subjects for the study. The chron-

ologidal age range was frbe,sii years and.foursonths to 12 years- and-two

months. The study was kept as bias free on- selection procedures as pessibli

by using all the.mele Subjects whOinet the selection requirements imera nine

month ,period of clinic-intake,
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Selection Requirements: itVassentioned-etrlier thatsoatof the
'children referred to Learning Disability Center haveno-ipparezmtealth or
physical problems. .ChildrenSeleCted-for'this study were carefully screened
Within thouutpatient,cliniefor.the following disabilitiep at thssstablished'
criteria:

1. Hearing loss--no greater than 15'Db in the better ear

2. Visual impairmentno difficulty greater than a:correct4J:refractory
errorWhich prOduced-.20/20 vision

3. Chronieilldeii=-nelliatorruf any'prolOnged disease or accident

4. Seizures-'-nO history of Seizure. (transient starring spells-or 'febrile
seizures were not included),

5. Family-pathology-=so pending divOrcsactivity, overt marital strees, or
fosterluimeplaCegent.

6. Cross eotorSU overt patterns ofnewoluSeurar incoordination

7. Speech,and-languagino articulation Or other :Muter SPeech.problems Which
might- dterfere with.commUdidatiOn

8. Sociologicalno pattern-of-preVioUO Mee Strisa, bilingualism, frequent
neighborhOod'of kb:Ohl:Mobility

9. Esiotional-no-history of existing anxiety; Or biiarre behsVior related to
the-iituational.e.pect.otschoolUr the classroom

10. No other appakent,abtormalitiestherieoUld dravattention to the Child.

Prescreening: TwudifferentrypesofpreScreening,were inclUded in the
subject selection The initial screehinveastbit-tteOciated:With the school
referral... The selection requirements weisSailed.to.the-public-scheol,Tertionnel

responsible for gettihutheSieto'the hands of the principals and tea-chars.
The referral was initiated-brteachers poSsessing,knOWledge.of the selection
requirements ISAdditiOn-to knOwinigthat the,dhild'Sust be underachieving by
the simple definitionof doing f4 if-ng work in either reading or aritheetic

Teacher referrals were Signed-bybuilding4rincipais-end:giiin tO
School psychologists who determined thellobal;leyelof'verbauOCtiowhy,
idainiste4uuSianford-Binet,Tests-Of Intelligence., They also,adliniatered.
tests of academic achievement. If the child was norialin-Verbal intelligence
and evidenced acsdOlieundirachieveent-lootie or both -of the tool -SubjeCts
mentioned, he. was then referred to-theLoUtliatient Clinic at thetoipital.

The sodialSorkerandlmedical Student visited with the parents and childimPon
theinitial.tlinic Visit. At that point, the initial medical e4 nation
undertaken. If all the Selection requirements-were met, -the child was then
referred,for a Oliñic visit to the Learning Disability' Center for systematic'
.idical, social work, and psichological,eximinatiOns.

AlehiSioralrtfethodOlogy

Theinitialmisit tO the Learning-Disability Center waSmadi,a,very
Pleasant experience. Two rules were allays observed : (a) children were never
overcome with Any medical procedure. or White coats, (b) parents were alvayt
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given interpreted information. The child usually: began his visits. with.

enjoyable nenschool structured activities. The parents were seen for social

work and. developmental interviews. The nuiebet of clinic visits seldom ranged

less than two or more than five. The length oftime ie.behavioral study was

always offset by free play. The teat periods never became either a dull

ritualistic question and answer period, or hear thid and do that responie set.

The psychological instruments selectedto,obtaiwthe behivioraleample

were purposefully chosen to represent,popularelinical tool*, instruments that

every clinic has on hand. A list of 23 tests and subteits were developed to

obtain measures for the information proceesingibehaviors dlicussedesilier,

and-shown in the model. A list-of the-23 .teiteend snbtests-variables ere

shown in,Figure 2. The test and suhtestvariableseill.retainthe abbreiie-

iions and numbers indicated in Figur-1 throughout thiestudy:,

Figure _2

A List. of the TwentrThreeTestseedSnbtests'Variahies-
Used to Assess the Information-Processing BehaViOrs

Wechsler Intelligence Seale for Children (RISC)
1. Information
2. Comprehension
3. Arithmetic
4. Similarities
5. Vocabulary
6. Digit Span
7. Picture. Completion

8. Picture. Arrangement

9. Mock Design
10. Object. Assembly

11. Coding

Test of Auditory Perception (TAP)
12.. Discrimination
13. Recognition
14. mellgrY
15. Comprehension

Wide Range Achievement Test
16. Word Recognition
17. Spelling
18. Arithmetic

Bender Visual Motor,Gestalt Test (MGT
19. Immediate Memory

20. Delayed,Memory

Birch's Auditory Visual Integration Test (AVI)

21. Auditory visual Integration

Southern California Test of Motor AccuracY
22. Preferred Hand

23. Nonpreferred Hand

Tests, that were administered but not included in ,thi4study,becaose
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because of insufficient data or scoring problems,were the:
24. Money Road-Map Test of Directionaliry
25. Draw-a-Family
26. Draw -a-Man

27. Make-a-Picture Story
28. Gate's,Reading Comprehension

The. Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (RISC)
29. Mazes

The 23 tests-and subtests variables-are reiterated in Figisre 3. The
purpose of -this figure 14 to shoW the specific information prOdeSsing behavior
a given test is assumed to-assess. The -model shown in Figuie I theoretically
explains why certain behaviors:6 were:considered-mare IMporeant to-assess -than
others. Thais, the limit as to the number of psychological instruments that
Could.be administered Within the realm of practical considerations Was reduced
to 29. Only 23 of the 29 tests administered, were treated as vatiable0 in thin
study. The six teats or subtesita not used were disregarded because of scoring
diffiCultieS or the fact that they produced ihAufficient,dita.

Figure 3

The Tests-and Subtests Used to Measure
the:Various Behaviors Identified in.the Model

Visual Perception

BVMGT-immediste Memory'
Visual Perceptual Memory

BVMGTdelayed memory
Auditory- Perception

disetimination
recognition
memory
comprehension

Visual -Auditory Integration

Birch's Visual Auditory Integration Test

Symbolic Reception

WISCDigit'Span (aural input/oral response)
WISCCoding (visual input/motor respenie)

Symbolic Mediation (Vocabulary language)
WISCinformation (aural input /oral response),
WISCcomprehension (aural input /oral response)
WISCarithmetic (visual/aural input /oral- -response)
WISCsimilaritiea(aural input/oial response)
WISC-7vocabnlary (aural input/oralresponse)

Symbolic ASsociation (visual motor)

WISCpicture completion (visual input/oral motor response)
RISCpicture arrangement (visual-sequencing/motor response)
WISCblock design (viSual input/motor response)
WISCobject assembly (Visual input/motor response)

LateiAlity and Directionality

SCTMApreferred hand
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,

SCTMAr,-nonpreferred hand

Academic-Achievement
word recognition
spelling
arithmetic

Results and Discussion

The purpose'of this.study was todetermine-the spedific behaviors or.

clusters of behaviors utiliied inthe processing.of infOreation associated'

with learning disabilities in 45 male subjects. The data from the 23 testa and

s4ieeis used io:aisess ihete information processing behaviors were,treitedlor

relitiOnehip by multiple correlations and related prinaple.coimponents-uSing m,

ledier's.Verilax owon.IBK 7094.

The.means and standard.deViationo(SD).for the .23 test variables are

showo.in-Table 1. Thomean values forcheMISC.subtests are.scelescOree. The

Scores for the TAP are the numberof correct responses idelthe stores for the

AVM= and AVI are the number of incorrect-responses. The.VRA.teet scores are

given in grade placement Units,.i.e., 2.52 Indic/nes-a Ford recogritiOn level

of second grade, fifth..month.

Table 1

The Neans-andStandard"Deviationi (SD)
for-the Twenty-Three Subtest Variables

Subtest Variables Mean SD

1. WISC=.4nformation 8.96 2.00

2. NISC-COmprehension 10.36 2.26

3.' RISC-Arithmetic 8.09 2.31

4. WISC=Similarities 11:09 3.29

5. RISC -Vocabulary 10.49 3.33

6. DISC- =Digit Span 9.13 2.44

7. WISC.,--PictureCoMpletion 10.64 2.23

8. WISC-Picture Arrangement 9.53 2.26

9. WISC-,131oCk:DesigO _ '9.93 2.90

10. MISC-Object Assembly 10.11 3.25

11. WISC-Coding 8.22 2.99

12. TAp-DiscriminatiOn 21.93 7.13

13. TAP-Recognition- 16.73. 6.73

14. TAP- Memory 17.64 6.82

15. TAP-Comprehension 26.02 7.77

16. RRA-..-Reading 2.52 14.09

17: URASpelli* 2.25 10.95

18. RIA-,-ArithmetiC 2.75 9.38

19. BVMGT-=Imeediate,Memory 6.13 3.59

20.-BVMGT-=Delayed= Memory 7.49 3.82

21. AVI 3.64- 2.63

22. SCIMA.Preferted 451.42 44.12

23. SCTMA-NOAPreferred 443:11 24.79

14045
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The test data from the SCTMA is given in scale scores: The hand with the
,greatest accuracy in completing the manual motor task within a time period was
called the preferred hand, the other hind becoming-the nonpreferred hand. The
TAP, BVMGT, and AVI subtests were compared on the basis of corrector incorrect
responses.

A detailed or .4tensive discussion of the relationships between the
variables will ac 'e reported aathe reader may determine those aspects of par-
ticular interest. examining Table 2.- This discussion will be limited to
those reiitionshii which were obviously clinical. The relationship, between
WISC'vocabulary end' WISC similarities subtestsvere extremely low: CiiniCillyi
we began to sense a difference in-what .these tiro subtexts measure. DeRirACh,
Jansley, and Langford (1967) have shown that children referred,to language,
clinics frequently have academic learning-problemi': Thexesniti inTable4
indicate that the children with learning,disabilities have scores similar to
the mean valueon both the,sisilarities and-voCabolaryanbteiti. lathe
clinic,ciinid, we felt that vocabulary was a rote assessment of an aural oral, aseocier
tion type of behaViorthaxxialIrrequires very littleakediatiewof a*MbOlic
concepti. It was frequently, suggestive of the ability receive. and ...Sprees
language ,symbols The WISC similarities subtisi was found tO:be highIyAOrediC-
tiveof childrenalih,Subtle language impairments, the kind-of impairment-
where the child weunableto mediate between varionaeategoriewof symbolic
concepts': Thqs, a child with _a high vocabulary sUbtest-scereand,a_low
similarity subtest score, became highly suspected of a central language
problem.

In examining the population as a whole, there were low, negative correla-
tions between WISC similarities. and WRA test results of word'recognition,
spelling, and arithmetic. The WISC vocabulary subtest correlated at an
equally low level with the WRA subtests. This is somewhat Contrary to'the,
popular finding that vocabulary is the best predictor of school success: It
is probably true that vocabulary is the best predictor of,readingeomprehenbion
among children in the- orial-academic range. It seems equally true that
vocabulary tests with children-having learning disabilities are not,predictiie
of any specific information processing behavior related-to learning4disability
-except rather gross language impairments (which. are most frequently obvious).

If the standard type Of lengdage,testi do not - predict learning disability,
then what dims? The answer to this question again resides owahatiae consis-
tently-saw in the-clinical assessment of. these boys. There-were only-low
positive- correlations between the two aural oral language measures-and the
various tests of perception: Then-ply-place where this relationship was
predictive was in the BVMGT test of Ilmediate Memory, a correletiOn di, .44.
The correlational relationships between the perceptual behaviors and the:WRA
test eserged-as.generally positiveand *Nitrate to moderatelytigh. The,
relationship between the ,WRA and TAP were in the high fortiia and leafifties:
The AVI subtext correlated at .49, .48, and .57 with word recognition, Spelling
and arithmetic, respectively.

Even more surprising is the fact that the correlation'between the-various
perceptual variables Wes not proportionately high. The-correlation,between
the TAP subtest of auditory,perceptual,discrimination, and the-two forms of
the BVMGT, and AVI, were .25, .11, and .25, respectively: The correlations'
between the other measures of perception were higher, running in the forties
and' fifties. The-correlation,between the two forms of the BVMGT was signifir
cantly high. Since the ,same nine BVMGT:design cards weresedin both
administrations, the difference, became that of the-behavior being assessed.
The one is a measure Of the visual perceptual immediate copying response to
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designs; and'in the Other, it is a matter of copying the designs from memory:
The correlational difference betWeen these two variables was highly positive
(r=.77). Bigh.correlationewere alio found. between- the auditory perceptual
memory variable and the other TAP subtest variables of recognition and cow-
prehension. The memory component does predict other related areas of percep-
tual involvement fairly well. The BVMGT measures of immediate memory correlated
Well with the-achievement MBA test results,. at the high forties and low fifties.

Table 3

Correlational Indices Between Twenty-Three
Variables Identifying-Four Principle Components

Test Suhteet Variables

I

Principle Components
II III IV

1. WISC -Information .267 :648 .024 .219
2. WISCCompreheneion .063 .317 .117 :636
3. wisc--4titkpetic t051 .680 .147 .062
4. wrsc--similatio.es - :126 ,501 .289. .156;
5. WISC7-VocabUlary .034_ ;122 .147 .748
6. WISC-Digit Span .135 .610 -.052 .115
7. WISC- Picture Completion .164. .202 -:175 .024
8. MISC=-Picture Arrangement .010 .083 .127' .653
9. MSC-BloCILDesign -.067 .239 .589 .126
10. WISC-ObjectAssembly -,039 .276 :632 .051
11. WISC-Coding .237 .178 -35 -.015
12. Up-Discrimination .488 .045 .12 -.006
13. Up-Recognition ,688 .221 .292 .201
14. TAP-,-Memory .599 .39 .438. :028.
15. TAP-- Comprehension .662- .170. :381 .137
16. WBA-Reading :895 .065 -.072 -.024:
17. MKA-Spelling :897 -.018 -.010. .021
18. MRA-Arithmetic .873 -.020 .134 -.003
19. DVOCTImmedigie Memory -.34 .028 -.711 - -.111
20. W./MGT-Delayed Memory -.289 ,:001 -.689 -.439
21. AVI -.593 :044 -.503 -.146
22. SCTMA- Preferred .258 -.154 .611. -.181
23. SCTMA-.-NOnOreferred .337 -415' .378 :245

N-45.

Table 3 indicates the correlationsletneen rotated principle components.
using Kaiser's Varinax. The correlational values fat each of the factors
which appeareto be noderately, high to outstandingly highereenderlined.
Principle.ConOonent I seems to represent an academic aChieveMent- oriented
factor indicating the high relationship between the fOur TAP subtexts variables
and te,Ayr integration variable. Principle Component II seems tohe con-
cerned with the ability to associate and mediate language Concepteas-nreviOUsly
learned information. In other words, it represents previously learned factual
information, number facts, and memory, for digital units. Thiele definitely
not a perceptual factor and has a very low relationship to academic achievement
in children with learning disabilitY. Clinically, the case seems to be that
most of the children referred for learning, disability hadgood'use of language
and an excellent ability to discuss., educational facts in cleerend concise -terms.
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L-
I Principle Component III would be -a visual moths. perceptual .factor if we

exclude auditory perceptual Memory.: It is certainly difficult to logically

recognize the -relationship between:the -auditory perceptual memory ,(TAP) and

the ability to visualize- designs and reproduce them-manually. The-perplexing

aspect is that the auditory visual integration .test variable (AVI) is ,also

related to this factor: Therefore, if we wish to become 'theoretical, we:may
probably assume that MET delayed memory, AVI, and- TAPmemory- Siibtests -are

related to visual perceptual and motor mantlel ascuracy in some dimension that

may have far reaching teaching importance. in quite possible to think t

memory could be trained' to- overcome some -very resistant problems associated

with-visual motet perceptual development: In fact, this-may be -a compensatory

behavior displayed by many children eight years and'. Older, who .seem -able to
reduce the character of -perceptual difficulties via- ther behaviors.. These

other compensatory behaviors may include perceptual Memory,..lanwitil associa-

tion and-mediation, and language-association and storage,.

Principle Component IV has a direct relationship-with the Ability- to

sequence central language association that generally- conderis-orin level or
area .of verbal association (one-Word meaning; .one.condept meaning, one 'atm!
meaning) and ,produce a. syntaxical verbal language, pattern -(expressive :speech).
Principle -.Component IV lacks the--perceptuil-coMponent of .Principle"'-Component- I,

the central language and aural: xeCePtiVe..(WISC; ,picture,ariangenent is a- visual

input task) of _Principle - .Component II,- and the visual-motor memory= perceptual

component -of -Principle CoMPoneitt

These four-Principin-tomPenente tepresenting-these highly. positive

relationships between variables _seen to suggest that. Specific-information

proCessing:bebavibrs.can -identified in:Male subjects. with learning disabil-
ities.

Summary.:anit-Cenclusien

'Children with, learning disabilities=offer researcher*. inMeny
the opportunity to -explore the- vast numbers -of behaviorit'COMpiSxities,iihiCh
comprise human. learning. This study-nikemptiii. 'behnviore
which-,inaq, be responsible for learning.

k

These were refit:ral to4e:infOr4tion

proneising :behaviors.- It Was, suggested' thit learning_ bagAiiYiiithlhe-14414ty

intake of environmental information, :perneptual. ini-krpsetetion=44:
information which -results In the asoceiation ifit-Oricitifen

into synfoolic. Concepts. The behaviors restiOnSibln fox: the_prOcensing,Of

environmental information- were,ntinstrueted;'into a leaftning-dieatility,

'Twentrthrem CoMmonly--used. PaychOlogicilteitszan&
tered es 'variable-a in 'keePing. With-the ,.infOrtjetiOU,PreCiali444bewinri-
detailed' in ifie,taodel. The itubjents..were/4$4eies, with rangeof six
years and four nonthiv]tii,12 yetra- and trio
and prescreened for -pOSsible4hysidali, health, or

The correlational, analysis- betWeen.the :liariablan?--iudicated,thOeVel. Jin&

degree which the4e- behiiiiornliere.relake&. _

inclicarecl-th4. perceptual ..pk6blesUitinay. occur
auctitorY integrative .Perceptual errors: a/Joie:in-3%4.

,to i.ncl,it4teprognosis and ,Plan certain-- aspects of ,prescri_pt 4-ve- teaching l!a4ed

upon the .singulariti or cOribinatiOn of 'pr.wceptuat:prohleins. '/tr-4o also,nOed
that -PercePtioit inat im-itself`a single erititi% but in4act-,,n.COMtinatiOn

of Several: fundamental 'infornatiOn.ProCessing 'behaviors ; two of

exceedingly iniertanti memory aOsi



Wheti the variables were 'rotated for major ,compOnents, four factors-
emerged. These, factiers, seem to represent the iiatterni-of 'Information process-
4-:ng, behaviors which are related. Therefore, each of these factors might be
described -as, a- major area of ]Learning disability, with each of the related
variables representing .specific learning .disabilities. This may imply that
there is -nothing :homogeneous about classes fOr children-with learning disabil-
ities. It might further disclose that the various -major categories, if we abet.
use -categories,. Might be:

1. A perceptual _Category- containing varioutrpossible.,PetcePitial behaviors

2. A symbolic 'mediation .category

3. A perceptual MemoiY, -spatial relatiOnO:categoty.

4. A letiguage, association 'eategorY.,

.

In candlueion, one might -extract.. that it iS Important for teachera-of
learning- disability classes to have- reports Of ,specific information -,processing
liehaviorly and not global measures, such as /Q. ThiarMould.'be -advantageous
for the teacher in two *agar (a), in'inoWing; those information processing
behaviors to strengthen or avoid using, and (b)', in what way the 'Claasiodm,
enVirenlant. could' be ,modified : werking_with- these children.

This 'study would certainly support the facts that children with
'learning, disabilities have multidimensional, etiologies,- and that the academic
difficulty- must. be 'regarded:11am sYsiptoe; not a, Cense..
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INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF-SPECIAL EDUCATION

THE EDUCATION OF EMOTIONALLTDISTURBED CHILDREN
IN SEVEN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES STUDIED IN THE SUMMER OF 1967

by

Joan E. Bowers

These observations attempt to distinguish the essential features of some
services and programs for emotionally disturbed children in various European
countries and to indicate the elements common to two or more countries.

Individual Programs

In England, the 1pcal educational authorities arsreSpOnsible for the
provision of services for the children in their schnols. In consequence, one
finds evidence of a positive relationship between the .aiie of a community and
the number and variability of the programs established.

One finds child guidance services; which usually include-psychological
and school health services, and special .day classes -for emotionally maladjusted
children. PUpils,attending these classesremaiw.ba the regiatetliftheir
regular school, hut spent two to five half day sessionsper week at a special
class consisting of about five pupils tieleCted by the educational psychologist
after an examination of referrals submitted by teachers.

The teacher:of the special day class arranges for the admiadion of the
pupil, makes decisions concerning. the comber Of sessions attended during the
week, and facilitates the return of the-pupil to the regular school when-this
is believed to be warranted. Teachers of these special day classes have almost
unlimited freedom in- organizing their groups and planning the program. Fre-
quently, they pladehoth aggieseive and passive children in a single group.
They encourage the pUpils to enage in individual. creative such as painting
and provide assistance in acadediciOrk to pupils desiring. it. The- teachers
see their function as being primarily one of helping -each child to release the
emotional tension which hinders his learning, lulitheyseek to eatablish a
personal relationship with each pupil. They cultivate in-the members of the
class a sense of achievement in hope that curiosity, and lutereat_will grow and
learning will ensue.

The regular day classes in England are comparable with the segregated
classes for emotionally disturbed pupils found in ertain centers in -North
America. Some maladjusted children coming fros home* which apparently inter-
fere with their improirement are placed in-residential schools.

In general, the maladjusted child is kept with normal children as long
as possible andTemoVed for special treatment only, when there is no other
choice. When this is done,. the pupils are returned to normal settings as
soon as is feasible.

In,France, it is firmly held that a team of specialists must study the
child before a diagnosis-is made. In consequence, a file on a French malad-
justed pupil contains educational; social and medical historieaas-well as data
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derived from the administration of a battery of mental. tests. French worker's

believe that it.iunwise to separate a child from his family unless this is

absolutely necessary and they feel that it. is a questionable procedure-tO make

marked alteration in the general educational program. Consultations are given

at mental health clinics, hospitals and juvenile courts. Residential. centers

are available for children under observation and for thosewho are seriously-

disturbed.

The French edncation authorities are proud of the services they have

developed, but are aware of the necessity for their expansion. Theiplans for

the training of additional teachers and for increasing their facilities are

impressive.

In the_Canton of Geneva, Switzerland, the treatment of disturbed

children is similar to that observed in France. Here also.a child under con-

sideration is -seen by a team of specialists. including a teacher, the social

worker, the physician, the psychiatrist and the psychologist. In school, a

quiet, calm, helpful and healthy environment is sought. There the child can

learn to tolerate others and to earn their toleration while the team helps the

family to eliminated home centered difficulties. In the-canton, there are

a,few residential Schools which are-reluctantly used for pupils with serious

problems. A child-pladed in one of these homes is left there for a,short term

Only and is frequently visited by his parents.

The Inspector of Special EdUcation in.Geneva spoke of his satisfaction

with the-general format of their program. Year by year, younger children are

being referred-to-the-clinic: An-incTessing;.nuMberoUreferrals are.from

anxious parents seeking assistance as soon as they notice a develOping,Oroblem

rather than, as in the early days of the clinic, from teachers referring pupils

with more advanced andmore deeply rooted conditions. The Geneva authorities

plan to extend their Medical Pedagogical Clinic because of its significantly,

beneficial effects.

Czechoslovakia,has begun to:help emotionally disturbed children tether

recently. It was:hoped by Czechoslovak workers that as health services

throughout the country improyed, fewerchildren-would'be born with - defects.

However, they have - confirmed - observations made-in other countries that this

improvement is lewd effective in diminishing the relative,numberof gravely

handicapped children than in additing to their life expectancy.

The Czechoslovakian services are based largely on the-medical model.

Out patient service is available at hospitals for children.with behaviotal

disorders. Assessment is made in small regional centers. A decreasing

emphasis is being placed on the-establishment of large centers which, of

necessity, must be inconveniently situated for many families.

At present in Hungary, there are few, special arrangements for

emotionally disturbed children. The problems presented-by physically'handi

capped children and those of restricted intelligence take precedence over those

resultifig from other handicaps.

In the Soviet Union, one notes a tendency to regard all'behavioral

disturbance as attributable to damage to the central nervous system. It is

recognized that the children require special treatment, but-the educational

treatment approximates more closely-to that associated by us with intellectual

limitation than to our-Oroeedures designed toemeliorate,emotional,handicap.

As the child spends much time at school and at the recreational buildinge

known as "Pioneer Palaces ", the influence of the family is considerably, less
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than it would be in North-America. In general, the faMily does not have an
opportunityto influence. adversely the development of a child, a situation
which- sometimes occurs -in western societies:

Finland .is increaping.the nuMber.of regional diagnostic 'Centers to
which childreepresenting,unusnal problems to the school or to the family are
brought under observation. These centers are committed bo the multidisciplin
ary approach referred to in the discussion of Frenth and -Swiss procedures.
In smalkcomunitiet, the teacher is expected to care for an emotionally-
disturbed-child in the regular classroom, whereisAn cities, observatiOn
tIasses-haVe been established. The school authorities of Helsinki have
decided to increase the number of observation. classes for emotionally, disturbed
children because of obvious benefits derived from those already in existence.
The - Helsinki school-system -is also establishing a psychological service much
larger than its present one to assist in the detection-of children with
problems and is establishing district thild,guidance clinics which will give
treatment if theparentseedesire.

Common Elementsef European Programs

There 'are many col6Onelementein assessment:services and special
classes dealing with emotional disturbance presented in this necessarily brief
account of the'facilities described by-educational workers in seven European
countries.

1. The needs of emotionally-maladjusted chilUfemare gaining increaied
recognition.

2. Regional assessment centers are -being established to ensure that children
in-need are looked after at a center close to-the-family.

3. Diagnosis has ceased to be essentially a-Medical assessment made by i
physitian or an educational appraisal made'bi a teacher aided by the school

instead, assessment is seen as a many sided study of the
child to which social workers, general. physicians, psYchiatriste, teachers,
psyChologists, epeech :consultants, recreation leaders, and others
contribute- The-day of the multidisciplinary approach has arrived in-the:
assessment and 'treatment of the disturbed child.

4. Edutational leaderemgree that a variety of,i0proacheemust be developed in
the attempt to solve the-many varying problems-presented to thes,by emo,
tionally maladjusted children.

5. Most workers in this field express grave doubts concerning the wisdom of
educating a disturbed child in a social environment consisting mainly of
other disturbed children. It is-acknowledged that some-children cannot be
'kept in a regular classroom because their behavior_ eriously,interferes
-withthelearning of other pupils. However, if this interference can be
avoided, it is firmly believed that an emotionally maladjusted child has
more to learn from association with normal children than from placement
with others like himself.

6. The teacher of one-of-these "Regular Classes" should be able to consult
with specialists and to enlist the support of the echool prindipales an
effectiveelember of the team.

T. In view of the acknowledgedlesikability of fostering self confidence
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adept teachers give the children the maximum amount of mastery or
apparent mastery of academic work.

8. While residential treatment is considered to.be,neceSsary for a child froi
a deficient family, it is not highly regarded in the treatment-of the

majority.

'9. The need to involve the cooperative assistance of the.family is widely, if
not universally, acknowledged.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN IN FRANCE

by

Gertrude G. Justison

Background: _Education in_General

The-Republic of France is the largezit country of Europe excluding Soviet

Russia. Like its neighbor Germany it bad,:until mid century, a highly
organized system of national education-operating-from a central Ministry in

Paris. Following World War,II, national debate in education and the.demand for

,major reforms. provoked radical reorganization of education, especially is
secondary and university-programs.

leforls decreed. in.1959 under de- Gazelle's Fifth Republic are still not

completely implemented, but decentralization-and curricular emphasis-On tech-

nical and extended secondary'schooling haie modernized the narrow academic
approach-and have brought some progress toward democratization of the French
educational system: Compulsory Schooling to age sixteen (instead of to age
fourteen) became-effective in 1967.. More pupilS are staying longer in school
and more from the middle and loner classes. are now engaged.in longer studies.

For.purposei,of loaal school administrationi-the,country_isAiVided'
into twenty academic diStriCts. Each district as a university center
administered-by a rector (appointed by the Ministry), and adVised. by ajocai

academic council. The rector has control Over all typetrof instruction though
a.piefect handles routine matters.and inspectors carry out supervisory and

administrative functions. In general, each- district is a fairly exact. copy of

the structure of the Central,Ministry in.Paris before it. reshaped, itself with
the exception that.the,Branches (Primary, Secondary, or Technical)' have
a single corps responsibl.e.to the Executive Cabinet_Of the Ministry 'since 1961.

Schools are divided into three broad categories:

1. Nurseries and Kindergartens (for children under six. years)

2. Elementary Schools (for 'childrenfrom.sixto 14 years)

3. Secondary Schools -(for'thosi frdm'll to 17 years).

There are two cycles in secondary education: (a) the course common to all

pupils llto 15 years of age and, (b) thi.more.spedialized training-for
technical or industrial occupations or preparatory for general education
colleges (lycees) for Youth 15 to 18 years. Higher education is available
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through the 20 state controlled universities and a few private religious-
schools offering degrees in theology, law, and humanities. Since the early
1960's, higher education has suffered from overcrowding,, lack of facilities,
and shortages of personnel. Failure 'rates are high at the degree level (72
percent) but despite this the degree group accelerated from 5 percent in 1950
to 11 percent in 1960 and is expected to go as high as 22 percent by 1970.

Fraser (1967) reports that-the children-of agricultural workers are
still -not getting into the lycees in significantly large numbers. Budgetary
.restrictions have reduced the building of technical lycees, although five new
Academic Institutes of Technology opened in 1965. These offer a degree in
Technology after-tgo years of study beyond high school. Thus it is clear that
educational reforms have increased the diversity of university education and
contributed, in part, to manpower needs.

Teacher preparation is undertaken at l'ecole,normale (teacher training
institute) and followed by a post baccalaureate course of professional training.
Three years of study at l'ecole normale awards the baccalaureate degree.. and a
teaching license. A fourth year (equating with a masters degree) of profession
sional study earns the. certificate. -Fraser (1964), describes problems of
content, method, and professional training as "slow to-change," with the
hierarchy of studies persisting,-syllabi and method largely unaltered, with
note tAking, memorization, and verbalism persisting. as modus operandi: Two new.
teaching degrees (baccalaureate) covering technical and industrial subjects
have been added,withia recent years. In addition, according. to Dr. R. Lafon at
the -International_Congresson_the Scientific Study of Mental Deficiency,_ in
September, 1967, in-Montpellier, FiEd6k, a "diatindt
itself in France at the same time as in neighboring countries,, that of the
educator specialist and that is going to benefit by the institution of-a State
Diploma Ipersonal notes)."

Special Education.and Services

:For several decades the French Legislative Body has been making
efforts to provide help for the handicapped through Social Welfare or through
Social Work assistance: These measuresAremot fully developed by do repre
sent net.,logress from the early part of the century. Under piesent law, any
infirmi0 bringing about 80 percent of permanent incapacity is eligible for
social assistance - within three months of disability.

Finandial aid igvgiven to parents of handicapped children of less than
15 years -of age provided resources are not over a minimum ceiling. This
seriously reduces the numbers who .can benefit from such assistance. Costs lok
care and education-of the handicapped placed in Specialized institutions are
assumed-.under public collections as provided under the law providing Special-
ized education for all handiCapped youth to age 20.

France has alarge network-of public and private specialized institu-
tions for the blind, deaf, Orippied,Aick, and debilitated, and retarded.
Most are coeducational residential institutions which offer comprehensive
programs from preschool to and through technical and sometimes professional
training. Many of these same institutions also-offer educational programs
and services to-limited numbers of nOniesidential.(day) students. Throughout
the provinces,, especially in urban,r'eatv, many-centers for training, and
therapies exist in-connection with hospitals And:University medical units.
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Institutional Programs

Deaf and Hard of Hearing

gL,

The literature reports four. national institutes for the deaf, all
catering to both boarding and day students: Thieeare coeducational, One is
for girls only. One admits pupils at age three; the others at- age five- -with-
training-to -age 21. In addition,to these are seven state or county institu-
tions and one private center (in Paris). These tommre.coeducational and cater
to the-four to 20 age group. Primary school classes for students with hearing
deficiencies operate in boys' or girls' schools iimine provinces. Speech
centers exist in connection with hospitals in seven cities-throughout Franca
and some senien_phonoaudfological centers-ate. attachato Paris hospitals.
Speechreading is-taught in}three Patis centers and four other centers in-the
provinces, usually in urban areas cline to medical schools-or,bosPitals..

Professional prepatition in audiology, speech pathology, and orthophony
is-available-at-might centers of medicine and/or.medical.psychopedagogic
institutes, again in majiir urban areas Paris, Lyon, Toulouse, Marsaillea-and
Bordeaux. _Diploma or certificate awards. for study depend on prior.. preparation

and type and length of studies.

Blind-and_PartiallY Sighted

Several decades of legislative efforts through Social Welfare and Work
Assistance on behalf of the blind represent -so progress from the early part
of the century. Unfartudatalii--the-dsuatiaaautiiado not enCOUragithaI.-Adalt
blind to Work but do-offer financial aid to the - families of handicapped-youth.
The-decree of May, 1964 maintains allowances fot specialized-education for
blind youth placedin institutional care.

About two per 1,000 of the total school populiiionmre blind-or-
partially sighted. Some seven agencies serve the blind. A network of special-,
ized institutions, both private and public, in cooperation with the Ministry -.of
Public Health and Population and the Ministry of National Education. provide
education at all levels up to and thrdugh higher education and prof^ssional
preparation. The National Institution for the Blind, in Paris, deals with
children from seven to 21 years of age. The Ministry of Mutation bas also
created many special courses for amblyopic children.

The Physically Handicapped

Incidence of physical handicap (motor handicapped and chronitally ill)
is estimated at about 12 percent of the population from-five to 19 years-of
age, making, imperative a program-of diagnosis,-treatment, and. education at
all levels and:Within a variety of structures: In those-cases where extensive
medical treatment mandates hospitalization and long term care, schooling is
managed within the-hospital setting. Periods of convalescence after intensive
short term or long term hospitalization are utilized for educational assessment,
remediation, or compensatory programs prescribed by teams of medical, psycho-
logical, and edutational personnel in the'rehabilitative effcti. The profes-
sional personnel of such rehabilitative institutions are described as highly

qualified. While some youths-receive their entire schoolinswithin medical
institutions, an overwhelming majority recei7e4ipecial,priliry and/or secondary
education enabling them to be readmitted to the normal school environment.

Programs-for the homebound chronically ill child are facilitated by the

use of telephone, radio, and television.communication systems and cover primary,
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secondary, and degree programs as a free service of the National Education

Ministry.

A few specialized classes are attached to .normal school groups for
children who are-orthopedically handiCapped, epileptic, cardiac, asthmatic,

hemophiliac, or otherwise chronically ill. Such classes enroll 12 to 15

children and offer individualized curricula in the protective environment which
capitalizes on the outdoor milieu. Afew of the chronically ill are able-to

attend boarding schools for advanced studies in Paris or Strasbourg.

Beis, Meyer, and Haniciaux (1966), in a study of 1,310-physically
handicapped and chronically ill pupils five to 18- years- of age within a normal
school setting, found that 18 percent of all cases were enrolled in secondary

and technical education. About seven percent of the study population were

chronically ill, and the others were motor handicapped. Only six percent of

the study population came from the rural areas. Of those cases reported, about
one-third were in the_1004- IQ range, 25 percent in the 80 to 100 IQ range,

and 23 percent had IQ's less than 80. Many motorically handicapped children

are virtually deprived of adequate education despite the fact that 62 percent

are of sufficient intellectual level to profit. It is claimed that thii is the

result of parental negligence to report to specialized institutions the
handicapped status of their children.

Diabetic_children in France must get approval of the head of the School

for admission to normal day or-boarding schools. If-such admission is not

.approved,. diabetic-ehI dren can be-enrolled in a school_program in Niort where

some sixty-YOUth iiiie'-in reSidefic-e--and-iitienit different schOoli-idrhe-city-on-

a day school basis.

Cardiac and Asthmatic youths attend daises-generally with.normal
school children in the primary grades. In secondary school programs, place-

ment in "cliaatized" lycees provide -the healthy outdoor environment-considered

therapeutic for such diaabilities.

Epileptic children were studied by P. Cridon (1965),of-Neacy who

reports that 60 percent of those enrolled in regular school programs attend

regularly and about 10 percentehow marked absenteeism. Of.a sample population

of 74 cases, CridOn found abbut 7 percent to be profoundly retarded.

Maladjusted--Emotionally Disturbed

The special decree of September 1965, in addition to the broad reforms

of 1959, assures appropriate schooling for-maladapted children and youth.

Determination of, eligibility requires the collaboration of medical doctore,

psychologists and teachers and mandates liaison between Health, Social and

Educational Ministries.

Aapecial issue of'Esprit (1965) reports a 1963 study of Delinquent
Youth. Of 2,960 youth-reported, 1,339 'were in residential institutions and

380 lived-with parents. Of 2,267 youth "in moral danger," 658 were institu-,

tionalized and 364 liVed with parents. The remainder were given outpatient,

counsel and advisement. The overwhelming majority were boys and most-were

from the over populated urban areas.

The Melyally Retarded

There is a paucity of literature -on educational programs for the

retarded. The famous diagnostic clinic. in Paris headed-by,Zazzo is highly
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reputable throughout Europe. Most available reports on the retarded are
written by physicians and/or psychologists, although Dr., R.,Lafon reported in
the 1967 International gong:teas on Mental Deficiency, in September, 1967, in
Montpellier, France (personal notes), a growing concern in the education of the
Profoundly and moderately retarded and the formation of a Corps of'specialist

teachers. Friends who have visited and studied European programs report the
impression that France looks to Belgium, Switzerland; and the Netherlands fOr
leadership in-educational programing. Diagnostic evaluations seem to follow
developmental trends probably reflective of Piaget's influenCe in- Europe.

It -is interesting to note that, of three recent-international
conferences with special education participation, no French educator was
featured as a speaking contributor.

Summary

France, like most countries of the world, is in the -midst of sweeping

educational.- reforms. The problems of implementing legislative provisions for
special education programs and services to meet the needs-of exceptional
children and youth are the same that beset most countries of the world. General

features of reform repeat themselvei across theinational boundaries of. Europe
as they do across -state and regional boundaries in America wherever special
education programs and services replace or supplement regular instruction.
Common denominator needs include recruitment And preparation of professional
specialist'personnel,-and4rovision.of facilities;- equipment, and-supportlxre,

services sufficient in number and quality to insure eduCational opportunity
and experience appropriate to the needs and capacities of all exceptional

persons. It is-clear that France is making definitive-pfogress in living up
to the reforms outlined in 1959 under the Fifth- Republic. But it is equally

clear that in this country,, like other advanced countries of the world,
special education is still it the most primitive stages in realizing its
stated goals.

As a professional association we might welt profit by the caution:called
for by Ignacy Goldberg at the Montpellier Charter Congress on the Scientific
Study'of'Mental Deficiency (1967). He warned of the-dangers of comparing edu-
cational programs in the absence of well defined criteria for such comparisons.
The limitations. of time and exposure to programs and the lack of cultural
perspecti4e in the total effort of a'region or a nation seriously reduces the
value, and worth of much of-the international effort in recent-years. At the

same time the scope and dimensions of our common problems makes international

cooperation in special education a mandate of-our times.
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ABSTRACT

A SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILD
IN TEN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

by

Jason W. McCallum

The information for this survey Was determined from observation of
facilities and from presentation's by senior educational administrators. The

format of the paper includes a general review of definition,-educational
settings, curriculum-and teacher training.

Definition

There is much variability among countries in their definition of the

educable mentally retarded (MR). IQ scores of between 50 and 65 appear to

separate the-educable and trainable groups. Ah upper limit of about IQ 80
was indicated as separating this group from the child who Would receive
regular classrOOm instruction. The communist countries emphasize a multi
disciplinary approach with medical specialists, psychologists and educators

'being involved. This approach has great value for research, but function and-
performande last be the basic criteria in placing a child in a given program.

Educational Settings

In-Europe, as in-North AMerica, the issue of whether special classes
should be in regular schools Or special schools has not been settled. In
England; Germany, Czechoslovakia, the-USSR and the Netherlands, education is
undertaken exclusively in special day schools. Class sizes range-between-12.

and 20 students. Advances are apparent in preschool public education beginning
at age three, particularly in the communist countries.

-Curriculum

Primary skills With varying emphasis on visual motor training through
crafts and-gaMes probiblylorm the core for all of the early programs. There

is a varied degree of stress on academic subjects. Antithetical situations
existed in London as compared to Bonn, where the latter stressed much academic
work in the upper grades.

Specific curriculum is established in three communist and in two

Scandinavian countries. Communist countries also supply texts, teaching manuals

and materials. In the Scandinavian countries the curriculum ii to be used
only as a guide or norm to approach, whereas the other curricula appeared to be
considered as directions.

Vocational training is provided by most countries, either in vocational
schools or in the senior grades of the elementary program. Sheltered workshops

also are fostered, particularly in the Netherlands. Generally, however, the

extent and quality of'Vocationaltraining is as varied as that foundin North
America.

Teacher Training

Teacher education of the mentally handicapped has been and still is-an

uneven pursuit. While North American teachers appear dissatisfied with their
training,thereappears to be less concern expressed by their European
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counterparts. The latter possibly have more professional university training

and have a much greater feeling of being-"specialists" of exceptional children.

Discussion

The impiession fromthe survey indicated a strong feeling about the

needs of children and a desire to meet them through facilities and: curriculum.

A:preacribed curriculum to be used as a norm might have value,.,particularly

when it-is recognized. how often the special teacher yearns for Some guidelines.

The most encouraging observation involved a commitment on the part of .educa-

tors to-provide fuller educational and training experiences both before, during

and-after compulsory school attendance.

SPECIAL EDUCATION IN ENGLAND

by-

Ronald Gulliford

Following is an outline of the' rganization of apedial education in
England and a- consideration of a number of areas in which international cooperal-

tion could be.productive.

Types -of Special Education

Present arrangeients for special education stem from the Education ACt of

1944 whiChjave-the local education authorities (of large towns and counties)

the duty of finding out which children in their area suffer from:any disability

of mind or body and of insuring that they received special education in special

schools.or in other ways. Ten categories of handicapped children were

specified: blind, partiaily, sighted, deaf, partially hearing,. educationally
subnormal, epileptid, maladjusted, physically handicapped, speech defective

and delicate. (The gifted are not included because we consider them.tO be

well cared for by grammar schdols.)

The educationally subnormal correspond to the American term educable

retarded. The definition of educationally - subnormal was deliberately made a

broad one, referring to children who were educationally retarded on account

of limited ability or because of other-conditions, in. order to get away from

rigid IQ criteria and from the prewar certification of pupils as mentally

defective or feebleminded. The result is that they. range in IQ from 50 to 85

(sometimes higher), and there is a lot of consideration given to deciding

what criteria should apply.

The maladjusted category,was.a new one in 1944. Their education-was first

mainly given Wsmall boarding schools which-combined a family atmosphere with

a therapeutic approach. -Day schools and classes have been developingi-although

they pro-vision:does-not match the need. The majority-of epileptic children are

of course in ordinary schooli, but there are six. schools for severe problems

requiring specialized education and medical treatment. The majority of speech,

defective children are in ordinary schools but there are several boarding

schools-foi aphasic children. There is a wide range-of day, boarding and

hospital 'schools for the physically handicapped.

Of possible interest is the-delicate category. Originally open air
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schoolsfor delicate children-were started in the early 1900'3 for children
whose health had'suffered-from:poor'social and:health conditions-in,Andustrial
urban areas: With improved health and welfare the numher of. such Children'has
declirie&end the vacant places have been usedas an extra fadilitY ter-children
with a variety of conditions such is_dinor-ialadjustment, educational retards-
Jtion, social disadvantiges,,ot-other needs not appropriately met by,other
special schools.

Trainable 'retarded children are at,presint the responsibility of local
'health departments who provide for them in training centers; others-Are in
hospitals .for the subnOrmals. 'There are'-moves afoot vhich.makeitliiely that
the trainable will come under EdUcation and biCome a Part'of special, education.
There has already been a trend' -to set up assessment classes for borderline
retarded children of 5 to 8 years-as a means of deciding the degree of edUca-,

ibility before placement in trainng center of special school:

Delinquent children,may be sent to-boardingachools approved -and supervised
by-the Home Office. Most large townalsve remedial teaching, home teaching
and language teaching for immigrants.

Two supporting services are the School Health Service,. which playa as
important.part in.theidentification.of handicapped childrei,in in,child
guidance, school psychology and speech therapy (the latter two laboring
frem shortage or personnel), and school Welfare services;,and the Youth Employ-
ment services. _

The larger authorities (London, Birmingham, Manchester, etc.) provide
schools and classes.for each of the handicaps but areas with smaller populations
may arrange for some groups of handicappedchildren to-go to schools in neigh-
boring authorities or to boarding schools; of the 76,466 pupils in special
schooli, 20,898 are in boarding schools. The majoritY-Of schoolsare-runand.
-financed by local authorities out of local taxerisupplemented by government
grants. There are a number of schooli run-by-private organizations (especially
for blind, physically handicapped and maladjusted children), although the
fees are paid by loCal education authorities: The vast majority of pupils are
educated at,public exPense; there is- ,very little private-special schooling.
Medical examinations and treatment are provided by the School Health Servide
and by the National Health Service.

Special training and certification for teachers is only obligatory at
present for teachers of the -deaf and the 'blind, although many colleges. and,

universities-provide training. courses in special education. Training, consists
of a year of full'time study three to five years after initial teacherAbalifi-
cation, with the teachers being paid full salary by their local authorities.
Just under half -the teachers in special. education are Men.

Issues for Ccoperative Planning

The population is small enough and the geography compact enough to aim
at comprehensive provision for all who really need specialeducation. .0ne of
the. questions in which-we could fruitfully cooperate internationally is how,
much special Orovisionto make for different groups-of handicapped children.
The Survey by the Wood Committee in 1929 is acknowledged to be one of the more
reliable. estimates of the prevalence of mental defect. At'present.PrefessOr
Tizardbf London University is directing an interdisciplinary research in which
whole age groups of children in the Isle of Wight are carefully screened. for
disabilities--not only-the major ones. but the less obvious disabilities



affecting learning. Information from this-study should provide a basic measure
of the minimum provision needed in other areas. For example, in this relative-
ly rural area with few large towns he has come up with-an incidence of malad-
justment of 6 perceLt.

.But it is one thing,to know the expected incidence of disability; it is
another thing to set up the machinery for ensuring early identification-
Public health departments of local authorities Already-operate observation
tegi -era listing all childrenhorn at risk and these are-followed -up by
pet Lens and infantwelfaie,dociors. This increases the chances of
detec.,..ug,seneory and physical, as early.aa possible in the preschool
period. Weeed to develop a second tier Of identificatory procedures in the
first-school years in order to ensure the early detection of diaabilitieswhich
becoMe apparent in an educational setting. Present procedures' used in Britain
are routine school medical eicaminatione, visual and Audiomettic. screening and
refeiral-by headteachers (school principals).. But we know that,SOie Children
are identified-Much laterthanthey ihOuld be; there are variations in the
competence of schools to identify children and theke are variations between
areas,motably between the North, and South of England: In.England, children
start school at fiVeyearSof age, and hythetime they reach the age of
seven, teachers haVe a fairly intimate knowledge ofthem. It would be-useful
to de4elopa systematicUse.Of teachers' observations of theirpupils supple.,
mented-by a sample of.children's performances on several critical` aska
order to identify children who are obviously4eing,to,needspecial help and
those who are likely tomeed,special help. It seeMassiiiCiany'leportantta
identify_ educable retarded-thildrin,waladjusted childrem.and.childreawith
learning difficulties. Many school systemi do in fatt screen-children at
about age 8, but it would-be preferable to-screen-them-by the end Of the seventh
year. In England, it is unlikely that there will be enough experts With the
time to perform this initial screening but with professional guidance, the
teachers' contribution, to -this process could be made more systematic, objeCtive,
and reliable. Ina recent survey of 11,000 seven year olds, headteachers-were
asked to specify-whether intheir Opinion the child. needed some foim of
special education. The teachers had no diffitulty in classifying 5 percent as
likely to need-Special-help, and were undecided about another- 3.5'percent.

A second issue that lends itself to international cooperation is the
organization of special education. The English system ii.based on the spedial
school. Thus 45,000 educationally subnormal children attendsPeCial schools
and this represents'0.7 percent of the total, school population.of children from
5 to 16. Thete is-ajarger number of retarded children receiving some form
of special teaching in ordinary schools but these arrangements -.are less well
organized and aaperviaid. There are special classes in- ordinary schools for
partially sighted, partially hearing,maladjusted,:am&delicate-children.-
NoWever, there is-an impottant need for special achooli idluaystewof special
education asa,center where a variety of resources_ and specialties can-be
focused. In England, the need:is felt to develop.a spedial class.system..coMple-
mentary to specialachools, and-this is one area in which,American experience
would .be helpful. A related problem ialowto ensure the satisfactoty integra-
tion of the exceptional child .into ordinarysehools and regulartlasses. We
all pay lipservice to the ;belief that wherever possible-the handicapped child
should-baintegrated, but it is not so easy -to ensure that the school and the
teachers have sufficient insight, knowledge,and thevappropriate attitudes -to-
do this adequately.

One of the problems which.confronti,special-edudators at the present time
is the many children who don't fit neatly-into official classifications.
Research into, disability distinguishes various neurological disabilities,
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clumsy children, language disorders, autistic children and other kinds of
specific disorders, sometimes seen as separate grOups from ,the major handicaps,
and sometimes as problems occurring in all of them. Distinct educational

programs and environments are specified for-them; parent pressure groups add

to the demand. If a country is trying to develop comprehensive system of

special education and its resources are Strained to provide for the major needs,

just how far should it go in differentiating provision for subgroups of excep-
tionality? Haybe;the answer depehds on the existing method of orgahization,
and within special schools perhaps it is possible to meet special needs by

setting up classes. Perhaps also the answer depends on demographic factors,

and it may be possible in large urban areas to cater for many distinct needs,
but in thinly pop,41ated areas special classes and schools will have to continue
to cater fora spectrum of disability by individualizing treatment as far as

they can In England, this problem is before us in the educationally subnormal

schools which inevitably include the socially.disadvantaged,;the maladjusted
and' retarded, the neurologically impaired, the borderline trainable, the non-
communicating child, and children with'rnild physical and sensory disabilities.
The question of the possible. value of separate schools for the cerebral palsied

and for spina bifida children is also under discussion. There is a distinct

trend in English thinking towards the notion of a comprehensive special school

which provides for a variety of handicaps, and for more liaison and interchange
between specialists in different arias. There is need for much discussion of
such issues which are very relevant to the situation of countries wh re special

educational development is just getting under-Way.

Another issue for cooperation is in planning presChooleomation for

exceptional children: It would be superfluous to argue the case for early

education of the handicapped. In England there is a fair provision for the

preschool deaf and for the physically handicapped. For a long time English

pre nursery schools (run publicly for children between the agesof three and-

five) have taken a number of handicapped children, especially the emotionally
disturbed and those with delayed language and speech. Day nurseries run by the

Health-Department have also taken a few children, including the mentally

retarded. There is strong public pressure for public nursery schools to be
provided much more extensively, especially for socially disadvantaged children.
Also middle class parents have banded together and are running theif own play
groups, often including a handicapped child. We also have a preschool specifi-
cally for handicapped children acting as a diagnostic center and counseling

service. These developments suggest other possibilities for the highly
desirable preschool education of exceptional children. This again is a rowing

point in special education in which internationa, inteichange would be benefi-

cial.

There-are of course many other issues in curriculum planning and special
methods worthy of cooperation, and the idea of international cooperation in
planning special education could be a fruitful one. There is nothing more

stimulating to thought that finding that someone elie does something different
from you-=Unless it is trying to unravel how something which appeals to be same

in two countries (like deafness!) is yet different. As far as Britain is

concerned, we already. make much use of American, textbooks and - research reports.

It is to be wished however that there were more interchanges between,personnel

such as those - offered by the CEC conventions; that is One reason we of the

Association: for Special Education were glad-to welcOMe a large contingent at

our.1966 Conference in London Us well as a,contingent from Russia). But

conference interchange is not enough nor is communication between University

personnel. There could be more- reciprocal visits between administrators and

teachers. Also, it would be helpful to know more about European special

education. There surely would be benefit in more thorough comparison of:the
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ways different countries tackle similar problems.

There are, however, some important qualifications to make about the values
of international cooperation in special education. One can't really understand

another system without having real understanding of the sociocultural
differences, the different political and adMinistrative framework, the history

of the educational system and particularly its aims and general,philosophy.

For example, the amount that we in England can learn from. what Aiericans are

doing in compensatory education is open to question. England certainly has

socially disadvantaged children and some of their problems are comparable.

But, one difficulty is tc assess how similar the problem really is in social

and educational terms, and another is to assess how far American methods and

techniques are applicable in a different cultural and educational setting.

Certainly, the evaluatioh of different systems of special education is an
important field of study, in the light of all the relevant differences between

societies. Comparative Special Education would be not just an academic exercise

but a valuable foundation for the inevitable expansion of spedial education in

undeveloped countries.
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GENERAL

AN EVALUATION OF SOME INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS USED
IN A CLASSROOM FOR BEHAVIORALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN

by

Christine Walken

The Engineered Learning Project (ELP), a US Office of Education
supported program, has as its major objective the development of procedures for
identifying and treating behaviorally. disturbed children within the school

setting. The program has a behavior modification frame or reference; and is
designed to yield information on-whether economical, efficient procedures.can be
developed which will allow school personnel to identify behaviorally disturbed
children and modify their behavior within a reasonable amount ()Lame.

This piper presents an appraisal of some of the instructional materials

that have been used Within the project classroom.

Academic production and its relationship to behavior. in the classroom

cannot be over emphasized. Teachers are not going to see good, academically
oriented behaviors'from students who are unable, because of poor skills or lack
of ability, to get rewards in the form of grades, recognition, or praise. The
Engineered Learning Project staff members have talked about the need to get
better,reinforeersbuilt into the regular classroom; but perhaps the reinforcers
available to us are good enough, and it is the way in which they are dispensed
that,needs to be questioned. Teachers must learn to iit,e them properly (as

social and token reinforcers), and the academic work must be such that it allows
every student to receive payoff from the work itself. It is disheartening, to

say the least, to see a student's behavior within the ELP classroom gradually
change, as a result of appropriate reinforcement and instructional materials,
only to-have him returned to an environment where the availability of positive
reinforcers is often limited. When he returns to this environment his behavior

goes unnoticed unless it is objectionable.

Experimental. Learning Project Classroom Procedure

The academic work assigned:the students in the ELP classroom was pre-
scribed on the basis of the results of achievement tests and'a period of
vidual work with each student, to determine the areas of greatest weakness.
Work for each day was assembled in subject folders, which were. on the student's

desk at the beginning of each day. Each could aee.exactly what he was-expected

to accomplish. When a student completed'au assignment-his work wie checked,
and he was. helped to correct any errors before points were given. Each piece of

work had to be completed and checked beforeJle went on to the next-assignment
Pointslor_programed work were given for working for a speciflid,length of time.
Assignments were short, to make possible more frequentTayoff,,but were grad-
ually lengthened as behaviors improved.

The problem of-the demand on the teacher of correcting and providing
reinforcement for academic work-could theoretically be solved through the use of

programed instruction. These programs, however, are still in the early stages

of deyelopment. There are now onthe market many poor attempts at programing,
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but there are also some good programs that can teach well. A careful evalua-
tion of materials should precede their purchase, but sometimes trying them-out
on the students is necessary to ascertain the merits of a program.

In an article entitled "Why We Need-Teaching Machines," Skinner (1962)
says:

Whether by intention or necessity, teachers have been less given to
teaching than to holding studentsresponsible for learning...The student
looks, listens, and answers questions, (and incidentally learns) as a
gesture of avoidance or escape...The birch rod and cane are gone, but
their place has been taken by equally effective punishments (criticism,
possibly ridicule, failure) used in'the same way; the student must learn
or else.

Byproducts of aversive control in education range from truancy, early
dropouts, and school vandalism to inattention, "mental fatigue," forget-
ting and apathy. It does not take a scientific-analysis to trace these
to their sources in education practice.

The observations Skinner Made about the-effects of aversive contiol,are

well known to us, since nearly every syMpton he. mentioned is within the,behavior

repertoire of -our group.

Programs Considerations

Of the programs used in our project class, some do measure up to the
hopes Skinner has for them, in that they require a minimum of teacher "presence,"
begin very simply, and develop skill logically and systematically with rein-
forcement immediately supplied with each step in learning. Good programs
also reduce the teacher's time consuming job of trying to dig up-or develop
materials herself and organize them in a logical sequence. On the other hand,
some poorly written programs do not move in a "no-steps missed" fashion, and
others must be neglecting the-reinforcement ingredient, because students become
quickly bored by them. Some programs do not teach at all. They are merely
interestingly laid out, student corrected material that the student could not
have used if he did not already possess the-skills they claim to be teaching.

There is not a predetermined pace at which a student should go through a
program. If attention stops, so doesthe-program, as opposed to the falling
behind that-results from, a student's inattention to a lecture. However, our

subjects initially were apt to just sit and look at the program, or to try
"sneaking" in order to fill in the answers without every looking at the text

and questions. Whether or not this was due to what Skinner referred to as ,

apathy or mental fatigue, it seemed that some behaviors were prerequisites to

using a program. So, until some initial working behaviors were established
through consistent payoff on more traditional materials, the programs with one
exception, were not as effective as was hoped.

Another drawback in using some presently available programed instruction-
is that many require a good deal of reading. For instance, a math prop.=
appropriate for a boy functioning at a second grade level in that subject-may

require third or fourth grade reading ability. Often a student who isniarkeelr
under achieving in math will be doing even less well in reading. If a teacher

has to supply every other word in a prograa's discussion of arithmetic, she is
almost as involved as she would be if she were teaching the lesson herself.
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Programed materials are relatively expensive, and unless used in a way-
that will permit repeated use, the cost of book form programs for large groups
may be prohibitive in public school settings. Programs used in machines, of

course, can be used many times. Some machines-are excellent, but others are
flimty and easily broken, especiallyhy the kind of student we are dealing.with.

Evaluation and Discussion of Programed Materials-and Procedures

Following is a discussion of some of the programed and student corrected
materials we have used, with varying degrees of success, with students in the

,ELP classroom.

Sullivan Associates Programmed Reading Series, McGraw Hill This

excellent program was-used most successfully. It is a thorodghly developed
program that can actually teach reading skills, beginning with a-prereader, and
ending with selections from classical myths at a sixth, grade plut-reading

level. It is suggested that the program be used in conjunction with other
materials and methods. The books are accompanied by film strips and hard back

books that. reinforce the vocabulary. Reading gains made during the eight weeks
the program was used were from three months to one Year,,ai measured by the
Durrell and Gates tests. Plastic sheeti were used to allow repeated use of.the
:programs so that the student can sponge his responses off the,sheet. After
completing several:self corrected pageeof work, the student does a "test page."
When finished, he raises his hand to have the teacher chick his work. This
gives the,teacher an opportunity to check the student's progress through the

program.

The Teaching Machines Incorporated (TMI):Grolier Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication and Division Programs. Used in the Min-Max-teaching machine,

these were less than satisfactory for our particular purposes. The students

were quickly bored by the programs. The machines are made of plastic and are

easily damaged. They are too large to be kept on the desk of the student,
necessitating movement wheneier they are to be used. A TMI Programed Text
presenting the samematerials is more easily used in the classroom.

California Test Bureau's "Lessons for Self-Instruction, in_the Basic

Shills." These materials range in subject matter from eleientary math to
"Getting Meaning from Reading." The boys used - -these booklet form programs
with enthusiasm, but the lessons_ dealing with basic skills really did.noteeem
to, teach the, skills but did give a novel form of practice in. arithmetic. They
are "branching" programs in which an incorrect response leads to a review of

the misunderstood problem. The reinforcements for a correct or-an
incorrect response even have "social" earmarks, since they are signalled by a
Smiling or a frowning face. Student responses are written in-separate answer
booklets which can be reordered and are indexpensive.

The Cyclo-Teacher. This World Book Company program series and machine
offers lessons from simple math to a fairly advanced (grade seven) level of
science and vocabulary lessons. The machines are well made. The programs are

suitable for extra, or "free time," but the, lessons do not go thoroughly
enough into any one area. Alan, the machines are noisy in use and-disturbing
to students doing quiet work.

Educational Development Laboratory's Study Skills Library. This is a

series of study sets on science and social studies topics. The reading leVels

are controlled in each set. They consist of study pamphlets, in which, for
example, there may be information about "Simple Machines." On the reverse side
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of each of the bo&dets are questions, which are answered on-a separate answer
sheet provided in. the set. The student can then select the appropriate answer
card to score his own work. The students have used these materials with
enthusiasm.

Geography of the United States. This Behavioral Research Laboratories
developmentuonsists-of programed tests and map booklets. Programs are avail-

able on the geography of the Central, East and West areas of the U.S. Students

in our class who could read at a fourth grade or better reading,level used
theprOgrams. We found the program to be complete, and of.high interest to
those students.

Programmed Problem Solving, by Ginn and Company, is appropriate for
students who can use arithmetic facts, but who have difficulty with verbal

arithmetic problems. The program can be read by students with a low reading
level-as low-as high first or second grade. The programed test is placed in
a plastic binder which has a sliding pieCe which covers the answer column.
Students who seemed to find arithmetic especially aversive could usually be
interested in this program because of its simplicity and "nonmath appearance."

Webster,CompanytsClassroOm Reading Clinic. This is a collection of

materials whiCh students can use independently. These were of special- value

to us since the study-card leaions begin at a 2.5 grade-level of reading
difficulty, Jet are of interest to a sixth grade boy. After completing a
short story, the student selects the appropriate answer card to correct his

work. The "clinic" also contains paper back novels which the better readers
would actually read rather than take free time.

"Dr. Spello" and "Conquests in Reading"_Warkbooks. These workbooks

come as part of the clinic and-furnish work in phonics, sentence construction
and comprehension skills. This. is an excellent set of materials for use in an

individualized program.

'The Study-Scope. This is an efficient program, and a favorite of the

students-in our program. The Programs ire designed to develovskill in number
factS%in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. For each arith-
metic prodess, there are eight separate designs, each one progressively mote

difficult. To use the student slips a program sheet into a plastic.tube-
The student looks at the equation, and responds by either writing on a response
blank, saying the answer, or thinking his answe7. The answer windOw is on

the.other side of the tube. The students use .the honor system to check their

own responses, or may use the Study Scope as a member of a team, in Which

students check each other's responses.

SRA Reading Laboratories. Theie-were appropriate for the needs of our

students. The Reading for Understanding Junior was particularly suited to the

needs-of our poorest readers. The reading selections are brief and are made

up\of short sentences. This set of material allows for frequent reinforcement
for completed assignments, which is especially important during the early
phase of a student's treatment in the program.

The materials described in this paper were all obtained for use and
evaluation through the Northwest Regional Special. Education Materials Center
for Handicapped Children and Youth, located on the University of Oregon campus.
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ABSTRACT

THE LABORATORY METHOD OF PSYCHODIAGNOSIS OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

by

Luciano-L'Abate

Increasing demands for-psychodiagnostic services, and manpower shortage
have produced inadequate solutions in the evaluation of exceptional children
(shortforms, incomplete test batteries, limited interaction with an examiner,

etc.). These shortcomings -are compounded by. increasing costs and inefficiency

of operations. The number of children now being evaluated is small in compari-
son to the number of exceptional children in need of evaluation.

The laboratory method is presented as a possible way of meeting manpower
shortages, increasing costs, inefficiency, and lastly the wide gap between

services and research with-exceptional children. The components of this

method are: (a) standard test batteries sytematically derived to evaluate
four major heterogeneous variables (intellectual functioning, visual motor
dysfunctions, learning deficits, and emotional adjustment) at various age
levels (2-11, 3-6, 5-11, 6-8-11, 9-14-11), (b) these batteries are in the hands
of specially trained and supervised assistants who administer and score all
tests at a technical level of skill, and (c) these subprofessionals are
supervised by a Ph.D. clinical psychologist who is responsible for the inter-
pretation and reporting of test results at a professional level. Examples of

such laboratories at St. Louis Children's Hospital, the Crippled Children
Service of Georgia Department of Health, Grady Memorial Hospital and Genrgia
State College in Atlanta are presented in the light of their advantages

for: (a) decrease in coats of operation, (b) increase in efficiency, and (c)
unification of service with research.

STIMULATING SPEECH IN THE EDUCATIONALLY DEPRIVED

by

Don G. Sandy

The children of this generation are the object of an intensified search
to identify all of their special needs, through the full span of birth to adult-

hood. This search is followed by the equally important challenge of meeting
these needs. The relatively newest special group of children that is presently
the focus of much concern and controversy is referred to variously as: the

culturally deprived or disadvantaged child, the poverty child, the inner city
child, the language deprived child, the legally deprived child, the potential
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juvenile delinquent, or the-educationally deprived child.

As in the past, with groups of children identified, as having special

needs, few will agree as to what to call them. From different frames of

reference, each of the designations is inadequate in some way since each suggests

an inaccurate generalization. The public is left with the impression that the

children are the same, which unavoidably and unduly stereotypes them. So, like

frogs jumping from one lily pad-to the next, the searchers continue looking for

A new term that enjoys freedom from severe criticism for a moment, although we

know that its popularity will be as short lived as last year's-fashions.

Presently, many professional groups are immersed in early childhood

searching and programing. There is a substantial block of individuals who

assert that if we do not start early in the-preschool years we are too late.

This assumption has been the impetus for many types of preschool programs

operating across the country. These programs are quite important but should

not overshadow the need to improve strategies during the school years which

simply means that all the years of a child's eduCational experiences are sig-

nificant.

Educationally Deprived

Since, for this presentation, this large population of children is

referred to as the educationally deprived, it is, necessary to define the term.

In general, the educationally deprived refers to children from lower socio-

economic areas who are not prepared with helpful -attitudes-or skills for school.

These childreh have had-little opportunity to develop and expand the language

proficiencies mandatory-for successful acadeMic performance in our schools as

they are presehtly fundtioning.

The term educationally deprived is already under fire. To say that the

children in the elementary grades of your school are educationally deprived

is in essence a statement of self condemnation. Some individuals might rather

say that the children are "educational readiness deprived."

These few-statements are offered to identify some of the dimensions of

the controversy. -Unfortunately, the scope of this paper does not permit a

fuller exploration of the implications of labeling. Therefore, attention will

be directed to the dimension of speech, and comments will be restricted to

the undeveloped oral language skills of the educationally deprived, particular-

ly those skills we might term "school language" or frrmal language.

In addition, some of the aspects of the process of speech and language

acquisition and the special problems of development for the educationally

deprived will be characterized, and a sequence of activities that might be

used for the elementary school age child in the classroom will be-described.

Speech and Educational Deprivation

The statement that the educationally deprived are predominantly language

deprived does-not mean that these children have no viable language modes, that

ttsy do not express themselves creatively, or that they hare -language disorders

in the sense that there is an etiology of hereditary, organic, or pathological

factors. It can mean that they simply have_ had inadequate opportunity to learn

and to practice the language patterns that are required in order to succeed in

school oriented tasks.
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The major press to change these conditions has come from the growing
block of individuals planning and implementing preschool programs, with an
emphasis on enriching'the preprimary years with language experiences. These
programs in style have extended all the-way from traditional preschool models,
to a new Montessori focus, to the highly structured programs characterized by
intensive drill oriented teaching of language. Most, if not all, of these
programs are based on the "early start" assumption.

The basis for the "early start" attitude and supporting reasons for its
definition are not unfounded. Let us look -at some of the bases for this line
of reasoning in reference to the normal process of speechAcquisition, and
its development in the lower and middle classes.

Research shows that language is first shaped by the parents. Its tone,
syntax, sound patterns, and vocabulary are profoundly influenced by these
early verbal interactions. Also, the content of the first verbalizations are
pervasively influended by the values of the parents. Then gradually, within
the child's expanding reality, the speech is intermeshed with group identifica-
tion. The group valnis in turn shape the speech and language patterns. The
unfolding speech style of the child intimately regulates his behavior, and
this style is critical in terms of his successful interaction in the home and
in his immediate peer group. The problem for the language deprived child
begins when he extends himself into the school and eventuallV intothe larger
community. This is when his particular style becomes handicapping for him.

Research shows that talking for the sake of talking is valued much more
in the middle class home than in the lower class home. Because,the language
in the lower class home tends to center around basic needs such as food,
security, and survival, there are fewer pleasantries to be discussed. In
general, the parents from the lower class homes prefer not to talk about their
substandard conditions. Since these matters are not a ;:imary concern in the
middle class home, there is much more time in the day for intellectual pur=
suits, exploring-books and magazines, having discussions, and taking trips.

Referring to the lower class child, Crow and Murray (1966) report:

The language used in the home by the parents is not supportive to the
child on entrance into school, where he must express thoughts or clarify
concepts. His language patterns make it difficult for him to relate facts
for the purpose of making abstractiont. By and large, lower class
children tend to use language acquired in their listening to parents, in
their reading, and in their other out of school environment.

Another distinction between the two groups in terms of the flexibility of
their language code becomes evident when we see that speech develops with a
delicate balance of creative expression and conformity. If the child is not
told that certain ways of saying things are more acceptable than others, he
does not become discriminating, and he feels that the "how" of language usage
is not important as long as the desired result is achieved. John and Goldstein
(1964), in a study of social context of language acquisition, found that over-
crowded homes and the absence of feedback in dialogue with adults resulted in
incorrect pronunciation, poor grammar, and faulty word association. Chukovsky
(1966) reminds us that a major task of education is to train children to
achieve adult levels of good speech. He says further that if the-whimsical
vocabulary is preserved in.a child's speech, his linguistic development will
be retarded.

With the overall differences in verbal output and directive feedback,
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the middle class child accumulates many more "flying hours" for developing

school oriented language proficiencies. The-middle class child identifies

with the broader world and has more to talk about, while the lower class

child's world and breadth of verbal output become restricted. Loretan and

limns (1966) state:-

If the school is to be effective, and if, these youngsters are not to be

discharged into the ever larger group of unskilled, unemployables, then-
meaningful, expressive, and receptive language training must become a

conscious part of curriculum organization. Inability to speak and under

stand standard English can make social mobility in our society almost

impossible.

It becomes evident-that the child's potential for increasing his talking

skills will help him to increase the breadth of his contacts and to expand

hP$A.prld, since the essence of culture is considered by sociologists and

anthropologists to be preserved and transmitted through its language. No one

can-argue-that the -- reality of the 20th century is not universality and.inter
nationalism, for better or for worse, and that all children should be.- prepared

for it.

With these few thoughts in mind, we need to-remember that no child

learns to talk in isolation, that other human beings must be stimulating the

child with speech, and that this kind of interaction is necessary through all

of childhood. We(may take -the position that when the child enters school,

the speech patterns are so established that they are irrevocably unalterable,

or we can take the position as teachers that, we,can build on the language the

child knows and help him to learn to speak in.weys that will mean greater

mobility in the larger-society.

Importance of Stimulating Speech in the Classroom

We need to remind ourselves that to increase language proficiency, the

process of listening and learning to understand speech is the first and quite

crucial phase, but it must be followed by verbal output. It is known that

reception and understanding of language is less.a problem than talking for the

educationally- deprived child. There can be many explanations for this, but it

is the opinion of.some educators that television has been instrumental in

developing language reception, but is handicapping-for speech since there is

no verbal exchange in this one way communication-process.

Consequently, it should be remembered that the - stimulation of speech

needs to be followed by reciprocal verbal responses. The amount and type

will be dependent first on the child's intelligence, personality, and native

linguistic skills, regardless of class membership, and second on.how the

teacher feels about talking. If a teacher believes that childreh should be

seen and not heard, and if he is not verbally oriented, it will be difficult

to eacoarage.more talking from the students.

In stimulating speech, it is unrealistic to attempt to Change total

speech patterns. It-is probably more realistic and practical simply to plan

on adding to them. To do this, it is necessary to challenge the children to

use what they already have, and to systematically stimulate further linguistic

growth.

I should like to suggest a three phase process of: (a) encouraging

verbal output, (b) using the present level, exercising it, so to speak, and
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(c) giving the children a variety, of talking,' experiences to apply the new
learning.

At thisimoint, it might beyell to mention some "do nots." Telling
childrenthat they need to speak correct' English, trying to teach formal rules
of grammar, or trying to teach reading, at the Same-time are questionable and
ineffectual: PlaCing most_of the correction time on getting the children not
to say "y"eah," or other incidental-slang-fiords will probably be self defeating.
The children should not feel that something will be taken away from them
While engaged in the speaking.activities;, they should feel that they are
learning new ways to express their feelings and ideas.

Following the three phases of the activity outlined above, the following
are suggested ways in'which the teacher might stimulate speech in a class
of third grade children.

Suggested SpeechActivity

The major goal of the activity is directed toward developing oral language
or speech.

To stimulate speech, it 'is suggested that the teacher use magazines as
thehasic stimulus material, since they are inexpensive. and have clear and
colorful photographs of actual individuals and situations. For this particular
activity, the usual bill of fare of:pictures of animals, elves, and fantastic
creatures is not preferred. It should be noted that the magazines need to be
careful, ,selected since certain ones mould!be inappropriate. Magazines such
as Look, Life, or Post are preferable for the pictures in general.

Phase I. After passing out the magazines (hopefully each child would
baize his own copy), the children should be encouraged to "look 'through them and
verbalize spontaneously about them. At this time,'the teacher will have an
opportunity to note each child's impressions of what he sees and in what way
he can verbalize about the pictures. Also, this is an opportunity to.uote
particular differences in vocabulary and syntax. The teacher should ask,only
open ended questions, such as "Tell me what interests you," "Letts talk about
any pictures you see." (Some teachers may want to remove certain pictures
before the activities if they seem objectionable.

1

During this drawing out phase the teacher should look for-Creative,
spontaneous responses and have as many children participating as possible. If
a: particular child tends to be, nonverbal, the teacher may say, "What picture
do you like?" "What can you tell me about it?,"" If the child does not respond,
th& teacher may say, "What can you name in the picture?" The goal is always to
elicit some verbal response.

Phase II. This phase maybe approached with the children as a game with
some degree of verbal competitiveness that third 'grade children enjoy. The
emphasir Is on building and using vocabulary classified as nouns, verbs, and
adjectives, following a process of verbalizations from the simple to the More
complex. The length of time'spent on the phase as well as the whole activity
depends on the teacher, but it is suggested that the period at first be no
more than five minutes, and then gradually increased. The following is a
suggested.sequence:

1. "Can you name one thing on the page (Chosen by the child?" To another child;
"Can you name two or three things?" There are many variations that can be
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used. Another possibility is to have two children compete to see who can

name -the most. The purpose, in whatever variationds used, is to build

vocabulary and to increase the quickness of response. The children should

be encouraged to realize that things can have many different names, and the

teacher should not reinforce the impression that something has only one

name.

2. "Find and name all of the things that move." The children look freely

through the magazines and explain and discuss their choices. Other varia-

tions could be: "Find and name things that cannot move unless someone

moves them." "Find things:that grow." "Name things that make a.sound,

things we can ride in, things that will burn, things that are too heavy

to pick up, etc."

3. Have a child name something in a picture. Then ask the children to find

pictures of things that are smaller. For exahple, one child names a- car.

The other children need to find a picture of smaller objects, such as a

chair, a man, and so forth.

4. "What can we-find-that's happening in the magazine?" The children look

through the magazine for action pictdres. A child raises his hand and holds

Up apicture. He tells the page number and then says what is happehing.

The teacher encourages the child to phrase his remarks, in a natural way.

The criterion should not be that he phrase thexemark in complete-sentences

necessarily. This could lead to superficial and irregular phraseology for

oral language and could create a disinterest in continuing. What one child

does,not say, another will likely be able to add-to the remark to rephrase

it in a more acceptable form.

5. Role playing with the pictures. The teacher should ask the children to-use

their imaginations and describe what-happened prior to what is happening in

a picture, or they might try to articulate what will happen next. The-

responses may be logical or creative. Another eliciting remark by the

teacher might be, "What are the people talking about ?" Some children --who

are reading will respond more accurately if there are captions. Others

will have to guess. The purpose of the activity is to get a variety of

verbalizations and to approach the materials problematically.

In summary, the overall, purpose of this phase of the activityis to,

develop upward categorization, which simply means that after the children learn

new vocabulary they can group it under broader headings. For example, running,

jumping, swimming, and walking are all forms of physical activity, or ways of

getting to another place. After each activity period, the teacher should note

What particular problems the children were having and focus as much-as possible

on some of the problems in future activity periods. A major goal throughout is

to build more complex oral language responses related to real life objects and

situations that the children will be likely to encounter in the broader world.

Phase III. This phase may occur immediately after Phase II, or the teach-

er may elect to choose one activity from this section for another period in

the day or the week.

1. Scrapbooks. The children would enjoy making scrapbooks using the picturei

from old magazines that are. no longer used for Phase II. The,pictures may

be Cut out and placed in the scrapbook according to: free choide, classifi-,

cation of objects otsituations, etc. The scrapbooks are useful for con-

versation periods and for further reinforcement of new vocabulary.
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2. Puppets. The children can make puppets to act out small scenes. Even
though these are very useful for encouraging verbalizations, they frequent-
ly can,degenerate into a pure motor activity of hitting and clapping of
hands unless the children are encouraged to speak for the puppets.

3. Creative Dramatics. Like puppets, creative dramatics can be limited unless
the children discuss what they might say in the activity. The other
problem is that the activity may be indulged in-only by the most extroverted
children who may need the activity the least.

4.- Conversation. This can be related to a wide range of activities.

5. Picture Sequencing. Cartoons from the newspaper that can be essentially
onderstood by what the characters are doing rather than what they are
saying can be cut up and placed in different orders. The children can
discuss why the orders are erroneous and can put the-pictures into the
correct sequence. The emphasis throughout is in putting the reasons for
the sequence into words.

Again in connection with picture sequencing, Corbin and Crosby (1965)
report a successfUl language experience for children. The children make a
sequence of pictures on a roll of paper and place -it in.a frame.. The pictures
may be related tO a trip or caebe totally imaginative. Each child has an
opportunity to narrate. a series of pictures to strengthen his ability to. recall
and discuss a sequence.

Summary of.the Three Phase Procedure

In Phase I, free discussion of magazines or selected pictures from
magazines are used to encourage free spontaneous-verbalizations. During-this
phase the teacher should identify particular difficulties of'language
expression.

Phase II elaborateS on the magazine activity to build vocabulary and to
develop more complex utterances of a nominal and actional quality.

In Phase III, a variety of speech and language activities are planned to
utilize new leraning through puppetry, creative dramatics, conversation, and
art activity.
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ADMINISTRATION,

THE COOPERATIVE SPECIAL EDUCATION' PROGRAM

by

Richard j:-Kothera

Because of their highly individual needs, not all school age children

are able to realize a maximumhenefit from the established regular- school

curriculum. PhyaiCal, mental, and-emotiOnal differences are thus provided
for by highly. specialized and stylized programs- referred to as special

education. Many school districts throughout this Country, becaUse of popu-
lation and financing, are unable-to adequately provide for specialized needs.

Through- cooperation of a 'number of scho62 districts,. a well rounded Orogral

in special education,may be offered these children. Cooperationemong,school

districts extends not only. to a verbal commitment, but toe legai,-finandial,

and philosophical relationship as well. By combining the populations of a

number of school districts as well as by multiple financing, the forMation

ofmultidiatrict cooperatives in special educationAs feasible, practical,

and 'of the utmost necessity in providing'well rounded programs adequately

staffed and populated, and in-maintaining an administrative force for secur-

ing stability, equity, and educational responsibility in operatiOn.

Need for Multidistrict Cooperatives

Because of their highly individual needs, not all school-age children,

are able to realize maximum benefit.from established regular school curricu-

lum due to physical, mental, or emotional differences. Teachers cognizant

of special needs, -and of the methodology required to meet them, aid in the

realization of'human potential through special education services with

resulting social adjustment,and economic .usefulnees proViding ample return
for the .investmentsmade by the community in,epecial education. let as this

philosophy has developed over the years, it becomes apparent that only large

school districts have the space, the personnel,and 'the fiscal stability

necessary to establish and maintain well rounded special education programs.

While the processes of unification and consolidation have expanded both.scOpe
and size of affected'school districts, many are still not large enoughto
adequately, maintain a complete program of special. education. There exist

unified Kindergarten throUgh 12th grade school districts. -with fewer thin. 500

children. In some states in-the southern portion of the Middle -West and

Southwest, areas are so sparsely populated it is alMost an impossibility to
establish and maintain more than a rook for housing materials and a sympathe-

tic teacher who attempts to 'handle'" the problems of those children which

cannot be adequately approximated in the regular classroom. If the needs of

these children are to be adequately served, specialized programs must be

'offered them. But at the same time, how is the small school district to care
adequately for these needs which, because of lack of enrollment, create a

tremendous financial burden for the school district? One means of countering

this problem of small school-districts, other than consolidation, is the

cooperative program, whereby adjoining school distriCti-use the services of

special-education personnel on the'basieof mutual cooperative agreements.

Exemplary in this Area are shared'speech-therapy,And'psychologicaI
services as well as programs for the mentally retarded.- Many school districts

today, unable to-ifford'the highly specialized personnel utilized in special

education programs, halieA6ined together with one district Mainrilning the
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paper work and the Other school districts reimbOreing on a time spent or per
pupil cost basis. Yet, if two:districts join together in an area such as has
been suggested, the type of program- resulting still does not adequately meet
the needs of all special. education children who potentially might enroll in
either school district. Another most important question is the-direction
special education takes. Can two districts afford a director? None have
in the-past, except to place the responsibility upon a teacher or- adminis-
trator already functioning full time in another capacity who may lack the-
sophistication necessary to blend policy, budget, personnel, and facilities
to achieve the auspicious results possible in'sPecial education. Is there
any means available to low-enrolled districts that alloWthe establishment
of totalpecial education. programs? 'Perhaps the best.answir, vnification
and consolidation not-Withstanding, is the multidistrict cooperative-formed
to join- together enrollments of such size that, regardless of incidence, a
total program is.possible-to meet the exceptionalities of the student popula-
tion in addition to providing specikizededministrative leadetehip essential
to the maintenance and continued growth of the program.

Forming a-Cooperative

-Certainstrategies and tactics are necessary to overcome the intial
=problemi of forming a. cooperative. Superintendents,arelneen to be concerned
About the loss of authority, financial insecurity, state laws, and such, and
one must consider these very real problems-of district administrators in
establishing avcooperative program. First and foremost, the necessity for
such a program and its potential benefits need to be presented. What, basi-
cally is being established in a cooperative is a marriage in which-divorce
can be so punishing that it is-almost an impossibility, if%only-from the
standpoint -of public relations. In the formation Of our cooperative program
in Kansas, we foundemth hesitancy on the part of superintendents to commit
themselves because, at the time, we had little financial stability due-to
the initiation of a highly questionable foundation finance plan and.the lack
of permissive legislation direatedtowards the formation of cooperative pro-
grams. It took a-certain amount of politicking, convincing-,end.propagan-
dizing to get eleven superintendents-on the same track.

First, we gained a philosophical agreement on the part of each super-
intendent that the means of meeting the children's needs were-not being
accomplished with our present form of "I'll send you my mentally retarded;
you send me your emotionally disturbed and in June we'll figurer out what
we owe each other." We requested -- in fact demanded a Commitment that
the needs the.of all children must be met. Surveys taken and thentire
program discussed with our very capable state. director, Dr. JimMarshall,
who greatly enCouraged us. After four years of -Operation Wa.can only say
that the cooperation, encouragement, and, understanding of our problems by
our State Department made it possible for us to establish and maintain the.
cooperative.

The-cooperative was formed-via contract and contains basically four
elements:

1. Ground. rules used to establish and maintain the program such as: Who
will spOnsor the program? was eligible to pare.Cipate? In our case,
policy is establishecithrough..a quasi board of educationwhich we refer
to as the board of directors.

2. Operations-- this-concerns the director of special education-:and
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-establishes duties and reimbursements as well as the !ierarchy undef

which he operates.

3. Facilities - In the cooperative program the facilities are widely
scattered and basically consist of free classrooms in elementary schools

around the area. It establishes a rental plan for these classrooms

which is paid foi by the cooperative in terms of credit on a yearly bill.

.4. Finance -the contract spells out the financial duties of the sponsoring,

,district in regard to maintaining fiscal responsiblity -for the coopera-
tive and establishing adlinistrative fees for the administration of the

program and operational fees which basically reimburse teachers,

teachers' aides, purchase equipment and materials.

All school distficts who wish to-become a part of the cooperative then

enter into a legal- contract with all other school districts for the

of the cooperative.

Did we have-a law on .the books which specifically allowed us to form a

special education cooperative? The fact is that it was not until two years

after the formation of our cooperative program that a few people questioned

the legality of the cooPerative,nd a bill was sponsored 'in the Senate-which,

allowed the formation of special education cooperatives. However, the pro-

gram was legally established without a specific law for one good reason: the

formation Of a cooperative is a contractual obligation upon boards of educa-

tion. The-only legal basis necessary is that boards of educatioh be legally

endowed eiththe right to inter into contractual arrangements with other

boards of education; or less specifically, that boards of education are

allowed to enter into all types of contractual obligations. This law has

been in Kansas for a long time and is'uSed'every year by boards of-education;

thus the.necessity of establishing a special law-perhaps will satisfy the

purists, but it is not a legal necessity.

Establisb/ng the Board of Directors

Once the contract was signed, the board of directors was established..

There are several ways to establish a board of directors for cooperatives.

It may be operated with lay citizens by appointient,with elected members

representing boards of education, or with seperintendents.of cooperating

school districts. In our case, the board of directors was made up. of the

superintendents of cooperating school districts with the idea that within

several years this would.slowly-transfer to a board of directors ceeposed

of school board members representing the cooperative districts. At the-

present time, not one member of a board of eaucation sits on the board of

directors; the-board,immtill-made up of the superintendents of the cooperat-

ing districts. Our diractor see* to prefer it this. way in that he feels his

work is less difficult and the amount of sympathy he receives from fellow

administrators Is 14ch greater than if the board of directors were made up

of lay citizens-or of members of cooperating school districts' boards Of

education. This-may be true; however, it is-impoitant to consider the

possibility that more rapid development in the cooperative would be possible

with a board of directors wbo were not superintendents of school's. Because

of the problem of vested-interest and'salarY schedule competition, and since

the cooperative is maintained as an entity unto. itself, with the board of

directors operating as a quasi board of education, perhapi it would be well

to do.away with that sometime shadow called vested interests by-doing away

with a board of directors human enough and-competitive enough to hold down
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one area in hopes of developing another. This situation will not always
present itself but it is a potential problem-in any cooperative, as well as
in any special education program. Since special education, as a highly
particularistic field of its own, could very. well take a backseat to other
programs and not be funded-propartionately to.suppori innovation,_ research,
development, and investigation, and Perhaps a cooperative program, as it is
operated tinders board of directors it could potsiblyvoperate more freely-
with evew:more adequate f4ancing'by operating with a lay board.

Financin&

Special education, is mar, 4pensive per pupil than regular education,
even if nothing more than earG.Iment is considered. In the past, special
education-for atudents who were orthopedically.handidapped, blind, partially
seeing, deaf, and hard of hearing required Special' equipment which was
expensive and still is expensive today. However, the difference in: cost
between special and standard educational equipment is not whit it was fifteen
or twenty years ago, since regular edutation has entered into a .pW#hasing
era of electronic equipment. The classroom cost of equipment has increased
tenfold over what:wenormaIly spent.in he past, so the mechanical and
electronic area of special education expenses have basically decreasedAn
their relationship to the cost of Maintaining aregular classroom, since the,
regular_ classroom is no longer devoid of its shire of mechanical and.elec=
tronic equipment. However, casts-still accrue disproportionately due to
special transportation, facilities, end:the levy of administrative expenses
as well as teachers salaries over a limited number of.children. Yet this is
offset by increased finanding,aithe part of the state which in-many areas
proVides additional funds for the msintenanceaf specialized eduCatirmal-pro-
grams. In addition tothis, there are-also incentive plans by'veridus state
departments which encourage the formstionsof a cooperative-in special educa-
tion. In Kansas, a district that takes students from_another school district
for-the purpose of special education is paid $100 per out of district child.
In a cooperative such as ours with an enrollment of apprOximately 260 students
of which our district only furnished approximately 25, 1P3,500 immediately
accrues to the cooperative because all students other than the.sponsoring
district's students are out of district..

Those who are familiar with Kansas and Kansaa educators probably have
heard a number of disparaging remarits made about its foundstion.plan and
its 104 percent limit. In arriving at the formulation for thia foundation
plan, 'Kansas legislators must never-have Considered special education, and
if they did, theY deserve praise because they,have funded-the state very. Well
for a cooperative. program.

Money accrues-to the cooperative in the state of-Kansas'in several ways.
First, several thousand dollars per program is funded by the department of
special edcdation plus reimbursement for a proportionate amount-of supplies
and equipment. In addition tothis, $100 is paid per out of diatiict student
in special education. Also, he state foundation prograa pays a certain aum
of dollars per teacher to the school dietrict-and!,that sum of dollars is.
dependent upon the amountof training'theteadher,has, with the highest amount
paid for the teacher with the most graduate hours. Educationally, teachers'
in special education are proportionately more highly trained than the average
faculty.. Also, Our cooperative program transports all children and figures
transportation from the home to the sponsoring-district, and additional money
accrues through this.
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There are.are drewbacks to our foundationPlan. Since the-pupil teacher

ratio is a factor, the ratio in a district could fall-under the minimum standard

mandated by the state, which means a reduction in foundation monies, and in in-

crease in property tax. However, the cooperative maintains that the sponsoring
district will, only incur normal financial obligations acquired -by cooperating
district's, so it will not'be.hurt by a lowering of their pupil teaCher ratio::

We, compile two budgets, one for the-school district without, thecooperative

sPOnscrship and the other with it included. If the difference is negative, it

is paid by the cooperative to the sponsOring school district.. If the difference

is positive, it is paid by the sponsoring diitrict to-the cooperative program.
This puts the cooperative on its -own financial feet andoperetes as fiscal
financial security for ,the sponsoring district.

In addition, funds are received from. participating districts. At'Present

theWe funds cover administration and operation.. Administration costs are
figured by dividing total costs into total:school enrollment-of the cooperative,
which results in a 'cdst of,70to..80 cents per pup ; paid as a participation

fee once a year to maintain, the director's office Secretarial salaries, equip-

ment, Maintenance; and materials.. The second fie paid bylistricei isthe per

pupil assessment. After-state monies are figure , the remainfng:Conts,of the

total Climber of prograts is computed and- divided ythe number of'children.
The result is per pupil fee of approximately $4,J. So,- if a school district

Iles twenty children in the-program ind.an,enroliment of.2,000-childremin their

school district, their total cost yoUld be $8;006163 the: total per pupil assess-

ment plus $1,400. participation fed. That. school district thus hes.any one'of a

number of Programs:to place children', in addition to psychological and adminis-

trative services for the relatively low:Cost.of 49;4004,year to the participat-

ing, district.

_
The. Cooperative.program presently maintains the-folloWing classes in

special education in,Northeast.Johnson County::
Table 1

No- of Classes Area Students

1 Primary Trainable MantallyHetarded EV

1 Intermediate Trainable Mentally Retarded 8

3 Primary-I EducableMentallyRetarded 33

3 PrimaryJI Educable Mentally Retarded 33

3 Intermediate I Educable Mentally Retarded 31

3 Intermediate II Educable Mentally Retarded 33

2 Primary Learning Disabilities 18

3 Intermediate Learning Disabilities 33

1 Primary Emotionally Disturbed 1.9

1 Intermediate-Emotionally Disturbed

1 Primary I Hard of Hearing 8

1 Primary II Hard of Hearing 9

1 Intermediate Hard of Hearing 8

1 Prinarylkthopedicany Handicapped 7

1 Itinerant Program, Visually Impaired

2
3

HOmebound Fulltime Teachers
Homebound Parttime Teachers l's

Total Number of Children Served 259

Staff
Total number of Teachers Serving _31

Total number of Administrators 2

Total number of PsycholOgists 2

Total number of Noncertified Personnel .2

Total Staff 37
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With approximately 260. enrolled, we have what we consider an
excellent beginning program that adequately provides for,-alarge number of
students who need:specialized programs to meet their needs. In,additionro
these programs there are hospital and home bound programs with administra-
tion by a director and his assistant Two secretaries 'serve the,administra-
tors and two psychologists. TherotaltcOst of this programAs just over
$300,000 per year including both state monies-and.Participating,diatrict
fees. The program serves approximately 260, children in classrooms and
approximately 425 children per year including money spent for psychologi-
cal teiting.forehildren:WhO do not enter-into,theprogramhospitalized:
and h6me bound, as well as itinerant visually impaired children.

The cooperative program in turn cooperates with other area programs.
For instance, Kansas City, Kansas, places its primary orthoOedically.handi-
capped,chilaren in our program. In turn, we-Place-our intermediate children
in their program. Both programs are houSed.in the same facility-Whichrhappens
to be the University of Kansas Medical Center, Children's Rehabilitationlinit.

Additionally, students are taken into the program from districts that
have not joined the cooperative. These districts pay.a special rate ,4
approximately $900 per year. The tuition is paid by theschopi-district.
sending the child.

a

.

A number of cases. have arisen where nonparticipating School. districts
were unwilling to pay the tuitionfeewhilerhe parents.wereextreMely will-
ing. However, our rule and our philosophy of special education servicesi as
an obligation of the school district, has been maintained by allowing-tuition.
fees only from districts, not from parents,.

The same iO true of transportation fees. We contract' oni3Pwith school
districts, not with parents. What agreement or arrangement is reached
between each school district and parents of exceptional children is up to
the school district, npt to the cooperative.

Since we have a parochial enrollment in the area, parochial children
who need special education facilities transfer back into their public school
district and from there are placed in'specialedication.

Problems

Any cooperative program as well as any program in special edUcation
has certain problems relative to the fact that,operationa in special educa-
tion are somewhat different than one finds in either elementaryer'secondary
education.

Transportation is perhaps the largest Problem in Our,cooperative,pro-
gram even though our children do nottravelreiatively large-distances. We
exist in an area of approximately SO'squati.miles with the majority of
children being bussed to their special education ClassroOms. It 'is amazing
that a simple thing like bus transportation Which has a Minute part, to play,
can have such tremendous impact upon this program. Many of the children are
picked up at their home, delivered to the program, and returned to their
front steps. Some are carried up those steps. The Overriding philosophy is
basically to get the children-to,class. Since the placement of Classes is
dependent upon elementary schools where rOomaareravailable, few children
are placed within their own local area. In,factene finds childten'traiteling
ten miles one direction. Since the bus route of each bus is dependent upon a
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particular class, the childiCould easily travel Wiles-before getting to

school, he thus could travel-for over One-and one half hours. We-have

managed to change the bus company's thinkingon this problem to the point

that no child travels more. than one hour. Probably the majority of problems

with transportation relate to the caliber of personnel driving buses, since

the special needs,of tfie children-`must be considered. For instance; some

drivers fail to pink-ui-children or the driver has not beeinforeed that

the child'to be picked up ia orthopedically handicapped and 'therefore the

bus driver arrives-at the 'hems, sitvin the bus and waits, while thaaother
of the child-is- inside the-door with the child in a wheelchair waiting" or

the bus-driver: Due to lack of communication the child Is not taken to

One -bus driver could not make his scheduled run bicadeellawas-
tiling his own-child to school using the school'bus and the child wasn't

alloWed in the - building -prior to 8:30 in the Morning: therefore, until

this problem was solved this bus-was-running thirtY to thirty five minutes

late every day.

It would seem that in establishing a-transportation program for a

cooperatiVe thereisthe choice between having,transportation arranged by

the cooperative program or having it handled by the parent,and from what

we have seen, the majority of parents,are Willing to assume thisresponsi-

bility. In a. number of cases; with, - the children in-my own district, when

an impasse'has'heen reichedbitWeen what potentially can take place in bus

transportation versus the-desires Of the parent,, the child has beateken

out of thebus trinsportation400l indhis transportation handled'by his

parent.

Another OrObliais:whether or not thereshould be a fee for transporta-

tion. We have a number of arrangements according to the policies of various'

cooperative districts in Kansas. There is no polity in the cooperative as

transportation is-left ooa fee or free-basie'Witheanh district. -Some

districts pay the entire fee which is-high compared- -to the transportation of

nonexceptional children. Others mandate the game payment for exceptional

children as for the nonexceptional. In district, parents of both eicep-

tiOnal and nonexceptional children are expected to pay $6.50 per month for

transportation with the district paying the remainder. Alf course, trans-

portation of the nonexceptional child costs much less than transportation of

the exceptional child, but our decision-was for equity.

Additional problems ire- found -in the administrative area, and these relate

to the director's. relationship with the-board Of directors. They have-not

clearly defined-for-Our director his responsibility and hie-relationship

to the board: The resultant confusion is being cleared' UP by an adequate

set of poliCies; ruies,and regulations. Also in dealing with aAert member

board composed of school administrators, the director Must deal with a power

-Structure,and, depending upon the 'item under discussion, the-power:structur4'

Changes.

Other problems relate to the duties and- functions Of the director of

special education for-the Cooperati4e. In Kansag,ahr director has a long

distanCe to travel to reach program after prograth. Yip basically the

director is-also-a supervisor; and until the-progriareaches that degree of,

sophistication at Which supervisors become operational in the,,program,'he

must Operate sea supervisor. Yet at theeame time. he ialield to:his office

by finance, transportatiOn,,and
relationship problems, and literally the

director has to fight his way out of the,offide and -into the Claisrooms,

because this is-what superintendents expect him-to do. It seems that super-

intendents want to get directors of special education into the supervisory
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role. _Yet the director has a special problem. His faculty is spread through
Out the cooperative in various buildings under the jurisdiction of principals.
If the special education teacher identifies with the faculty and administra-
tion ofthe building, the teacher is prone to program changes that relate
his class more towards the accepted, practices and principles inherent in the
building, which may be detrimental to acceptable practice in special educa-
tion. If the teacher relates to the special education director, the teacher
riski isolation from the building faculty and .perhaps illicits unfaVorable
responses from the building principal. TheAluandary exists whenever super-
visory control is lacking and programs are spread over large geographical
distances. But even in a well balanced program where individualized special

education programs are coterminous, nuances that limit the alternatives of
choice bothfor the teacher and the.director can exist and result in a
limiting of administrative sufficiency and efficiency.

Conclusion ,

BasiCally the philotophy behind our prograM has been that spacial
education serFices'can be provided forall-children regardless of the size-
of the school district. Student population and geological area are problems,
but are not impossible to overcome. Through a cooperative arrangement, we
are well on the road to providing for individual differences.regardless.of
what they may be. This same program is feasible in any state, as long, as
'there are-administrators willing.to,coOperate one with another in a democratic
fashion with the ultimate aim of helping all children'in thesatiefaction of
their needs.

THE ,SEATS GAME.

AN WEHIMENTALINSTRUMENT-

by

Daniel D. Segel

School programs for exceptional children have experienced tremendous
growth during the past two. decades. As in many other-aapectssf theeduca-
tional cOmaunity,,growth has been accelerated by the inpUt of federal funds.
From the modest' beginning in 1958 under Public Law 85 -926,. authorizing an
appropriation of one millionAellars for perSonnel preparation, subsequent

ahandments,have,ext,ndee.and' indreasedauthorizations covering both research
and demonstrations., 404 personnel training, until the account for the award
year beginning SepteMber, 1969,totals 37.5 million dollars.

The proliferation of public school programs concurrent with. this,
stimulation has created increasing attention to the need fOr competent
administrative personnel to provideleadership, at all levelt and in a wide
variety of organizational structure"._ This need is felt in the local school
system, cooperative Programs covering broad geographic areas, the State
education agencies, variouslederal offices, and in both. public and private
residential schools. The administrative roles range from rather specific or
circumscribed responsibilities for supervision .in a single aresof exception-
ality to;broad involvement with comprehensive services for a wide variety-uf
exceptional children.
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While it is-cleat, therefore, that no single job description can

approach adequate coverage of. the field encompzssed by the term "Administra-

tion of Special Education," an attempt to respeAel to the need has been mani-

fested in the inclusion-of an "Administrative Area" in the federally
supported' - training programs in, special education. Program development grants

have been:awarded to encourage university training programs in this area, and

post master's degree fellowships available have been increased so-that during

the 1967-68 academic year approximately 61 administrative fellows are studying

in special education departments of 12 colleges and universities with

approved funded- programs, while an additional 26 fellows; whose awards were

granted through State Departments of Education, are studying at a total of 19

institutions.

In considering this rapid increase:in program development, it is

immediately apparent that there is aA fack.o the basic tools and guidelines

generally associated with. training programs. As Willenberg (1964) has

pointed out, "After more than a half century of public school programs for

exceptional children, there is.still no single source of comprehensive infor-

mation providing a rationale, structure, and piocese for the administration

of special education prograMS. Colleges and universities are preparing

leadership personnel without the basictool of such instruction - a textbook

on the subject.-" To this time there remains a lack of clearly defined

criteria for selection of training personnel in this field, an established

curriculum for such training, and, perhaps'moat crucial, a lack of validated

description-of the competencies required in-the administration of special

education which are discriminable from those inherent in any other type of

administration.

Simulation-as an Approach

Recognizing the need-tor-both an instrument for studying administrative

behavior and a vehicle for conducting a meaningful training program.lor stu-

dents already enrolled, the author hai developed a set of materiali utilizing

the simulation model and pertaining to one of the.many roles. subsumed under

the general term, Administration of Special Education. The. development of

the Materials; which cam to be known as the 'Special Education-Administration

Task Simulation (SEATS) Game," was supported by a grant-from the USOE,

Bureau,of Education for the Handicapped (Sage, 1967). The choice-of the

simulation model was predidated on the belief that the study of administrative

behavior in actual situations imposed Severe difficulties dud to the impossi-

bility Of providing either standardiied Or controlled conditions. Further, as

a training approach the success of simulation has been-documented by

,Culbertson (1960), Hemphill, Griffith and,Fredricksen (1967, and by

Weinberger (1965). A previous endeavor dealing with-the application of simu-

lation to special education administration was reported by Ray L.,Jones
(personalOOmmunication) in which the basic "Whitman School" material of
Hemphill, Griffith.and Fredrieksen(1962) was modified to include an integrated

program for the deaf. Thia material. hashien utilized in workshbOs focusing

on the problems: related to the administration of such programs. HoWever, the:

orientation is from.the-viewpoint of the elementary .principal rather than

frolathat of. the central office administrator. and is limited to-that one type

of special education program.

The conclusions drawn by Weinberger (1965), in -his evaluation of the

simulation approach, pointed out the chief strength as being "high student

involvement and motivation; provision for skilled praCtiCe in a real, but

controlled situation; opportunity to compare administration behavior;-and a

ze6
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change to test theories on real problems." The weaknesses reported were
largely concerned with techniCal aspects of the utilization of uaterials.
Recommendations for improved use of simulation included the provision of
feedback on consequences, of decisions made, particularly by a branching
programed system of either a machine or manual type; the provision of greater
realism through filmed problems in which the participant is a part; telephone
recording and playback. systems which would reduce the unrealistic amount of
written responding which has been necessary in existing systems; the provision
for administrative team approaches and group, decisions. In the development
of'the SEATS Game the provision for such improvements was seen as a major
objective. It was also considered necessary to orient the materials to a
specific role which would have greatest applicability to the field in general,
either through the selection of a role which exists in greatest frequency in
the field or a type which carries the greatest degree of common elements with
other roles so as to provide for maximum transfer.

High priority was also placed on the production ofmateriels which would
permit maximum utilization of the particular advantage of the simulatiOn
concept, i.e., realism within.a standardized and controlled practice setting.
The aim was to allow students and practitioners in the field to assume a
role in a simulated special education directorship in a, school. district with
given characteristics, in which they could react to problem situations pre,-
sented in a standardized manner. In.order.to gain-maximum realism a simula-
ted environment was created with sufficient background. information so that
participants could play the role to the hilt.

An additional prerequisite to the relevant utilization of simulation in
a. training program was the development of.an assessment instrument for measure-
ment of change in participants as a function of exposure to the training pro-
gram, as well as a syStem for recording, nd classifying the responsive behavior
of participanti during the actual training process. An experimental edition
of materials designed to'reach,these objectives is described below.

The SEATS. Game

The SEATS Game consists of both background material and task.inputs-
,deManding problem solving activity. The-materials utilize both written and
audiOVisual media -with the'major-inputUf tasks taking the form of a commUni...-
cation in asket supplimented.by;telephoile calls, filmed classroomobservar
tions, and -role played conferences. Thevontent was selected. with the
objective of broad. sampling of situations confronting the director of 'special-
education in a mediumeized and typically organiied,adMiniatrative structure
involving a comprehensive program ofepecial educationserVicei.

The backgrOund material was desighecLto Orovidea realistic framework
frbumhich.decisionsund actions could be determined. Information is provided
to establish both factual. data end'general feelinatone,inorder to enhance
'the participants involvement in theoroblemuituationa. TnlikuOrevions,
s.Lhool district simulations, the environment for-the .SEATS-Gaise-was not
taken directly froluany existing locality., but represents a composite of,a
number of real places and Organization's. Thil composite. resulted in,aachool
district of sufficient size to guarantee the existence. of children of all
types of eXceptionality yet too small to permit independent operation of
'programs for some of the low incidence typeii-OUhandidaps4-and therefore,
requiring- :cooperative arrangements,which'arercharaCteriatiO of many actual
special educitionurganiiatiOns, and which Constitute,Unajor source of:the,
problems peculiar-to special education.
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In. recognition of the-fact that community socioeconomic conditions have
influence on the development of special education, the background materials
were contrived so as to present issues for consideration most representative
of those facing the greatest number of persons in the field. State laws and

administrative regulations were simulated to represent a composite of those
to be found.in states occupying a high average positionrin terms of sophisti-
dation and development at the state level, but leaving noticeable room for

growth. and improvement.

The background material introduces the participant to the role of "Lee
Blank" who has just accepted a newly created poSition as Director of Special
Education in the Dormit Central School District (so named to-befit its status
as a "bedroom" community)- in. the suburbs of the city of-Metropolis,. an
industrial seaport of a half million. population in jaCkson County, state of

Ulayitte.

An-orientation packet contains a term paper entitled "Cultural Influences
on the-Development of Special Education. in the Dormit Central Schools" which

provides basic information as to the current status of the program and its
relationship:to the main stream of.education in the-district. Another document

is the"Special Services Handbook " which serves as a guide to policies and
procedures currently in effect dealing with-the program, while a third document
entitled "Education of Handicapped Children in the State of Lafayette"
establishes the legal framework within-which Lie Blank, nd the.Dormit School

District, must operate. Other written material in the orientationpacket
welcomes-Lee Blank to the district, provides updating information ea-to pre
gram statistics and personnel,tequests an evaluation of the present status,

and invites some preliminary goal setting.

A slide set with ataperecorded Commentary to be used,with,participanta
after they have had an opportunity-to study the written:material serves to

reinforce-both the cognitive-and affective. impact of the orientation packet.

Maps, organization charts, and program destriOtione supply the role-player
with basic factual data approximating-that-which newcoieriti an actual -posi-
tion would have. The audiovisualimedia, including taped' conversations between
signifiCant colleaguesie the environment and in Which Lee Blank is a passive
participant, exposes the role player on the affective level to the social

,psychological environment.

The task materialsutilize evariety-of media, with-the-written communica-
tion in basket (letters. -and memoranda) carrying thessajor load. Additional
problem-input is, provided through. telephone Calls which. Lee -Blank receives
from-various teachers, administrators, parents, aid ancillary professionals,

posing a varietY, of problemi on which,deciSioni,asto procealingeust-be
made. Assistant Instructors role play the initiator of these tilephoneconi-
versations, following an introductory scriptWith-a general outline,of alter-
native branchesto follow depending on Lee Blank's response tothe initial

situation.

Materialsereprovidedto initiate two case Conferences in which Lee,
Blank,must,moderate_ediscussion between significant personnel Concerneolvith
reaching a decisionas tthe placement. -of certain children in the special
educationprOgram. Additional audiovisual input ieprovided-by 16 mm filmi of
actual Classroom instruction in five differenteettings involiting five. types

of handicapped children. In each observation, participants are expected to

practice observation skills, to- carryout an evaluation-of Whit they have seen,

and to complete a written statement. and /or a limeeupervisor teacher conference

abOut-the Observation.
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-Utilization in aTraining Workshop

Various parts of the SEATS Game had received informal testing during
their development with students in seminars in. administration of special
education during the academic year. The total package was utilized for
the first time in a. two week workshoP,during Summer:Session 1967. Twenty-,

one-graduate students who had either recently assumed or expected in the
near future to assume responsibility in an administrative position in special
education were enrolled in the workshop. The group represented- considerable'
experience in education, though with two, this had been limited to experience
as school.psythologiats. Eighteen had previoue experience in general class-_.
room teaching, sixteen in special education teaching, but only four had had
experience in general educational administration. -Nine had previous'
experience-1h spetial education administration but In only two cases was this
experiente for more than four years.

In terms of,previous training, all-were trained.toa certification- level
in either elementary education, special education, or school psychology. Nest
had some previous training iaspecial education, with thirteen having-consi
derabletraining 122 semester hoursor more). Previous professional training
in school administration was much less in evidence-with only eight having any
training and none of these over 21 semester hours.

'The-workshop content-vas organized to deal witivissuewin the adilnistra-
tion, supervision, and coordination of special education programs in public
school districts. The group met. for 5-1/2 hours-daily for,nine days-and the
SEATS GAMe,was used as the central core of the entire workshop. Lectures and
discussions dealing with specific topics were interspersed within the, five
packets and.activities of the -SEATS Game in a-manner which permitted maximum
correlation between the forlal topic and the simulated situations. Content
of specifit lecture discussions includecieuch topics as "Varying.Roleeld
Adainistration of. Special Education," "Organizational StrUcture for Adminis-
irition," "Criteria,for Evaluation-Of Adequacy, of SeiViCes;!! "Supervisory
NelatiOnshipi-Under-Nhaied.Responsibilities," =Observation_ and Analysis of
Classroom- Behavior," "Physical Facilities for Special Education," "Pupil
'Placement-PrOcedures" and "Ancillary Services to Instruction".

Two instructors and antmber of parttime research assistants'-were
involved in the presentation of formal material, the handling,of responses
to-vritten.andekal aspects of th0EATS dame,and-the leading,di the fee&.
back discussions which followed each of the five packats.oa which the par-
ticipants worked when role playing,the-Director of Special Education.

A special instructional communications facility in the Newhouse
COMmUnicatiompenter at Syracuse University was utilized for this workshop-and
provided particular advantages for the SEATS Game. The room contains desks
with indiVidnal telephones fok up to 25-pirticipants. The telephones are
tied to an internal dialing system and to two tape recording decks so that two
telephone conversations-cambe monitored Andfor recorded simultaneously from
a control booth adjacent totheroem: In this manner, the-instructors who
role played:the "Signifitant Others" in the simulated.environment were-able
to call each. participant sequentially, interrupting his work-on-the written
items of chain basket Sad presenting with an optimum degree of realism the
kinds of proNlems-which, the telephone brings to -all administrators. Ovei the
period of the workshop each participant received at least eight of the twelve
possible telephone -calls included in the SEATS Game. As a part of the-feed-
back discussion after each work session the staff was able to select Certain,
phone conversations for plaYbick to -the total ,group for analysis and
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illustration of possibilities inherent in a variety of alternatiie reactions.

This facility also permitted showing of films,. recording of group con-
ferences involving committee deasion making, and the recording of live teacher
supervisor conferences which followed the classroom observation films, utiliz-
ing "simulated teachers" who role-played the teacher who had been Obierved on
film.

Of primary consideratioin-the entire activity was the maintenance -of
optimaarealism for-the participant while achievinkairimally complete data
recording of all behavior for research purOoses'iwthe analysis of the sisula-
tion_game as an instrument in studying administrative behavior.

Evalration

In the developientof the SEATS-Game, a number of'approaches toeialysis
were considered and.attempted-od.anamperirentilbasis. Theacope of this
.article does not permit discussion of all ,,clesaprocedures. However, the in-

.

strumentatiOn utilized to measure the effects of the Workshop-warrants descrip-

tion.

A behavioral choice test,-with,two alternate forma bad beee-prepared to
be used as a pre-and.posttest in such training situations. The test.followed a
simulated written communication format. Four written communications are
addressed to a directorof specialaducation, coming from a subordinate
(teacher), superordinate (superintendent), and eztraorganizational persons (two
parenti in different relationships to the director), posing a variety of
problems to be-handled. A-aeries of posaible,alternatives for handling each
of. the problems is presented with the subject. required to indicate hisliegree
of agreelentOr preference for eacWalternative.by checking a.Likert type-
Scale for each. alternative. The 44 items of each test were initially developed
and organized into subacales to assess the emphasis: laced by,the respondent on
ten interpersonal relationship dimensions in problem solving.

The theoretical construct on. which the test is based lies in the hypo-
theses that in his interactions with others in the performance of hit job, the
special education administrator is required to utilize in comparison with other
educational administrators:

1. Greater involvement with groupwof persons (Team) rather than with one
person at a, time or in-independent activity

2. Greater involvement with-persons representing disciplines or professions
other, than instruction (Multidisciplinary) and,. therefore, relatively-less
involvemen.tvith activity limited to instructional personnel only

3. Greater involvement with persons on the same level. of the adminietratima
hierarchy (Horizontal) and, therefore, relatively, less involvement with

subordinates and superordinates

4. Greater involvement with persons in otber-departments of the administrative
organization (Interdepartmental) and, therefore, relatively less involvement
with persons within an immediate department

5. Greater involvement with persohs who are outside the administrative organi-
zation (Extraorganizational), both lay aud:professional individuals and

organizations.
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The basis for these. hypotheses and a more extensive analysis regarding
them are reported elsewhere by Sage (1967), but the use of the pre- and post-
forms-of the test in connection -with this workshop served as one indication
of behavioral change over a treatment pftriod.

An additional vehicle for assessing the value of the SEATS Game took
the form of an opinionnaire to be completed by subjects at the close of the
workshop. This was designed to get at. such factors as the relative values of
each part of the simulation game, the deeree=of realism provided hyChe
materials, the amount of tile and en0hairiaplaced on each part, the instruc-
tional approaches used in conjUnition with the-materials, and On overall
subjective appraisal_of the entire Workshop.

Penults

The-effects of-the-utilization of the SEATS Gene in this training work -
shop can:be Considered under two general categories, la) the objective data
frost the- pre - and posttest scores and W.-the subjective responses to the
opinionnaire.

While the validity of the tenncales of interpersonal relationship
digression is-open to questionendowill require further study,.the overall
change fron_pre-..-.to posttest of the workshop group as compared to-the control
group provides evidence that thenorkithop_experience did indeed bring about
Change.in the way participants:approsCh the-solution of problems.

Responses to-each item'of the test could range on -the Mart type scale
from 1 5, with -a 3 indicating_nentralnr intermediate level of preference for A
particular. alternative. On the pretest it was found that-both-the workshop and
the control group mmde-choices.whichanaraged-on-the "stronger.- preference" side,
withthe-total test mean for- theworkshop helps 2.47 and for thi control group
2.59. These. differences between the groups are nonsignificant. AS Table 1
iliustrates, only one of the-subsCale scores, the same scale for inch group,
yielded a mean beyond the neutral position-of- 3.00.

Table 1

Mean Scores on Pre- and Postteiting
by Scales and Total Test

Scale

Control Group (1.10)
Pretest Posttest t

X

Workshop Group (121)
Pretest Posttest t

X
Independent 3.50 3.10 1.33 3.27 3.69 2.42*
Dyadic 2.57- 2.72 .83 2.58 3:26 5.44**
Teen 1.87 2.05 1.25 1.58 1.95 2.31*
IntradePertmental 1.90 1.83 .30 1.82 2.41 4.96**
Interdepartmental - 2.22 2.57 2.07 2.12 2.55 4.10**
Extraorganizatioual 2.42 2.62 2.14 2.13 2.54 4.711**

Multidisciplinary 2.19 2.94 5.45** 2.02 2.71 6.17**
Instructiepal 2.46 2.58 .66 2.37 2.82 4.66**
Borizootal 2.50 2.65 .52 2.69 3.00 1.98
Vertical 2.36 2.77 .2.33* 2.35 2.97 5.29**
Total'Tesit 2.59 2.70 .84 2.47 2.84 5.32**
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Upon pOsttesting, the resulting mean scores for each grouvwere.compared:
to the pretest and the differences in means subjected to.a t test for correlated

measures. As Table 1 indicates, the-change in lean score on the.rotal-test
Iron 2.47 to 2.84 for the workshop 'poi* was significant, at,the.01
Likewise, seven of the subscale changes were significant at the .01 level, and

two more Were significant at .05i By contrast, the control group showede.

significant change of mean-on the-total test,-one Subsealechangeeignificant
at the .01 level,and-one at the .05 level.

Scrutinizing the direction of the change scores-which were significant

leads to some interesting conclusions. It was.foUnd that contrary to expecta-

tions the workshop experience did not cause participants to be more prone to
rhoeseennanues of interpersonal relationships which-were consistent with -the
aforestated theoretical constructs:regarding the.adminiscrative role in

Special education. That is, tboy did -not shavetronger preference for team in-

teractions, interdepartmental :mteraction.extraorganizational.interactions,
multidisciplinary interactions, etc. Instead, they showed a definite change

toward a neutral position throughoUt the test, indicating less strength of

preference for any of the alternative*.

This-chenge is interpreted as in indication that participants became more
cautious in committing themselves to any alternative avenue of interaction and
more prime to consider multiple ramifications of an issue and, perhaps, to delay

judgement. In this regard, it was noted that the- participants toot much longer
to respond to the posttest-, even-thougb practice Vith the familiar format should

have allowed more-rapid response. When questiomed about this, subjects were

quick to acknosiledgerthat the-workshop experleoce had caused them to consider

more carefully all_of the issues involved and to be less certain of shooting

from the hip..

The opiniommaire, whirh.ves copletedhy participants asearnmely at the.

end of the workshop,consisted of 15 items, 10 of which pertained specifically

to the simulation approach with the remaining ones dealing with more general

aspects of the Workehop. summary of the respeises to the opiniomnaire:would
indicate that almost all of the participants -felt that the use of the SEATS

Gale had been alhighly appropriate and valuate approach. Most felt that the

in basket it were outstandingly or-fairly realistic and that the:proportion

of emphasis on simmlatill within theworkshop had -been optimal. There wasen

expression of. feeling that greater time could have:bee. spent on folloump.die-

cussing of the .Ammlation activities but. that the disticibetios among-the

various types of activities comprising the SEATS-Gene,hed besseapproprinte. It

was felt thatei greater empheals.on the- oral connumicatina situstions and role

playing in 'group roofers:scam would have been desirable end that -more time-to

devote to study of background materiel prior to attempting problem solving:

would have been. desirable also. Woueveri no-one suggested that there bed.bina

too manb.ofany one thing, so to extend time om any -ose activity would necessi-

tate adding time-to tie total workshop.

Host felt that the rlassromeekeervatiom films, the role playlet of:group

case conferemces.end the teIephoee:calls bed beam valuable sate realistic or

very realistic experience. The:minority whoconsidered'these situation; some-
what enrealistic still attested to their value within the frammork-of trailing.

There was unanimous agremosat tint the overcall value of the workshop was ex--
treenlyworthublIe. ltesposses to** open saki item at the sod of the opialmr

mire MereAsighly lauditory, ad suggested ways of extending the total time for

fiture workshops in order-to-goo into greeter depth on soma aspects of the -total

overissue: The group ins-else uminimoms baits expression that the daily

schedule had been satisfactory sod that the 5 112 bour.day bed_not beam too
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long, given the variety and flexibility of activities that were included.

From the point of view of the instructional staff utilizing the- materials,
there was confirmation thatJthe aspects having greatest. value were those involv
ing live feedback such as the:face to face conferences, both group and dyadic,
and the phone calls. Unfortunately, these are alto the activities which impose
the greatest complication in terns of time and staff utilization for groups
even as small as 20 participants. Evaluation of the tape recordings of these
aspects, which was largely subjective due to having only crude-aid--limited
analytic systems for this material, suggested that these activities mare provid-
ing amanxiety producing but generally appreciated opportunity for the partici-
pants to play a.role in which commanication.and awareness of the other person
were thekey factors in coordiaation, mediation, and persuasion. It was clear
that the Pressure-existing in these sitiuttons- influences responses on the part
of the participants which are worthy of analysis on-many more dimensions than
those which hare been developed thus far for using the SEATS Gamoss a research
tool.

Fielding difficult problems coming from. difficult people was seen by most
subjects as a much needed and rarely available experience. One effect of the
experience is perhaps-best demonstrated by the comment one participant added-.to
the end of the opinionnaire form stating:

I-knore I'm a good,jullt teacher and.because I've-been asked
bynyAdministration to help.new teachers, I'S
I also know - this course helps .me to make up ny mind - I
do not care to be a Lie Blank. lAmieveri I have gaiied
insight into administration and-the problems involved.

The implication of this statement, when one considers the Renner in which
many,persons mare-into the ranks of administration,,mey be of unforeseen rele-
vance for the application of simulation procedures to training programs.

Conclusions

The findings from this application of simulation to a special education
adniniatration_training,workshop, wheasne-considers the reports of previous
uses of the technique, are certainly sat surprising. It would seem that the
simulation gene is.a "sure fire" technique, particularly when confronted by
persois who are relative novices to the field Thesigaificance of its contri-
bution ac-this point lies in the fact that the materials described herein may
Troidesoehicle for- training and an instrument for behavioral research in-a
field so far lackinkin directly-relevant-tools. There is no,question that
the vehicle is-at this point crude, but it is a beginning. -di the assueption
therthi basic process of adminizttration in speakl education would vary only-
slightly from that in-other admiiiittration and can, therefore, depend upon
using general administrative knowledge as a foundation, the additioual specific
comsat and specialized approaches provided bi the type of workshop.and
materials described herein-may do muck-toward preparing.perrionnel to. fill the
role.
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A COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION, THERAPY AND ACADEMIC TRAINING

PROGRAM FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN IN A SPARSELY POPULATED STATE

by

Everett D. Peery

Presented here .is a brief description of a comprehensive evaluation,
therapy,and acedemie training program' for handicapped chilaieniu,a sparsely

pOpulated state. This program is not comparable to-the tresendotui programs
in existence in some of the larger States and cities, but it is a_programwhich

is somewhat unique.

Some background about the state of Montana is needed. Montane is the

fourth largest state in the United States with a population of slightly over
700,000 people, giving it a density of about four-and one-half people per

square wile. The - people in the state: f Montana retain-a great deal of the

pioneer spirit.

Special Education. Program

The Special Education Program has grown very rapidly in the-last few

years. The school systems in,the state,proviJe 92 claiies for educable
mentally retarded, -seven classes for trainable mentally retarded, and-ten of

the school districts hire speech therapists. Additional speech therapy is

provided to some schools through the Elks-Mobile Speech Program and the.Paster

Seal Speech Centers. There is one class in the-state for hard-ofluaring
children and there are five classes foZ the physiCally handicapped: There IS

a state residential institution for the mentally retirded.and a state residen

till school for the deaf. and. lind.

ThedNontana Center-for Handicapped. Children -was established in 1947 is-a

Center for Cerebral Palsy. At that time it provided only speech-therapy and"

physical` for cerebral palsied-children in five Counties in the state..

Since then it has developed and evolved into a somewhat more comprehensive

program. Since 1955, it been calledtheliontana Center 'for. Handicapped

Children and is sponsored by three agencies including the Montana State:Depart-
ment of Health, which-is primarily concerned with the medical clinical programs
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and provides the salaries for most of staff asifell- as a large-pro-

portion Of the-operationakkundi. Eastern:Montana.Coilege, which is concerned

with the teacher- raining.aspecta,of the program,. provides some salaries and
operational, funds as wallas the housing for the-Center in the College Adminis-

tration building. 4,1e are, at the,present time, looking forward to the construc-

tion of a-new building-which we anticipate will be-Much moreadeqUate and will.
allow foradditional expansion and-development of our program. The third sport-

sor IS the tiilinga-School District which is concerned with-the educational-

program for the - children- and- part of the salaries for the teachers,
transportation-for the children, the educational materials and superviSiOn of

the:education,proimma

There. are four primary areas of our program. The school program provides

training. at three levelS. Children may enter our preschool class, at the age cif.

3 years. At-age 6- they may be plaCed in the primary-cliss_and older-Children
may be-placed'in or progress into the intermediate room which includes classes,

through grade 8.- The school provides a flexible, individualized, special
education training program for children with a variety of haidicapping.coadl---

..,

tions. PhYsically,Medically, and orthopedicallylandicapped,childien, as
well as those with,multiple handicaps, and-children with communication- problems
maybe included in our school program. The-dhildren in the school receive the
therapies they require including speech therapy, physical therapy, occupational
therapy,. and play or psychotherapy. The children are plaCed in regular school

prograMS at the earliest opportunity.

Our clinical program includes a Medical Clinic which meets twice each
month, a Cleft Palate Clinic which participates in the statewide program for
cleft palate children -and is conducted six-times per year, a Mental Retardation
pialuation'Clinic meeting once each-month, and. Speech And Hearing:Clinics
conducted at least once each week..

The fourth area of our-program isthe training-of student teacherain
special education, student nurses from our training hospitalsmidthe training
of dertainthiraPists.

Ourioasic- philosophy is the team approach; withcommunicatioh'between
the members of the staff and between the members of the team of the various
clinics being of utmost importance. Intrastaff Communication is-on both a

formal and informal basis with many discussions taking place at coffesAreaks
and incidentally throughout the day. Staff conferences, parent conferences,
and special small group conferences are called'for a formal eichange cf infor-
Motion and communication.

Clinic Procedure

The -procedure and sequence Of a MediCal Clinic, which.is typical! of all
our clinics, is structured around team efforts. -A child iabrOughttothe
Ceaterloyilisparentgvand met by the receptionist. While the parents are being
interviewed'bythe public health nurse (who is the cooidinatot-Of Patient
services)-and'Iurnishing her with additional,medical and Social baCkgroUnd in-
formation, ilmthild may be Seenlymai,of the therapists-vrthetlinical
psychologist. Thepsychologiit,will-make anexalination,,nOtonly to'- determine
the level of lentalfunctioniut also ts-discOver ossible adjustment problems

-,and to make a-OrelillharyasseseMentof the ChiWSPerspriality. ?Ihethild
will be 'sien'byths-Physical therapist and the occupstionalthirapi4and-411l
,havea-skeehAind hearing evaluation. -He. mayalso be Seen -1** special educa-
tion consultant:, :On "Clinic" day, the-patient-will be seen by a Pediatrician
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and an orthopedic surgeon. Following these examinations the findings of each
of the-team members is presented and discussed at the staffing session. The

team then develops recommendations for training, therapy, or treatment for the

patient. Suggestions are preSented to the parents who are helped to make
arrangements to follow these recommendations if they so desire.

Patients in our speech And hearing,-clinics are evaluated by the psycholo-

gist, the speech pathologist, and' audiologist, And a case'history is taken

by the pUblic health nurse. Again, the findings are reported and i plan of
treatmentor therapy is developed and recommended to the parents.

Our Mental Retardation Evaluation Ciinicsare,staffed'by a pediatrician,
our public health nurse, a psychologist; and a speech and hearing pathologist.

A-great deal of,parent counseling and followup work-is done in connection with

this clinic.

-Our"Cleft Palate Teals is-one of four in the statewide, coordinated pro-

gram for the care and treatment of children with cleft palate. The four teams

in-the state are each-assigned a. geographic area to serve and all the teams

are coordinated by oneperson in the-State Department of Health. Our femur

consists of a maxillofacial surgeon otolaryngologist, a prostheidontist,,an
orthodontist, apediatriCian, a medical social worker, a:public health nurse,
a clinical psychologist, A speech ,pathologist, and,an audiologist. Here again

the program is.-characterized by a coordinated team approach. Each member of

the team knows wbat to eaciiect of the,. other team members and makes adjustments
in -his program and treatment to giVe the best. overall treatment for -the patient.

Referral may be made from any Of ,our clinics for laboratory-tests, neuro-
logical or other special clinical evaluations as required.

It is anticipated that additional clinics may be- developed in such Arias-

as the diagnosis of ,educational problemsnd for the- eurologicallY impaired.

Plans are under way forhe establishment of a progral to diagnose the voca-
tional potential of handicapped children, provide basic-skill training, and

occupational-connseling: It is anticipated that the college will soon have
_a master's degree program for the training of vocational rehabilitation
counselors which will fit closelY with our program.

Our future is hopeful with the prospect of a new building and an oppor-
tunity to better servethe.handicapped children' of Montana.

ABSTRACT

Al:RITERION,OF ADMIHISTRATIVE,TROBLEMS

by

Richard. J. Kothera

A criterion of administrative - problems in-theadministration of special
educationlasbeen diveleped fromenollection of 815 actual problems collected
aver four one week-Periods: The-data werenollected.froM.four distinct.adminiS-
trative areas and include city and-unified-school districts, a Suburban high

school distridt, a-subUrban elementary cooperatideprogram, and a university

demonstration school: Using the percentage of problelaconteined'in the cri-
terion,. a list of 100,actual prObleam.Ot special educatioU.4dMinietration was

developed. This material is reteemended,for use ancillary to'-training programs
in special eduCationadMinistration in, addition to their potential use-in
MimUlatiOn-of'mpecial education administration.
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COMMUNICATION DISORDERS

THE EXPECTATIONS OF THE EDUCATOR OF THE DEAF
FOR,AUDIOLOGICALWAND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

TO THE YOUNG DEAF CHILD-

by

Doin E. Hicks

Early severe deafness manifests itself in communication disorders which
are among the most serious known. Levine (1960) has characterized succinctly
the prOblemi of those faced with this handicap in the following description:

..here is found the closest modern equivalent'to the
linguistic stateof preverbal man. To be born without
the ability to hear is to be born without the natural
ability to acquire verbal language; without verbal.
language, normal -human deVelopment is blocked.

The development of a language symbol and a means..for its. transmittal are basic
to man's ability to,moVefreely in a iodern society. When the development of
a language systeM is impeded by. early deafness or when speech and hearing
problems' preclude facility in communication, serious educational problems may
.be anticipated.

A considerable body of knowledge exists regarding the education of the
deaf some aspects not to, well definedethers frought with controversy;
nevertheless, there have been accomplishments in which:the,profession can take.
pride. Presented with a deaf child of normal ability and without additional
handicaps the educator can with some.assurance.provide a rather.prOmising
educational Prognosis. The problem is in defining deaf "normality" and,
perhapt, deafness itself.

IA 04 traditional approach to quantifying the potential of deaf iudiVi"
dUal4-14L:nie, In th4mitininstruments which compare the deaf with hearing

lperiunsref the same age. Thias particularly true in the areas of perceptual
skins, 'PeriOnality,and.iocial maturity.

SilVerman (1964),in a brilliant keynote address to the National Workshop
on IMprikiedAvortunities for the DeafiWarned against'being beguiled by the
deceptive-Simplicity of:the question, "What is Deafness?" He amplified'the
discussienLas follows:

What really is deafnese. Is it a number-on a decibel scale
that describei the severity of hearing impairment? lilt a
disease like mumps or measlesor meningitis?' Is it a piece
of tissue in the auditory system thitfWoUldbe judged to be
abnormal is viewed.. under a microscope? IS it an affliction'

to be conquered' by the:ngenious Scientist? Is-it the burden.
of a child whose ,parent-hopes persistently and- fervently 'that
the -scientisci,wil be successful:,. and-soon? Is it a special
-Mode of'comiounicationT Is it something that isencOuntered
occasionally in theman or woman whose fingers' 1Y-and,whoS4
utterances are a4ihMic and' ,strident? Is.it'S cauSeto.Which
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diligent, skillful, and patient teachers have committed them-

selves for generations? Is it the agony of isolation-from a

piece of the real world? Is it the joy of accomplishment that

mocks the handicap? Is it the bright mind and the potentially
capable hands for which the economy has,no use because they

are uncultiVated? Is it a Crystallization of attitudes of a
distinctive group whose deafness, modes of communication, -and
other associated attributes, such as previoui education, that

they have in common, cause them to band together to achieVe
social and economic self realization? Of course, it is all of

these and more, depending on who asks the question and why.

If the Subject of deafness itself presents a dilemma, what of those
children who have physical, mental, or emotional handicaps in addition to deef-
ness.or those who seem-to hear yet do not develop speech and, language as they

should? We have several currently fashionable terms to describe the latter

child, such. as "language delayed"-or "perceptually impaired:" ThoUgh opinions

differ, various estimates indicate that the number of children in our schools
for the deaf who haVe handicaps in addition to deafness may be as high,as 30

to 40 percent.

In light Of the foregoing discuesion, is it any wonder that the edudator

is awecLby the tremendous task of prescribing educational procedures and pro-

grams for the deaf child?

The educational management of the deaf child is a. task of too -much,

importance and compleicity for the educator to-attempt alone. :Many-disciptInes

impinge upon and.contribute to educational planing for the deaf child. The

two that, perhaps, are of greatesi.importance-- and certainly basic to, sound

educational manageMent of the deaf -- are audiology And pitYchology. Time -and

space limitations preclude here any attempt to-describe all the ways in. which
these disdiplines could or should be utilized maximally by the educatofi.

Among the-humerous aspects of interdisciplinary activities, manyare important

enough to warrant exhaustive treatment; i.e.-:

1. Training programs for personnel in each of the areas

2. Services provided deaf clients in speech and hearing centers

3. Services - considered- routinely necessary in the school setting

4. AttitUdes,and-interprofeaaioneLrela_lonships.

A new. area in education has eMerged', however, that is-demanding -the

attention of,all WhoWork with deaf dhildren, infant education. This area

is new only in the sense that it hasnot heretofore beehattempted_on a
systematic andamas basia, Many clinics for years have,attemptid.diagnosii

and beginningluibilitation.Or deaf infants,hUt auChservides have reached only

a small fraction of the young deaf population. The need and the demands for

such services are becoming inareaaiogly well vetablished.

Su estionsforPlannin Dia Ostid and-Babilitation,Trocedured-

What.follows are:suggestions as ta how theedudator, the audiologist,a.nd

thepayebologist might pOrsue the-difficulttaskof, planning diagnostic and

habilitation.procedurelforthayoung 'deaf child. SuCh planning can- well,

4uring-the first year of life and certainlyshould-begin dUring.theaedand year.
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It is to,b4 understood that the phyliciants-role is Paramount both in providing
initial information relative to physical condition of the child and in.approval
for diagnostic and therapeutic procedures tuProCeed. 'The 'family 'members Of

the deaf infant cannot be _overlooked, as their, contribution to coopera
tiOavith the educational enterprise is most essential to its success.

The educator-faces:Myriad problem! in planning for aid working with the
young deaf :Child. Educational methodology forthe-deaf infant is not well
defined. Shall we use merely- a downward extension Ofthoae-prindiples,and tech-
niques which have proven valuable With beginning deaf students of 4,0 6 years
of age, or shall we seek entirely new approaches for use with the very young?
Linguists speculate that younachildreahaVeapredisposition for learning
speech and language; the patterns of which are unlike those-We-traditionally
teach deaf children. Eminent neurologists _Such as Yenfield'and'Rebeits (1959)-
have pointedouttheAmportance of acquiring languege-durinathe first few,
years of life and have suggested that itlaaguage-4 not learned early, it may
never be learned. Eyklebust (1964) has stated that early training of deaf
persons may offset any adverse effects deafness has on the formation or struc-
ture of intellect although the relative effects Of heredity and traininaon-
mental operations ire:Sot known. Theproipect-that deaf children, through use
oeieplificition and with training in infancy, may learn to use risidual'hear",'
ing to an extent not previously thought possible is intriguing. -Ciwa-Griffiths
(1966) in her recent book even that hearing, thresholds may be improved
through earlytralning. The,dseaof various types 'of amplification such as
selected frequency, broad frequency, and transposition of frequencies each have
their implicationewhiehthaveducator must attempt to asiiailate and use to
advantage within the context f:' long rangeaducational ptogrek-

Rate:a-of empecteit,progress lalearninaforthe young deaf child are not
well established. 11*e:frequency and duration of formal instructional sessions
too are still Smatter for ciiijectUre.. We inject ill hearing children into the
same educational Soltatage 5 or Aand-expect that-they-will emerge years
later aaindiaidualadiffetiag,frok each other to a-far greater extent than upon
entry: Surprisingly, it works. It may.be,.however,-that for the deaf infant
Of one or two years Of age, we iiitedzahighlyAndiVidualized program and one in
which we don't attempt to normalize educational outcomes. Observation has led
this writer to believe motivation plays a vastly greater role with the
young deaf child thiamin* of us are prone to believe; particularly with regard
to the use made of inpairidaensory Chennels.

Whit, then, shoUld be- expected ottheauditilogist and-priychologiiit.as
we plan for the hearintinpaired.infent? terteinlyise-can ask eke-audialosist
to substantiate thapiesence of a suspected hearing loss and -,make amme4matifi-
cations,relative to -iti nature and-to aiplification.that-Ilght be appropriate.
Likewise, we can expect the.psychologist .to-mskesiOseestimite. of the-child's
intellectual fundtioning.andiorovide some insights iato-hisamotiisual states,.
rotor abilities,aistsocialmatarity. But erase to4toivbeie IA our-use:Of the
abilitieS and talents:of these highly trained professionals? Most Of al do.

Special Considerations in Planningloroarale for the Young limit Child

As this_discussion-basically poneerns,serviCe to deaf persons during the
first few years of life, some spacial considerations are In order. The audio-
logist is Ordinarily the first permute' Shim an infant, is referred after
being suspected of haVing a.hearing deficit. Thii referral, of course, should
come from or be cleared by the family otologist: This places great responsi-
bility on the. audiologist as-theintial contact with the hearing impaired infant
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and his anxious, parents. Indeed, the handling of the,child in the test situa-

tion-and the parents in the interview Counselingaessions can have,a groat
bearing oi the work of thorie to follow. ,4 is highly desirable that the audio-

logist who deals with .hearing' impaired. infants and their families have some

special background for doing So. No attempt isnade,hereto prestribetraining
.procedures for audiologists. It is, however, gratifying to educators attempt--

ingto-work with the very young deaf child to see recognitionbeing.given to

specialists in.pediatricandiology. Also encouraging is the development of

programs for newborn infant testing. and the: maintenance of high risk regis

tries relative to hearing, impaired-infants.

Few educational programs.ari.geared to accept -deaf childranyoUnger

than age two to ,two and one -half. lioet.of the.assistance given children and
their parents prior to that time falls the lot 'of the audiologist. These

activities may include:

1. initiating.nserieS of testing-seesiops with the-child, aimed-atquantifia=
catiOn.of inforiation relative to the deficit

2. Providing loaner amplification on trial basee,with-npecific permanent
amplification being.euggested when it eppeafs warranted

3. Assisting the .parents-mitkplaneto proWidea home environment conducive
to the child'i making good use of amplification

4. Assisting the pirente in establishingnoMe,expectations4Orthe child

5. Referring the child.and/or parents to-psychologist,. iotial worker, eduCa-,-.

for and other professionals. _HoweWer,,the audiologist shOuldcontinue to

work with these other disciplines as a team member, especialLyinthe
area of auditory training and-specifically innequencing.expoinre to sound

so that it is consistent With What is known about prelanguage development.

During the first two to three yeareof the hearing impaired infant's

life, the- psychologically oriented professional: probably can be of greatest

assistance in the area of parent counseling. Certainly-some formal testing

may be atteepted_ind much additiOnal infOrmation can be-gained by-observing

the child in a variety Of sithitione,,but iris-durine-thie period also that

parents usually need assistance post. The clinical peychologisf Or peyehiatrid

social worker is: best equippped to guide the parents in dealing with their

feelings == usually strongfeelings Of,gnilti anger or-fear thit color the
views they hold of themselves and-of their child.

The above is not meant to imply that thexpeech.and-hearing clinician
cannot or should not do parent Counseling. Most such Clinicians-Perfori this

function and do so creditably. It is desirable, however, to have support and

assistant from thenounseling specialist; The clinician must:appreise,each
case andnakehe determination,asto when hie requisite skills:light be
insufficient to attempt tha modification in patterns of adjustnent-whieh.seems

needed.

When children with bearing impairments have bad appropriate amplifica-

tion and auditory stimulation from infancy, and when their parents have learned

to-deal realistically with their feelings about therielves and their child, the

task faced by the educator is mode easier. The process of. educating both

parents sad child can then proceed without interruption.

Let us explore now the desirability of the educator becoming involved
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while the child iS undergoing -diagnostic- Prodedtires and while the -parents. are
.first -attempting, to come .to grips- with the reaponsibility of rearing- a..hearing
impaired child. Why not ,Place the child in diagnostic therapy 'upon
first suspicion of a coniuni.ictitiona- deficit? Such .e group might be comprised
of six to ten- children .ages' One to -three .meeting twice lieekly.for two ro
three hours. The therapists for liudh a >grOup would ideally be 4r-reacher of
the deaf and .a speech pathologist. The 'therapy would be diagnostid in nature,
.aimed at determining general abilities, observing auditory' behavio; ,and
conditioning, children so that (they. would' respond' accurately' in. the' 'formal' ---

testing eitnation. The audiologist and .psychologist should be frequent observ-
ers of such sestions, Parent training and counseling should be carried out
concurrently with-the-therapy sestiOns..

By the end-of a specified time; ,perhapit. two to three months,- ; each.
child- would have been seen. individually and as frequently as-nedessait-both
by the audiologist and by--the psychologist. A staffing of each child at this
time to review findings would reveal .progress touard,-diagnosisand,proVide
program direetion. Some children might need' to repeat the diagnostic therapy
process; others might be-recoamended for liamediate -enrollment in a school- for
the deaf and .still others -Might be recenliended for :additional therapy of a
different nature, such no -psychotherapy or language and speech stimulation
Such a program- as described could ie.:der:tied out in any urban hearing and
speech-.clinic within 'realistic financial- and staff requitesiente.

The cost of educating a, deaf child' is-itaggering- from two to five
thousand doilies a year depending on location and type of facility f(whether
day or residential). If we are to spend such sums on archild'e -education
not to-mention-rhe highly skilled manpower required then lureiY. Such an
-investment should :be Solidlrhatied in-:the Milk chip. stock -of early, accurate
diagnosis and training..
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STUTTERING THERAPY: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

by

Frank J. Feick

Can Stutteringle Cured ?:

There-is no need to think in terms of curing stuttering. Stuttering

is behavior; it is something aversion does. You do not try to cure'behevior;

you change it If a person doit certain things which interfere with-the

normal speech processes, he is stuttering. If: he does not-do these thingt,

he. is not stuttering. The goal in a therapy program iiachange, modify, or,
eliminate the behavior,* call stuttering:

It must be remembered however that stuttering includes a-great variety

of behavior, all of which must be changed: Thit means that the Mental as

well as the phytiCal or-meehanidel-aspecta,* the Speech disrupting Movements

must be altered. The Mental aspects inclUde the person's fears and - anxieties

about speech, his doubts About himself as.a speOcei andj.at a person, and his

attitudes Concerning,his,reIationathip with-other-persons.

The-word.ucure" is not avoided for any reason-other than that it is

Misleading. Actually, the majority of stutterers. are; or have been, seeking

-acurd. Mit seeking-is part of the confusion surrounding thit whole problem.

The person Seekingi cure-still has not accepted responsibility for the
behavior he exhibits; to-hi.-it still is the mystical something that happens

to hie. He has not yetlieen.able to realize-or accept his role in the per=

petuationOf this frustrating behavior.

The next:logical question, now that the word and- concept of cure has

been attended to, is: can stuttering be-eliminated? Theansntr is yes,

however this answer-has to be,qualifieL If the-question is really asking

whether. some persons can have their habits changed to the degree that speaking

is no longer a feared situation, and speech is produced Within-the normal

limits of fluency, the answer is yet. If the question isasking whether all
Stutterers can reach that point, the shinier met be theoretically yes;

practically no That is to say thati,:fraii-a-thiloret:14.14aidt.-af-viest there

is no reason which would necessarily prevent any stutterer from-losing

Menbershilyin the stuttering-fraternity the laws -of learning apply to all.

'From-a:practical point of view, it mast -be recognized that for some stutterers

.the -habit patterns will be so strong and so generalized that complete
tion of all aspects of the stuttering problem may be less likely Even in

these cases elogical goal .iand-one Well worth working toward) is speech
Which is fluent enough So as to not interfere in any way-with conversational

attempti: Thlis goil-can be reached-by all.

WhenAhe-hatit aspects of stuttering are considered-aloneiit is obvious
that-the earlier therapy -is started the more success'should be expected.

When the psychological or emotional aspects of stuttering are eonsidered,the

same conclUsion is apparent. If therapy,-directed at the removal of the

stutterer's confusion about his speech and himself; is started early enough,

the habit strength involved is not so formidable an obstacle. If therapy is

not started early enough; the-proportions assumed by the habit strength (even

considered purely from-a mechanical point of view) are fantastic when:compered

with any other behavior which an indiVidual learnt.
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Let us consider the situation involved (again from a purely mechanical
point of view) an admittedly impossible and impractical approach clinically

when we examine the strength of the stuttering habit in an adult who has
stuttered for 20 years or more. In that most of time it is quite likely
that he has stuttered a nillion times or more. This is a greet deal of
practice to put into the lambs of something. mender the habit is
strongly entrenched. The stutterer-has worked had to develop the dubious
distinction of being an accomplished- stutterer. It is doubtful either ray
of our finest musicians have put that lunch mark into learning to be =cos-
plished musicians. They surely have not all throne themselves into the
learning process with as rich emotions as is involved each tire the stutterer
"blocks." Each successful playing of the correct soma is respires to the
can of the written ical note is not iresnirlied as strongly as is the
tel coepletioa of a stuttered-isord or phrases. Ibe musician practices ray
hours by himself before performing ii public. The stattezer'pesforms" eVery-
tire he has to commaicate verbally,and each performers is as er çioily
loaded one.

The statement that stuttering can be elimimsted is as importer pert
of the dynamics-of a therapy program. libsa the stutterer sees haw his frus-
trating behavior is of his one doing, bow it wes learned, and bow it can be
u nlearned this rawly defied "cure" becomes a realistic goal north working
toward.

Met Are the Steps in a Therapy Program?

In the sena way dist the development of a rtering Melt follows a
logical sequence, the melearning process also proceeds-thrmsgh a step-by step
series of ewers. To be successful, the alinimatioa of stuttering behavior
has to include the following:

1. Removal of the basic confusion regarding stuttering behavior

2. Breshima of the stuttering pattern's which are comfusioa directed,
piaic motivated, art interfere with normal speech

3 :Zeinforeiliele isprinelus reeve:re; sigearinCtina patterns
of sorra .peach, lacluding.the development of a- tolernmee for "normal"
speech mosfluemcy

4. llisimizatioa of winery coarse of eueessive basic momfbasece, psychologleal
or neurological

5. leintegratla of the personality to-jpeadt a "iormal sped*" self bine.

Naturally, the ammuit of emphasis at each one of these...steps viii very
according to the person's age and the degree aid type of lavolvernt. Sena-
times it may be difficult to identify seek step as a separate salty as there
appears to be a manias together so that the basic aseresce is obscured. -.

ever in any case where a child or ma adult hes succelafidly ant completely
unle:reed stuttering aid is angle a soma speaker, these- factors have been
appropriately accounted for ii one no or smother.

The first sad most importer step,which has bra iron& too often in
the past and is being ignored too oftew:la the presser, operant comditisaiss
vogue, invOlves the removal of the basic coefusieb which exists in the mdad
art behavior of the perms who has learned to stutter.
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Slow, deliberate speech is encouraged during early practice efforts.

Slowness for the sake. of slowness is not the desired effect;-the person is

encouraged to articulate slowly-enough to allow the ccrrect bits of behavior

to be carried out that are-necessary for the ultimate productionvfxpesch

which is as near normal as possible. In keeping with the idea of getting rid

of some of the aystetiOusness generally associated with stuttering, the person

is reminded of the similar types of slow deliberate actions necessary to

assure a lack of errors in early typing or-piano playing learning, activities.

This helps encourage the needed patient during-the unlearning and relearning

process and tends to Minimize the "normal" desire to-want immediate results,

especially when stuttering is explained as understandable-behavior. The

-pianO playing example also helps when the person is reminded that knowing

-the names of each keyboard note does not make a pianist. A large amount of

practice must follow "insight" to make the behavior automatic.

Considerable success has been achieved with some stutterers using a

desensitization-process that employs imagination in place of actual situation

participation. The person, after having learned what be 'is actually doing

that interferes with normal speech, reprodutes situations, tensions, and

conflicting thoughts in his imagination and then, using appropriately paced

deliberateness, works his way through the-block. Thiscis donClwith simple

'blocks and simple situations first and thenlhois worked up further on the

scale of difficUlty of feared situations:.

Other specific techniques.are-of possible use in the unlearning-pro-

cess. Manyof the therapy suggestiods that fill the literature can have

value as long as they ate-applied within-the framework-OUptoper learning

principles and are used with a person whounderstinds-their purpose in the

overall therapy7plan.

iiik-Dikonooff-te

by

Stanley Ainsworth

the effectiveness of. speech therapy. Some of -these

attractiveness

re faiily obvioui, for

been mentioned. Less frequently eentioned.ia the availability of resource

opportunities for the-clinician employed there, the clinician nest. -often

example, thelase:and attractiveness of the - physical facility,the availability

of equipment and materials, and theAyailability-of outside resources have-all

perimmelmid_theixtent to which the functionintcliniciaa-utilizms_these

individuals. Although each type of employment environment Offers Unique

There are.many ways in which the employment environmentinfluencas.

take the-initiative to Make.certain that the miyantages.ftiod in theAdWiron-

ment are fully utilized. 'Or exeiple,.-Owybospital,e0lionment offers rich

medical resources.and extensive_madical
information:plus the cooperative effort.

of the-other paramedical personnel to be found there. The university.environ

meat offers rich. resources in terms -of theovailability for consultinthelp,

pateicUlarly in the field Of peech pathology and-aUdiology,-but also in such

areas as psychology, social worktlinguistics, deaf education, mental...retarda-

tion, etc. The public school environment offers perhapalese in theme,' of
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MedicalInformation=ind consultation but does.oktir a great deal of-informa-
tion relating to intellectual:functioning and :family baCkgrounc Host
important, the clinidiaelasthe,chil&nvailablethroughout the dAy if she
is able to proCurethe-cooperation of the classroom teacher.

The,succesi ofthe'speech=and hearing-prograwisrelated=et least in
parti and perhaps in-large:measure, to the extent to which the clinician is_
able to make full -use of the particular-employment environment in which he
or she finds,himself and the eXtent tO which those-advintagei missing from
other environments are-Minimized.

TRE,DEA17 CHILD'S KNOWLEDGE OF WORDS

by

Toby R. Silverman

In August of 1967"a project was hew* on-the reading vocabulary of
the_deaf- child, which will-kun-through August of 1970. While there -ire many
factors related to reading, this study deals withOnly one such factor --the
vocabulary thetdeaf child brings with him to this task.

The'Majornource,of information,forthe deaf.chilciii-in the orm-of
printed-material,, such.as tektsitrade books, ehildrees-magazines, ancf
children's newspapers. Consequently, -ikill in reading is farworeerucial,
for him than fok the hearing child, whose information comes frOwa much
wider variety of sources -- auditory as well as printed.

No-teacher of the deaf needs to be told thatthe-majority of her
charges are.poor readers she lives with this fact. There are -many reasons
why. In the- current study we have started with the Obseriration that the deaf
ehild-le far belOwhis=heaking,,peer in-reading tcepprChension:-:(iukth, 1940,
leading cowpreiinsion, in turn,-ietelated to vecabUlary knowledge (Seashore-
and Eckerson,. 1940): We hive, at present, littleaystemetic information on
theteading vocabulary of the deif child. Sikh information would be of-value
to educators of the deaf, who struggle each year to find; modify, or create
'reading materials for their cleiees.

Most standard educational' - materials cannot be-usedes is. -Such
materials are:presumably constructed:in conformance with:4raded'Voeibulaty
levels i.e., awecend-gradatext in Avoca:1,4**y that-Second-
gradere are-presueed-to,knaw. :Suchimcabulari-levelsereebtained-froWthree
mwjer sources: The'DateChall Lint of'3,0004amiliar Fordir-(ialt=andCball,
1948), the-Dale-Eichhoix Lists (DeleandZichholi, 1960),:and the Thokndike.:--
Lorge Word Count. (Thorndikeand-LOrge, 1938).

In thettle-Ch41,List, the authors preeented,lisiti,of words toe
salpleef,-foUrih-gridethildren,who Were asked to checkoff the Words1which-
they "kneW." Yocabularytasti Weretheeeonstructed-frow,APool of theme
words and subsequently -giVentoehildren at Various grade levels. The leVel
of each .word was then defined to be the grade ai,Which-67 percent-of:it's
memheri arose-the-correct definition. awore-comOkehensiveliet of over
17,000 -words .was letireowpiled-br,Daleand,RichhOle-(1960), hothe caseef
theihorndike4orge liard Point, vocalAiltily level is-preinmsd to:lie-re/tied,
to the frequency'of occurrence of words insvariousAyneief-iprinted iiterial.



Educators- of the deaf Who use such standard edueationai, reading,
materials have- found -it necessary to simplify the vocabulary Of theie- texts;
since the materials in question have been constructed for use by hearing,
Children, and they are inappropriate for use, Without extensive,modiiication;
with deaf children. thus; a -teacher whoa* Major concern should In content in
forced to evaleate, the vocabulary of the °texts she wishes- to use. If she
wishes to teach a 'fourth grade hiStoryl.aiit on the. founding of our -country,
she nust rewrite n: large, portion- of the text -and -teach. a number of new words.
Such terms. as_ "political suppression," "taxation without 'rePresentation," etc:,
moat be- explained :to. the deaf child-usingniuch more simpiifièdvoàabuliry. The

task-of continually editing,.meterial of this -type is, at the.-very least,,
bothersome. A. more efficient solution Mould be to construct reading-materials
in conformance with the graded vocabulary levels of deaf children: -It must_be.
discovered What vocabulary level can be--reasonebly'.erpectel of the eightiear-
old ,deif child,,,,the :eleven year Old- deaf child, etc. If there is made Avail--
-able a pool of known;Wardnni such age levels, -texts can Ie.,written,,i*efethe.
focus is, one content and -where- a- Mil: rewriting is- required.

The-objeCtiye, then, is tO reorganize the bulk of the lekle4-ohall. and
Pale-EichhOlz vocabulary lists in order to arrive at nset of ,age _graded,
vocabulary lists reflecting the actual vocabulary of the deaf child at
Varioue.nges:

We have. startei constructing vocabulary lists from a word pool cif-some
15,000 words on these liits. Obviously, no child can be asked terespoodto
everii-liord. Instead, each Child' Will respond to 200 ,words, which Will be
randomly selected from the larger -Word pool. Of these 200 word lists is
constructed in the manner of a standard' Vocabulary test, such as in.norMilly
given in the achievement testing at theencLef, each- school year., The ,Instruc-
tions Ire printed:on the, test itself as well as on .PraatiCe items,- So that
no extensive instructienn are

To Obtain, a large.. number Of response* 'to, each. word br:Childre:n. at all
large numbers children are-reauirad:. Last

spring, each of the 104 schoels, for the deaf in theUnited''Sratekeere-con-
tacted for Cooperation in this stncly. The response has been overwhelming
Ai last count,,-onlY four schools have refuted to participate: There should

therefore,, e 'large enough sample with which to Work. All children
between eight and 17 years of age will be inelnded, regardless, of the dB
loss or presence of secondary disabilities, because our results should
reflect what deaf' children in- Schools 'fOr -the deaf know., This is the -popnlit-
tion -to be :SerViCed,. -Mt .304. dent" children..

At the end of' a three- year tiMe, period, a. compendium Of Words known by.
,deaf children will be -published-and Made available to educators of the deaf.
Prematurely, ,a word" of ,caution Should be issued : This is a large scale 'study
and as in all such -projects its utility is relative to -individual 'situations.
No teacher will be able to pick up the compendium and say, "I: have eight year
olds; 'therefore i'll.prepare my materials from this list and,* -children's
reading PrObleia, Will be over:" Many wi1 cringe and-wonder-Why their ,charges
cheer -know half the words on their ,'age list Others will boast that their
children's vocabulary 'skills are faO..bey04 thee,' of the MM. Still others
will 'feel that, since - deaf 'Children:live in the hearing world, we should
teach- to the-norms Of the. hearing world. -Each is -a legitimate Observation.

'01.Ven-,the-forst .e.xteniiii-VoCabularY; there are still Other, crucial
reasons, why reeding may be 'impaired : The child - may have inadequate linguistic
skills, i e ; his performance with various linguistic !ulna may he- faulty



This is quite an important matter, and for aftiller explanation- the reader
might wish to consult the...work Of such modern linguists as NoaM Chomsky
(Aspects of the Theory of Syntax and Syntactic Structures); George A.11iller
and Frank'SmithjThe Genesis of Language)`; and U. Bellugi and-S. Brown (The
Acquisition of Language,- Child Development Monograph, 1964).

The child may lack the conceptual background or"experience-necessary
for understanding certain kinds of printed materials. His perCeption may be
faulty: His memorY.may be- impaired. The list is almost inexhaustible.
Neither-an indiVidUaL'Child nor an individual school should be pitted against
the norms: The liatit are only descriptions of whet the-average deaf child; of.
a given..age knows. School, regional, and differences "still exist.
Even more important, the lists should not becOme;,4 goal. Much Useful time
Can 'be.vaatioken,the relatiVely,meaningless activity of,VocabularYluilding.
Words are part of- activities. The question of whether an eight year old deaf
child "should" know the -words On the.eight year old list: is not a SUbject under'
investigation. The teacher must" ultimately decide what to teach. the Mit can
provide-hinti.on words witich,mayloe used to define othermords.

For-uS in tha Resterch Depirtment the lists-shonla prove extremely
useful. In devising,Many-of our tests we,-too, must know if certain words
are - within the vocabulary of the childreiwe test; the lists will give a
better estimate.
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4tBSTRACT,

THE SPEECH CLINICIAN: HIS PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS

by

Phyllis Gildston and Harold Gildston

For -the.- price -of 86*e:distortion of:the whole, it is possible to.frac-
,tionatethe ':clinician" and study the, pieces. Academic training, clinical
practicum, and on thejObl-experieneehone.andpolish the - -already educated'aind,
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enabling it tneal effectively in Communication problems. But at the center,.

supporting and uniting the many parts, vibrates, a nonProfessional Core, the

ego, which joins meaningfully, althOugh indirectly, in the therapeutic process.

Physical appearance, dress, age, sex, social ,clasS,. and that tenuous totality

of minUtae called "personality" also have a hand in shaping, therapy-= particu -

larly from -the point -of view of-patient responses --and -thus ,contribUte,.

ultiMately, to -success or failure: The values and blades of the cliniCian

determine not only hiS persOnal attitudes toward patients but are usually

instrumental In the selection of therapeutic teChiliques and, materials. Hence

the- clinician's personal qualifications function, at leaSt -part,. as unknowns

in any prognostic- equation.

PANEL: COMMUNICATION DISORDERS: A LONGITUDLTAL STUDY :

SCENE IV: PRIMARY YEARS

by

Vilma T. Falck

Scene IV In the series; entitled -Communication- Disorders; A Longitudinal

Study, followed BessiOns -which had *heady considered Douglas (a ,child -With

disordersof speech,. hearing, language and, 461'3214) during:the Pre-, Pert-r,

and :postnatal period-as: well
the-preschool 'years Of groWth, and

development. The -fourth session considered onglas,.it the level-cif the

primary grades.,

In .order to make the program as- meaningful' as POssible,. it was decided

to pick one particular aubjedt--Attention. Basic tn the -problete,demOnstrated

by .a child, with disorders of coiminniCation, May be faulty attention:. it :cannot

be assumed that information - made available tcythe,child will automatically be

recorded in the central nervous system. In order -,to remeilber, to 'discriminate,-

to code, to:- sequence;, tn categorize, to uP.asco-clatio*-4t is

necessary, fi=st .Of all, to be able. to- attend to appropriat stimuli.

. ,

Attention in the.-newborn, is, to -a large-degree, reflexive-'in- nature.

Selective.attention a process of gradual inhibition control)

of thesa:autotatit responses to the degree thatwitiiiately, the intensity-Of
the is not the criterion -upon 'Which :selection. is hoed: Instead,

Selection results fromaa rdevelapect ability to, Oita ,Out irrelevant signals

and Endue of the ones appropriate to the tile; place,, and situation:

Some 'children need -mare :help than others inhibiting what We co:Udder

to be the "ottictraineens stimuli. at 14:given point in time or, space. They -need

'help in marshaling their. .filtering and selection .processes. They neld'help

in :being, able to, initiate and to- Continue- this -Selectiie- perOeption: They

cal be helped to-deVelOp ,thesi skills:

'Certain techniques 'found to be tiaaful. .this -OVerall process -of

developing and improving the atiklitq to. selectively and apOiiiptiate attend

were iireseate*,by a panel representing lout fairly typical environments in

Which 'Douglas- might' he

1. In-a regular class of 30: Childreti,wherel ,one.ok two 1:,louglitses .might be

-found by-cchance 'seiWetion,aione-
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2. In a class in a. special school where there might be a liberal sprinklingof Douglas like children

3. In individual tutoring

4. In a clinical classroom of selected childrenmthere all might be like him.

Regular Claaa*:OOM

Representinga program ina regUlar classrormi'DorOthy
the Burlington Public Schools,

deacribidindividualiiedinstruction in aheterogeneous first grade at the Slith School, Burlington, Vermont. -aerprogram originally began as a Federal Project in
InaiViduilizedReading but-presently

endompaiesindividualizing-inetruction in other4reas:

It is felt 'that this program is successful.
because the child does nothave to, compete with the group, The program iaself'Oe-cing.

Each child.proceeds at his own rate and'hiaown ability level. Inaddition, the programis tailored to the
individual_ needs -of each child.. Ihroughiindividualconferences with-the children,

the teacher be:cones
well acquainted with theneeds, of each child and how he learnatbest.

She-then capitaliies,oaherknowledge for'further
individual instruction.

The prograM,ellows each childtoselectthi own reading,nateriale.Self seledtion allows him to enjoy
reading boOks-that interest -him-which inturn motivates and helps-build self image.

Thaatkosphereliane,Ofehhlddiscovery, offering freedom -to- move, a variety of.eiPerienceS,
and-plenty:oftime to think and diacover.

Provision is ,made for an intensive-phonie
program..for -those ,studeritawho benefit from such instruction- Some children learn to read in-ways-unrelated to formal instruction, therefore other activities- -are AnclUded.Community experiendes, tripiar guest Speakers, or the,,children'ausi-of a,4ariety,Of special - equipment, e.g., recording

on tapes, preparing-originaltransparencies
fortha-oierhead-projector, operating the filmstrip',projector'either in small
groupavrindividually, or the-use of,darrels-iorindieidualwork and concentration

provide much Variety from which specific solutionsfor the problems
of,speeial children can be-found.

-StrUctured activities of Sixth graders
withfirst-gride children forhalf hour_ sessions

eaeh,dii(itorytelling,
diamatizations,,dictatio*-oforiginal stories, or just talking with them) are an integral part of theprogram.

n-this regular
cleserOoManiiironient, itAa-possible tnsUMMariiathewhole - learning

experience ofeech.chiid by saying it is :total- involvement 'insome-form;of learning activity-at the child'atlenlevel each day.

ClaserodivIn A Special.SChool

Pauline Bosworth, alaa-Of-the Burlington
Pubiie'Schoole,Zoserihed-a:special project being conducted InthalaUrence
Bernes-SehoOlin Burlington,.Vermont. The project is trying to meet the

needsnfatPrimarY children. witha concentrated program in an ungraded situation. Thirty of theehildren-marefirst graders last year who hadtlOtaucceeded
/mall in reading, The remain-.ing fifty children were last

year's:kindergartenerawbose performance. was.
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predictive ofjaililfe in a regular first grade. .EvalOations made by the:desell

Measutemenk of School Readiness indicated four and.one-half,-five,.and five and

one-half year levels of matUrity- Lawrence Barnes was_described-as an inner

city school with the usual slue cultukal patterns and problems. Thitty4Ive

of the children had birthdates later than September 1, so that simple chrono-

logical age Is-also-not in 'their. favor.

This program is trying to counteract adverse influences inthese ways:

1. Small classes with not more -than 15,children

2. Availability of good food'U well balanced meal served to-every child

every day)

3. Perceptiontraining as readiness for learning stressed

4. Field trips, many concrete experiences, much exposure to good stories and

leusim, many opportunities for speech and discussion provided -each day

(since ora1-langusge-develdpment is seen as a strong deficit with:Moat

mf- the children)

5. Daily speech therapy sessions held for those who need them.

Four Teachek Aides fkom the New Careers Program are included in the

staff. They-share in play area and bus supervision, serve lunch, prepare
eudiovisual materials and art projects, and have, in a few cases, even given

baths. Their role in interpreting theprogkamro parents is,being,exOlored.

They arirecruited-from the poverty group; some.oftheir homes are in.or near

the distritt served.

Mrs. Bosworth explained that at this point it would be premature to

.ptedict the ultimate outcome of the project. While gaingiM skills, in'self

image, and in. content laterialmtereadily seen, havingro'face the'definitely

United capacity of many of the children is Mproblem. Another coMplidation is

that patents are unhappy-Over the arrangements--the thildken are bussed-away

fkom the regular building to-a church-educational wing, separated' some-distance

from theneighborhoed.. Parente are distrustful of the slowed-down-presentation,

of academic Matter andthink_of the perception training, field trips and

audiovisual aids as play experiences. Badly needed staff planning time is

'being used to develop better publicrelatfons.

Individual Tutoring

Madeline Miles-ofthe'Center for Disorders -of Communication, Univetsity

of Vermont, described a'tutor training program-as one way to help meet the

special education needs of children who live far from therapeutic and special

educational services or whete the number of special. is not great

enough to. keep pacezWiththe demand for that service. At 'this time, turning

to supportive- aides-or tutors -might bemost appropriate.

WhO are the tutors? ThermIght-be perents, they might-be teachete, or'

they eight be. just mature, warm hearted neighborewith-lots-of common -sense

and a littletime.to-devOte to thli service. These-persons tepee to the Center-

for Disorders of Communication in Burlington, Vermont fot training and guid7

ante.

The goalwitktutors is not foilal teacher preparation. The Center does
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not -feel it isAevelopingtighlyekilledtherapists-with sound theoretical,
background to transfer from case to case. The goal is to. give to each tutor
some methods or specific techniques that are applicable to a.perticular child
with-whom.she is-working. The tutor is given the-opportunity to observe a
series of Iissone and then is given specific and rather detailed lesson plans.
which put into writing the techniques she-has seen demonstrated. .Following
the leiSon, plans are discussed, and then a brief demonstration by the tutor
for the therapist takes Place so-ttat any leitmlnute confusion cane clari-
fied. The tutor- thenteturnatathe home community with the child and is on
her,owit for etrief period. In most. cases this is initially about a week and
-then both tee tutor and the child return.for continued "InstructiOn-andfurther
lesson plena. Gradually:the space between visits is lengthened as the tutor
beComeemore familiar with some of the required techniques and the general
teaching approach. No tutor is left completely on-her-own until it is-felt
that she can cope adequately-with,the situation between rather widely spaced-
recheck dates.

The Center for Disorders of- Communication in,Burlingtowhas been working
with this tutor training program.formaliyforthepast two-years-and informally
with parents prior to that time.. ThatesUlts have, in the majority of cases,
been gratifying. Children for whom no other source oftelP was aVailable have
been teceivingend profiting.from this type of tutor training prograM.

Clinical Class

A,cliniCal class for-children_at theCenterfor Disordera-Ofpomduaica-
tion in_Burlingtow, Vermont, loCAted In a,University-Hospital complex, -was
described by Elizabeth Holloifty, of the Center: This class, part of, a total
program for children with communication disorders, consists -of a primary level
group of children referred from manY.different Sources.

The class is a-siall hologeneousliroup with a maximum often-childrea-
which meets fiVe hoursua diy, five days a week. 14e-children all havenormal-
intellectualpotential butlave -a variety of communication disorders of spedchi
heAringlanguage,-or learning. Somecof them have,come from_lOwer level
kinderiarten--clesses froia-mithin 'the Center, others from public kindergarten.
or some have failed -first grade in the regular schools.

The parenti of the children selected for this class-have-a great
responSibility to work With the staff in many different areas. Nome assign-
ments are incorporated into letiona, and work is planned so that:new behavioral
Patterns learned in school can be carried over into thetome. This-requires
cooperation and participatioh-from the parents. In addition, since theGenter
is nOt".a neighborhood, school, parents-are responsible -for a,great deal of, trine-
partition.

A tterapiutic approach:whichemphaSizes the importance of attention
and specifically planaid activities to teip the children deVelOp their-ability
to attend to appropriate stimuli-fore-A the bickgroundjor this class. -Ai.all
times the teacher must control the structured environment with carefully
Planeed'activitiei, materials, and-time. Integrated techniques-from speech
therap-y remedial reading, educatiOn of the deaf, and other disciplines-4re
prograied to help-the childieneompeasate-for their verrepecifle-language
disabilities.

Extensive diagnostic And supplementary services-ire readily available
for the-children in this class-and are'reutinely utilized.. These services
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allowcontinuing-colionication and encourage pooling of suggestions to help

each child. Although each child has his own special problem and is treated

accordingly, the children have in common-the-capacity to learn in a small

structured language learning situation that can-be provided by this clinical

clasi.

Discussion

To provide a commonality of terminology and thinking about Douglas, a

film (PACE: Programing Appropriate Conmimication Experiences), produced at

the Center for Disorders of Communication in Dutlington, wms presented. The

file essentially described and demonstrated the structure and function of a

primary level clinical class for children with communication disorders.

Emphasis on attention, through the. use end control of environment, material.,

and activities, illustrated in the file, led to a panel discussion of

attention a -a goal for learning. Each.of the panel melee!s discussed how

the demonstrated techniques could be used.in their situations as mall as other

techniques more applicable to their euviromments.

It was Conceded that the problem-Of gaining. and maintaining attention-

was more complex thin what eight be considered' necessaryfor Setting-up -con-

ditioned responses tonpptopriate-or attention gettingsignale. Iror-yiars,

teachers have knoWn about thewilluinf a piano chords, or

clickers. The use of familiar signals as the initial part of'a stimulation

(e.g., calling n,child by name Otior-to delivering a verbal message or the

use of key phrases such as "Now Hear This" pkidi to making announcement.) is

a technique to get attention. The OrOblenis howto develop and maintain

appropriate attention in order to-make-sure:that learning experiences will be

.more .successful.

Structural and Environmental Techniques.to-helpmeintain and-develop:

attention were suggested-is follows:::

1. Standing nearby: or sitting-with-4r child

2. Putting a hand under the-chin or on'the head-to get a child to look at you

3. Pioviding materiaii with which. the -child can-cope (e.g., half sheets-of

paint, less typed copy so theta is less Stimuli per :page, fewer Word_cardS

at a time, half assignments)'

4. UsingnoVel stimuli to increase_ attention (e.g..-, varying oral presentation

by whispering, using-lip rending cluei-ot using-ampiification,regardless

'of the status of peripheral heating)

5. Limiting the:tine available for work; establishing short working-periods

appropriate to-indcooidinated with:the length Of -the task

6. Alerting children to the activities of the day so they have neequence of

visual reminderi, which - can - -be crossed Off as work. is, or.should be,

completed, so that they canlearnto monitor their schedule

T. Using carrels -to limit :environment

8. Giving, an individualchild,a physical break from-the-classtoomenvironment

when he needi to. get away (under control of the thoughtful teacher-in

collusionnith the child so this does not become a problem. This might be
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combined with it-trip to a ,separate room where lobs, a sand filled clamp;
would accept aggressiveness)

9. Building into every class day frequent oppmrtemitias t-amp s posit I,
(e.g., requirimg,purpoeifialememmits by interspersing a brief period of
physical exercises, such as two deep base heels; for all children as they
steed beside their desks. This caa be dot on sigmal, poosibly four to
six times a day. All children in this-44 are liaise a machenima for
release of the buildup of electrical energy)

10. Pacing physical novemen'c-Iiituaea suck activities so that required
attention to ia,tfectiws1y into smell units during which
concentrated seatimitie cast be degraded.

Ideas-rein:est to the usitAxf lamellate wets also discussed:

1. Givicg simple, slowly paced directions .amd timdag responses in suck a may
at to consider tiamslatios difficulties mcbild night have, since a child
'debt need thinking time before Wig able to carryout action

2. Repeatincinstructioms for reinforcement

3. Requiring the Child to paraphrase, or even repeat the needed' steps,
before-expectimglhinte carry out 114-uired.actioM

4. Standardizing instructions so -that the chil&-Caa-aore reedily prediet
with success-what will be required

5. Organizing-the day so the child always booms whet to do, allowing the Chili
to become totally ewers of the day's program.(Since children forget *hat
te expect, -they nee to be constantly reminded that, for instance, "In
two minutes we. will do something- else." .Ammestioned, putting amontlime
of activities or visual clues on the board'ibeeld hob)

b- Implementing the,systemstic use of-nultiple,commomds in daily work- (It
was felt the; by kindergarten level, seat children could follow up to five
commends)

7. Requiring delayed responses- by teaching a word and lersgthenies the annum 1

of time required before the surd is returned.

8. Olaingoach of several children a separate word and requesting the childree
to place themselves appropriatelyta.%2evelop a.phrase or sentenee. (This
Activity could be preceded.bygiving each child a-number-to demonstrate
more easily the idea of arranging themselves in seqaantialarder),

9. Utilizing gases of directions and-descriptions. -Mama one pienicrand
took - e.g:, all tb] words; a bag, bases, ballon, bathrobe,
bathing suit, boat)

10. Retelling stories, and describing sequences from visual clues-(4.g., Verbal
accompaniment to the Julie and Jack stories, developed oFiiinally-as.
material for Beef Education by Sister Mary Walter, St. Jos School for the
Deaf, Milwaukee, Wisconsie. All participants supported liberal:het legal
appropriation of teiehingasterials from all areas of specie* education for
use in any environment by any teacher- literc*4e of materiels between
various disciplinexlman-obvious method of curriculum enrichment)

1
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11. Listembr-to iape recordings which-resudre comiprebemiloe ami sebesweet
actipankich most alserys-be checked for accuracy by the -teacher

12- Deeeloping ars uses for old wens (e-g., teacher writes a eseteece on the
board itch is biddies from sight- first child is gives sestesce verbally
art it is premed from chili to child with the.eml remelt compered with
original re board. Variations to )neke the task sore difficult meld be
to see segeneces of sembers, and delay ind control the time before seeteece
is tramsferred to the meat child- For instance, the child met do three
deep hase beefs is between or be met-mit until a hell nags to tremsfirz
ammtemce).

Specific swiggestioes pertinent to the use of visual or asiltory
stImelatios to-help develop attendee were preessted as follows:

1. Pecoaregiag the chili to pay attamtlea to iambs details (e.g., ahem pert
is missies is a picture, what inn is sissies free a tray of objects)

2- Deploying a modified tic toe tee lettere is which a differmet weir Wt.
&riga is used to be copied by the rLfl in the appropriate place swop-
lag a brief visual exposers- (flaboratien is pessibbe time* varieties
of design tine of supsemew ari-spetial orientation of each figure, i.e.,
triangle facing left, crime* facing right, etc-)

3- Developing attentios to a pattern of stimuli, them meting Ishtar pert has
berm &smell; also rewiring a verbs' descriptisa of the chime as be
encounged

4- /buielating rhythm amid Intensity in heed clapplag_pettenme side* one
leftists* and others follow

5.. Itspdring chill to attend to one slat of three chiLiree Woo talk sinaltame-
raft

G. Timing motor tripwire to -rat conmesis (e.g., "Pet, our basis ea your Imed,
shouLlors, knees, tees, kern, sheeLlers, etc.").

The perticipsets agreed that at the peesset tine, rewriters of a
referred meths& of helping Douglas latch would be bora as placenset Is a

cl4nics1 or special classroom arlior propylaea balviatml help, he is most
likely to be ford in a regular primary grade classroom. They rumerizat by
suggesting thee the teacher support a eldLi in suck a setting by:

1. Dsmoestraties as amoresess if his successes (e.g., romerdiag his efforts
by a trip to the principers office-or to another class, semileg coserede-
tioahone to his pests satin his successful efforts)

2. Giving appropriate reepossibilities nimbi' will require participation' but
at uhich he can succeed

3. Settles realistic goalivedeich are previously disarmed with kin

4. facing as iMtwida.lizsd program for his so he cee overissue success

S. Assigaing datives In the classroom to help each other. (Beth chiUnas
will benefit met the technique is useful for peer levels as well as by
pairing, e.t., sixth grade and first grade levels).

2a6
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE TRADITIORAL AID MODALITY
TREMOR APPROACHES TO ARTICMAXIOM THERAPY

by

Aare Welch Carroll

One ample' cascara ia-our profession Les -been the enigma of articular"
tics treatment. Almost study by the Council of Speech and Hearing Causal-
tants is state departmeats of education in 43 states showed that articulation
probleii still main up eightypercast of the case load of the 7,300 public
school speech clinicians surveyed (Carroll, 1967).

Recestly we have baps to see studies concerciag the effectiveness of
articulation therapy. For yams weessumedwe Sure doingiagootjob, but
little wis.dose truly:to smears this Studies have baps to shed some light
m the subject sad the 110ortamm of the stimmlability variable in predicting
arriasiariaa isirrovemem forsubjects from advanced grade leVels. Some studies
over the pest yews have attempt-al to determine-the efficacy of speech therapy
for alemstary-age cbildrea with articulationdisorders. Spriesterhech and
Curtis in 1951 described the heterogamous mature ofEsaticulatieedisorders
404chiNcRomeld (1964) cited as s:source of error is researchdealingwitheach
problems.

Am analysis of existing procedures is treating articulation disorders
has led this author to take a close look at the process of treatment and to
attempt to relate this logically to the develomastal process within the
child.

Olen very recemtly, treatment programs for articulation disorders have
n eglected the child's laitildual approach to deeming. Rather, one night say
that we have tried to mold the child to the treatment program instead of the
"mime to the chill.

Like the prOverbial blind ma with the elephant, see have- often dram
comclusions and generalisations concerning treatment about the 'whole " -based
an whatever portions sr have meowed *sour- diagnostic workings; however, sad
to say, wet lftea have overlooked a Comma sense approach to treatment based
upon the chiles aryle of leernimg.

iihilowamight like to underseas& and mesere "the whole child," there
are loamy seasons why-we really carat. Me do not have the required range of
Skills as ladividuel members of any given profession; we do mot have available
all theisitrummts-or time to rma the gaunt of themes:do have. Perhsps-Mit
crucial, 'mare presented (whether cliniciams, researcaers, or both) with
specific questions to answer relevant to the settings is which we work. Thus
we concemtrate our effort ova seasurimg or describing characteristics of the
individual and his environment which appear relevaat to these chases variables.
Such focusing is essential; it is only through a series of careful measurements
of finite elements of behavior that the "whole child," or even the whole of
the disorder, fan be-understood and a proper-treatment-prograie Prescribed.

It has bees said that learning to lista', to comprebeed to remember and
recall, to formlate and express is as oral symbol code, and eventually to
reed and write is this same code is probably the most difficult and couples
tasks-young child undertakes. The therapy program most be desigmed to help
the child leers oral lassmage through his specific combination of sensory,
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intersensory, memory, or motor abilities (Myklebust and Johnson, 1964).

It is to beTemembered that whatever the age of the child; the develop=

sent of a concept usually follows the order of perception, integration,

association of ideas, and expression (fyklebUst and Johnson,- 1964).

It would appear-that an adequate diagnostic evaluation should.: an

observation of the child's learning-and behavior styles, modality strengths and

weaknesses, as well as articulation difficulties, including spontaneous -speech

production, sound discrimination, deep testing of misarticulated sounds, .

stimultbility in nonsense-syllables (Carter-Buck), and intelligibility.

Upon reviewing the importance of modality, intactness, and level -of

involvement, the rationale for the present study -was established based upon

thnsispossibilitieeof improvement in articulation-through a:modality-approach.

to treatment: (a) the child might learn best through the unisensory approadh

to therapy, (b) the child-might learn more. rapidly through-the Aultieensory

approach, and (c) the-majority of children still learn to correct articulation

errors-most rapidly through emphesis upon auditory training.,

en attempt was made-to investigate two-types-of approaches to therapy

for speech handicapped children diagnosed as haiing articulation disorders

and to compare the results of tils treatment.

It was hypothesized that speech
handidepped children given the tradi-

tional approacitmauld-show lese improvement in articulation and less Carrydver

into general speech habits-than would the children given the_modelity-approach

over a two year-period=of time.

Method

Subjects. The 100 subjects seledted for InclUsion in this study-wire

randomly selected from a larger population of 258-children having articulation

problems-who were awaiting entrance to, a public_ school therapy program- The

original screening of the subjects was done by four ipeech clinicians in two-

suburban school systems.

The children who set the following -criteria served as- subjects in this

study:-

1. "Normal intelligeice"ses determined by'the recent Lorge-Thorndike group

intelligence test

2. CA. between six and eight years

3. No previous experience in speech therapy

4. No impairment on visual. or auditory acuity

5. NO evidence of-severe or
moderate-dental_malocclualons or "tongue thrust

ing"

-

6. Two or more defective consonant
sounds determined to be in error if sir-

articulated in either the-initial, medial, or final positions in-words

(the Warnock - Medlin cards were used as the-testing inatrument for this

PurPoos)

2:3
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7. MisartiddlitiOn of 70 to 155 phonetic contexts on consonant sounds
according to McDonald'sdeep'test of artidulation (1964).

Assignment of Subjects. The 100 subjects were divided into two grodps
and an initial comparison of 11 variables showed only-one to be statistically
significant; however, this was attributed to chance and not considered signi-
ficant for purposes of the presentstudy. The mean. chronological agewas-6.5
yeart, and aubjeCte case from families:of middle to upper socioeconomic- status
as determined by the Occupational Scale. There were 73 boysand'27 girls with
the usual articulation errors ( "r," "th," "a," etc.).

Treatment. One group received the traditional approach to speech
therapy with heavy emphasis upon ear training; and the-other group receiVed
therapy based.on the modality approach. For purposes of this study,; the
modality approaCh was defined.aathssesisory channel most intact for input.

In-the modality group there-were 36.boyi and 14 girls. !eventeedof
the above were given: the auditory approach, 17 the auditory visual, and-16 the
auditory tactile approach.

In the traditional group there were 37 boys and 13 girls.

The modality approaCh was determined=-by a review Of.the.cumnlative
records aiedthe-illinois Test of PsYcholinguistic Ability (ITPA). The above
determination -.was made bysix clinicians-not involved in the. initial survey
in etnijUnction,witiv-atesm-of spedialists composedof a school psychologist,,
clinical paYchologist,, pediatricisSniurologist, diagnostic teacher, building
principal, social workers, and this author. Concerns in the modality approach
treatment program included:

1. An awareness of input before output

2. An- awareness of differentiating:meaningful units And 'associating -these
with the appropriate verbal symbols- as-well as the aspects of simultaneity
And repetition

3. Vocabulary varied according to-needs.

The-modality group-was-divided intotwa.eubgroups with,each of the four
clinicians seeing 25.children in,groups of two to-three, three times per week
in 30 minute seesiona. The instruction period - covered 25 weeks each year. The
clinicisnsrelited,groups at the end of each semester in 'order to-.help control
the teacher variable.

The effects of the two types-of treatmentwere.comPared,by means of a
pretest posttest battery. Each Of the groups was administered the Peabody
Picture Vocabulary Test, McDonild's deep test of articulation, lietokan's Test
of Auditory-Discrimination,MdGrady's Memorylor-Sentences.Tesr, and the
ITPA after the first year of treatment and egaisafter ssecOnd year.

Reliability. Each Of the six.clinicians who served as raters had three
or more Yeers,of experience using McDonald's deep test and theITPA. A series
Of five training sessions was held to increase the intergroup mean agreeMent
of raters priorto the -pretesting. The range of Correlations for" he relia-
hilities.ofthe raters was from .88 to-.98 with-e mean -correlation for all
raters of.92: Each of the raters tested the same- subjects at the tiee of the
pre- andposttesting. Ratere were not with ihe subjects - tested, and
care Was taken to insure that the raters had no knowledge-condernieg.which
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Subjects had received the traditional epprOachtotreatment or the-modality
approach.

The rationale for speech -instruction, haiically /tressed speech behavior
al a complicated,, learned motor -skill which. becomes -automatic through :practice
(Elbert, SheltOn.and-_-Aindt,.1.967).-..

The treatment approaches ,bagan with the .uinmi.sound isolation from
context, proceeded through, the-sound -in SYliehies; the sound in: sentences,
and finally in conversational speech. ;Treatment was built around the 'key word
and the success- approach.

Results

of Direct Individual Difference: Scores: During the,pieteat
posttest period; both groups made significant -improve/Mat .in:articulatiOn.es
revealed in the direct indiVidnal diffeiende -adores' et the :05

Comparison of the Speech HandidaPped _Groupe. -1.--tosmaribon, of articula-
tion baied-onthe:pretest :posttest difference adores between the two .groups
of speech handicapped children revealed that the children given the modality.
treatment showed significant, improvement In speech over those given-the
traditional approach.

:All the children lade aignificant -growth in theenditorydecoding; vocal
encoding; motor encoding,. and.-itUditorY, yodel SeqUential enbtesti---ef the ITPA-:

:Significant differences between the LgrotiPs, .however, were :obserised. On
the visual decoding and visual motor association subtests with those given the
modality approach showing the greatest improvement -based Upon -the..pretest-
postteat. group difference scores, :as -Well -es-. anditOrY--meilory.

-Both groups made- significant. increases .iii the mean total language age-
scores-en the. 4IoWever,. those given, the -modality- treatment. approach
showed an increase - of 10:5 months and the ,traditiOill',treatment group, 8.9
mouths Mean improvement for the modality approach group 38:9,,and-24,4-
for the traditional. The second' year showed an Increase in language age
adores- of 11.2 *Otis for the Modality, treatment iPproach.and---8.'1 months- for
the traditional treatment stoup over theprevione;Year..

Tabulation and Anatlysis-ef 'Data. Because the. same subjects-were
involved the pretesting and posttesting, a .-direct ,difference method
analysis. was emPloyed, follovied-hy a t test to- determine:, the-.:level -signififr
dance. of Change between the two-- testing- periods 'for eachcgioup. The direct
.difference t statistic was used to show both the direction and amount of

change between the pritestmend ,posttests.

Standard'-t tests were compUted to determine the statistical .significance
Of the -Pretest poittest difference Meant; -between the two groups of speech. handi-
capped. Children.

Discussion

The resu/ts. Of -this stUdy tended to- give Support to the' hypothesis which
predicted that children ,given the traditional Car training treatment would show
less improvement in articulatiOn-therapy than would -children given-the modality
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treatment approach. It was-interesting to note than 28 percent of the,dhildren
giVen the traditional treatment apPrOadh and 49 percent of those-given the
modality treatment were.diekissed from treatments0 haVingmaii-satiefactory-
Orogreis: The results of the addend year were comparable.

The basic ,premise underlying this study was that the clinician, must be
aware of the child's style of learning andplan his treatment:program accor&-
ingly. Clearly,. treatment approaches should Include an-Awareness Of the
child's learning style,.-and the clifiician shonld-ask himself:

1. What are the child's areas of strengths and weaknesses?

2. What. kinesthetic, visual, or auditory modality (or modalities) did this
task require?

3. What does heapproach iii the same way?

4. What is cession to them all?

The communication program for a particular child-should-be designed
to-help.him:learn through his - Specific- combination of sensory, intrisensory,
intersensory, Memory, .and, motor skills.

It would appearthattbetherapy. program should emphasidi the specific,
disability area, but use the intact linguagesreas to strengthen-the difiCient
areas. If,the.child.-has,troubie understanding:What-he hears, visual Or .even
.kinesthetic cues maybe incorporated "within the auditory,eierciti to increase.
the probability of a correct -response.

However, one-must be - careful not to-everloaithe-Sensory-dhanne*.but,
rather, to utilizetheneor:t46 appropriate channels. The,-,area,ok'auditory
visual integration and the intrasensory appiedah is-Still:in need'of'-i.udh._
investigation.

The. trend toward an-increasedAwerenessof thstimulability variable.
as well at approaches to learninwthould'have a positive effect.-On- treatment
approadhis In-articulation-therapy.

In essence,, the.dlinici*m-diagnoselvthe child's-learning style- -by
noting the areas Of diiabilityanithe level at which the-child can Succets
fully-Perfork. Remediation is the introdOdeto alleviate thedeficiendY,

Evaluation does not Stop, -howeVer,r4Athe beginning-Of the remedial-

:or eduditionatprocess evaluation is an ihtegralandongoing pait,Of the
remedial program. If an activity provetineffective, it Museberedognited,
as- .such- and replaced'.. -No diagnosis is infallible, and nconesctiVity helps
all children. An, ongoing evaluation attests to the accuracy7oftWinitial
diagnosis al4prOvides infer:dation-on the, effectiveness of the remedial
grad.

An effective ongoing evaluation is iamethingonlythe clinician-can per:-
form. One of- our-primary goals in education is-to- decrease the liabilitiei
and increase the assets. ButitadlY, we herilall'been-guiltyofjabeling and
forgetting, the inter=, as well' at the *Act:I:differences anang.children-with

articulation-disorders.
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Im011eations

ilhailaniications does this 'heterogeneity in childrenis learning
approaches bavelor'research in treatment?- Cbviouily, it hasrMany. However;

until:aebegin.to apply diagnostic instruments effectively, neeill.not be
ableto,destribehandicapPed.childiewinthadeterMs that impinge directly
on learning; we-wilicohtinne,With singular characteristics and treatment.
Once,tesearCh,in learning-characteriaticelbegineto bear results and we can
begin tnelassify.children ineccordanceeitlehared-learning-abilitiesend/Or
disabilitiesme,canthin:beginto identifiipedifics-insubject matter and
teaching systems that Afe-rileVantlto theebarecteristiCaok the children
Oiffereetial.treatment-Should'he a natural Outgrowth.of_differentialdiagnosis,
Medical, language, or edutational. As BinA in 1909 stated, "After the evil,
the remedy after:expOsing.defeetnef all lands, let-us-Oise on to their
treatment."

The results of-the-nresant,study suggest Several othernosiihilities bit
future-re-search:- -

I. That the procedures of this study be'replicated.And inclndee larger
Sampling

2. That eiongtermlongitudinal study is heeded

3. That the operant,q0nditioning-aPproachtto.tivitmentlesiyen further study.

Fewenproaches:to%the probieas,sssediated-with:eonditioning and.learding
have received as Much-ettention-in.the past several years as the experimental

analysis of behavior, or operant cOneitioning.. Prom. Its inceptlen in-experi-

'Mental psychology, the experimental analYsis'ef-lahavior has extended into
diverse areas, inclndingspeech.natbeiegki Operant conditioning principles

have been utilliedlieconsideriegetuitetidg,disiiuency,andephesia.

'CertainlythaseTrinciples:have,Value-for guiding-the ,?atech-clinician

in hiselinicafactivities. It has been suggested that an operant conditioning
approach frequently divides clinical activities Into-ifiree-chronologiCal steps:
(a) obtaining baseline measureavf-thebehaviord of Interest,. (1) behavior
modification, and (c) extension of stimulus control. These steps appear anala-

gous to-diegnosii and evaluatiOn,.treetaedt, and derryoVer--

Another.aspeCt is. that More research ii needed In the schools where
articulation disorders appear to preVail. For many years it appeared that

research was the purvey of speech clinicians in institutions of higher, learning.
However, we are now beginning to see an interest innubli0 schools as more
-districts have added reiearch4ireotorewho direet the-total research efforts of

the School'.

In speech.-pathology the basic needs still exist for practical research
in survey methods, predictive (Le., prognostic) techniques, therapeutic,
approaches, edheduling-prtbiems, and-dismissal praCtiCes.

Meaningful research is both possible and-deSirable within the framework
of the-public schoOls, although problems with impleaentetioeare to be anti-

cipated. Some-of-the-pertinent difficultiei are time, funds, merit Of prefect,

and the needler cooperation. with 'other professional groups. Collaborative

effort of the clinician, and people actively engaged in research in the area,

and also the availability of facilities for the collection, reproduction, and
dissemination of data are required.
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A Look to the Future

Looking to the future, we.see that an analysis of both clinician and
patient needs is the pierequisite to developing and applying'strategies for
continued upgrading of programs for those with articulation. disorders. Real'

understandinguf the patient with a speech. disorder, his-specific kinds of
deficienties, and the distances between self,expectations; adaptation skills,
and functioning level is essential. The particular, teaching ,stretegiesand

methods which will reach-a patient-need to be.reviewed and evaluated. Con-

tinual striving.toumrd.undeistanding and_improving knowhow for therapy and
diagnostic skills. is paramount for working with patient:Tv:of various. abilities,

attainments, and aspirations.

The rapid growthuf speech pathology taking -place today will be further
enhanced by federal, state; and private fUnding. At the same time, there is

a substantial need to bring closertogether those who work in schools:vend

those-who work in-clinics, hospitals,..treining institutes, and private prac-
tices, and eventually bring to bear our collection-of knowledge and-help:to
discover the enigma of articulation. disorders.
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MENTAL RETARDATION

TRANSLATING RESEARCH FINDINGS INTO CLASSROOM ACTION

by

Chester Loomis

"Do -retardates learn more slowly and retain less well -than normals, as
has long-been assumed?" is a question posed by Spiker (1966), In answer he

states "The results of several recent investigations of the learning and

retention abilities of retardates and normals have cast serious doubts about
the general; truth of that assumption."

To restate his hypothesis in a positive-way, we could simply say:, under

certain conditions retarded children learn as rapidly and retain mUch as

normal children.

But of course as firing line practioners we know-that this just doesn't

seem to happen. ,

ImpidiMiStard-the Learning-of.aecarded,Childrom

Perhapswe can visualize a retarded ands normal child ima"run a race,

win a prize"situation. Spiker's, evidence has, shown that each child can get

off the blocks equally fast, and run at the-same spied. But upon which would

you place your money? Again,, why? Because evidence has also shown:

1. That in-all likelihood the retarded child may not. be payingattentionAken
the gun sounds, and may never leave the block!.

2. When he does run, although he can run as fast, he may wander all over the
track in response:-to the varying sights and.sdunds he encounters,-or
because hi really doesn't know where the finish line is

3. That he remembers he -has always failed to win before,, so he is not moti-
vated to spend much energy on a hopeless propoiition.

To round -out the picture somewhat, consider our two subjects sitting

before a job simulation bench. Each has a number of - labeled -boxes in front of

him and a huge pile of objects. to place in the boxes according-to the labels.

The Got signal is given, and. the contest-begins. But immediately-our retarded

subject has. trouble. He has a-number of objects for which he-has-no box; he
wastes valuable time hunting for extra boxes, or trying to force objects into

boxes where they do not belong.

Now, what do these two-examples illustrate? Simply that our retarded

pupil:

1. Has an attention deficit;. he may-not hear or respond to the starting signal

2. Is stimulus bound; he runs all over -the track instead of concentrating on

the -long range goal

21.4
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3. Is failure oriented, so he doesn't try; the prize doesn't seem worth the
effort, and he'won'tvin anyway.

4. Hasn't developed enough conceptual,categoriet to enable him to cope with
the many stimuli he receives --not enough boxes, not enough ideational
organizers with which to classify and store his experiences for action
or recall and future use as needed.

Let us consider one of Spiker's Points-acquisition of information or
knowledge or learning. Many studies hsveindicated no difference between
educable retardates and normal children in learning criteria. -Others haVe
shown a difference in favor-of the higher IQ-children. The presumed variable
is complexity. The simplertheraakrhe nearer the learning curve of the
retardate approaches that of the normal.

Spiker (1966), after examining many studies, concludes: "Theai studies
appear to indicate that acquisition of knowledge (in the retarded) depends on
the complexity of the taskto be learnech.."'

Suggested Classroom Practices

From that conclusion develops Classroom Practice Implication Number 1:
Simplify. This disregarded rule is practiced more by teachers of the trainable
than of the educable and practiced most by programed learning specialists.

On retention (or ability to recall what has been learned) among the
retarded, gilts (1963)' states, regarding a Vergasaa-(1964) experiment:' "The
results after 30 days suggest, as predicted, thai when original learning-is
ensured,-the defeCtiVe'a (IQ -60 to 75) retention is-equal-to that of the
normal. This agrees neither with folklore nor with much current professional'
opinion." He - further adds, three pages later, "Thus, frol the standpoint
described here, long term retention, a prOCess seeming!y closely related to the
acquisition process, is viewed as 'Normal' An the retardate, i.e., equivalent
to the process of the individual without CNS pathology."

H.R. Robinson and NanCy M. Robinson (1965) wholeheartedly support-this
position: They say, "Contrary to popular opinion, once a retarded' subject has
learned a response, he is about as likely to remember it as is a normal aub-,
ject, provided, of course, that he has an equal opportunity to-utilize the
skills and information he'has acquired (p. 330)'."

Classroom Practice Implication Number 2: Plan for continued performance
of what hai been learned. Lance- (1965) found that mentally retarded (60 to 80
IQ) subjects shoWed retention, "as measured by a decrease in the number of
trials to relearn,...equivaleht to the retention of norMils."

And what, was the consistent variable among these-and other studies?
Overlearning. To really finish the sentence previously quoted-from Spiker
we must add "...retention of knowledge is deterMined by the overlearning that
takes place."

Vergason's (1964) finding was that retarded (IQ 60 to 75) and normal
subjects did not differ on retentionoof an overlearnedrask after thirty days.
Without overlearning, the retarded were decidedly inferior.

'Classroom Implication Number 3: Teach for overlearning. This requires
practice, about which something will be said later.
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Prehm (1966) agrees with the premiSe that overlearning is of especial
benefit to the retarded. He notes that "It has baen shown-that.overlearning
improved the retention performance -of the retarded to a greater extent than

it does of normal children." He also indicates that "The greater the difficul7
ty of the task, the greater the reduction-in retention loss as a result of
overlearning."

Classroom-PrecticeImplicarion Number 4: The harder the task the more

effective overlearning is in retention of learning.

Goldstein and Seigle (1961) give-us their statement of agreement with
the above, and-go on to give a practical example, as follows:

Another pertinent result Of research indicates that materials
thatare overlearned are retained longer than those learned
only to familiarity. For example, in teaching a child a new

word, the child may identify it correctly-After the fifth
presentation. The teacher.may.stop there and go on to a new
word or she may-go right on working with the same-word with
a number of presentations beyond the fifth. The probability
that the-child will remember the new word longer is enhahced
by the few additional presentatiohs of the word.

Returning to the-notes of Prehm (1966) for a minute we further read:

-The literature_ alSoshOWs-thatdistributed practioe_erbarqes-
the retardate's learning performance. This finding implies
that -the teacher should use several short teaching periods in
the various areas of thecurriculum during each-school day.
Rather than use the traditional apprOach to teaching arith-
hetiC for example, theeaaher might spend only ten minutes
introducing a particular concept: Later in the day she-woUld
'review the-concept and Initiate a second ten minute practice.

period in the application Of the-concept. Still later she

might have a third ten minute period for another brief review
and the-completion of assigned seatwork.

Under this procedure the teacher would not expect complete
mastery of a concept duringthe.iiiitial,teaching'period;
Amistery.would-be achieved only, after asieriesof short prac=

tice sessions.- This procedure Would:also allow the.teacher

to provide' the contexts within whichpractite would:occur
This. might have the effeCt of increasing the-transferability
Of the concepts learned. It would also permit the teacher to
introduce-overlearnirkgprocedures in amore natural manner.

Tlaseroom:Practicelmplication-NuMber 5: Distribute practice.
Before we leavetheSubject of overlearning,or,-to use words with which

we may be more accustomed, repetition and-practice, a note of caution should be.

sounded. Bigge .(1964, pp. 296-297) sounds thii most succinctlywheh he says

...repstition,1er se..:doing the -same- -thing over and over again

--does not teach. When we use the term practice, we refer.to

trials which have an experimentaIoharacter; that is, trials in
which the, action is varied, even though slightly, and, each time

the learner asks himself-either verbally or nonverbally, 'What

does it feel like?' 'What did I do wrong?' or 'How can I do it
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better?'

The implication inherent in that statement might be expressed this way:
Classroom Practice Implication Number'6: Practice is repetition that it;-
experimental and varied in character.

Additionally, making reference again to spaced practice, he-says,
"Virtually-all of the research evidence seems to show that spaced practice is
more. efficacious than massed paactice."

There setae to-be a measure of support for the position that retardates
can learn sole materials as rapidly as normal children, and that they remember
overlearned materials as veil.

To secure optimum learning and retention we should:

1. Simplify

2. Secure'overlearning--provide for suitable and extended practice

3. Realize that the more complex the task, the more important and effective
overlearning is

4. Distribute practice

5. Arrange practice so it will notbmmere-reperition,_

6. Insure continued-performance of what has been learned.

But we still must admit, deipite the proponents of theme deficit
position, that mentally retarded children have-a learning problem. TO this we
now return, and perhapime can approach it through theaords of Denny, and
Hodse and Zeaman.

Denny (1964) says:

In=view of the fact that what data there-are do not-support
Any sizable retention deficit, another-possibility-gains
priority. Perhaps the-retarded are-poOr.Performers because.
they are much poorer incidental learners,than,normals. Per-
haps they learn little in the ordinary course of events,
requiring special - stimulation, guidance; and. motivation to
learn effectively.

This incidental learning hypothesis he mentions is seemingly-closely
related to a suggestion of Benoit's, in whose framework the retarded is-seen
as,being stimulus bound, and tending to respond to the stimulus -of the moment.
In other words, as in our illustration, he may run wherever:his.attentiou is.
caught by some new sight, rather -than respond consistently, as is required for
learning, either to internal- sets-.or -- external relevant clues.

House and Zeeman (1961) tell us that the problem lies not so much in
inability to make discriminations but in inability to7pay-attention to
relevant clues. The higher the-lentil age, the greater the number of clues
observed, but the brighter learn to ignore those that have a very low probabil-
ity of usefulness. The less intelligent are More eqUally Attracted -to all the
clues -they observe. They appear more distractible because they have not
learned to ignore irrelevant dimensions.
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This would seem to lead us toward a construct which might Be stated
thus: The retarded's apparent learning deficit may be the result of aiLatten-
tian-deficit, and where attention is insured, learning may occur at a normal

rate.

We would agree so far that the retarded has an attention deficit, but

Scott (1966) states: "It has been shown that, once retarded children attend
to the relevant features of a discrimination, they learn at the same rate as

normal children."

He further says:

The-inactions (of learning) are characterized, by an
initial- period when the child is not attending to the

relevant dimensions of the problem. He could be looking
out the windaki,dreaming, or trying to find out what "it
is about the pattirnof auks in front of'him that makes
two words different. It. is with this preCess Of=detect-
ing the critical features of a pieblem that the retarded

child-has difficulty. Once h6-aries this detection-or
attends to the relevant dimension of stimules,differeece,
he learns at -the same rate as the normal child. This= is

not to say that Johnny-will learn long moltiplidation in
doing one particular sam. Long multiplication contains
many discriminations or difficulties, each of which is

Larne::-

Attention, then, is a variable of prime importance in learning. And

while the normal child usuallymmnagei his own, H.L. . Robinson andliancyll.

Robinson (1965, p. 330) call,our attention to-the-teacher-IS role with-the
retarded as follows: "For retarded children; management of attention is
,possibly the most valuable contribution a teacher can make." They further note

that this same conclusion is supported by the learning constructs proposed .by
D.O. Hebb, Strauss and Lehtinen, and Montestori.

sent:

Scott (1966) provides us with three general principles-for such menage-

First, the child's attention must be directed or attracted to
the relevant dimensions of the problem and away from-the irre-

levant dimension. Second, when the correct attention occurs, it
should be secured immediately by reinforcement. Third, to
facilitate subsequent transfer of attention, it is necessary to
have the first problem or a dimension overlearned before saving

to the next. That is, some practice must occur after satis-
factory performance has been achieved and before moving to the
next problem in order to secure maximum transfer of attention

from previous problems.

He translates these-principles into specific rules-for the classroom,
the following of which we can -add as numbers 7 to 13 of our Classroom

Practice Implication list.

7. Avoid failure sets

8. Use novelty as remediatiad for failure set

9. Use eel), to hard sequences
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10. Use multiply relevant clues

11. Present material in sets that share common dimensioos

12. Avoid unnecessary shifts of attention

13. Avoid variable and irrelevant clues.

A discussion of the development of these classroom teaching implications
would require too much_space here, so they will be left as they stand, except
for the:firstavoiding failure sets. Going beyond engineering attention, one
very simple way of giving the retarded help seems to be in the ordering of the
success failure convict. House and Zeeman (1960) found that mentally retarded
subjects who practiced on easy Object discrimination-tasks learned more
rapidly when presented with a difficult pattern discrimination task than a
group whith practiced first on difficult patterns.

H.&.6 Rebfnson and ikincyFI. Robinson (1965, p. 330) remind us that the
retarded child "has a history in which failure is such more prominent than it
is in:the child with normal.cepecities." They go on to note that studies by
Heber (1964) and Gardner (1958) at George Peabody College confirm this hypo-
theiis, and conclude, "On the basis of these studies, it appears likely that
a great many retarded children have leerned.to expect failure and have also
learned that after a failure it is seldom worthwhile to increase one's efforts,
since further failure is so likely to ensue."

Heber and Gardner actually found that normal children tended to increase
their efforts after a failure more frequently and to a greater degree than did
retarded children of the same mental age. Under conditions of success, the

opposite appeared to be true. For retarded children, success apparently con-
trasts with their previous history- and -spurs them to increase their efforts
even more than it does for normal children, for whoa success is common.

He turn now to still another area where research frog various disci-
plines-has focused upon a subject of interest and value to us. Remember the

two boys in-the job simulation test. These boxes were used to represent corr.

capts, places where things -that bore a-meaningful relationship= to each-Other
might be stored, or ideational bins, if you will, into which the individual
might toss the stimuli and impulses which occur in his life, and there compare
them for goodwill of fit, for determination of action, or simply for storage
and future retrieval.

Research literature seems to illustrate conclusively that the retarded
have a compraatively limited number of concept bins, and are consequently
handicapped in the storing, processing, and retrieval of information.

To illustrate briefly whet this is, all about, consider these - words:
Thomasville, Karaitan, larlia (brand names of house, furnishings). Into what
concept bins:do you place these? If they are used la a sentence how do you
process than in terms ofmeaningfulness? Also consider the ideational bin
arrangement that allows yoU to process the words pointer, setter, boxer, and,
nailer and to groUp those that "belong" in their proper box,-and toss the odd
member to its proper setting.

Stearn (1963) has found the retarded deficient in this ability to
organize, to cluster, to group by some Conceived commonality. Stephens (1963)

found'that retarded aildren appeared to possess a sore limited weber of
response categories than did normal, and concluded that a diminished stock -of
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conceptual categories would seem to impede future meaningful learnings.. The
retarded child simply lacks a response category or an organizing principle
into which he can fit many new experiences.

To consider this concept in still another dimension, a study by
Milgrim and Furth (1967) showed that when children used a sentence frame, that
is, verbally stated the correct principle to be followed at each choice-point,
their percentage of correct-choices in-creased. In other words, verbalizing,

concerning the applicable organizing element or ideational bin increased
correct response.

Denny (1964) conclndes.from the results -of other studies of, the use of

such verbalization: "If the above findings hold up, the implications for
training the retarded are-clear: 'meaningful mediators can be established and

can be expected to last."

Aurelia Levi (1966) of the Albert fiinstein College of Medicine has
found that working with children in terms of concepts (shape, size, use, alive-
ness, inclusion, exclusion, pairing, matching, relevant, irrelevant, analogy,
striation) all accompanied -by verbal nemingend defining, has resulted in
noticeable improvement as measured by the Navin tests end by school reports.

From the foregoing two more classroom teaching implications can be

established: Classroom Practice Implication Number 14: Much time should be
spent in helping the retarded develop concepts, response categories, or idea-

tional bins. Classroom Practice Implication Number 15: The verbalization_ of

the response principle at each decision point is fruitfulln increased learning
in other words--say it aloud.:

:Summary

To summarize briefly, during the course of-this paper some fifteen ideas
for classroom action with the retarded have been suggested. Most of them are

applicable, of course, to normal children. But this is not to imply that what

is good teaching for a normal class population is necessarily the.best teaching
for retarded. In fact, good teaching for a normal class must of necessity be
quite inadequate for retarded children Also, Wbat we consider good teaching
for retarded children might well be grossly inefficient with normal children.

To illustrate:

1. The time spent and methods required to secure and insure attention of the
retarded can be both a waste of time and appear childishly immature teach-
ing to the normal. The same can be said for simplification, when carried
to the degree which is beneficial for the retarded,

2. The reduction of irrelevant stimuli in the retarded's environment which
helps to produce optimum concentration and learning for his may produce
only boredom and lack of stimulation and learning in the normal.

3. For the retarded a nonfailure oriented learning situation is almost with-

out exception indicated. Actual failure, or even expected failure, usually

induces decrements of effort in the retarded. This is quite contrary to
the results obtained with the normal, where research seems to-indicate that
occasional failure is more often a spur to increased effort and success,

4. The amount of time required to secure an optimum degree of overlearning

zao
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among the retarded (remembering:that this is greatly influenced-by their
attention deficit problem) is, for the normal, a waste-of time and detri-

mental to their learning efficiencw

5. Much time-which should be devoted to-concept formation among the retarded-

is.also Contraindiceted.with normal,pupili: They usually have, often
through incidental and nOnclaseroom learning, developed and used a great
many-of the conceptual categories which must be developed, under teacher

guidance, with the retarded.

In conclusion,, in answer to the oft repeated question as to what is
special_about special education; Blackman - 11967) concludes: "...special educa-

tion for the mentally retarded has been-a relatively unsuccessful enterprise
simply because there haeleen very little special about it. It would appear

that our objective in special education has been pragmatic and unambitious,-
that is, training Mentally retarded children for well adjusted-mentally
retarded adulthOod."

In a joint article with Sparks (1965), something oUboth.his and Sparks'
discontent with the-statuequo, is shown in their concluding.Oaragraph:- "Proof
must be forthcoming that there is more special about special education (for the

retarded) than the children assigned to these clistes."

However; limited as the investigation was for this-sbort paper, several

areas have been pointed out where - researchers have shown that the implications

lor-cptimuetteaching,of the ietardederee-dlfferent-fromerfneoee-reiPects
opposite-to those which We-would'call good for the-normilimpil. It has also

pointed up other areas where, While the implications may be-the samelorboth
retarded and normal, the use of a specific technique-with the retarded is much
more necessary if optimum teaching and learning is to reiult.

Fifteen such i101icationi have been mentioned. It Would se* that is
just these were all put into-practice with a single group of Children, we-would
have something special to present, and could amply meet the criticize that
have been_leveled.at our programs by the-authors mentioned above,,and by
Johnson, Cassidy, and other*.
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ABSTRACT

A PILOT STUDY OF CAMPING FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED

:by

Barbara Baternan

During the sumiersok 1965 and 1966, the JOaeOh'F. Kennedy, Jr.,
Foundation sponsored these stUdie4 of camping for mentally retarded. Data were
.gathered. on 145-retarded campers in six-,camps and on 39 noncamPerionirola.
Data were also gathered on more than 100 counselors-and 200 parents.

The findings included:

1. The families of retarded children strongly believe that camping for the
MRs is of incalculable value to. both the-family and the child.

2. The attitudes of counselors toward mental retardation. are measurably.
affected by thnverformance-of the retardates.

3. Children whose 10 are in the 60-"s seem-to benefit significantly more from
the camp :MI-terms-of test score gain) thando-other groups of lRs,

4. prerage IQ-gains of 3 to 4 points seem to prevail for the better camps.
This finding:is directly in line with Oliver's (1958) 4,point gain
Obtained over a longer period of time in a camp situation -which included
a structured academic program in_addition to usual camp - activities.

5. There are significant differences among:camps in terms of the measured
gains-made by the children. The general rule seems to-be thatthe children
learn, quite directly, What they are taught. Just as leg Strength is
increased by exercising legs, so language is developed by teaching language,
etc. Thus, different camp-programs-Produce different-patterns=of:gains.

6. IndiVidualized behavior modification programs were employed in the -1966
camp. Seven case studies were done in which specific behavioral changes
were accomplished during the camp day (without interfering with-the regular
program); e.g., decrealed- crying, rocking, resistance to-commands, head
hanging, etc.; and increased' verbal interaction, eye contact during
conversation, staying with peer group, etc.

7. No data-were found to suggest that retardates and norlais should
necessarily be in,camp together. Subjectively, our experiences athis
point somewhat favor camping-tor retarded without normals-present (except
perhapi a very few as "models").

8. SpecifiC recOmmendations for camping programs for the retarded were

offered. To a large extent, they emphasize the importance of establishing
very specific behavioral.goals and. outlining activities designed to
accomplish those-goals directly, minimizing reliance on transfer of
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ABSTRACT

DEVELOPING LEARNING ABILITIES THROUGH SIGHT, SOUND, AND SYMBOL

by

Richard'Weher

the method of Sight, Sound, and Symbol is a positive, practical and
plr curable approach to the development of learning abilities and baSic
communication skill's: reading, speaking,-wilting, and listening. The first

aim of this approach is to help the student directly and systematically cope
with symbols on the printed page. This-is a springboard of learning and'Per
mits the student to do things for himself. The _second aim is to help the
student successfully translate:these syMbols into a variety of meaningful
feedbacks, one at a time.

This approaCh to learning ii a result of experience with students
ranging, in age from two to over 70, and ranging in intelligencetest scores
from -below 20 to over 140. These activities appear, therefore, geared to all
siudenta whether they are mentally retarded, of average intelligence, or
intellectually gifted, and they are dedigned to serve the student entering

his- first- learning experiences student who - has - developed

inefficient learning patterns.

An-endeavor-has been-made to avoid Or preveht the recurrence of certain

typical leatning

1. Scrambled seeing- (h for d, pyfor A, was for saw, no for on)

2. Scrambled hearing (in for n, 1 for sixty for sixteen)

3. Scrambled speaking (flea fok three, p,insigh for go-.on - outside).

4. SCrambied-writing (Rfor E; W for M, Hfor N).

The materials follow -a-theme and variation form. There are fourteen
sets of Symbolic variations (upper and -lower case letters,,numbers, colors,
geometkic Shapes; squares-containing straight and curved-lines) on-a-single,
group of familiar melodies-limited toerange Of only six. diffetent notes (the
fewest amount of notes with which there are a number of familiar melodies).
The uniquedeparture.of Sight, Souhd4end Symbol let* it varies the symbols
rather thin the'souhd: Each of the-fourteen sets-of six different symbols was
purposefully - selected -to give-the-student themeans,to practice-and eliminite
specific - perceptual problems which frequently appear in his leaining experi-

ences. Examples of several sets of symbols Areas,foilows: .(a) C D E.F G A

(the C and G and the E And F lookelikeththe student); (b) N B W R-(the

MNWind thePBRehapealook alike); (c) -b dOqg k.

It-appears that_confusiohOf similarly shaped litters is due to the fact
that the letters look alike to the student because of their structural simi-
latities. Therefore, the student needs to focus on whatever element of the
letter makes it structurally different. Some authoritiei believe that this

sort.of confusion is the result of lack of neurological organization, lack of
spatial awareness, lack of laterality, etc. To cure these difficulties they
recommend such diverse-activities as walking across boafds, creeping and
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crawling, jumping on .trampolines, putting barrels together, etc. Itmay be,
rather, that such difficulties are due to lack of learned orientation to the
printed page.

Music was selected as the medium to develop these communication skills
because it evokes interest,curiosityi,and response. The medium isothe initial
message, for the student's first response to the printed page is a nonverbal
matching of symbols printed on the page with Similar symbols placed on a key-
board instrument (small electric organ, toy=piano, conventional piano). 'The
student's ability to verbalize is not a required entering behavior. During
this stage of learning--before-naming or writing the symbols the student
learns to:

1. Lifferentiate similarly shaped symbols by being, helped to focus immediately
on significant structural patterns that make them different

2. MoSe consistently from left to right on_the printed page

3. Cope-with repeated letters in a series one at a time

4. Move down the page one line at a time.

After the student learnsto read with both hands.(one on the, page and
one on the keyboard) and can match all of the symbols with absolute accuracy,
the feedback becomes spieCh. After the student can speak all the-symbols; the
feedback becomes writing.

Sight, Sound,and Symbol treats these three feedbacks to the,printed page
one at a time:. ;3EE AND PLAY, SEE:AND SAY, SEE AND WRITE. By dealing with
only one translation at a.time, the student is not overwhelmed by the printed
page and he avoids the destructive state of "symbol shock," which-Could:result
in his shutting out not Only all printed symbols but also Zny person making an
effort to teach him these.symbols. Of course, the greatest damage is that Shin
one shuts-out or suppresses anything from his reality, he also shuts out many
other frequently valuable experiences.

It is believed by same that rhythm teaches poor coordinatiou /Ina can be

devastating to basic learning-processes. Sight, SOund,and Symbol is designed
to establish a sense of timing, in.a nonrhythmical sense, wherein the student-
learns to. delay the feedback Or action from the stimulus until his central
learning processes have:had time to become involved. Perhaps this is the vital
thread that. runs through the success and retention of theie materials with such
diverse groups as two year old normal boys and,girls, four and five year old
verbal and nonverbal mongoloid boys and girls, severely.hyperactivenhildren,
adolescents, and adults diagnosed as emotionally disturbed and/or brain injured,
and college level beginning piano students. To abstract from the printed page,
one must first look at a symbol, take whatever time is,necessary.for transla-
tion, then.act. Think then act, in that order. It is helpful to have Beverly
hyperactive children think, think, think, then act. The time for translation
varies from symbol to symbol and from individual to individual. If this learn-
ing phase is rushed orlinnaturally enforced by an anxious or impatient teacher
or parent, or by the student's own impulsiveness, learning and communication
break down.

It well may be that this communication breakdown is the greatest single
cause of behavioral and learning manifestations frequently diagnosed but seldom
cured before the-student develops inefficient patterns of learning that affects
his entire being and,becoming.
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ABSTRACT

;DESIGNING A REHABILITATIVE CULTURE FOR MODERATELY RETARDED, ADOLESCENT GIRLS

by

Judith LeBlanc, Joseph E. Spradlin, and James R. Lent

A rehabilitative culture was designed to develop the personal, social,

educational, and occupational skills of 27 moderately retarded adolescent

girls. The development of the culture involved modification of the physical

and social environment, implementing an explicit, generalized reinforcement

syste& and the initiation of specific training programs. Comparison of pre

experimental and followupobservational data showed significant improvement in

care of clothing, physical cleanliness, physical grooming, walking, and sitting.

Improvements in verbal and social behaVior were not demonstrated on the pre-

experimental and followup comparisons.

ABSTRACT

REMEDIATION OF PSYCHOLINGUISTIC DISABILITIES OF MENTALLY RETARDED

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN: A COMPARISON OF TWO APPROACHES

by

Joseph G. Minskoff

The main objective of this study was to test the effectiveness of a

psycholinguistic approach to the remediation of learning disabilities by

comparing three groups: an experimental remedial treatment group, a comparison

remedial treatment group, and a nontreatment group.

Thirty-two educable menially retarded emotionally disturbed children

comprised the initial screening sample. A pretest battery consisting of

seventeen diagnostic subtests was administered to this group. The diagnostic

battery, the major instrument of which was the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic

Abilities, was based on an extended model of psycholinguistic functioning.

Fifteen of the 32 children were selected and matched into triads. This

was done on the basis of their psydolinguistic abilities and disabilities which

were revealed in the pretest battery. The subjects in each of the five triads

were randomly assigned to the three treatment groups. The experimental group

received remediation based on a learning disabilities (i.e., psycholinguistic)

approach; the comparison group received traditional or global remediation; and

the nontreatment group received no remediation. The children in the experi-

mental and comparison treatment groups were tutored individually for 30

sessions. Upon termination of treatment, all 15 subjects were reexamined on

the 17 tests of the diagnostic battery.

Both a statistical analysis and a case study approach were used to

examine the results of the remediation aspect of the study. These analyses

showed a trend for the experimental group to make greater gains in
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psycholinguistic disability areas and overall level of functioning than either
of the other two groups. It was concluded that the psycholinguistic approach
to the remediation of learning disabilities was - effective since the factor of
attention was conlled by the inclusion of the comparison group.

Implications for future use of case study analysis, remedial methods,
development of curriculum, grouping, and teacher training are discussed.

ABSTRACT

MEETING THE NEEDS OF PARENTS=MILIEU THERAPY

by

Bethel Lemmerman

There are several approaches to meeting the needs of parents. It is
necessary to discover which method is the most beneficial.

It-has been our experience that there are two primary concerns which
must be reevaluated and reemphasized constantly. The first concept that must
be kept constantly in mind is that the counseling of the retarded child and his
family is an ongoing proposition and cannot be implemented effectively on an
on and off basis, and that this counseling must be all inclusive in its
approach, embracing the problems of all those individuals whose lives are
intertwined in the overall picture.

The second concern is the personality andsthe knowledgeability of the
counselor involVed. Whether the counseling is on a one to one basis or on a
predetermined type of grouping, primarily and inevitably the success or
failure of the program rests in the hands of the persons responsible.

ABSTRACT

DEVELOPING TEACHER PRODUCED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALSPART I

by

Wayne D. Lance

Panel: "Teaching Techniques and Materials for the trainable.mintally retarded
from five to 20"

A rationale for the deVelopm#nt and production of materials-by the
teacher of TMR children was presented. Among the arguments presented to
support this point of view were the following:

1. The teacher's awareness of pupil needs

2. The applicability of materials.tb teaching style and methodology
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3. The benefits of the aura of experimentalism

4. The immediate need for materials

5. The relatively small size of the commercial market

6. The facilitation of evaluation and modification

7. The involvement of pupils in development and production.

Eight criteria for developing materials were discussed:

1. The need for a theoretical base

2. The benefit of stating objectives in an operational matter

3: The value of a developmental and sequential structure

4. The relevance of principles.of learning

5. The relationship of learning and teachinvatyles

6. "The.impiications'of the social leVel of-pupils

7. The need for a bUilt in basis for evaluation. and modification

8. The concern for intrinsic, appeal of the material.

ABSTRACT.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS FOR-LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 1N
THE TRAINABLE-PROGRAM FIVE TO 20

by

Susie Griffin

A fundamental principle of American democratyto provide facilities
for rearing children to lead-Well adjusted and useful livesis'the'ultimate

goal in the philosophy of education.

It is common knowledge that basic skills of reading, Writing, and
arithmetic are extremely: mportant today because. of the rapidity of_

technological and sociological changes. The acquisition oUthese,sk11/sis
almoitdmpossible without language development. .Lenguamdevelopment is
basic to our culture and is recognized aaa critical and-Complex.Problem with
far reaching effects upon general scholastic achievement and. emotional adjust

ment. In the trainable program, it is a critical problem.

'Realizing the rapidity and increaaeof technological changes, we bays,
utilized some of the instructional technological media in our classroom to

elicit positive responses in the area of lanvage.

2 S8:
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Purpose and Methods of Classroom Language Study

The purpose of our study was to help clarify the relationship of
instructional technology to language development. The hypothesis was that
children who are Severely retarded are not necessarily without built in cues
to certain stimuli. We used as our criterion the reaction of most children to
mass media the television. Realizing the necessity of making the study
meaningful and developing in a sequential order, the study began with the
development of the concept of who I am.

A movie projector and an Instamatic camera were used to take pictures
of the children to show them. We utilized their recreation period and took
pictures of them bowling, playing ball, playing in the snow, dancing, etc., and
the pictures were used as the basis for class discussion. Children iiho had
previously uttered only sounds began to say words: me, I, 22. picture,
birthday, Er ball, etc. We were mindful of the importance of Piaget's studies
of the process of concept formation.

After the projector was used to develop the concept of who:I am, we
began the approach of how I sound. The tape recorder is an excellent medium.
for this, because the child becomes fascinated with his voice.

The tape recorder can be an excellent source of instructional aids for
the teacher of older boys and girls in the.Trainable Program. Lessons can be
taped days before the presentation and the teacher can allow her aide to work
with one group using the tape, while she is working with another group. Also,
in the teacher's absence the substitute teacher can utilize the tape as a
method of proximity control, since the familiar voice of the teacher offers
support to the children.

We are mindful of the power of the television, therefore we feel that
the overhead projector is an excellent vehicle to convey messages to our
children. If they can remember certain television programs almost verbatim,
they can be expected to remember some Of thinaterial prepared on overhead
transparencies.

Self protection words were prepared.for daily use on,the overhead
projectorstop (along with the symbol of the red light), danger, poison
(along with the symbol of a skull), lavatory, etc. Also, transparencies were
used foi instructions for making jello and other simple desserts, and the
children were shown transparencies for simple: sewing.

Modification of instructional techhignes used with the younger children
can successfully-be used with junior and adult trainable persons.

Slide pictures can be taken of the students more adept at such.activi-
ties as preparing food*, working the home making aremimorking in leather
craft, and shown to the less adept, with thephelp of the teacher aide, while
the teacher is working in another area with the advanced student; or the slides
can be utilized to reinforce. a lessen.

It is important to reinforce language developmentthrough the use of a
ariety of sense modalities: visual, vocal,, auditory, and kinesthetic; and it
is essential that., any instruction for the trainable mentally retarded be
systematic, meaningful, sequential, and--most important--individual.

It is also important that there is no undue initial concern with pho-
netic structure as such, semantic level, or morphological endings. The primary
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concern-is with helping the child to talk:

ABSTRACT

A CENTRALIZED FACILITY FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED: FIVE POINTS IN FAVOR

by

James Q. Affleck

The--terms integration and segregation,-as they are used in- reference to

the placement of educable mentally retarded students, are considered invalid

becaUse they tend to be Confused with the-broad social issue of integration

and segregation of minority racial groups. Meaningful factors are better

discerned when placement is considered as either centralized (special school)

or decentralized (special class placement). Centralized placement is advocated

for educable mentally retarded adolescents in urban settings, and five points

are included as substantiation.

Instruction is Served through consolidation by allowing an accumulation

of equipment and materialsatd permitting teacher specialization to a degree

Unlikely-in decentralized-programs.

ThenonaCademic curricular areas, those areas most closely tied to

later vocational adjustment,can be developed specifically for retarded learners.

A centralized facility presupposes an administrative structure trained

,and-committed to the education of the mentally retarded. Postgraduate educa-

tion ( +18) and family and student guidance can be maintained_ into the adult

life of the-student.

The greater specialization afforded the centralized-facility offers4

more varied practicum, preserviceand inservice resource than the dediarialiied

program.

There is more opportunity for the
centralized facility to evolve into a

'community center for the mentally retarded that could promote the-shelter,

and continue training and guidance
for these individuals in an urban setting

of growing complexity.

ABSTRACT

A PUBLIC SCHOOLPROGRAM OF INTEGRATION

by

Kathy Lawrence

The effectiveness of Special Class programs for the educable-mentally

retarded versus allowing these youngsteri to remain in regular classes has been
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discussed pro and con for many years. Little has been written on parttime
placement of the educable mentally retarded in classes with average children
based on educational prescriptions for each educable mentally. retarded child.
Placement needs to be carried out on an individual basis to be of maximum
benefit and geared to the needs of each educably mentally retarded youngster.
An attempt is made to describe the first steps toward-such a plan. Both the
strengths and weaknesses are presented as well as background preparations and
initial measures necessary to initiate this program and set it into action.

ABSTRACT

AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES IN THE EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED CLASSROOM

by

Steve A. Brannan

The development of a technology of the instructional process is having
a positive effect on classroom instruction in both regular and special educa-
tion. In mental retardation, the utilization of audiovisual aids with mentally
retarded children is seen as a significant factor affecting an increase in the
learning level of this particular group. Some of the newer educational media
gaining much prominence with the retarded include video tapes, polariod type
cameras, teletrainer units, record players and tape recorders with earphone
headsets, and 8= "single concept films" or "film loops". Unfortunately, a
paradox seems to exist in that many audiovisual aids are being recommended,
but little information is available for teachers concerning the best methods
of utilizing instructional media.

Of special significance for the teacher of the retarded is the need to
know the most effective methods of utilizing instructional sound films in the
classroom. Of all the different instructional media,. the motion picture must
be recognized as the one most thoroughly studied and the one proven to be an
effective educational medium for use in the classroom. Still, there hasbeen
a lack of research evidence on the value of film learning with educable
mentally retarded children. More specifically, little effort has been made to
determine the applicability -of proven methods of film teaching with normals to
populations of mentally-retarded children. Noting this problem, Brannan (1965)
investigated five different methods of film teaching with twenty intermediate
special classes of mentally retarded children in the Portland, Oregon Public
Schools. Utilizing a commercially produced instructional sound film, the
twenty classes were randomly assigned to one of the five different methods of
film utilization:

Method A Introduction film showing
Method B Introduction film showing, film reshowing
Method C. Introduction film shaiiing, pupil participation
Method D- Introduction film showing, discussion
Method E Introduction film showing, discussion, film reshowing

Also studied was the effect on film learning when retarded children
received either immediate or delayed knowledge of their film test answers. Two
significant aspects of the study were the utilization of a specially designed
film study guide and an objective test to direct and evaluate, respectively,
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the pupils' film learning. Practical results and recommendations adapted from

the study include the following:

1. Film teaching utilizing -any of the five methods results in significant

learning: all film methods seem to be equally effective, and retention

of learned film material is increased when children receive a knowledge

of their film test answers.

2. Increased use-of instructional sound films should be promoted with educable

mentally retarded children.

3. In regard to effective film learning, increased recognition should be given

to how a film is utilized in the classroom. If both effective learning and

utilization of time are to be recognized, Method A combined with the

providing of correct film test answers during or closely following a film

test is highly recommended for use with educable retardates.

4. Present day instructional sound films, effectively utilized, are quite

applicable with educable mentally retarded children.

5. Increased efforts should be made in constructing and utilizing objective

tests to measure the film learning of educable mentally retarded children

and these tests should be administered orally to the class.

6. Since the film study guide is seen as a powerful method for motivating and

directing film learning, gieater efforts should be made in the construc

tion and utilizition of film study guides with educable retardates.

7. Teachers of the mentally retarded should be familiar with, and employ

Successful methods of, utilizing instructional sound films in their

classrooms.

Reference

Brannan, S.A. A comparative study of techniques of film utilization with

educable mentally retarded'children. Unpublished doctoral dissertatioh,

Colorado State College, 1965.

ORGANIZATION OF CAMPING PROGRAMS FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED

by

Robert A. Sternberg

The information presented in this paper is based upon the experiences

encountered in organizing and implementing the program at Camp JiMmy, a day

camp for exceptional children in Baltimore, Maryland. The term "Exceptional

Child" to identify the campers refers to those children diagnosed'as mentally

retarded, neurologically impaired, deaf, aphasic, and emotionally disturbed.

In order to prevent the overlapping of topics to be presented, this

papet will not concern itself with specific recreational activities but will

discuss two areas of prime concern in the organization of a day camp program:

Selection of Campers and Safety Precautions.
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Selection of Campers

The responsibility for the selection of campers should rest entirely
with the camp director who is aware of the needs of the prospective campers
and of the camp. Experience has demonstrated that the most accurate method
of selecting campers is by interviewing each child with the-family in -their
home. This method has proven-far superior to the traditional screening of
psychological, medical, and educational reports. It is this author's philoso-
phy that all children have the right to that type of camping program from
which they can benefit the most. The criteria for camper selection should be
kept extremely flexible as the-intent-Of any camping program should be to
provide a service based on a child's abilities and not to concern itself with
the maze of diagnostic labels based,on a child's disabilities. An example of
flexible criteria that has proven workable is camper selection based upon
ability to walk, ability to communicate verbally or by gesture, and ability to
care for toileting needs.

Once the selection-of,campers has been made, the camp adminiatratiOn
must concern itself with appropriate grouping. There are countless theories
about the grouping of exceptional children, however, for a purely recreational
camp program, practical experience has proven the worth of grOmping based
upon physical size, muscular coordination, and communicative abilitiei-,7not
upon diagnoses. Admittedly, this method has limitations but it also offers
a feasible solution to the grouping problems presented by the varied needs of
the exceptional child.

Safety Precautions

In order to offer aworthwhIle-program to.the,campers and to ensure
the-parents of their child's well being, a-variety ,of safety precautions
must be incorrorated into the camp program. Camp administrators-mUst keep in
mind that any,orm of negligence, no matter how minute, which results in harm
to a camper places the camp and its staff in a legally responsible position.
It is a must for the camp to purchase liability insurance for every camper and
to requirethe parents to present evidence of medical insurance for their-child.
The camp should receive a permission slip for camp attendance from each child's
physician-along with a detailed description of any medication the child uses.
The campers should also receive am examination from the camp nurse during the
first days of each season. It is highly recommended that the nurse have pest
experience with handidapped children, especially with children having seizures.
(It is relatively easy to hire such a nurse by contacting the Directors of
Nursing at nearby state hospitals and obtaining lists of nurses who have
resigned due to pregnancy. Such:nurses are usually willing to obtain summer
work if they can bring their child with them to camp each day.)

The major concern is group size and staff ratio. A ratio of three
counselors per group of ten campers is sufficient in most instances. In the
case of children with severe communications disorders, a ratio of five coun-
selors per group of ten children is recommended.

Suggestions

The above mentioned precautions should be an integral' part of any camp
organization. The follOwing suggestions have been incorporated into the Camp
Jimmy program during the past three years; some may prove-Applicable to-other
day camping programs:
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1. Campers who have at any time had seizures should wear ared shirt during

the camp day, including the period when-their group is using the swimming

pool.

2. Campers should be brought to the infirmary area for their medication. Med-

ication, under no circumstances, should ever be given by a counselor.

3. Two way radios (walkie talkieS) should be given to each group so that the

counselors are in constant contact with the nurse and director even, while

their group is away from the central camp area. The value of these radios

cannot be overestimated inthe event,
of a seizure while the group is on a

hike, or in the event of other sudden or unforeseen hazards.

4. The swimming pool should be divided into areas by the use of nets (cargo

nets availablent any surplus store) instead of lifelines, since the hyper-

active campers quickly wilk.under

5. The camp day should be totally structured from. morning Until night. All

activities should be rigidly scheduled, and.attendance,for campers and

counselors must be mandatory at all times. Prior to camp, it can be

explained to all parents that it is their responsibility to keep the

child home when he is'sick, since any child sent,to camp must participate

in all activities of the day.

SELF-CONCEPT OF, ABILITY AS A WORKER: A MEASUREMENT

DEVICE FOR USE WITH EMR ADOLESCENTS

by

Donald A. Burke and Donald F. Sellin

It is the purpose of this report to discuss the development of a

measurement device adapted. from the Brookover General Self-Concept of Academid

Ability Scale (1962, 1965, 1967). It is intended to be used -by teachers,

vocational-counselors and other professional
workers interested in the ,voca.

Lionel adjustment of the educable mentally retarded (EMR).

Goldstein (1964) has observed that "From therime of the first treatment

center for the - mentally retarded.. in the mid nineteenth.century, the major goal

of interested disciplines and services has been to help the mentally retarded

individual achieve social and occupational adeqUacy at:maturity (p. 214)."

This interest in social and occupational adequacy of the.mentalAy retarded,

particularly the EMR, has developed to the point that mass media, governmental

agencies, foundations, and occasionally private industry and educational

instittltions, seem to be concerned enough to testify that "the retarded can be

helped", or that "they are reliable workers", or that "they can learn." One

would think that all that needs to be done is to train enough personnel to

carry on the teaching, training, counseling, placement and folloWup and our

'major goal will have.been satisfied. The unfortUnate truth is that:

The occupational picture for the retarded is far from

encouraging. Occupational categories once the province of

the retarded have been decreasing markedly in the past half

century. Predictions of experts indicate that this trend

will persist, but at a reduced pace. Much of the disappearance
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of jcbs for the retarded may be attributed to-technological
changes wrought by automation.and mechanization in induStry,
on thelarm, and in homes. 'Competition for remaining jobs
has become more keen becaUse of the large labor pool avail-
able, for such work. The spotty nature of this problem has
created conditions in a limited number of occupational cen-
ters. It is suggested, however, that this problem will
becOme more universal as technological changes take place.

Indications are that training programs as well as counsel-
ing and guidance services for.the retarded are already
playing a critical role in the social adjustment of these
workers (Goldstein, 1964, p. 254).

The Self Concept

-At least one prerequisite for social adjustment and/or'occupational
adequacy is suggested in this comment by Combs (1962), "ExtreMely-adequate,
self actualizing persons seem to be characterized by an essentially positive
view-of self' (p. 51)." Apparently this-observation that the adequate person
tends to have,a positive view of self is acceptable to personality, theory.
Heber (1964) notes, "Central to a number of contemporary theOties of personality
is a global concept which, in general, refers to the-sum total of all the
characteristics a person attributes to himself, and the-positive and negative
values he attaches to these characteristics. Rogers (1947) has termed this
the''self concept' (p. 146)."

Goldstein and Seigle (1958) in-diacuSsing characteristics of the EMR,
,observing ho4 inadequate feelings of self worth Might develop:

A characteristic of edUcable-mentally handicapped (ERR)...
is that of self devaluation. This characteristic is a
result of imbalance between the child's competencies,
intellectual and physical, and the demands of hisenviren-
meat. Self devaluation most frequently manifests itself in
behaviors and attitudes signifying that the child has strong
feelings of general unworthiness-and that he holds his
abilities in-low esteem (p. 12).

Interestingly, this global view of self, sometimes referred to as the
phenomenological self, has generated a considerable body of literature. How-
ever, as indicated by Heber (1964), "Despite the importance of global concepts
of 'feelings about ones self' in contemporary'personality theory, one can only
speculate about the self concept of the mentally retarded (p. 147)."

Concerning the limited amount of riteratute in this area related to the
retarded, one would have to be honest -and suggeSi that if the global strategies
established in investigating self concept in the general population were-
adopted -s standard procedures for investigating self concept of the EMR, the
usefulness of the information might continue to elude us. Certainly one-of the
problems in identifying the relevance of research findings of self concept

istudies to how people behave is related to the use-oikultifactor instruments
and the desire to express resulti as an indication of subjects' general self
concept.

It would seem then that the very. .characteristic thought to be essential
to social and/or occupational adequacy is often =less than adequate in the EMR
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population and yet, as presently defined, appears to be extremely difficult to

study with_anY consistency.

W.B. Brobkover and his associates at Michigan State University (1962,

1965, 1967), influenced by symbol ;.; interaction theory, particularly as

_detailed by George Herbert Mead (1934), have.concernedrhemselves with the

'development of a theory of school learning which refers to a category of

symbolic behaviors defined as,'"....the evaluation one makes of oneself in

respect to the ability to achieve in academic tasks. -in general -as compared to

others (Brookover, LePere, Hamicheck, ThoMas and Erickson, 1965, p. 51)."

According. to Brookover(1967):

The basic propositions. of this theory assert that a student's

Self concept of academic ability results from his perceptions

of the evaluations significant otherd hold of his ability.

The student's self concept of academic ability in turn functions.

to limit the level. of academic achievement attempted. Self

concept of academic ability is therefore hypothesiied as an

intervening-variable between the expectations and evaluations

of significant others and school achievement. The relationship

of perceived evaluations of significant others is conceptualized

as a necessary and sufficient condition; i.e., a. change in the

perdeived evaluations of others will be refleCted in a change

in self concept. The relationship of self concept of ability

to academic achievement, on the other hand, is hypothesized as

a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the occurrence

-of a-particulary level of academic performance (p. 140).

Recently, Brookover and his associatealqaie extended their research

interests to the EMR and the effect,of special class,. placement on the self

concept of academic:ability. (ToWne and Joiner, 1966; Schurr and BroOkover,

1967)

The General Self,Concept of Academic Ability Scale

The authors of the present report, generally influenced by the social

theory ofmentalretardation as disCussed originally by Dexter (1958) and'more

-recently by-Mercer (1965), as well as the work cited above, snd.with encourage-

ment from - Brookover, hive adapted the General Self Concept. of Academic Ability

Scale (Brookover, 1962,1965, 1967) for use With EMR adolescents. The nature

of the scale adaptation, the scale itself witi.a description of the items,.

general results of tests of reliability, and.recommendations for usingthe

adapted scale will follow.

There is reason to believe that as the EMR moves through the several

levels of program provided by public schools he is likely to find an increas-

ing emphasis on vocational adjustment and decreasing emphasis on academic

performance. This assumption is at least partially supported when one con-

siders the expansion of vocational rehabilitation services for the EKR at the

secondary school level and the emergency of cooperative.agreements between

publid schools and state rehabilitation agencies as aut. )rized under P.L. 89-

333. This vocational trend of many secondary level EMR programs prompted the

authors to modify the Brookover scale in such a way as to measure the EKR's

self concept of ability as a worker rather than his self concept of academic

ability.

The measurement device, which employs an interview technique,, is
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organized into six distinct sections:

1. Sample Questions. It is the purpose of this section to determine
to what extent the adolescent EMR is able to respond to the type of questions
asked in the scale itself. Specifically, the interviewer gives the subject an
opportunity to state preferences (favorite TV programs and favorite cars), an
opportunity to relate how he thinks his parents) or guardian(s) would answer
a specific question (my father thinks Ford cars are: (a) the best, (b) above
average, (c) average, (d) below average, (e) the poorest). The adolescent FAR
is also asked to think about his parents or guardians, his best friend, and
his favorite teacher and indicate how he thinks they might rate his favorite
TV program (Sample question number 1). Finally, the interviewer discusses
the concept of job ability (how well one will do in work) to insure that the
adolescent Fit does understand the general nature of the scale. It should be
noted that no score is achieved ih-this section and that it is the judgement
of the interviewer which determines whether or not the scale should be
administered beyond this point.

2. Significant Others. This section is designed to find out from the
subject who the important people are in his life. The Subject has an oppor-
tunity to answer this question first in a general way, then specifically asit
relates to (a) those who are concerned about howwell he will do in work, and
(b) those who are concerned about how well he will do in school. In each
case the relationship between the subject and named person(s) is determined.

3. Self Concept of Ability as a Worker: General. This section which
consists of thirteen questions is designed to allow the subject to rate him-
self in job ability as compared to friends and classmates. It also asks him
to think about his ability to hold a job, how he would rate himself with most
people, his ability to become a skilled worker (secretary, machine operator,
etc.) by completing special or additional training, and the pay he thinks he
is capable of earning for his work. There are eight such basic self concept
of work ability questions, each one providing five possible answers generally
ranging from "among the best" or "I'm sure I can" to "among the poorest" or
"I'm sure I can't." There is also an opportunity for the subject to think
about the kind of job he would like if he were free to choose any job and a
similar question related to staying in school and getting as much training for
a job as he would need. In both cases there is a companion question which
asks if the subject expects he could reach the stated goal. The remaining
question asks the subject to name the one person he would want to be like.

4. Perceived Self Concept of Ability as a Worker: Parents. In this
section, which consists of five questions, the subject is asked to answer
questions related to his job ability as he thinks his parent(s) or guardian(s)
might answer them. For example: "How do you think your parents would rate
your job ability compared to other students your age? (a) among the best,
(b) above average, (c) average, (d) below average, (e) among the poorest."

5. Perceived Self Concept of Ability as a Worker: Friend. The
nature of the five questions in this section is he same as above except that
it allows the subject to respond as he thinks his best friend might respond.
For example: "Where do you think your best friend would say you will rank in
job ability when you leave school? (a) among the best, (b) above average,
(c) average, (d) below average, (e) among the pooiest."

6. Perceived Self Concept of Ability as a Worker: Teacher. In this
final section the subject thinks about his favorite teacher and answers the
five questions as he or she might'. For example: "Do you think that your



favorite teacher would say you have the ability to hold a full time job? (a)

yes, definitely, (b) yes, probably, (c) not sure, either ways. (d) probably not,

(e) no."

Relative to scoring procedures, the scale is made up of thirty-one

questions, six of which cannot be assigned numerical scores as they ask for

names of people or the kind of job the subject wants or expects to get. Two

other questions which relate to the kind of school experiences the subject

wants and expects to get are scored on a four point scale. The remaining

twenty -three questions are assigned scores on a five point scale where "a"

responses get five points, "b" responses get four points, "c"'responses get

three points, "d" responses get two points and "e" responses get one point.

The number of points a subject could score rthen would range from a low of 25 to

a high of 123. It is possible to compute rubscores on four of the five

sections of the scale itself as follows: The Self Concept of Ability as a

Worker: General scores would range from 10 to 48; The Self Concept of Ability

as a Worker: Parents section as well as the Friend and Teacher sections scores

would each range from 5 to 25.

Methods used to Determine Reliability and Usefulness of Scale

In an effort to determine the reliability and possible usefulness of the

Self Concept of Ability as a Worker Scale the authors sought to enter a

cooperative arrangement with a. vocationally oriented secondary school level

program designed for Eta adolescents. Such an arrangement was made with the

Kent Occupational Education and Training Center (KOETC) located at'llyoming,

Michigan. The center, which meets the progral standards as defined by the

Michigan Department of Education, offers classes, both academic and nonacademic,

geared to functional literacy, a sheltered workshop setting for vocational

diagnosis and evaluation purposes, community job placement and followup, a

well rounded program of physical education, driver education, city wide school

athletics, and a variety of extracurricular activities for its students (1968).

During the school year 1965-66 there were 84 students enrolled in the

KOETC program. Their ages ranged from 16 years, one month to 19 years, eight

months. The IQ's of the group ranged from 50 to 83 as measured by the Wechsler

Adult Intelligence Scale.

A test and-retest procedure was adopted to determine the stability of

the scale. It was agreed that, using the interview technique recommended by

the authors, an adult familiar to all the subjects would_ administer the scale

on both occasions. The person selected-was a certified teacher of the EMR

employed by the Kent County (Michigan) Intermediate-School,District. The

amount of time-between the two interviews in each case was set at 30 days.

Pearson product moment correlation coefficients were calculated to-determine

the extent of linear relationship between the test and retest of the 84

subjects, not only appropriate subtotal and total scores, but also on each

item.

In an eff6rt to determine to what extent the scale was internally

consistent the authors employed a technique discussed' by-White and Saltz (1957).

They advocate the use of'the,Phi Coefficient (Oit) primarily "...because compu-

tation is easy and because the significance level of the obtained statistic

can be,determined exactly (p; '93)."

Although no attempt will be made here to discuss the specific results

of the analyses mentioned above it may be said generally that, within the
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limits of the population used and the procedures employed, the scale does
meet criteria of temporal and internal reliability and thathe results to
date compare favorably with those raported by Brookover and his associates
(1962', 1965, 1967).

Observations

Due to the fact that the cooperative,arrangement between the authors.
and the KOETC only dates back two and one half years, any diacussion relative
to the specific usefulness of the scale would be premature. However, the voca-
tional placement workers of KOETC have been using the scale each year and some
interesting observations have been made by them. For example, in the work
placement followup period for the school year 1966-67 (the first group of
workers to have been measured once during their prevocational experience and
again a year later during their on the job training), it was observed that, of
the 29 graduates that year, the four workers who had given themselves the
lowest total scores in both interviews (indicating a low self concept of
ability as'a worker) were evaluated by employers and vocational followup
personnel as having serious problems in their work performance. The four
workers who had given themselves the highest total scores (indicating high self
concept of ability as a worker) were evaluated as having outstanding work
records, in fact three-of the four were recipients of school awards for having
maintained excellent work records. Employers and staff involved in the per-
formance evaluations were not aware of the Self Concept of Ability as a Worker
Scale scores at the time their evaluations were made. We do not, of course,
offer this information as evidence that the scale has value. That remains to
be demonstrated as workers in the field begin to use the scale.

Potential Usefulness of Scale

Concerning the use of the Self Concept of Ability as a Worker Scale, the
main point which the authors would like to stress is that the scale is to be
used as an aid in teaching and counseling the EMR adolescent. We would hope
that no one would use the scale as a screening device to-include or exclude
individuals from vocationally oriented programs. -We propose that the scale
should be used as an aid to a teacher or a vocational placement worker, not in
deciding whether or not an Ea is ready for a work placement, but rather as an
indicator of: (a) the kind of classroom activities which should be devised to
support the youngster as he prepares himself to enter the-world of work, (b)
the kind of job that should be selected, specifically as At relates to the
perceived ability of the youngster, and (c) how much supervision.a youngster
will need when is placed on a job.
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ABSTRACT

PDK GOOD PRACTICES CONFERENCE FOR TEACHERS OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED:
AN INNOVATION IN "INSERVICE TRAINING"

Alexander L. Britton

Special Education has matured to the-degree that documentation is no
longer necessary when one ecoouses functional goals,. through assessment
planning and evaluation it Aucation-of the mentally retarded.. The question
arises, however, as to whe_aerapecial, class teachers are aiding children. to
accomplish those stated goals.

An area of apparent weakness may exist in a breakdown of communications
within the education triangle:

Researcher

eache

Child

Tea her-Trainer

Often trainees are unable to test new ideas, while experienced teachers
reinforce old and perhaps irrelevant techniques, colleagues lack facilities
for sharing, and researchers lack feedback from the classroom.

The Phi Delta Kappa, Gamma Rho Chapter's one day conference utilizes
mentally retarded children as subjects for demonstrations before groups of 20
to 25 conferees. Naster teachers share assessment procedutes, strategies and
techniques for teaching theretarded at various age levels. Curriculum guides,
coursesof study, and current research may be tested in classroom settings.
,Opportunity is provided for critical evaluation, justification, and a dialogue
among, the members of the triumvir is established.

The following examples may illustrate:

1. (Middle grades), A Long Beach Unified School District teacher demonstrated
a lessomon.health and selfJcare, emphasizing temperature and the thermo-
meter, showing the transition from calendar and weather to normal room and
body temperature.

2. (Primary'gradei) A Placentia Unified School District teacher demonstrated
the utilization of the Peabodylanguige DevelopMent Kit correlated with
finger play,.stick and bag puppets.

3. (Upper grades) A psyeAolOgist presented Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities profiles. and confcrees exploredrhe development of strategies.and
planning for the subjects.

The conference is cosponsored by California State College at Long Beach,
the California State Departient of Education, Division of Special Schools and
Services, and the Superintendent of Sehools OffiCes of Los Angeles andGrange
Counties.
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AN INVESTIGATIONOF THE DOMAN-DELACAY0 THEORY
OF NEUROPSYCHOLOGY AS-1T APPLIES TO

TRAINABLE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

by

.John R Kershner

The central concept of the neuropsychological theory proposed by Doman
Delacato is that of neurologiCaLorganization. This cont* assumes that
ontogeny (the process of individual develoPMent) recapitulates
process of species development). The development proceeds in an orderly
anatomical fashion through the medulla and cord, pons, midbrain and cortex,
and culminates in cortical hemispheric dominance. *cording to this iatienale,
the individual's development of mobility, manual COMpetence, tactile-compe='
.tence, vision, audition, and language parallels, and is functionally related

to, his anatomical progress.

It has been further reasoned that degrees of incapacity of the locOMOtOr

and sensory modalities are a function ofndegreci6f. inaufficiency of neurologi-
cal organization. Thus, by measuring the level of*Urological organization,
it theoretically becomes possible to prescribe activities aimed at facilitating
the developmental process and eliminating dysfunntiona. Diagnosis must attempt
to evaluate the total -person with respect to all sensory pathaays, as
prescription must: attempt to treat the total. person- all such:pathWays.

Application of the concept of neurological organization has resulted
in the Neuropeychological method of. treatment for the mentally retarded,
'according to which cognitive-functioning is related tO neurological development

as evidenced by perceptual motor ability.

One-of the iMpOrtanl. naueesof mental retardation is injury to the
nervous system, especially the brain. Proponents of the Neuropsychological
approach assert that itAS-,Poidible to restore brain functions that have been
impaired or badly developed by subjecting the child to,a,treatment program
aimed at developing proper neurologic fuuctioning. It is their contention that
learning disabilities of an organic causation have their erigin in the brain;
therefore, efforts td-overcome suCh.deficienctes should be directed toward the

15

brain.

The purpose of the present investigation was to determine the effects
of a structured program of physical activities consistent with the Neuropsycho-
logical Theory on the physical and intellectual development of trainable
mentally-retarded children and thereby assess the Theory of Neurological
Organization in a public school setting.

The-study was conducted in two schools Of the -'Northern Lehigh School

-District, Lehigh County, Pennsylvania. Subjects consisted of 30 trainable

mentally retarded children: 0 control subjects and 14 experimental aubjects.
-Treatments were randomly assigned to intact classes, and'in each case adminis-

tered by a teacher 'and teacher aide. The teacher of the control group
received individual and group instruction designed to impress upon her the
experimental, innovative and beneficial nature of he' program, and to initiate

her into its implementation The teacher of the experimental group attended
a seven day orientation course offered by the:Institutes for the Achievement of

Human Potential in Philadelphia. At no time during the course of study was

the term "control group" used: all personnel involved in the conduct of

27?
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treatment procedures belieVed both groups to be e-Terimental.

The hypotheses, stated in questionlorm, were as- follows: (a) Does-n
program of specialized' physical activities that is consistent with thiDoman-
Delarato Theory,of Neurological Organization contribute to the creeping and
crawling ability-of trainable mentally retarded children? This question
assumes importance in-that creeping and crawling, abilities are the-motor
expressions of critical levels of neurological organization. an this role
improvements in creeping and,trawlit,i1 abilities would signal enhancement of
mobility and-consequent neurologic functioning. (b) Does a program of
specialized physical activities that is consistent with the above theory
contribute to the perceptual motor proficiency of trainable mentally retarded
children? (c) Does a program of specialized - physical activities that is con-
sistent,with the above theory contribute to the functional intelligence of
trainable mentally retarded,rhildren?

'Pretesting

411 children were pretested on creeping and crawling ability via a-
fortyeight point scale originally developed by Dr. Robert-Domanton perceptual
motor proficiency via. the Kershner-Dnewicv-Kershner (KDIC) group adaptation of
the Oseretsky, and on cognitive abilities,as measured by the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Teel: (PPVT) Form B. The groups were similar in creeping and-crawl=
ing and perceptual -motor; proficiency- -but they differed-significantly on the
.PPVT.

Method

The experimental and control programs,were in-effect from November 14
to February 28, 1967: 74' school days, with the interruptions of Thanksgiving
and Chiisflas vacations. The,experimenial treatment is based-on,the assumption
that experience affectithntrain and that specific types of experience -will
affect specifinieVelnri the- brain.

Activities, are sequentially structured according to-the neurological
stages of, development. Eachkitage in,described by qualitative levels which
allow-theindividual to perfOrm at his own ftnctional level. Hence, activi.T

ties designed to develop-ia particular neurological stage are'essentially grotp
activities,, althotgh an individual program of treatment based-en specific
evaluation Of competencyls prescribedor each child. Each child is taught
to master his lowest functional level before going.on to the next higher
level. The experiiental-prOgram thus centered around a-one hour per;day
period of the nobility activities which-aim to enhance nurdlogical organiza-
tion, and activities inducing stimulation through all theeensory modalities.
,The entire school curriculum, five and-one half hours per-day, involved
activities- consistent with the ,Doman-Delacato Theory of Neurological,Organiza-
tin. The more strenuous activities were conducted in a multipurpose room,
the remaining activities taking place in the classroom.

The control grougprograi; in effect for the same period of time, was
one of nonspecific activities. The gimes and,exerciseiof this group were
constrbcted to give reason for teacher to direct individual and group
praise and encouragement. The children were given - attention and exposed to
enthusiasm approximately equal to that received-by the experimental group. The
program centered Around one ,hour per -day of gross motor activities, and "varied'
games and exercises: The are strenuous activities were conducted in a
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multipurpose room, the remaining activities taking place in the classroom.

Posttesting

Posttesting was conducted at the conclusion of the treatment period

byqthe same testers. The instruments used were again the scale of creeping
And crawling ability, the KDK group adaptation of the Oseretsky, and Form

A of the PPVT.

Limitations

Restrictions are imposed upon attempts to apply the findings of this
study to-contexts differing from the one reported. Neither a randoM sampling

of the population of children'to groups was

accomplished. The-extent to which and to whim the results can be generalized

is, therefore, affected to-an unknown degree. Also, since there was only one

teacher and an aide supervising each group, the extent'to which differential
teaching, effects entered into the findings is unknown.

Discussion

A Mann-Whitney U test performed on the creeping and crawling gain
scores between groups revealed that the experimental group had improved signi-

ficantly morethan the control group. Thus, the results from hypothesis I

supported a very basic assumption of the Doman - Delacato position, i.e., that
creeping and crawling performance improves through participation in creeping
and crawling activities. 'This serves as an important control for the
effectivenesi of the experimental proceduret.

A Mann- Whitney U test performed on the motor. deVelopMent gain scores
between groups revealed that there were no significant differences between
groups, although both gained significantly with respect to their pretest

scores. These results "from hypothesis II did not support an explicit conten-
tion of theAloman-Delacato position, i.e., that recapitulation-of early
perceptuelMotor developmental sequences is prerequisite to the performance of
more sophisticated perceptual motor skills that are not practiced. In addi-

tion, the data provided are-not conclusive for.accepting-motOr imprOviment as
a singular results of either treatment, as obierved gains in both - groups on
the KDK scores could be attributable to maturation or the effects of testing.
,Caution shbuld be exercised in interpreting results from, hypothesis III which
tended to support the Doman-Delacato theoretical pOsition. An analysis of

covariance, using pretest PPVT- scores as the covariant, was performed. on

posttest PPVT scores and yielded significant gains in favor of the experimental

group. Covariance analysis, however does not alter the'indication that both

samples represented different populations. Therefore, the significance -of the

gains exhibited by the E group on the PPVT is affected by the degree that
covariance analysis is inferior to randomization and the unknOwn extent to
which the improvement mry have been due to uncontrolled factors associated

with initial group differences.

The three hypotheses were chosen to,test the Doman-Delacato Theory of

neurological organization as it applies to trainable mentally-retarded

children. Some basic assumptions of the theory were supported and the experi-

mental treatment appeared to have :facilitating effect upon the intellectual

development of the children in the E group. However, the uncontrolled factors
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that could have accounted for the PPVT gains necessitates disCretion in inter-
preting these findings. The fact that there was only one-teacher in each
treatment suggests that factors such-as amount of taekdirected-acitivity,
amount of exposure-to vocabulary and teacher enthusiasm may haVe been operat-
ing differentially in the two gronps.. The groups were not described in speci
fic terms, therefore unaccountable factors associated with initial group
differences may,have been present.

Within the stated limitations, these-findings suggest that the pro-
cedures may prove' beneficial in application with retarded children in public
schools. On the other hand, the lack of significance between groups in motor
development and the motor improvement exhibited by the control group questions
the validity of the Doman-Delacato contention that ontogenetic development
consists of an invariant ssqlence ofetaged and that proficient motor function
ing at higher levels is dependent upon successful completion of lowtik levels.

Theprincipal investigator was unable to find any similar experimental
investigations in the literature. The small sample and limitations in
research design necessitate cautioin deriving-valid inferences-from these
findings but clearly point up the need for larger Scale investigations Along
similar lines.

ABSTRACT

SEGREGATION AND -ITS ISSUES

by

Oliver L. Burley

The .case is, presented for: the centralised day" school, as contrasted
with dispersed special classes.. It is contended that the day 'school can
better enhance the effectiveness of the teacher pupil. transaction through
improved, opportunities for aomFunication between teacher!, between teachers
and psychologists, and,beiween teachers-and supervisors; for articulation
of the program-and its content; and for instructional gionping-iccording to
relevant educational dimensions.

PROBLEMS-OF SEX EDUCATION :4 THE. UCABLElibtraNETARDATE
IN IliE;DAY ,SCROOL

by

Sadie M. Douglass

Although-there has been very little literature concerning sex education
programs for mental retardstes,here are hopeful signs of.a%mrenesa.of this
neglect and positive steps, in progress toward, ts correction. Dr. Julian V.
Stein, Director of the Project on Recreation and Fitness for the: Mentally
Retarded, and The Sex Information and Education Council for the United States
are cooperating. in an effort deal:with the problems of teaching sex
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education for the mentally retarded. Their plan of operation may beof value
to those who may Wish.ta begin a prompt course of action on the problem at
the community or school level. These organizations have already set into

motion the:following steps:

1. The collection of, information and materials from those individuals or
departments wha;have already become involved in sex education for the

mentally retarded

2. The appointment of a task force or mcommittetoteview, evaluate, and
make recommendations relative to the above mentioned data

3. The development. of pamphletai books, unit guided, and audiovisual materials

4. A plan to use the materials developedon An experimental. basis- -with
mental retardates of various' aged andlunctional levels, and in a variety

of environmental.-settings.

Aftet almost ten yeate-of study anci,evaluation of existing sei educa-
tion courses, the BaltimoreCity Public.Schools released a tentative guide in
sex education for children in Kindergarten through 12th grade in SepteMber

1967. 'Currently, the program is beinimplemented lathe sixth.grade. Mental

retardates-on-theAnterMediate level are included in this trial run:

The entire Kindergarten through 12th grade program has as its objectives

the development of three basic concepts,_namely:

1. Family living influences one's attitudes, Values, And behavior.

2. Growth and development is a personal,, unique,and a naturallifeprocess.

3. Succesiful living requires sound Personal and social relationships.

The junior high program will be,phased Into-the various academic
subject areas next fill. This course of action -is contrary to; -the thinking

of veteran pioneers such as Dr. Mary .Calderone who belieyes that family life

edueitiohshouldfbe taught as a Iseparateentity. The faCt that incomplete

coverage will result from the plan of operation chosen for the junior high

level *leans that each junior high.sehOol will haie the responsibility of

Plan1114A short' supplementary unit of stud/ adapted. to the:,needs, peculiar

to its community setting.

Preparation for this step Will begin in MayWith,afive day workshop.
Two to four represeetatiOes froth each junior high School will;participate.

Subsequently, these persona will assist -the principal in organizing the

supplementary unit.

Workshop enrollees will Hi exposed: to the folloWing topics in the

five sessions:

1. Purpose of the _ workshop

Why family, life education is needed

Community readiness

2. Adolescent growth patterns
External and internal changes in boys and girls
Human reproduction and *he birth,process
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3. Understanding emotional change
Dating, going steady, and dating standards

4. Preview of films

5. Guidelines in planning family life education
Small group discussions of possible units of study.

Mrs. Komi Stinchcomb, former supervisor of Junior High Special
Curriculum,and I worked with the committee whose efforts made the- accomplish-
ment just referred to come to fruition. However, under Mrs. Stinchcomb's
direction and with the help of the four specialists comprising our Junior
High Special Curriculum Supervisory staff, a unit on family life - education for
mentally retarded adolescents was completed about six years prior to tin pub-
lication of the Kindergarten through 12th grade guides for regular grades. At
that time, it was reviewed and received -noteworthy acclaim. Nevertheless,
permission for its use was not granted until this year and even now, permission
is limited. The reasons for this situation will become apparent as we discuss
other aspects of the total problem. The concern is great because of the

delay. It is important to help those eighth and ninth grades who. may leave
school before they receive any helpeith the problems they face in their
sexual adjustment. In the words of Hutt-and Gibby (1958) the seriousness of
the situation really comes alive: "If the period of puberty is described as a
period of 'storm and stress' for the -child of average intelligence...Then it
could well be termed a typhoon of cataclysmic, proportions for thiretitded
child, particularly the one who 1448-guidance (p. 185)."

Factors Affecting-the Need for Sex Eduation

The whole situation has become crucial for the majority of our youth
today, retarded and nonretarded'alike. Society has condoned the erotic conno-
tations of every conceivable commodition the market. Sexual situations, once
considered immoral, flood, T.V., movie screens, and the live drama of the

theater. The law has trouble controlling the output of pornographic pictures
and-books-which circulate throughout,out schools. The accounts of broken homes
among public figures have affected:the importance once attached to the disastrous
effects of broken homei upon our youth.- The educational lag in sex education
has failed to bridge the gap for youthas society has OutgroWn the restrictions
of the Puritan Age. and moved intopermissiveness of the "Age of Liberation,"
which is chatacterized by the prevalence of increased premarital pregnancies,
'homoSexuality, and rising statistics in cases of venereal disease and drug
usage and addiction.

It is thought that some of these current behavior patterns, once
attributable in. large measure to children Of the most disadvantaged classes
in our society, have invaded middle and upper class society to a great extent.

Marked changes in the behavioral patterns of youth have forged -the
first link in the chain of circumstances:which have -made sex edudation of

vital concern to-all educators. These changes have been Instrumental in
altering our entire concept of sex education. In-the not. too distant past,
sex education was quite uncomplicated; it merely meant explaining menstruation
and'human reproduction. Consider these quotes whiCh now conceptualize sex

education:

1. It is sexuality, not "sex, that is crucial. Hulett sexuality is *14 is-
important...Sexual identity i0 an important Part of the Self-image and
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affects every aspect of life. For example, sexuality involves the name
we are given at birth, the toys we play with as a child, the clothes we
wear, the friends we have, the courses we take in school, the careers we
choose, the things we like to do, the way we see our roles and responsi!-
bilities in our homes, and last but not least, the ways we...cope with our
sexual needs and urges as responsible and committed human beings...
sexuality refers to human relationships and interrelationships between the
sexes. It involves an examination of men's roles and woman's roles in
society and how they relate and react to supplement each other; the-respon-
sibilities of each toward the other throughout life; and the development of
sexual power as a creative and recreative force (Schiller, 1968, pp. 17-
19)

2. The main purpose of sexeducation is to help young people understand what
masculinity is tO boyaand men, femininity is to girls and women... If
properly taught, it does not dwell so much on the facts of reproduction as
it does upon the development of informed and rational attitudes toward
sexuality (Hindricks and Kaplan, 1967, p.,67).

Sexuality, attitudes, responsibility, and morality are the terms
emerging from thesedefinitions which Challenge the special educator to a far

greater degree than others. They represent the abstractions which mental

retardates have limited ability to-internalize. Can we hope to develop in
these children the understanding that restraint in yielding to immediate sexual

impulse will bring future rewards, and, conversely, that lack of restraint

brings .anhappiness and places undue burdens upon the family and society at
large' Can we teach them to react responsibly to sex impulses? In addition,

we faCe the inescapable fact that the majority of our children come from the

most disadvantaged classes. of society with mores and customs in some cases
widely divergent from those which4c4dle class schools strive to impose. This

makes the tisk of the school even-More difficult, for, over and.above the
general characteristics of the lower classes of society, are specific differences
in sexual behaVlor typical ofthe various family structures represented within
these Claises. 'Since culture impinges upon its offspring at birth, it appears

necessary that we have more intimate information about the practices and pro-
cesses of child care and socialization, the patterni of premarital sex, and
types of-family disOrganization in migrant, immigrant, mountaineer,.white,
and nonwhite fariilY units: SUrely, this information is of great import save
explore approachi, methods of instruction, and achievable goals.

Thus far, the following problems have been implied:

1. The paucity of appropriate information regarding sex education for the

mentally retarded

2. The need to internalize a broader-concept of sex education as a basis for

curriculum design

3. The climate-of sexual permissiveneis that has affeCted our youth to an

extent that will challenge the best efforts of educators

4. The need for more knowledge of family mores.and customs to determine our
approach to the problem of sex education in terms of meeting individual

needs.
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Sex Education Problems

Finally, let us examine some information about sex education problems for
the nonretarded which may be applicable to this discussion. It is generally

agreed upon that securing the involvement of parents in such a program is a
problem of prime importance and their active participation should continue for
the duration of the program. Their activities would include discussion and

study groups, previewing books and audiovisual aids, investigating community

resources, etc.

Of equal importance is the teacher. The most definitive standards for

the identification of the right person into whose hands the sex education
program may be placed have been described by Miss Doris E. Terry (1968):

The teacher must have a broad-based knowledge df sex mores
including the historical and linguistic perspectives which
have had so much influence on our society.

The teacher must be comfortable with his or her own sexual-

ity.

The teacher must know and understand the psychosexual
pattern of human beings and the significant influence this
has on the development of a healthy sexuality.

The teacher must be comfortable with the language of sex
and be able to use it purposefully.

The teacher should be aware of changing times and alert to
significant changes in attitudes about sex (p. 4).

Out of 250 teacher training institutions, only 21 offer courses to pre-
pare teachers to teach, sex education and of the remaining 229, only-six have

plans to offer courses in the future. It thus becomes evident that teacher
training adds another problem in the implementation of programs in sex educa-

tion.

Foitunately, the subject matter content of,a program in sex education

does not present a major problem. Many-guidelines are available, and there

are similar elements in,each. A typical Kindergarten through,12th grade pro-
gram may be:

1. Kindergartenteaching children how they grow

2. Primary grades learning and using correct names for the sex organs;
learning about reproduction; the need to love and care for babies; learning

how to help, at home

3. Grades four through six teaching children about body changes during

puberty and adolescence, includincamnstruation and masturbation

4. Junior and Senior High learning how to deal with family relationship;

getting a deeper understanding- of theteproductive.system-and the imporOnd-e
of prenatal care; courtship.. and as preparation for marriage;
homosexuality and other generally unaccepted sex practices.

Of course, in planning good programs in sex education, the wide
difference in individual rates of growth, maturity, and compkehension levels
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must be provided:for. This means provisions for review and reinforcement of
previously introduced information before presenting the materials prescribed-

for a given grade or level. designation.

Finally, the administration:of programs is a controversial issue. Some

advocate that the subject be taught peripherally as a part of social studies,

science, etc. Dr. MaryCalderone,. whose comprehensive study of this entire

area is well known, believes that sexeducation:should,be taught as a separate

entity handled by the most qualified persons who can be secured.

(1968):

In conclusion, may:I shire with you the thinking of Patricia Schiller

Children in special education classes and schools should be
involved (in sex education programs) as Well as those in
regular classes. A principal pointed out this need .recently
when-he reported the pregnancy of a 14-year old special educa-
tion student who is confined to a wbqe1 chair. She had never

received sex education at home or a,. school (p. 19).

Obviously, the need is critical, and urgent. How rapidly can we move to

meet its demand?
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ABSTRACT

HELPING PARENTS THROUGH INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCES AND'WRITTEN.REPORTS

by

Sister M. Evodia

Because the very fact of retardation creates-a crisis in a family, the

teacher of mentally retarded. children finds herself being required to deal not

only with the ordinary questions pertaining to progress and behavior, but also

with problems concerning parental adjustment to, and acceptance of, the

handicap.
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Parental reaction to retardation appears to fall into three chief
categories: (a) the parents admit the retardation, and accept the child, (b)
they seek a scapegoat upon whom to lay the blame, or (c) they deny the retarda-
tion. The special class teacher then must have, in addition to her professional
readiness to teach the retarded, a sincere appreciation of the problems engen-
dered by the presence of a retarded child in a family and, although she is not
expected to take on the role of a counselor, she must develop a willingness to
be consulted when a problem centers around the child. She is the parents'
most active partner in the development of the child.
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RESEARCH

AN INPUT OUTPUT APPROACH TO PSYCHODIAGNOSIS OF CHILDREN

by

Luciano L'Abate

Existing traditional psychodiagnostic models suffer from at least seven

distinct shortcomings:

1. Lack of explicit formulation

2. Fragmentary and arbitrary modes of thought in which no one approach is

sufficient to handle all aspects of psychodiagnosis

3. Borrowing from a variety of theories either on ad hoc or a post facto

basis

4. Insufficiency in linking practice to theory or allowing theory to govern
practice (For instance, which model can tell us how to select tests, now
to-construct a battery, and bow-to interpret responses and results?)

5. Separation and alientation from the science and profession of psychology,
because this activity is lowin prestige value andehostpsychologists
have abandoned it for other seemingly more exciting Activities (research,
teaching, psyChotherapy, behavior modification, etc.)

6. Unsatisfactory, gross, and undifferentiated psychodiagnostic-practices
based on few and not always true instruments such as: Wechsler Intelligence

Scale for Children (WISC), Draw-A-Person (DAP), Thematic Apperception Test
(TAT), Bender-Gestalt,zRorschach, with little concern for the-different,
rather than laver, skilli of deprived and minority group children

7. The expressive aspects of functioning emphasized without attention
being paid to what a child receives. He is judged-only'iwterms of what he

says or does.

This final shortcoming is probably one of the most deleterious practices
in the evaluation of exceptional children because it failexo acknowledge a
basic, important aspect of psychological functioning -- reception.

To obviate the latter, and possibly to correct some Of the other short-

comings, the model in Table 1 is presented. It is based On the following

assumptions: Input is operationally defined as'that aspect. of functioning in

which the child omits or responds with a discreet, short (both spatially and

temporally) response. dichotomy (yes or no, black or midi., tresor false) or

multiple choice (one out of 3er 4 at the most). Output, on the other band,

is defined as a chain of interconnected responses, either verhat'or motor,

leading to aeolution. Thus, the Isegihind-width of the response, both
spatially and temporSily, is longer and more COOlen, like a sentence, a
thought, a manipulation of various objects as in thaiirformance.part of the

WISC (with the exception of-Picture Completion, which by thi-present siandardi

would qualify as a test of input). We also-assume for the preseeL purposes

that this model applies to children older than three year's and that riwwmjor
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input (eyes and ears) and two major output (heath; and mouth) are involved, as
shown in Table 1.

Table 1

The Input Output Approach in Psychodiagnosis of Children:
Fundamental Assumptions and Basic Deductions

Receptive-Input

Vision-Eyes

Audition-Ears

The Model

'Expected -Patterns

Expressilie-Outp2-

Hands-Coordination

Mouth-Language

A. Normality: Receptione-.Expression(Input-zOutput)

B. Dyifunctions possible: Reception #'EXpressiOn

1. VisionapAudition = Coordination;PLanguage

2. Vision<Audition = Language Coordination

3. Visiox= AnditionliVerbal #-Cdordination

4. Vision # Audition*Verbal = Coordination

Intervening Variabiee

A. Cerebral dysfunctions

1. Lawful variability of indices

2. Consistmacy of patterns

B. Psychopathology

1. Random variability of indices

2. Inconsistency of patterns

(except for conflict areas)

Once both assumptions are made, the three major derivations are is
follows: (a) in most normal children, reception is always greater than or at
least equal to expression; (b) if audition is greater than vision, speech is
greater than manual manipulation; (c) by the same token, if vision is greater
than audition, manual manipulation is greater than speech.

Once we have this- model, what do we obtain? In the first place, we need
to recognise that children with some degree of brain damage should show more
consistent and less variable patterns than emotionally disturbed children,
whose mainstay would be inconsistent variability of patterns and indices. In
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the second place, in terms of sexual differences; it is,possible that toward
the early preschool years, boys may be higher on visual input and on motor.
output than girls, who, would be higher on auditcry input and on verbal output'

than boys. In the-third place, diagnoiticallyaocially deprived children may
be higher on input than on output functions; viele,some typesof brain damage,
on the other hand, may,, affect input functions to a greater extent than-output.
-Except for a greater variability-of indices, emotionally disturbed children
should not differ on nput output functions from,normal children. This pre-

diction, however, should be qualified'for type and degree of psychopithology.
Autistic children, for instance, should shoal an input smaller than output, if
their reactivity to the. environmental stimulation is restricted, rigid, and

selective. Theirpreferred:Mode.of motor output, inferred-by their Unusual
interests in objects, should' be,Superior to verbal output. Schizophrenic
children, if testable, on'the,other-hand, might show an input higher .than

output because of their extreme overreactivityto environmental stimulation.
Their relative output.would be.koatly verbal rather.than motor as shown in

Table 2.

Diagnostic
Group

Sex Differ-
ences*

Normals

Table 2

Hypothetical Diagnostic Classification of Children
According to an Input Output Approach

Tentative Summary
input

Auditory Visual

Boys < Girls Boys Girle Boys Irks.

Output
'Verbal Manual

Average, Average Average

Boys:PGirls

Average

Superior Above AboVa AboVe Above

Average Average Average Average

Defectives Low Low Low Low

Emotionally - Variable Variable Variable Variable

Disturbed

Brain Damaged Low** Low Near.Aierage Near Average

Culturally Below Near .Low to very :ow to' Below

Deprived- Average .Average Low AVerage

,Aggressive Average Average ,Beloir. High to Above.

Average Average

Autistic Low High Very PA! High Average

Schizophrenic- High' Low Nigh
Variable.

*Depending also on-age.
**Depending on type of. brain damige.
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Mental deficiency would be described in terms of near equality and sta-
bility in receptive expressive functions. It would be differentiated from
mental defiCiency with brain damage in terms of smaller variability and speci-
ficity of functions and higher input. Aggressive children would show a
superiority of output over input functions, especially in the motor area. In
contrast to brain damaged children, their. Input function's should approach nor-
mality while the relationship. between auditory input and verbal output would
go in the opposite direction, auditory input near average, verbal output lower;
visual,,input average, motor output above average, or higher than any other
function.

Fromthe viewpoint of test selection, this-model allows first Of all a
classification of tests according-to their position on the four major combina-
tions of input-output functions. and both input channels. For instance, the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) is based on both input channels but the
output can beeither verbal or manual lby-pointing). Certainly this,testis
mare weighted on input than, let's, say, thsWISC. The DAP uses auditory input
(the instructions) and hand Output. The TAT andRorschach receive bOth auditory
instructions but mostly visual informationand would be classified as tests of
verbal output. The Bender - Gestalt and similar figure reproduction tests would
be tests of motor output. The Columbia Mental Maturity Test ,(CMMT), instead
would be a test of visual input, just like-the Raven Progressive Matrices. An
example of this classification is shown-in Table 3.

Table 3

Tentative Classification-of Selected Childreh'S Tests
According.toan Input Output Approach

Major Input Channels

Eyei

Columbia Mental Maturity
Test (CMMT)

Organic. Integrity Test
(OIT)

Perceptual Maturity
Scale (FMS)'

Illinois Test of-Psycho -
linguistiC Abilities
(ITPA) - Visual
Decoding

Raven's Progressive
Matrices

Ears

ITPA: Auditory Decoding

Auditory Discrimination
tests
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Major Output

Bands

Wide Range.Achievelent
Test (WRAT): Spelling
and: Arithmetic,

ITPA: Motor Encoding

Missouri Children's
Picture Series (MOPS)

Retention and reproduc-
tion tests*

Color Pyramid Test .(CPT)

Channels

Mouth

WRAT: Reading

Rorschach

Thematic Pictures
(TAT,-Michigan, CAT,
Symonds)

Gray Oral Paragraphs

Hands Mouth

Right Left. Discriminations WISC: Verbal Scale



Eyes and Ears

Peabody Picture Vocabd=
lary Test (PPVT) and
other picture vocabu-
laries (Ammons Full
Range Vocabulary
Test and others)

1WISC: Picture Comple-
tion (PC)

Bands Mouth

Draw A Picture (DAP) KTSA: Numerical Ele-
ment (NE) and Symbol

Frostig: Scales I, II, Pattern
III, V

WISC: Performance Scale
(except Picture-Comple-
tion)

Kahn Test of Symbol
Arrangement (KTSA):
Objective Measures

Nantoitefenois Perform-
ance Tests of Person-
ality

*Bender-Gestalt; Benton's Revised Visual Retention; GrahmrKendall Memory for
Designs; Minnesota Percepto- Diagnostic.

This claSsification suggests Alsb some rules for battery construction pro-
vided we assume four major area's of functioning: (a) the intelleCtual auditory
verbal, (b) the intellectual visual motor, (c) the educational', and (1) the

emotional. From these combinations we can derive a.lOng list of input output
ratios based on tests,. like in Table 4.

B.

Table 4

Possible Intertest Comparisons amongoependent Vatiables
in Psychodiagnosis of Children

According to an Input Output Approadh

Within Intellectual Measures

1. PPVT IQ/01SC7..Voc il= Input/Output

2. ,CMMT-IQ/DAP IQ = Eyes/Eyei Banda'

3. ;WISC c/i4c PA =-Ears Mouth /Eyes Bands

4. DAP IQ/AISC-Perf. IQ = EYes_Bands/Eyes Hands

5. DAP IQ/WISC-06, IQ Eyes Hands/EYee Bands

Within EducationalMeasotea

1. WRAT - Reading,Recognition/Gray --Oral CoMprehension -,Eyes,Mouthr
.Eyes Mouth

2. Gray - Oral Comprehension /.Gray -- 'Writing - Eyes Mouth/Eyes Hands

3. Writing from Dictition/Writing from Sight - Ears Hands /Eyes Hands
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C. Between Intellectual and Educational Measures

1. WRAT/WISC Achievement Level/WISC Full IQ

a. Reading /Verbal

b. Reading/Perf.

c. Spelling/Verbal

d. Spelling /Perf.

e. Arith/Verbal

f., Arith/Perf.

g. WRAT-A/WISC-A

2. ITPA/WRAT

D. Within Sen SOry-Motor Functions

1. Input Measures Alone

a. PMT/OIT'

b. PMT/ITPAT-Visual Decoding

c. OIT/ITPA-Visual Decoding-

2. Input/Output Measures

a. OIT or. PMT/Frostig IV

b. OIT or PMT/Frostig I,, II, //T.,. V

c. Frostig IV/Frostig. I, II, V

d. ITPA ..Decoding/ITPA Encoding.

e. Right Left Ditierimination/ITPA.Decoding aad- Encoding

f. Right Left Discrimination and 9ellt011.Pitt Right- Left .Stores

:E; Between Sensory Motor Functions andIntellectnal ,Functioning .

'1. OIT or PMT/WISC Performance

"2. OIT or pm/vac-PC

3. Frostig" PQ/WISC Perforlinde-IQ

4. Frottig PQ/DAP-IQ

5. Right Left Discrimination/WISC Verbal and Performance IQ's

F. Within,Ferionality *mantes
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1. Roredhach/CPT = Eyes/Mouth/Eyes Hands

2. Rorschach /KTSA -NE = EyesMouth/Eyes Hands Mouth,

3. RTSA - Objective Measures/CPT= Eyes EaraHands/EyewHands

4. Santostefano Performance Tests/MPS = Eyes Mouth /Eyes'.Hands

5. Rorschach/MCPS = Eyes Mouth/Eyes Hands

6. 'RoriChaChForm,Level/MCPS-ConformitY'

7. Rorschach-AggreisioU/MCPS-Aggresicion

G. Between intellectual FunCtiohing and Personality Measures

. MAP/Rorschach,186ored for body image)

2. WISC-0A/Rorschach (scored for body image).

3. WISC-PC/Rorschach (mode of approach)

4. WISC Verbal Content /Rorschach

5. WISC-Ill/korschick'Re

6. DAP - same sexed'figure,drawn first/MCPS4F

7. 'WISCVerbal/WISC7PerfOrkence - Rorschach/CPT

8: WISC-Verbal/WISC7Performande= RTSA4E/KTSA'objective.weasures

H. BetWeen,EducationaI Perionelity Measures'

1. WRAT/Rorschach

WRAT /CPT'

3. 1/42/ICTSA

4. WRAt/MCPA

a. 'Reading-Withdralial

b. Arithmetic

6.. Spell'ing-GonforMism,

The.,Lador empirical, but not. -nnsuinciuntSble shortcoming:,in the applici5
tion. of :this 'type analysis -to Visual. motor functions and emotional adjust-
ment is the .lack of age selected' norms, which however are available- in,few
tests of recent vintage. like the -Frostig: and.,111/Uois Test i'syCholingUistio-
Abilities, UM). Were we to :have, Valid-ign-seleetet.norsi for the ilOrlahaChl ,

or bihet.,projective ,teehniques, we cOUid,:calpare .output from these:tests with

the outptit on ,other teats of verionility and Intellectual ,fnactioning:

the,wajor issue that this4ropOsal,wouldwaturaliy,meet 18,444alidity.
How valid 'is thisiodel,ibefore accepting; 'even-provisionally, its Ootentiii
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clinical and diagnostic validity? This model has lead to the following empiri-
cal verifications Ohieh will be briefly summarized. More detailed descriptions
of these studies will be presentWelsewhete (L'Abate,.M.S. in preparation).

Study 1. ile-usid three Samples of children from pediatric (N - 56),
neurological (N,=-41)-,:and psychiatric (N =:41) settings., inthe firat Sample,
Ammons Full RangeTietUre Vocabulary Test ( FRPVT) was used as,a measure of
input. For the other two. amples,. the PPVT was used Output was:measured by
extrapolating the Wechsler Intelligence. Scale for Children (WISC) Vocabulary
subtest to. an IQ'score. A difference score was. obtained by:subtracting the
WISC"Vocebulary IQ adore from the PPVT IQ-score. These different scores were
our independent variables. Dependent variables were educational quetienti
from the WRAT for Reading, Spelling, andAritheetic- In.the firit two samples
whenever the-FRPVT or PPVT scores were significantly higher (within one S D
from the mean) or lower than. the WISC Vocabulary IQ scores, the edecatiOnal
achievement in reading, spelling and arithmetic was lower. Whenever FRPVT or
PPVT IQ scores were approximately equal to-the WISC IQ scores,educationai
achievement was higher. This relationship was true in the first two samples
for children. of dull normal intelligence. In. the psychietrid sample otere the
intelligence level was average, educational achievement was bait predicted
froa:WISC IQ scores than the PPVT. Outputin.samplesnf average intelligence
would see= to be influenced by diagnosis, central dysfunctions or emotional
disturbances.

The results of this initial study Were sufficiently encouraging. to
investigate (Study 2) the role of sex differenceS in input output functions:
However, in this pilot study the results were negative. We plan to continue
this analysis-with a greater number of children.

Study 3. This study was conducted to evaluate Tien's Organic Integrity
Test (OIT) as a leesureoiviSuel input in its,relatienahip to various measures
of output (WISC Verbal &,Performante IQs, WISC Pertorminee,subtests, DAP,
Benton & MPDT). Since the OIT was found to Correlate significantly only with
age (r = .55, It>105) an analysis similar to that of the first Study was don,
ducted.

Two groups of children were separated on the basis:of discrepancy, scores
between the Quotient and the DAP IQ scores. In one groUp the
OIT-'PQ was higher thin the DAP and in the other grouvlower. The WISC Verbal,
Performance,. and. Full XQ scores were the dependent variables. In the PQ;Dak
group the intelle,:tuil leVel was consistently borderline. In the OIT DAP,
WISC Verbal and-Full IQ scores tended to fall in the dull normal range. The
differendes between these two groups were statistically significant (p >.05).

Study 4. The.purpose of this study was to explore the relationship
between visual input and motor output and-votabulery development in relatively
normal: boys and girls using group screening procedures. Visual input was
measured throUgh Raven's Progressive Matrices. Motor output Was. Measured by
reproduction of-Benton"s Revised Visual Retention Test (Form C) presented.on a
screen witha lantern slide projection with,e10 second period of-presentation.
Verbal output was measured by theStanford-Einet Vocabulary edlinistered in a
written forain mimeo sheets. Considerable sex differences were found"but as
a whole vocabulary=was more significantly related to the Raven. than to the
Bentonsuggesiing-thedmportance of visual input bywocabulary development,
for instance, teading.

Study 5. The purpose of this studreas-to test van der Castle Perceptual
Maturity and the CMMS as measures:of visual. output in their relarionship to
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academic f' 'ctioning and verbal and nonverbal intelligence as measured by the

CMMS. Subl..:Cts were children from-two public grammar schools in Atlanta. The

two scales of visual input were unrelated to each other while the CMMS was
correlated more highly With the nonverbal part of the California (r = .55, p..1=

.01) than the verbal '(r = .35, k.=.05). Neither measures of input, however,

correlated in any way-to educational achievement as measured by the Weekly

Silent Reader and Reading Readiness Tests.

Study 6. In this study we evaluated the ITPA's auditory and visual

input measures in relationship to other measures of output (RISC, DAP, Frostig,

and WRAT). As a whole we found-that the ITPA auditory decoding wasignifi-
cantly related more to verbal output measures (r-= .63, 2:>.01) thanto.output

(r = .47), supporting the'first deduction of our,original model. The second

deduction concerning visual input and motor output remained unsupported since
visual input seemed equally-related to.either verbal and. motor. output. Some

sex differences in this were found. In at least one other study we did find

that visual input, as assessed by the CMMS (Hosford & L'Abate) was significantly

lower (in the 70's) thin measures of output (RISC IWn-within.aVerage limits)
in childrenulth learning deficits and possible neurological impairment.

Studies now in progress-are concerned with the roles of ethnic origin

and socioeconomic factors on receptivaexpressivelunctiOns, suggesting the

probability -that receptive functions May. be more relatedtaphysiological
factors while expressive faciorg are more dependent on. age and on socioeconomic

background (L'Abate, research in progress).

Further research of course will indicate- ttavalidity of this model
whose main advantage lies in its. testability. In conclusion it seems preferable

to test deductions and fitathat they may be wrong rather than not test and

assume that one is-always right. Besides tha advantage. of testability, this

model permits us to relite,psychodiagnosis-tnempirical literature and to
information theory broadly defined- However, the ultimate test of its useful=.

ness will lie Inits.a0plication terehabilitation,-indicatingazreater.degree
Of differentiation in rehabilitattie procedures than it has been possible tra

ditionally.
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ABSTRACT

TESTING ATTITUDES TOWARD PHYSICAL HANDICAP, STEREOTYPING AND
OBJECTIVITY. IN A PARTIALLY INTEGRATED ELEMENTARY PROGRAM

by

-Eugenie G. Baker'

Problem

With the-growing interest in placiwspecial alassesforthe physically
handicapped ontheregular school,campus;.theie is need for study of other
children's attitudestoWard handicapped children.

In,,Ordet to do this, new inetruments.:tnmeaeure-children's attitudes
were delielOped. These needed to be sensitive to depth:attitudes, appropriate
for the school situation, and have school relevant content.

inthis study, seledted,conCepts relating to=attit*des toward physically
handicapped, were empirically exaMined: The. cripple stereotype was defined in
terms of children's behavioral responses-to'ihe social stilulutiof- a ThysiCally,
handicapped child.

Method

The two-especially designed .tests,,the Film Test and the.Semintic
Differential; were administered to-168:elemeotary.sChool Children- in the -fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades. Some of the children from the special class for physi-
callyilandicapPed 'located in-thitiaChool participated lo:regular classactivi,7
ties on a parttimelasis. Factor analysis/of the Semantic Differential data
Was used to test hypotheses relating to the differential modes of persiniper
ception employed by the nonhandicapped SubjeCtsiO viewing *elf, Teers, and
handicapped childien.

TheTilm,Teet preseated.contrasting peer ,group interactions. The Part I
portrayal of,* haediCapped.child-follOwed the negative- cripple stereotype.
Student's responses were classified byAddgia-asstereotYped,,objective, and
upsdotable. The effect of sex, grade, and Film Test categories on Se antic,
Differeatial'scOres was assessed by,8Multiple discriminant -function. analysis:

Resu lts and -Conclusions

The factor analysis of the Semiotic Differential data supported the:
existence of mildly faVatible stereotypeAlfthe cripple., Tio-factors, "Dynamic
Affect" and-"C6Oventional Virtuei" were identified. The:first is associated
with peer and self perception, the aecondWith perception of-the handicapped.
The relationship-of these factors with-thefactoiliiensions identified by
OsgoOdls discussed. The nature of thieiiesitive attitude which characterizes
the popular stereotype of the handicapped-was supported by the patterning of
the' Semantic Differential scales and the factor lOadinge.

The number of children who-viewed the-Physically handicapped child
objectively was greatest in the fourth grade, and significantli less in-the
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fifth and sixth grades. Stereotyping increased as the grade level became

higher, but the greatest increase was found in-the unscorable category.

Both the Semantic,Differential and the Fill Test elicited attitudes

toward the child -with deviant phyciiiior-which describe him-as- immobile, passive

anddependent.. Such.attitudes.appeared to based upon preconceptions, which

tended to restrict objective observation.

These findings suggeit-thatthe.period between the fourth and sixth

grades may be critical. for attitude:modification. Two .impiications-may be

drawn: (a) effective integration should be started in the elementary School,

and (b) younger children typically have more objective attitudes,. suggesting-

that integration should be started, as earlyas.possible.

ABSTRACT'

THE INFLUENCE OF CORTICAL AND SUBCORTICAL:LESIONS

ON'THE MEDIATION OF SUSTAINED ATTENTION IN-CHILDREN

by

peter A. CaW0inelli

This study investigated the effects of cortical: and subcortical lesions

on sustained attention in children in Convulsive disorders. The samples of

children used in-this study were-normal children.and,two grOuOs of brain

danaged-children, the litter groups claisifieds having either focal or non-

focal lesions of the brain manifested. on electroencephalographic (EEG) record-

ings.

-The total sample-consisted of 60. children, ranging in.-chronological age

from eight "to.12 yeiii. These,subjects-were-categorized.into.three.groupsOf

20 each as follows: (a) normal"children_who were not brain damaged,-(b)4Ocal

children with convulsive disorders-who:were brain-damagedond-hadIEG-tracingo

displaying, focal discharges, presumably
cortical-in,oriiin.andi (c) nonfocal

children wdth-eonvulsive disorderowbo-were also -brain damaged bUt,hacl EEG

records displaying diffuse hypereynchrony, preiumably subcortical in origin.

Each subject used is this study deloistrated the-following: 'normal

nekr.point visiOn-, an intelligence quotient of 90.or better, academic grade

placelent appropriate fOr the life age, and reading level conmensUrate with

academic-grade placement. 'The brain-damaged gronps-Also presented-a recent'

EEG record classified as abnormal focal or abnormal nonfocan-character.

'The Continuous Performance Test (CPT) Was emploYed,md the instrument

of choice to measure -the sustained attention of each subject under these three.

Conditions Ofroomillismination: Condition 1 (ten foot candles), Condition 2

(zero foot candles),:Condition- 3 (ten foot-candles, repeated). .All Subjects

were tested for equal. of four Minutes each -under the three illumination

eonditiOne,. providing- absolute (omission errors) aid-relatiwe (commission

errors) percentage scores for analyses.

Analysis oftbelesults revealed no significant 'differences. (4 - -.05)

between the.mean,values of-each of-thtbree.groups relatiize tohronolOgical
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age, mental age, intelligence level, academic grade standing, reading level,
and near point vision.

Significant differences were found between the three groups of Children
concerning absolute and relative scores on. the CPT-within and between illumina-
tion conditions. Quantitative differences were demonstrated between the normal
children and the two brain damaged groups on the C?? for the three illumination
conditions. More important, under the condition of minimal illumination (zero
foot candles), the brain injured-children with.nonfocaIlesions performed sig-
nificantly poorer than the normal group and their brain damaged counterparts
with focal lesions.

This latter finding suggests that children with cortical. and subcortical
lesions are affected differently when neuroplrysiological stress is =heated
under idnimal-levels of illumination during a task of sustained attention. The
results support other investigators concerning the effects of specific site of
lesion on sustained attention in brain damaged children when messured.by the
CPT.

ABSTRACT

INFLUENCES (it mu ADVANCE clamant' as LEABNING,AND =ninon
OF MEANINGFUL VERBAL MATERIALS FOR =CABLE MENIALLY REIABDED

AND INTELLECTUALLY NONMAL MUM

by

John T. Ws:worth, Robert K. Smith, and Stanley L. Demo

.Wprie

The present study yes designed to compare the effects and eValoate the
effectiveness of a brief experirental peewee preOntedro-educabIe mentally
retarded (ENR) and intellectually normal students prior to their reading
of subsequent detailed learning.meterial. The experilental latrodeCtory
passage, an "advance organizer," yes constructed from coasideratioes derived
from D.P. Ausubel's selosueption theory.

Subjects

Subjects consisted of 194 high schoolege ENR. semi 184 elemestary school
age intellectually normal children. Both groups had approximately the some
mean mental age (ten years).

Procedure

Four instruments were devisedfor the study: objectively scored
achievementtest, a leerming.peosige, a comtrollatrodectory passage, and ea
advance organizer. The materials dealt with the-topic of acoustics.amd.the
nature of sound.

The advance organize r was theoretically desigmed to-provide the expert-
metal subjects with 4-ammber of concepts to siobausre (ortaalse amd isclede)
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1 handicapped teenagers, but onlTtheresponsesof the boyi of the-mental

agnates varied significantly- from the:answers of.the retarded,

CHILD REARING ATTITUDES OF MOTHERS OF EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN

by

Anthony J. La Pray and Lester N. Downing

3.

Educators in the United Statesarerapidly-approichirwthe-conclusion
that -they must assume the responsibility for educating not only-thmlright

middle class child; but the blind, the-deaf, thmeripplet, the mentally-retar-

ded, andthmemotionallYdisturbed.. Public-an&privatergroOpi have recently

initiated meaty experimental studiesi,demunstrationprojeCts, and_ training pro=

_grams to-bridge the gip between Sound mental health:principles-and,typical

classroom practice. The problems they.face in accomplishing this task are

enormous. Bower and Lambert (1961) reported that only ten thousand of the

nation`s half million severely disturbed children are receiving any type\of

help for their problem. In addition to these childien,therMare the. children

who haveaffectional,,phYsical, soci41 and:Sdult moiW.1.-deprivationi,-children

who are .rictus of-unrealistic standUrchiand:exiectatiOns, and those resorting

to antisocial forme of-life-to-meet their needs it has-been estimated that

one out of every five children in_tbe public School hail:earning and /or

emotional disability (Long,Morse.6-Nemmen, 1965).

1m1967, twenty- five -- special classes- .designed, to meet the-educational

needs of emotionally distUrbed childremwere established-Within the public

schools of Utah. These tient-pfive.classes,ire servicing less thin. 220 - of the

approximately 5,600-serious disturbed children of- public school age in Utah

wham -learning is affected:zothe extent that they-aremot profiting-from

regular classroom placement (Utah_SpecialFdncationiteport, 1964). Mostachool

districts With established special classrooms for emotionally disturbed children-

also employ psychologists, psYchiatristmand. social workerma4 consultants-to

conduct group counseling with the-pareets_Of. these:children.

Most studies iwthe-aremoi emotional disturbance have4ealt with post

facto anslysis.of adults in- order-to attempt 0-determine the etiology- of

their problems. Therm-have-beenm. fear good-clinital studies of families with-

e motiolially-disturbold-;members-mhomre in- contact with-child guidance-clinics.-

or institutions for thereat-ally:M. Nowever,:evidence.in child' psychology

suggests the-child-cannot be- taught imAsolation- If be. is - -to learn-to:deal

with his mental health problems, as Well as his educational prOblems, his

family must be involved.

F

The-present study was,designed,to-exemine Sole:of-the factors that-may

contribute to-tbeformationtd, the-chilesTsycholegiCalmiotional Problems.

The aria singled outfor investigation wee that of maternal attitudes toward

child rearing:and family life of mothers-who bad. children. that bad: men

diagnosed amemotionally disturbed. .

The purpose-of the study was to determine Whether, Sr. not any.- differences

existed between the-attitudei toward chilli retiring and family life of-MMthers

of emotionally disturbed children:andAmothere of normal Childremof-the-sale

age, living in the same community, and.attendingthe same schools..
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AS,used in this study, the-term "emotionally disturbed-children"
referred:to-those children identified by the classroom teacher, the school
social worker, and the School psychologist as having psychological problems
of an emotional nature to the extent that they were'unable to profit from
eduCation in the regular public school classroom. The term "normal children"
as used in this study referred to those children who were attending regular
public school classes and had not:been diagnosed as emotionally-disturbed-or
intellectually handicapped.

The study bad twO unique characteristics that distinguished it from
previous studies conducted in the area of childhood emotional disturbance,
and parental attitudes: 4) The study was concerned-with children who had been
diagnosed as, emotionally disturbed, but who in spite Of this disturbance were
still attending-regular classes luthe.public,schoole, and (b) The mothers of
these emotionally,diatutbed childrenAuid_not been informed-of the. diagnosis of
pathology in-their children. These two characteristics would indicate that the
,degree of emotional disturbance-of these children.was-not as-great as the-
subjects used in previous studies.

Method

This study3iss_conducte4 in the Jordan School District, which Compsigies
about three hundred and fifty square - miles -of the southern-part of Salt lake
County, Utah. It is probably the most-heterogeneous area in Utah in terms 'of
the wide variety -of people and industries available. There exists a wide'varia-
tion in the socioeconomic levels-of the various residents. It is a mi*ture of
rural and urban communities with agriculture and copper mining being the major
industries in-the-southern-and western-parts of the district and city commuters
of the white and blue collar class making up the.Majority of thereeidents:
living in the northern and-- eastern ariesuf the district.

The school population-was primerily-dauCesion, with -less than ten perCent
Spanish-American, Indiani and Negro children, attending the-public schools.

The experimental group for this study-was composed Of *eothets of
emotionally disturbed children,as-defined by the school social-workers and the
school psychologists, whomede the diagnosis of emotional disturbance with the
use of social histories, psychological teats, interviews with children and
interviews with their-parents. The children W2re-awaiting placement in.
special classes for the eentiOnally:disturbed. .All children diagnosed as
emotionally disturbed'were,on the elementary leVel and:warebetimu4S#
and 12 years- -of age_The,cOntrOl group was compoied,of mOthersCif-children-not
diagnosed as emotionslly disturbed, living- in the sale geographical area as
the experimental group.

The major instrument used-was the:Parental Attitude Research Instruient
(PARI), developed and published by Schaefer *6:1_8.11 in 1958 as a result of
their studies-at the National Institute-of Mental Health.

The-Parental Attitude Research Instrument follOws the format-of-priOr
scales by Sboben, (1949), Mark (1953), and others. It involves the use of
rather generalized third person; Statements abOut child rearing such as:
"Children should-be alloteed to disagree with-their parents if the-children feel
their own ideas are better," or "There ii nothing worse for a- young mother than"
being alone Whileigoing through her first- experienCe With a baby." Pour
response alternatives are,Oermitted: IstrOngly agree) (agree) (disagree)
lstrongly disagkee):
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Although the-instrament:bas not as yet :reached the stage of -good
predictive validity, the-Majority-of the stadies 'id the- literature give.
evidence supporting the ,concurrent. Validityof this general approach to the
study-Of parent 'child relationships, and to the Parental Attitude Res-'arch
Instrument as. a specific tool. of -research.. In additiOn to the Parental
Attitude 'Research instrument,,,a questionnaire yes -usSd to ohtitin information
about the mother, her amily and het-home. The data was analyzed -hy means

of the t test, chi square and analYsie of Covariance. The .05 level-of
confidence was maintained throughOut the investigation. The analysis-of the
data -revelled some relevant although not -marked differences between the.-experi-
mental and control .grouPS.

The objective in studying maternal attitudes, involves the asinmption-
-that ;these attitudes are.telated -to child behavior, and:that the attitudes are
basiC is understanding the etiology' of ,emotional.disturbanCe in.children. The

results 'cif -prior .research are- mixed. It is evident, that -attitudes have some
effeCt ,upon child behavior, but it is alsO,-eVident that further *research
very much Seeded to-to ;the

The. major hypothesis, of present ,research-vaa_designed -to elPlore specific-
maternal attitudes of Motheri that know that their children had been
diagnosed as emotionally diaturbeit. Based on this premile the
hypothesis was tested:

'1. When-,comparing -attitude's toward' child rearing and fiddly life-Of-Mother:is,
having childremdiagnosed as emotionally= disturbed. -with a control gionp of
mothers of normal children, -no .statistiallYwiguificant differences will

be found. betiveen the two ,groups in responses--gi-ien,on-the Parental Attitude
Research instrument to statements:designed to--deteraine-the---motherst
attitudes toward:

suppresition-of -sex
b- ,comradship :and- Oaring
c..-:enconieging-verbalizaticin
d. -siecluSion; of the -Mother
e. dependency of.:the-mether

-fear of .harming 'the _baby
g. fost,eringe.dependency
h. marital-conflict
i.. irritability
j. *excluding Outside influences
k. rejection -of the homemaking role
1. -avoidance 'of communication
m. --aacendanCy of. the ,mother-
n. inConsideratenees of -the huoband.

Ancillary, `hypotheses -that are tested, were:.

'2. No statistically signifiCant differences will -be found -betas-ea the.atti-
tudes tOWard child rearing and fetidly life cid mothers Who, had male ear--
tionaIly -disturbed as opposed to like- attitudes of mothera--who had faille
emotionally disturbad children.

3. No statistically significant. differences Mill 1?efonad .betusen the occupa-

tional of',tha fanilies of emotionally disturbed childran-Inci the
occupational levii..of the .faniiies\of normal childrsa.-

4. No. statistically Significant differendas will be found' betWeen the.

t9e
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educational-level.of the mothers ofiemotionallydieturbe&:children,and the
edUcationalIevel'of mothers-of normal children.

5. No statistically significant differences-willbefound'between mothers of
emotionally- disturbed children and mothersof normar children when compared
on the total number of children intheii families.

Results'

Significant differences and differences that approichsignificance were
fOund in some of the attitude measures of the Parental Attitude Research

Instrument:- The most--striking,difference-Was that the-motheri of emotionally
disturbed children differe significantly'froMthemothers-of the,norteie'in
their feelingstoward,theirlitebandi: The lothere,of emotionally disturbed
children felt thattheirhusbends-mere inconsiderate of theirjeelinge,
actions, andidea0; but no differinceeemisted in the area of marital- conflict.
In the area of "avoidance of coMmuniCationstatistiCal.signifiCance,wat,
approached. The-combination of these three verieblee:cotld lead to the
conclusion: that consciously theselsothers'with,itiotiOnallY disturbed children
felt that thaiehtsbands,didnot care,epough,aboutthem,,or abOitheirchil-r
dren; that the mothers had not onlYcommiunication%Oroblimeleith-the,childien,
'nit with the husbands ae-,Well,h4t.they-could not consciously' accept., fact:
Mothers of the emotionally-disturbedlchildren,aleb had a tendency to foster
dependency amOng,their children. Could it-be, thattheie,:ibthers-werezettempt,-
ing to Conpensate.for inadequate marriages ?'.

Significant differencesiwere alsoloundbetween-thenattitudes-almothers
having male,eMotionsalYAidturbecichilarc 'and-,mothers having female-emo-
tionally disturbed-children. The - mothers bending male-emotionally- disturbed
children tended to feel that their husbands were even more inconsiderate
than-the mothers of the.female emotionally disturbed,childred: In. addition,
there was a-tendency fok the-mothers of male Childreirtd-e0proaChthe conscious
Conclusion that they ,did have marital problems. These:mothers,maytendto
take out the hostility they feel toward their husbends-on_theirnaieChild.
If, thie ietrue, this displaced, hostility Could. be,a-poterfullaCtefinthe
etiology-ofthe maleohiles.patholOgy.

Other, significant-ditterencessmisted in the-sime-Of.the,taMiiy. from
which-the children came. Nodifferencei in pathology-weke found4nr families
with only one child. The greatest percentage ofliornal children_cinejfron-
timilies in-which therevere,tmo or three- Children, with an-increaiing,Ter-
centsge,Of pathology as the number of children inthejiiilY unitinCreeeed-.
For this sample of mothers there waive strong indication thet-thetendency
'toward large.familiestwasaccoipanied by ,a iendincy:towardrChildhbOd emotional.
disturbance. Significant differences were also found between the occupational
level of the parenti and the incidenCeof ototionaldieturbande,Of their.
children. The greater, incidence of emotional disturbinceoCdtried in children
whose parents-Were in,the-profeleione -(teachers, social-iobikeri, lawyers,

The least incidence of emotional disturbance bettered- in the children
whose-Parents were in the laboring occupations '(mine workers, waitress,
construction-wbikers,-):. The interestingthint,About,thiindingvaa
that logicalik,it imUld'InlIOU'ihat if there,vis,a diffetenca:in the-occUian
tionaI levels theie should'he,a differencs,in-thEedutitional_levektif, the.
troupe. This was not the case; differences inAhe educational level were.not
.even signifiCant at the AO leiel. PeOularliiofessiOnal that
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the. InCidenCe-of eMotional.ditttirbanci is greater in. Children: f- the linter
occupational levels: The present stady did not bear this out 116, real 'exPla-
nation can be drawn', from the analysis of the data for this finding.

-DisCuision

The findings, Of this' study 'suggest some possible conClUsiont about .-

mtternal attitudes and the etiOlOgy, Of emotional -disturbance. The conclusions
are probably best littied in 'the.f-of

1 Is the child'iiTathoiogy due in part to the .attitudes of the parents
toward the Child and toward each other,, with the mother having definite
feelings of hostility toward the father not being Able to accept these
'feelings at it conscious level, and not being able to communicate well
'with; either the-Children or the father?

2. CoUld be that the professional nature-of the =hither' s.aCchpation
causes him to obtain -'satisfaction from his work, while the laboring
Esther obtains:: this satisfaetion-from.his faMilyr

3: Could it he that 'the mother compensates for the lack of attention,gtlien set
by a husband who is "married to hia.,MOrk";.hy.atteMptint, to obtain more
love and dependency from her children and by the production of :More'
children' tO ,obrain- more compensited4Ovel- =

This ;research' :is- not ',predictive iii.aature; and: indiiiidnal itapiicationt -

cannot be -Made from it It iii4dotibifn/ that attitude .instruments such as -

the Pak will ever obtain such validity they can he atibc..,..*the.atMe'
proported predictive Tay? as personality 'inventories such as the Minnesota
Multiplasic Personality Inventory this,iihotil,,not -prohibit -their
Use *a:iteigiting. to understand feelings, emotions, and concepts that go into
the- Makeup, the intangibles -attituciesi.

. , , .
This itUdyantild,haVe-.Considerabie Value in attempting to Understand .

some of the variables involved in ratting and educating children, whether they
are innotiOnalii disturbed Or nOria1.. -

The .tichools,*st .Lccept the 'responsibilities _Of- educating.not.anlY the
child but the adult as we1l abt-, only In the traditional clatiiitioin'tubjects
but in any subject that will make the future citizens of our society hitter
able tO maSt the increating. demands placed. Upon- thSh

.

Courses doiild.be established that would eMconrage better, cominuilicationa'
between parents and children and between husbands and wiies.

,

,Parental attitudes are /earned' behaviors44.4, auch 'hoped that
they can be taught and/or modified to give attitudes that will enhance the
bOOMing ,butinesa parinithoOd.
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ABSTkACT

A-METHOD OF OBSERVING-CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR OF EMOTIOMALLY DISTURBED

by

John Werry and Herbert -C. Quay

The measurement of emotional-diaturbancain chiidien.hea-two_hrold
facets (a) diagnosis of-emotional disturbance-or differentiation lkdk
normality for porPobes of treatment such,as placement in special classes kok
the emotionally distufbed, and (b) assessment of change in-an emotionally
disturbed chiles condition; pirticularlyas alninction-of treatment. The
authors describe a technique developed-4t the University of Illidoialorthe
measurement -of Classroom adjustment.:of elementary, school children by means-of

direct-frequency Counts of a numberlif behaviors; some deviant and Some-work
related., TheXeChnique also provides Somainformation.on teaeher=puOil
relationship iaXerma of the: fequeneyead nature of _contacts. *advantage
is that the technique can be peXformed by i_felatiVely unskilled observif
without any professional experience. Experience with the instrument in.both
regular and -special classes Ifor the emotionally disturbed) has shownit:

1. TO be of satisfactory ihterjudge reliability

2. -To have value as a dependent variable measuref,particulaf therapeutic
interventionsauch,as medication, use.of-fewarclakstena,etc.

3. To be useful as a general instrument to assess a chileaprogre0ain4
special class setting.and thsnCeeia of his-.rehabilitation into-i regular
class

4. To hold potential as a diagnostic instrument for discriminating between
normal and emotionally disturbed childfen.
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ABSTRACT

DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF AUTOINSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

IN ARITHMETIC FOR THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED

by

Conwell Higgins

Problem

The overall purpose of'this study was to develop audiovisual equipment

and materials for teaching educable mentally handicapped (EMH) children

selected arithmetic concepts and. to evaluate the instructional programs.

Rationale

The strategies of programed instruction and operant conditioning derive

their theoretical rationale from Skinner's behavioral model of learning. Both

strategies are designed to elicit criterion behavior. However, in the linear

instructional programs developed in this study,the behavior is modified' rather

than shaped. The basic premise of programed instruction is that a concept is

in the subject's repertoire if the behavior contingent upon an-understanding of

the concept. is elicited.

Hypothesis

Programed instruction and conventional classroom instruction are

equally effective in teaching selected arithmetic concept0 to EMH children.

The:null hypothesis is as follows: There is no difference in the effectiveness

of programed instruction and classroom instruction in teaching selected arith

metic concepts to EMH children.

Procedure

The AVM System consists Of 21 programs and the AVM Desk. The effective

nesi of the System was determined by-four pilot studies. This abitrect deals

only with Study -I in which the experimental4msign.was'n Pre Post combined with

a Post only, together with.a Post Post to study retention.

Results

The total error scores, Pre Post combined with Post only, are presented

in Table 1.

Tablel. Pre Post Combined with Post Only
Total Error Score on the Three Units

_ Pretest Posttest Change

Ss N x Lxc 12xlic lEx2 x k__ ex

E
1

12 76.1 913 77373 39.8 476 26104 36.3 435 16927
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Table 1. (Continued)

E2 12 38.1 457 20903
C1 16 84.2 1348 110240' 75.6, .1210 101432 8.6 138' 3536
C2 9 70:8, 637 403619

Interaction t = .79 df - 45 ,p = N.S.

Pre Post Change (E1 b. C1) t = 6.27 df, = 26.. p-= 1:.05.

Post Only (E2 & C2) t =12.20 df = 19 p < .05.

The teaching effectiveness.of the. AVM System.was significantly super 02
to the conventional classroom instruction.

With respect to retention, both groups maintained the concepts taught
and continued to learn the concepts following treatment. The null hypothesis:
There is no difference in the effectiveness in teaching selected arithmetic
concepts to EMH children by programed instruction versus clasiroem instruction,
was rejected.

Limitations

It was demonstrated.that.treinable:mentally'handicapped childrenlearned,
little in the programs-of sets, eleMents, and matching one. to one.

The AVM System is not commercially available. However, the system-is in
public domain and is deposited at the Office of Education.

1.

2.

3.

ImpliCationscfor,thelducation-,of,the Mentally Handicapped

The impliCations of this study are:

More simple and more complex kearitbnetiC and
be,prograMed.

The proceddie and system may-elk) lie effective

handicapped Children arithmetic concepts.

,arithmetic concepts need to

in teaching other kinds of

The_Prociduremnd system:may be effiCtiVe-in, teaching EMH,children-other
visual and auditory discrieinations.that are crucial.in;earlyteading pro-
grams.

4. Other evaluative stddies-peed to be-conducted to determine the; effectiveneSs
of the system when used under different conditions and procedures.
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ABSTRACT

THE PERFORMANCE-OF-GOWAND POOL BRAILLE. READERS

ON CERTAIN TESTS INVOLVING TACTUAL PERCEPTION

by

Lawrence. W. Weiner

Purpose

The primary purpose of this study was to investigatetactual,percepti66.

of-good.and.poor braille readersnmcertain selected tests: A.eecendary_put-

pose of this research wieto-provide a-basielorthe conduct of ftrther

research into the meny,problessencountered Inthereading,Proceseof the

blind with the hope that information could be gleaned tb better understand

reeding for the blind and its pedagegidellepUcgtions.

Method

Two groupsvf,children2frOlgrides.rwo through six, 25 childreeie.eadh

group, were selected on the basis of the.following-requiremente: (a) legally
blind befOreeighteeelionihs of age, (b) nonbrein injured, (c) residence in

schools for the blind, and 64) Hayes-Binet intelligence quotients of no lover

than 85 One group of i*ihildren.weeeelieted as the poor readers on the

basis of achievement of one grade or lowerthan,Present grade level on the

Stanford Achievement Test paragraph leaning section. The,grood4eSders were

selected hy-e6hieVeseni at grade level or higher On this sam. test Both

groups were matched on mentaL age, chronolOgical age, and grade placement AU
childien.were,given-theiollowing tests: (a) the simple sorting test, (b) the

simple figure background perception test, (C) the simple matching test, (d)

the complex sorting test, (e) the complex figure background perception test,

and (f) the drawing test. The teets,were,dieigned.Wthe author and given in

this order. Statistical analysis of significance of difference was side

through use of the,Pisher't test. Additional statistics were computed to.

investigate the.influencesentaiege,ihronologirel age, Intelligenceituo-

tientti achievement Also, sex differences

were examined.

Conelnsioni

The ttesteryielded,the

1. There-wai-no statistical significance of difference .betWeen-the:t!olronpe

on thenimple sorting test.

2. There was no-statistiCal significance oUdifferenceletweeerhe-two
groUPs,ontheallpleligure backgroUidlierception test: .

3: Thera was no statistical significance of difference between-the twingroupi

on the simple matching tests.

4. A significant difference was found. between thetwolgroups on the complex

SOrting,test.
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6. significant differences's* found between the-two 'roar* on the drawing

figure-background perception test.

test.

5. SignificanceAik difference ues fonod5between the two groups on the complex

The correlations between each of the test and the four variables of
mental age, chronological age, intelligence quotients, and reading level within
eechgrOup yielded no significant or definitive trends. In addition, no signi-
ficant sex differencei were found within oath group.

It was concluded that nose of these above mentioned factors influenced
the differences found between the good readers end the poor readers on the
complex tactual perception tests. It was suggested that factors such.-me
differences in neural seneitivity-in-the finger tips, and differences in gross
or fine motor CoOrdination_were possible explanations for-the test differences.
It was also considersdrbit tactual perception Wei beeskill in laclatioikof
influentielfactors.

Inaimuch as this research was a pilot study, the-need for additional
research to- further investigate these factors SiesiMinted out. The possibility
of the refinement of the test instrumentswel -mentioned as worthy-of research
so-that they may be dew:lisped as e4eading-readiness test for use with blind
Children. Finally, the need4orriproductionof-this study with more stringent
controls and Larger groups-Of. subjecteses,Andicated.

-

ABSTRACT

A STUDY II THE USE OF PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION IN TEACHING,AMITION.
AID tun:scrim TO nmapilanerE LEVEL EDUCABLE =razz RETARDED PUPILS

Gordon P. Johnson

This experiment compared the reetlie obtained free two groups oVeducahle
mentally retarded'subjects:usitiv-progremearithmetic-inatruction with a similar
group using teachinulaisdk-plensi The sample consisted-of 72 subjects
with IQ's O'49-through 80, Chronological Ages of 106 thrOUgh 166 months, and
with :Mental Ages of 71 through.130 months. Group A studied-fro:Ma-program
designed by the investigator, While Group B.studied from a commercially
developed piogram, ElementaryArithmetic: Addition and Subtrac-
tion-FiCts. During the ten neeks'of Study, Groups-A. and I alternated their
programed textbook sessions with teaching lesson,plani on to days every week.
Group:C studied iron teachinglessons exclusively, which had been- specifically
prepared for this study.

Each of the group's was limited to a 25 minute arithmetic_period
each school day. Persil,/ formsof sections-froe-the'California Arithmetic
Test were used as the criterion instrument to semi achievement in addition
and-subtraction skills. All subjects were adeinistered-onelorm of thecriteri,
on testes a pretest of prior knowledge; the alternate form was administered
otion completion of the study.
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instruction, when alternated with teaching lassos plass, cam produce substantial

differesces is literals":

1. The °homed differemce beano' theses& sabers. slanificast at the .01

level is favor of Crowd.

2. The observed difference betwesa the sera sal* scores for the lowest quartile

of Group Asia Group C was significaet &t the .01 level is favor of Group A.

3. The observed di/femme become the area pia scores for the lowest quartile

of Group It asd Creep Caw statistically
sigaificast at the .01 level is

favor of Group B.

Evidence suggests that the one Of appropriately pr -ogeanadesterials,

loss used is combisatios with tomb/1g lassos plass, y be more effective with

the educable. santally retarded then the use of coavemtiosal lesson plass alone.

The retarded_ child appears to adapt to programed instruction and ashes as-anti

or more progress through these-approaches as be does
tarovik_ocurneaddira. tree,

lag art-hods.

DIPIOTEEIENT II DIDTIOIRLLT EISNER:0 CUMIN

by

Joliet. Cleft*

Problem

Nost progress for emotionally disturbed childres have bees based oa the

belief that the most effective way of promoting serious emotional problem is

the early laimstificattion of the potential or actual emotionally disturbed child

followed by the accessary therapeutic latervestins.

This approach was characterized most explicitly to the California Project

(Ouser,190;laebert, 1963). Their basic strategy-was to improve the-apowary

of mother judgments through the woof standardised messureuest techniques,

supplemented-by polkaed selfeeesures of children's adjustnemt. By this

method they proposed that se effective and-scaimmical early detectioa program

could be accompliebed is the schools. They stated-that seboOl programs which

slued to develop personality and build acadeeic achieve Imes of each pupils

were harrowingly imclimed to breakdown following the early lindicatioes of as

evolving problem, and that "...for early idemtifidatimeto be efeCtive, we

cannot unit until we are cartels theta lomg tern behavior problem is is the

asking; we must act at the first sloe of difficulties (p. 0.se

Previoss studies hex pointed out that surveys of chilerea se* expect to

find that five to 20 periest sesifest sigma of emotioaal disturbances, but

little is loom specifically about the children or the resge of services that

will be required to help them. It is to be expected that some of the enstiseel

disturbeeces reported is simile surveys will disappear within a relatively short

period of time ad require so special services. Others, however, may progress

to firmly fired patterns of disturbed behavior.

The present study investigated spostaemous improvenest is charism who

had been idestified as emotionally
disturbed but who had sot had special
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Mew-axiom' or psychiatric-Care. It questioned the basic assumptions that had
been mentioned in connection with early detection programs. It proposed a test
of the hypothesis that children rho were identified as hiving 'liable.s mould
continue to manifest such problems over s period of several years, rhea they did
not receive any formal treatment.

Belated ismarch

Past studies have fallen primarily into tuo groups: those 'hick used a
scramingdevice to measure emotiomal disturbmce sod then used either post or
prior criteria such as achievement scores, delinquency records or clinical
judgmest lain attempt to validate the original screening index, sod those
which attempted to compareatreatment sromp ulthacontrol group. Both methods
have disadvastaess abich will be elaborated upon.

Scrseaing a Criterion

Mile sway methods hod some validity for Idestificatioa of emotionally
disturbed children, no meminowsly accepted validity criterion for the evalua-
ting of early identification latices existed. Their designers had to rely on
one or more of the ordinary definitions of Instal health or newel illness.

Ine1960, Sower reached the following conclusions related to the validity
of classroom screenings:

1. Children's judgmeets of other children's personality were surprisingly
accurate sad predictive.

2. Teacher's judgments of emotional disturbance were very mach like the judg-
ment of clialciess.

3. The differences betmeaemetiosilly disturbed children sad_ their classmates
lacrosse is secceedieg,grade levels (p. 62).

The basis for the above conclusions by lower were the following. On a
peer rating.device children temded to chooee emotionally disturbed childrem for
hostile, inadequate or negative roles and did not select them for positive
roles. Classroom teachers rated $7 percent of the cliaicallybaoun emotionally
disturbed children as poorly adjusted. Madly, emotionally disturbed childrea
achieved significantly lower scores-on readies and arithmetic tests and these
differences betueea the disturbed children and their classmates increased as
the children progressed is school.

The ionic supposition baled the association between adjustment and
achievement (80mer,.1960; Leibert, 1963; Steepen, 1966) has been that the
better adjuitment, resulting from the-treammt of se.problen, 14 reflected in
better acedesic,achlevesent. Using such measures requires an unsupported
inference on the part of thsremercher, namely, that the observed achievement
test scores do reflect cheese is adjustment. Other studies Aluswell, 1953;
Wolf, 1965) ham cast doubt upothe validity of the supposition that declining
academic gradessersigaify poorer adjustment.

The studies reviewed have sugeestedethat the use of school achievement
as a criterion poses may problems. Soier's stilly (1960) and mums indicated
that teacher ratings, self descriptive data, and peer ratings, when combined,
save the clearest, most comprehensive, and most economical picture of the
adjustment status of children. Therefore the present study used such an index



for both. pretest. and posttest criteria. Even :though the research presented pre-

viously made no claim for the ultimate validity of the screening devices-used

in this study, there were enough positive findings-to indicate that such a

screening procedure showed promise in a program of early identification.

Outcome. Comparisons

The Levitt study (1957) points out that peat research, using defector

groups from psychotherapy as,a baseline, hasnot supported-the belief that

psychotherapy is-effeCtive-with-Children. Levitt suggested that research on

the comparability of defector control groups is conflicting, but that it

appears to he-one appropriate means of providing a baseline -of change trbe

absence of treatment.

Mood-Williams (1960) questioned the-use of waiting list defectors by

Lehrman (1949)
serious drawbacks. After criticizing -the -use of a waiting list control group,

be said that "...the literature contains no studies where.the controls -have

been obtained by any other method...(p. 84)."

It seemed, then, that although maltreated centre's would-improve experi-

mental- designs, their use in the evaluation of continuity and intervention.

studies his encountered serious obstacles. These difficulties had been

especially noticeable in research on-clinic populations, where nontreated con-

trols-have never been used-to-this Writer's knowledge. Most currentnsycho-

therapy research; consists of'comparisons-of the pre- and.peattherapy :tattle-of

a single treatment groUPor comparisons of two,or more_groups, using-different

methods of treatment. One technique may be-found, superior to the-other,or may

report differential change in patients, burthelailureto_include nontreated

controls leaves crucial questions unanswered.

There is-a itudy in progress-which has circumvented:many of the above

mentioned drawbacks. Tha Onondaga County-Schoolleards Association (1961) has

instigated a followup-of problem-children_in elementary schools: The-design

of their project to identify persistent problems involVea three teacher

identifiCation serveys'at tmo.year intervals. The Onondaga Study has repOrted

that of 515 children classified in 1961 by teachers dieturbe4

31.1: percent of the original group were again labeled-aXelotiodallk diatUrbed

in 1963, (McCaffrey, 1963).

The results of the-Onondaga Study have recently received support from

the: uckinghamshire Child Survey_(Shepherd, Oppenheim, and,Mitchell, 1966),

This study reports a comparison betireen i group -Of 50-children attending child

guidance clinics and a group of nonireated'children matched by age, sex, and

degree of deviant behavior. The matched group-was takea-frol-a representative

one in ten sample of supposedly healthy:children attending local authority

schools. The results indicate that referral,to-a child guidance clinic is

related as such to parental reactions as-to-morbidity in the children, and,

secondly, that approximately two-thirds,of both-groUps, improved over a two year

period.

In contrast to the two previous studies, Steniett (1966) concluded that

a significant number of children identified as emotionallyhandicapped were not

likely to resblve-their adjustment problem without help. His conclusionvas

based on the results of an-initial screening and three subsequent. investigations

using a-Bower type screening procedUrs similar to-the-one used,in.this study.

Be found an -,85 percent persistence rite of emotional disturbance'aftereneyeer

and a 40 percent, persistence rate after three years, but he minimized the
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latter finding as due to-his use of an.abbreviated screening-technique for-his
last screening.

In summary, a review -of the research-of folluwup%studies using screening
,againsta criterion and followup studies usingcutcome comparisons has pointed
out the conflicting results obtained by the different approaches. Studies which
screen against a criterion generally;" assume that emotionally disturbed children
,will become worse unlegs help is- -obtained; however, these studies-rely on the
possibly-Misleading inference that there is a-direct relationship betWeen
emotional adjustment and either a prior or posttest criterion,such as school
achievement. Studies using-outcome comparisons -have generally found that the
majority-of emotionally disturbed children "spontaneOusly improve" over time,
but their results have been criticized for several reasons the foremost of these-
being the uncertain influence of the availability of future treatment on the
disturbed " child's status. Finally, three - studies, which-have circumvented. many
of the objections-atiributid to,criterion studies and Outcomecomparison studies
studies, have shown conflicting results. The Onondaga StUdy (1961) and the
Buckinghamshire Study (1966) suggest that the majority of.disturbed children
iiproVe,Without intervention, while Stenett's study (1966) concludes that inter-
vention is necessary for most of the disturbed children.

Hypothesis

ThepreSent study Useds Teacher Peer Silf"screening procedure for both
pretest ma-posttest criteria. This procedure reduced the.need,to make
inferences aboUt the posttest criterion such as-Bower's use of School achieve-
ment. Since the present study is concerned,with-pontreated emotionally
disturbed-children Mande-first screening result4 had not been made known to
anyone, the uncertain influence of the Promise-of future - treatment on the
disturbed- child's status was circumvented. Thus, criticism lieeled at studies
using One of,the-defector or waiting list approaches is not spOlicable.

The major objective of-this study is-0 investigate Spontaneous improve='
ment in children who had been identified aselbtionallY diSturbed,,,but who have
not had the-help of any spedial educatioriel or psychiatric care. It questions
the basic assumption underlying early detection programs -that the majority of
childhood problems would continue, or-betome-worSe if left untreated: The
hypothesis to-be tested is that:a majority of children identified ad-disturbed
will improve without treatment.

Method

In 1962, three elementary Schools in the. Anderson County School System
of Tennessee were extensively screened. The screening Method used sociogram
techniques-in classrooms, the California Test of Personality, and individual
ratings of the five best adjusted and five,poOrest adjusted pupils by their
teachers. This screeninglattery was-administered to all children- in grade:is
two through-five: a total of 773 children. The children included in this
survey had moved to fifth-through- eighth grades, respectively, by the iimeCf
the eecond-screening.

The independent variable to be studies was the effect of time, approxi-
mately a four year interval, upon the psychological status-of children. who had
,previously been identified as emotionally disturbed but who had -not -had the-use
of special educational or psychiatric services. The results-ofthe first
screening Were not made known to the individual schools or children.
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Instrumentation

The approach to identification of emotional.disturbance,ntedlin.this
research employed a 25 point Teacher Peer Self index, which Vaa.administerect

prior to and after approkimitely a four Year interval. Teachers-were asked to

complete the rating sheet as to whom they considered to be their five best
adjusted and their five poorest Adjusted, children. No definitions of emotional

disturbance-or adjustment were given.to the teachers'. Pupils, were asked. -to

complete a sociogram form requesting, to choose their three most liked and

their three least liked classmates. -The-children were told-beforehand-that
this information was confidential and 'that no school, personnel or others would

see-their choices. Thepeer nomination forms were distributed. and collected

by the research assistant.ratherthan the ClaisroomteaCher. TO-minimize.

spelling difficulties, the teachirs.said names and wrote. them.

on the chalkboard. The California Tist.of Personality. was administered,

according to the instructions in the test manual, Teachers -.were reqUested

beforehand to supply the names ofallehildrenteading below a fOurth grade
level. The test was read'to. this group-of children while a monitor assited

those children who needed fitither help.

While teacher selection hrOught an automatic addition or-deduction'of
four points, both the,peer rating and the California Test of Personality were
scored from one to four points; the amount-depending.upOn the extremity of

the subtest-seore,

inarder to secure information as to-whether ,any-type-of intervention -

has ,been attempted, such -as speciel,educationclasses, referral tb-a child
guidance-clinic, psychotherapy, or other methods, the parents were requested

to a completea form-which:Contained questions CoVering-ManY extraneous areas

in addition to their child's mental health, This approach was. Used-ao.the

parents would become neither alarmed-nor anxious. Also,,after the-teachers
completed their ratings, they were requestedtnaupply the names of pupil* who

had received any tYpe.of intervention, i.e., help of eitheie special education:

al or psychiatric nature. "Treatment" is -used in theprisent study to-pertain

to-the:more limited concept. of only psychiatric care.

Results.

Scope ofthe Study

Only theeaforteiults will be presented. Amore detailed analysis. is

reported elsewhere -(Glavin, 1967).

The population:of 508-fifth-through-eighth grade children in 1966.

represents 65.8 percent of the original cohort Of 773 children in.thelecond

through. ifth-grades-in 1962. The remaining 34.2 ,percent moved. out of the

county,transferred to another school syStem-within.-the county, or were second

grade children -in 1962 who repeated a grade at some time between 1962 and

1966.. The children who:had been. held'back in other grades at aoMetiMe,during

the four year study periodeolprised 4.4,percentof the-original 1966 cohort

exclusive-of the second grade repeaters. The cases of children With no.-escond

screening were largest in the second grade ancLdeOreased.with each succeeding

grade.

Children Who Were Reported as Emotionally Disturbed

In.the initial group Of 733 children who completed the first screening,
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there were 100 (76-boys and 30 girls) who were screened as emotionally disturbed
in 1962'. The 70 boYs so designated comprised17.3;:percent of all boys in the
:group; the 30 girls -comprised B.1 percent. The OVerall :incidence.-Of children
classified' as emotionally diiiturbed wits, 12:9: percent. The ,greater' number Of
boys in the-cohort- inflated the- overall -percentage °of emotional disturbande
somewhat.

Emotionally-DistUrbed-Attrition,Cases

Before reporting-on. the-persistence Of emotional. disturbance from 1962
to 1966, some study ."should be given to the. 54 percent of the initially desigita-
tett emotionally disturbi.d 'children wbsitersonot present at. the.- second-screening,
i.e.,, the -attrition- casez:, .This rate is considerably higher than the,.34 per=

cent attrition rate for' the: total sample Of 773, children-followed.:up after s
.completed first screening. 'Without further knewledgei'the,diScreptinCy: between
the two rites of attrition would suggest .the poisibility-thet-the
cases of emotional disturbance repreeents a biased' saiple:. Information was
requested frOwhe 'school. authorities:end mental health, facilities, irAndersoir
County concerning the 54 dhildren designated-as emetienally- disturbed: initially-
lint whowere not available for the second. screening. Fortunately, information
was available for all but 'one -child:

Ten cases of the 53 .-disturbed, children who,-Were not 'followed alp but

whom information was available seemed likely to 'have-persisting etootiOnail. prob-
lems. One girl had dropped out -OE- School because of pregnancy, while three
children had failed,a.:grade Bite ,children7were special Classes- with
two of them having-sieved out of the county. One child -wati,In.,it .specials class:

,because of miniminabrain damage whiles -another had been returned, to a regular
classroom: The 'remaining four. children were in special :Classes -for thivedueable:
'mentally-retarded (EKR)..

Of the 54 emotionally. disturbed- children. whs,dici.not pike: the .second-

screening; only five, iieeta-,-tO have-Persiiiiing::emotional problems, -according to

their 'histories,..while fent children in speoiel,:iiiit classes,were .Of'questionable
status, and no information was aytillable.;;COncerning one child. In. addition,

three children ellidieted 'from-this ,Study due -to name coniuSion-Were Screened'
as' nonemotionally disturbed st.-the second testing; if the =etchings were
correct. Thus, it is unlikely-,that 'the high- .attrition rate of the emotionally
disturbed has led to-a biased. sample among:the -let-paining 46 :emotionally

disturbed children Who-Completed a second screening in 1966.

Persistence -of ',EMotional Disturbance.

After eliminating the three Cases who received. interventionthere were
13 (Six boys and seven, the combinect_grotip.ot 43 children:iSpOrted as
emotionally diiiturbed /962-Mho were so disignated-egiin in the second .survey

of /966. They- comprise 30 -percent .of the :original group cif:43 :children

described as'emotionally:disturbed in 1962 and had,not. received any 'type:Of.

intervention. ,

Children' in the lour lotiest'.categories :on:the initial :screening-show .

fairly equal *Mounts of mein change. This-would:Suggest-that° if some point
lower than:the arbitrary,-Cutoff point . of .seVeS-had: been previouilY,:deeided upon,
this would still result' in a 'Comparable percentage of. persistenceef :emotional'
disturbance, as -wait reported- in this: study. For example, instead of the °per-
sistence rate -of .30 found 'Pith' a cutoff score_seven as used 'IS this Study,
the use of a °cutoff score of six would have --restated in,a .21 rate -of peritisr

tence While a Cutoff score:of fiie -would tittie Yielded. a persistence rate:of, .17.
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A comparison :of the _first screening scores of the. nitially designated,
emotionally disturbed childre by groupi of Changed' versus nonchanged on the
second screening _was, made. The.tThe test revealed no significant 'difference
ketween the tWMeans: This tinggeilts that the initial snore. on the first
iiteilifig, is not a major factor'dn. predicting a- chiles future adjusteent
category.

Effects- of Regrealion

One -problem in studying .the. persistence of. 'eMotional.. diaturbanne 'is4that.
thechanges' in (extreite),,storee'bitleen (tests fof thole, children designatedas
emotionally -disturbed: the -initial. screening Mat ,he partly attributed' to a
statistical regression tOWard.the-mean. 1.9r4,1 regression
procedure -Was.'need _to-:calculate the eatiniated:true gain- (0) between .screenings
for :each:pertien. This model iSsdeSigned to take- intoi account regreSsion
effeatt resulting. from_ertoraof,Meesurament: Fory_each--TChild: heirIng COmPlited
both screenings -G was 4'ar61-11.40ii,:,by..-tf;* formula: f.T .1.4- 'hi -.(it ,3t)-- +-hi

:Each child`s. eitiMeted, true gain..seOre. and: his actual gain,score -were
then .Plotted, against.:hiepretest score., The Mein-actuei.adere-ChingeS are
reatest.'at botir,exitemee,-.on thle-SecondsOreening: Those children having. an
initially poor adjustment score greateetedinal gain; while Children
SCaringigh: on initial,edjusiment cended: tehaVe the greatest: actual losa=on-
the becOnd.1Creening:, :MuCh.'of _"thie.'apparent gainsinply reflecia.erfor'Of
measurement,iii theeetleated 'true .gaiajciiange was..nor .hearlyei spectacular as
-the actual,. scores: ,

The mein. estimated -trUe.sgainacoreS of =each; t -the: emotionally -distUrbed
:score categories Shovied-ConsisitentlY. greater gain-than-the mean estiMated true
scores whiCh-occurred,Earfeaclpok the ,equally extreme score.rategories for the
hest adjuited k test was mede,on the-,differenCes. of estimated true
change imores:hetween2the designetedbest. adjusted .and
dietUhed categories The reiniting:t ...test:Wee significant at -the :6r 5, level;,
Indic:ling that -the-,Eleotiteilli 'change
to1/4,iard: -the rnesin-.than=didthe-hestadjOsted.,grouP.

,
-'4.aedendmethed...of, examining .iegression::effeetii 'inks.:Undertsiken

mine if the regression; factor atCounted.fet-,ell or most of the .70 "percent-change
`betiieen-sCreeningalor.:--the initially designated ,emotionally: .disturbed children.,
The .persistence rate-of emotional disturbance was -contrasted: to, th:e(iiially-
extreme scores-: of the.best adjusted -Children-on the firat,..Screening who -
remained; the -Same adjustment- category. On ;the' ,second;testing:

. -

The nui-1,,h*PothesiS,' that .the."-prciportion,of best,,aoufgto children who
chood.,ovt,ot the CategorY was 0441 ,to the ,prOortien'of 'emotionally '.disturbed:
whO changed out 'of the.:Csitegoryawis tested, in- a four fold' chi situare-test,of
independence .using :Yates ,correction: Theo*: square approaches-.the

leVel of eignifiCande- -0.80- with one'degree- Of reedom:

iliedietiveAbilitrot!Screening.-Instruiserat
.

Some. interest attaches" -to Obtiiining -an appinkimate confidence interval-
for the proportion. of ,persons deiignated as emotionally - disturbed en the initial
Screening who are clessified..as' nOildiStUrbed*: on the followup testing (.70): The-
Confidence interval wasAlissivedfroM the apprOXiMatiOngiVen'hy Hays

;ft was found that the:chanceivare in,a:100 that'. the percentage of
initially emotionally dietUrbed children-Who will not he screened CS eniotionally.
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disturbed following a four year interval is between 54:9 percent and 81.8
percent.

Discussion and Conclusions

Analysis of Major Results

The most crucial question this study attempted to answer concerned the
continuity of emotional disturbance in nontreated children. The 30 percent
persistence rate found agrees with past studies which used therapy dropouts or
some other group as controls. There was a 95 percent pkobability that future
studies of the persistence of emotional disturbance for the same four year
period'uting children of the same age would find that betWeen 55,percent and 82
percent of the nontretted-children would have changed categories by the-time of
the second screening. Thit confidence interval. roughly coincides with the
range of results reported by past'clinical studies.

The peisittence-of emotional disturbance was examined according to the-
severity of initial screening. score. The mean amount of change was approxi-
mately the same for the. four lowest of the fiVe score categories heleilthe
cutoff.point. This -would suggest that iftoMe point lower than. the arbitrary
cutoff Point of seven had been previously decided upon, thii would still have
resulted in a comparable percentage of PersittencenfiemotiOnal.disturhance.
The-t test revealed no- significant difference betWeen the initidImein scores
of the changed and nonchanged emotionally disturbed categories, which suggests
that the extremity of a score from the cutoff point is not a major factor in
predicting a child's future adjustment category.

The problem of regression toward the mean was examined in two ways.
First, Lord's multiple regression procedure (1956) was used to calculate the
estimated true gain or change between screenings for each student. The
differences on the second screeningletWeen the. mean estimated. true gain
scores and the mean actual change scores are greatest at both-extremes of
adjustment. The estimated true gain scores tended to cancel out the extreme
changes shown by the Santa.' scores of the emotionally disturbed and the best
adjusted children at the time of the second. screening; therefore, the changes
in adjustment categories between screenings for both extremes on. the first
screening can be partially attributed, to a regresilon'effect.

For each of the emotionally disturbed score categories, the mean
estimated true change scores Showed-consistently greater gain than the -mean
estimated-true change scores which occurred for each of the equally extreme,
best adjusted, score categories. A statistical test of the differences of
estimated true change scores -for the well adjusted and emotionally disturbed'
groups on the second screening. was Significant at the .05 level, indicating
that the emotionally disturbed4roup showed a-greater change toward the mean.

The null hypothesis for the second method of examining the regression
problem was that the proportion of best adjusted children who changecout of
the category was equal to the propOrtion of emotionally disturbed wi).O changed
out of their original category. Tht chi ,squareapproached the .05 level of
significance. Yeirpurposes of future investigation itmay be advisable to
take the position that there may indeed-be,a greater change in the emotionally
disturbed-children on the second screening. This tentativa.conclusion.suggests
that the regression factor only accounts for part of tht70-pekcent change
betweeasicreenings-for the initially classified emotionally disturbed children.
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One possible explanation for the proposed differende in change rates
between the two extreme adjustment categories is that there are two tendencies-

at work in children. One tendency would be to integrate those behaviors
which are rewarded in some way into a durable and stable arrangement of habits;
this pattern should be found most often in children designated as best adjusted.
A second tendenc .would be the opposite - -the tendency to respond variably when
behavior is not rewarded, which would result in the breakdown of old forms of
habit patterns and their replacement with new ones. In general, the second

tendency should be found more frequently in emotionally disturbed children.
However, it shout 2 be emphasized that this reinforcement paradigm is concerned
with tendencies rather than absolutes. In the everyday world inconsistent
reinforcement of both deVient and well adjusted behavior is likely to happen.

Wolpe (1958) "has included spontaneous improvement within his theory of

therapy based on reciprocal inhibitions. He suggests-that neurotic habits can

be overcome through inhibiting the responses by simultaneous antagonistic

responses. He believes that this phenomenon might be expected sometimes in

the ordinary course of life.

Eysenck (1960) believes that the time of spontaneous improvement is
similar to the typical extinction curve observed in learning situations. That

is, a learned response declines in strength if it is repeatedly evoked by the
conditioned stimulus but is not followed by reinforcement. Eysendk considers

that almost all neurotic symptoms can be extinguished by nonreinforcement, and
that this process 13 seen in everyday life in the form of spontaneous remission.

After studying the therapeutic changes in children with behavior dis-
orders, Reohman,(1963) believes it possible that a. third learning process, in
addition to inhibition and extinction, may be involved in spontaneous improve-

ments. This process, known as latent learning, may be responsible for spon-
taneous remissions in disorders which arise from the patient's failure to learn

an adequate way of responding. Final proof of the Value of the various learning

theory approaches must be sought in future-research.

Since some of the best known screening procedures for emotional disturb-

ance are somewhat comparable to the one used in this survey, _many of the

children screened as emotionally disturbed using current procedures could be
expected to improve without intervention. Therefore, it would seem advisable
that modifications of the screening procedure plus other alternatives - receive

further experimentation. This would seem crucial if one is, to expect informa-

tion gained in future surveys to provide better guidance for school personnel
in making and implementing plans for the persistent cases of emotional distUrb

ance.

A major objective of future research should be a better understanding of
the processes involved in the 70 percent improvement rate. There is some specu-

lation but little research regarding background factors or experiences in the

child's life that facilitate recovery without intervention. The persistence

rate reported in this study should not be confused with persistence rates for

profoundly disturbed children. It referred only to children who remained in

regular classes of the public schools and did not include children exempt from

school, in special schools or institutions, or children in special classes.

While relatively rare psychotic children can be expected to have a higher

persistence rate, it should be remembered that most emotionally disturbed

children continue to remain in regular public school classrooms.
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ABSTRACT

THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF VOCATIONAL BEHAVIOR IN SEVERELY RETARDED MALES

by

James E. Crosson

Working frOM a population -Of vocationaIlynaive,,severely. retarded
residential school patients, an attempt was made to program subjects on
selected workshop tasks. Functional analyses were performed to specify stimu-
lus and response components of the respective vocational environments.
Variables identified through thii procedure were-then employed as.the basis for
experimental training,programs,which-indorPorated principles-of Shaping,
operant discrimination, and chaining of responses.

A.preliminary study was conducted in order to determine the response-
acquisition characteristics of a sample of ten subjects. Two experimental

tasks were introdUced, each requiring the-Acquisition of chain-of over 100
complex response sequences. The resulting "data showed-that respenie acquiai=
tion was reflected in positively accelerated exponential curves. Acquisition
rates were such that, On thi-average, subjects Could-perform the complex
tasks reliably (without prompting) after sixliours-of training.

A second study was deisnged to evaluate the effects of schedules of
social and extrinsic reinforcement in maintainihs performance rates following
training on the two tasks. -Both nonscheduledAoCial and carefully programed
token reinforcement were shown to maintain performance rates-of adequate
levels, however, the latter produced more-stable response characteristics.

A third experiment Was-conducted-to study response characteristics and
reconditioning following two month and 12 month intervals of no:exposure 'to the

experimental environment. There was essentially no loss in performance at

the two month sampling. For the-one year interval, the average number of
responselailures-was .2.5, indfdating that approximately 98-percent of the
originally conditioned.behavipr,sequences rimained.intact in the subjects'

repertoire. -Reconditioning of 'the few-response lailuresoccured rapidly.
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TEACHER EDUCATION

TEACHER EDUCATION: RATIONALE VERSUS REALITY
A STUDENT POINT OF VIEW

by

Joellyn N. Rose

The growing trend towards the.education of the multiply. handicapped
child is the basis for this disdussion of my college preparation forteachingi
I believe take a much wider field. of knowledge even .within the frame-

work of special education to deal with the growing awareness of the multiple
complexities of Any-handicapped child. I would hope-that all of the following
comments could be temperedpwith a basic liberal arts education; the backbone
of a multiply equipped teacher.

My undergraduatemork was done at two institutions: Kalamazoo College
(freshman and sophomore), a fine private liberal arts school, where I first
met retarded Children as a worker at-the Dixon State School for the retarded
in Illinois;.and Western Michigan Univeraity, where thc bulk-of my teacher.
education training was received:

This discussion is divided into three main topics: Rationale kkii
Reality,-Rationale Versus Reality, and'Rationale Becoming Reality. The first
section includes the contributions and strong points of my training program.

Rationale Being Reality

First, of all, Western had'a relatively small, close knit, and well
integrated special:education department, with most.stUdents retaining their
identity. Ina university as newly-enlarged and consequently unorganized as
Western, the closeness of the department was appreciated. Our classes were
sometimes small, ten-to fifteen students, sometimes larger.. Oddly enough, it
was not always the smallest class from which-the most was gained, although
Classes of morethan 25 to 30"people would have been too large.

A second strong poiht of my training that could have been used-more often
was the use-of outside speakers. Two that particularly impressed me were
Dr. James O. Smith and Dr. Herbert Goldstein, both eminently qualified to-speak
and be heard in special education. There were others also --a behavioral
psychologist,-a biologitt, a teacher, and the director of the Educational
Research Center, for example, who added depth and breadth to ohr.understanding-i.,

Field trips were -more educational than recreational, a reversal Of high
school policies. Many students had ever Seen retarded children in great
enough numbers to be really impressed by the multitude of complexities often
accompanying "simple" retardation. We-visited a state institution and various
educable mentally handicapped and trainable mentally handicapped classes. It

would have been beneficial to have alsoseen a private school situation, perhaps
a clinic such as a child guidance center, and to hive attended even a mock up
of a medical and/Or educational staffing. I have done this on my own, bata
class attendance with ensuing discussions would have been more meaningful.
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Teachers are, for example, expected to attend a "future placement" type staffing
at the end of each year, and prior experience in this area would be helpful.

One of the best courses I had was the class in all areas of exceptional-
ity, which gave a good overview of all special children and put some perspect-
ive on my own future role with them.

The importance and growing awareness of the needs of multiply handicapped
children is another area substantially engrained in my own department's. pro-
gram. However, this awareness could be more strongly emphasized with accents
on emotional and perceptual' problems, and, to some extent, physical capabili-

ties. Most severely physically handicapped children will not be cared for
in an educable classroom, but vision and hearing defects are more prevalent than
in a regular classroom, as is poor coordination. For example, our of the
14 children who are in ay room eight can copy from the board if they are right
in front of the work to be done and less than ten feet away. This could also
be a perceptual problem but two already-wear glasses and three more have been
recommended for optical testing by the vision screenings at school. Seven out

of the 14 children shoved some evidence of hearing loss when recently tested at
school.

Another point for the inclusion of related clastes in the curriculum is
the invaluable pointers picked up in the class on speech - correction, taught by

the speech pathology department. Almost my entire'claii has substitutions of
one kindor another, X011,,w1r) and one child can say only six initial conso-

droop classroom instruction in speech sounds aids everyone -concerned,

most of all the-children, through reinforcement and repetition.

A fifth-reality were the required. courses in elementary education. I

found the courses in math, art, and music much more-beneficial than that of
the teaching of reading,. almost entirely on the strength o' the individual
instructor's abilities and knowledge. As my training in child growth and
diWelopment was with the psychology department at Kalamazoo-College,ay
knowledge in this area was rather different than that of fellow students at
Western Michigan who took the class from the education department. While I

can't judge because have not taken bOth courses, I seemed to have remembered

more than most of-My'friends.

Finally, the methods and materials course was of real benefit in that
there were many graduate teachers in the class and their presentations of
methods and materials was more nourishing than a textbook example or list.
Many-of the materials- presented -in that class are being used today in my
classroom, and others are being explored for possible county wide use.

Rationale Versus Reality

In relation to the subject of methods and materials, I will say that,
other than pointers picked up from fellow students, the main source of mar
training in methods was my supervising teacher during student teaching. The

academic classroom experience in no way compared to the practical application

found in a classroom of children. While there really is no solution for this
discrepancy between intent and truth, beyond actually being in or observing a

classroom, this is a-possible area of improvement.

A second rationale versus reality problem was part of the-student teach-

ing block itself. At the time, the required seminars.for discussion of
learning were rarely ever elementary education in bent or supervision, let
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alone special education: Sole of the information, such as the National
Education-Association versus the American FederatiOn of Teachers, tax base,
and reimbursement was necessity, but there was very little discussion of more
classroom oriented problems. A lot of the problemicould-have been eliminated
by separation of the "seminar" from the Schoolind Society- course and/or the
elementary from the secondary teachers. Many problems are common to-all
young children, however,. so special education should not necessarily be
separate from elementary education.

Point three in this category is the-selection and supervision of critic
or supervising teachers. There have been and, are being vast improvements made
in this area at Western (in the speciareducation-department),_ but the general
system for regular students seems a bit chaotic, probably due to size. It
would help to-here a confidential student teacher appraisal questionnaire of
the supervising-teacher. I am sure most "bad apples" would be-eventually
eliminated if enough honest and sincere students criticized a supervisor's
lack of methods, materials, of classroom personality.

clationale lecominglealitY

Number One in this-Category-would without question, be a five year
course of study for special education teachers. One could finiehin.four years
if necessary by going all year around, but More courses are necessary to mike
a well rounded teacher than are currently reqiired.

I an firmly convinced that one course added-to all elementary and even
secondary teacher education. requirements would really help -to promote better
understanding and cooperation between "special" and "normal",teechers: a
course in exceptional children. All main categories of exceptionality-could
be covered with some detail. This course, given at the freshman and sophoeore

level, might recruit-special edicition.teachers. Students-U.004mm toward
special education could then take-further-courses in the:areas of their
interests--perhapi to obtain a degree. The main benefit, however; would still
be to give some idea of what,goes-on in special education to futUre fellow
teachers. I sight add that I do not think the:course should-be watered down
in the least for-mass injection:into education-students. That would defeat
the purpose of the course in the first place and perhaps-recruit easy going
middle of the.roaders.

Included in a list of more.courseworkin iilaied fields would betnore
art, both creative and craft work, especially for primity-teachers. Often an
art teacher is nonexistent, unavailable, or unable to cope with-the limited
skills of a primary Type A room. While I do consult with our art teacher, who
is very capable, about projects for my class, it often takes ne hours to scale
projeCts down to a reasonably-successful fun activity time. I doubt if the
art teacher has the tine.

Music is-another area 'in which the special teacher needs help finding
things to do with-music in-the classroom: .Rhythia, sound, and listening
activities are usually nusically,oriented. A creative music:nethods and
materials class would fill gaps left-by thellusic for the.Clastroom Teacher
class.

Physical education is not all games. Our program -is a selected inte-
gration of Dosanlelacato, Kephart, and Locke-Rose (our gym instructor and
myself) aetivitiei.designed to improve coordination and perception. I an not
sure this type of information would-be found in a college 'physical-education
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class, but it must be found somewhere. A mild is not going to learn to read
if he doesn't even-know which side of his-body you are-moving for him.

A class in the teaching of-elementary science would'also be useful.
While the units are usually brief, the true nature of science eipleration and

o experimentation is tasted for the first time (usually) lathe first school
years. A child in the third grade probably-won't be too excited about a
thorough study of the:reproductive :vete' of a flower if he has no idea how-to
relate the information or make it come to life.

Mathematics and language arts are probably the two -host important Areas
of learning to a retarded-child Without any number concepts, for instance, a
boy can't really play football, and without language arts, be ain't write kome
about-the-score. Modermnathematics-has a lot to offer,.perhaps-especially
to a retarded child. Ithink future teachers should haVe-a firm grasp of the
modern math program before trying to teach that a one (1) is different from a
two (2). As for langUige arts, ampecial course in reading and/or language art
activities would be -more beneficial than a course that investigates the com-
parisons and contrasts of different publishing !Mouses' products.

It is unfortunate that psychology is not usually allowed as a teachable
minor for an undergraduate. I would like to have had more, particularly in
the child development and testing (results and. interpretation) areas.

Related to major field course work could be a second advanced course for
all Special education majors and interested persons. I would also-like to see
some advanced-courses in speech therapy, such as_articulation disorders, a
course dietUrbed-chiidied, Aid-one li.piiiefitielhaddiCipe, to-
be recommended if not required. I very much enjoyed-my class on the physically
handicapped and liked to observe the-deaf children in Our-preschool program -for
the -physically handicapped in particular. A minor addition to- the ethication of
the mentally handicapped class could, be curriculum planning for a given class
of real children, rather than the imagined ones.

A fourth area open toimprovement is that of, actual work or observation
experiences with variously handicapped children: 4 cadet teaching program
similar to that used in many high schools could be used to aid freshmen and
sophomores in relating academic learning to actual_ practice.- Volunteer tutor-
ing or teacher aide services would be beneficial for the college studekt as
well as the pupil or pupils. Another improvement would be split terns-of
student teaching, the first in one's .junior-year And lasting perhaps only
four to six weeks. Thisexperience would give a background for the liter
courses on methods or materials, and students' experience-would,allow them to
discuss specific problems. The senior(or fifth year) stelentwould,then have
a reviler 16 week semester of teaching in a Type A classroom and eight
weeks in a regular class, or whatever is necessary to Satisfy state-require-
ments. Fron-experieices`of others and myself, one does become impatient to
get in thmclassroon after student teaching. for any length-of time, so adjust-
ments would probably have to be made so-Tee-not to totally frustrate the future
teacher.

Fifth, I Mould like to see a-materials class (optional or elective)
dealing only with new or currently researched educational aides and methods,
perhaps encompaesidg all of elementary - education. It ismuch -easier for a new
teacher to experiment with a new tool-than for a twenty year veteran to 401tch.
As a part of this proposal,'I would like to -see research participation with
the faculti offered to interested and capable students.
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Sixth, as part of the student teaching block seminar, if not before,
there could be seminars with actual teacher participation. Perhaps this
Type A teacher could present her class of children, or a selected few, descrip-
tively and realistically for the first portion of the seminar and then have her
problems made open to discussion, suggestions, and solutions. Or maybe the

teachers and student teachers could just meet and discuss their problems. To
avoid toe stepping, the group could be split, one half students meeting with
the other half's teachers and vice versa.

Sandwiched in someplace should be workshop and local conference
attendance on a broadening scale. To top off the whole five year program, the
graduate would have a basic liberal arts education. Maybe this sounds as if
It is asking too much of an undergraduate and would leave no time for vacations,
relaxation, and recreation. But on a five year basis, I believe it, could be

done and I think such a program would produce more adept, mature teachers.

ABSTRACT

THE TEACHING LEARNING PROCESSES If OBSERVATION simpAis

by

Thomas M. Shea

This research deals. with certain aspects of the broad and complex
problea of studying the effectiveness of the teaching learning process. Speci-

fically, it is conceinedwithdesigniagand testing objectively verifiable pro-
cedures -for the analysis and description of the classroom process. in a natural

setting. Using the social interectionist's model for small group study,, the
investigator applied various instruments to quantify the classroom procesi and
develop a meaningful, yet objective, description Of that process. The subjects

were two Special Education Observation Seminars.

In order to describe the teaching learning process, it ii-desirable to
obtain a set of indices of the structure and dynamics of interaction in such
groups-as the seminars. Among the instruments-used in this study were inter-
action process analysis, questionnaires concerning attitudes and feelings of
the participants, personality tests, various time and interaction rate
measures, and sociometric instruments. The data-obtained from the application
of these instruments and from the analysis provide descriptions Of three
elements--the total group, the instructor, and the student members of the
seminar.

This paper focuses on two descriptive indices which are discussed in
detail, i.e., interaction profiles, and Who to Whom matrices. The investigator

also presents a brief overview of the social interactionists model for small
group study and the Bales' System of Interaction Process Analysis.

The results of the analysis of the data indicate that, although control
exercised in previous small,group laboratory studies was not applied in this
investigation, the social interactionist's model is applicable for the purpose
of describing the obiervation seminar process in the natural classroom setting.
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in research ou teaching and'the necessity for conducting multiple variable
research on teaching and its effectiveness is demonstrated.

Implications for future research focus on suggestions for improving
the observational techniques applied, the need for measurable objectives
in instruction, interaction process'- analysis as a method of observer training,
and-the application of semIakr analysis as a feedback system to improve
instruction and group functioning in the'classroom.

INTEGRATING THEORY. AND PRACTICE IN TEACHER EDUCATION CURRICULUMS

by

Joseph J. Eisenbach

If those engaged in the preparation of teachers in colleges and univer-
sities throughout the United States are sensitive to criticisms, manatiag from
Personnel in-public and private schools, clinicsAand social agencies, it
should become abundantly clear that teacher education curriculums are in dire
need of review and updating. With alarming consistency and dogged determina-
tion, graduates of our curricular models continue to question the efficacy of
present modes of professional preparation. To be sure, there are always

those Who harken-lacktonthc-gooll:old.daysJuhca,notc-:d=pbasis-was,pliced-On:
practical solutions to educational problems and less concern-was shown for
theories and - abstract educational prescriptions. Nonetheless, a discernible
segment of the profession continues to plead for the juxtaposition of theory
and practice. Those who wish to become actively involved in examining,
applying,-and evaluating. theoretical models appropriate to education and
closely related disciplines have, in the past, been discouraged ancLat times

ridiculed. However, as long as professional preparation stressed the,practical
approach to teaching, accompanied by an array of techniques and a multitude of
paraphernalia, teachers -will be inadequately prepared to cope with all of the
behavioral complexities presented in a classroom at any level in our education-

al system. One cannot deny-the fact that techniqUes and hardWare provideHapae
educators emotional security and professional status. Likewise, certain school

systems enhance their image in the eyes of their patrons with attractive dis-
plays of expensive equipment and materials. Nevertheless, competent educators
and informed,critics of our profession-appear to agree that even in this tech-
nological era teachers -must alWays be the masters of the machines -they employ

and the architects of their institutional plans and stratagems. How then might

such mastery be attained?

At the outset, those responsible for developing a curriculum for the
preparation. of teachers must determine the nature of the product they intend
to nurture, train, and develop. In performing this arduous task, high_priority
must be given to the mission of discerning requisite objectives stated in
behavioral terms. Once these behaviors have been defined and delineated,
attention must then-be directed toward sequencing, teaching, and developing

these goals. Although the designer of this professional undertaking becomes
immediately involved in the - integration -of theory and practice when, selected
behaviors pertinent to conducting an institutional program ire defined, their
most formidable responsibility will be the development of a scheme that will
provide a sequential offering of experiences combined with periodic evaluations

of each professional aspirant.
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Timing of experiences is'a'significant task to be. achieved. Undergrad-

uates who are in the terminal.ntages-of their-preparation are firmly convinced
that greater emphasis should have'been placed on providing opportunities to
observe children and:participate in,varioustypes_of educational programs from
the beginning-of their training-sequence- They claim this makes their

professional trainingmore-meaningful. Many professors are quick to support

this point of view. Why? Have collegiate institutions been derelict in.meet-

ing the demands of their students? Do students. and professorstend:to assume
that personal involvement. with children, with or without supervision and in
instruction, is a legitimate substitute for college classrooi instruction?
Both of these questions can be responded to in an affirmative manner. However,

observations and participation should not-be considered a panacea which will
quell the criticisms of teacher preparation voiced by able Students-Or offer
immediate enrichment of present day teacher education sequences. In thinking

about this problem, one is confronted with a time factor. When does one

begin teacher. preparation and at what point is this. task considered to be
terminated? Undoubtedly,there is a-diversity of opinion,among students
and professors. Since experimental research data pertinent to this issue
are practically nonexistent, tradition.ind practice appear to servens major
determinants -of the length of the. professional training period., A' typical
pattern of professional -preparation places the would be teacher in a two year
liberal arts instructional program. prior to admission to-the two year pro-

fessional sequence. Perhaps the issue it stake is.how optimal benefits can
'be derived from these.final,two years of undergraduate professional prepara-

tion.

To acquire balanded.and enriched, professional sequences in teacher
education it is suggested that:

1. Institutional commitment to.enhancing.professional.curricula include More
than requesting. students to observe and participate in various settings.
While students- derive:nuch personal. satisfaction:from 'their contacts with
childrenand youth, it,is unrealistic to equate thismanifestation of
preprofessional interest,with professional competence. Instead, if pre -

service training is to be utilized to the fullest extent, competent pro-
feasional staff onst.beAlasigned tonssist:and guide students in their

early explorations into teaching. StudentSahould be directed to examine
behaviors observed in various settings,, discuss poisiblenauses of such
behavior, and determine.courienof action a teacher-might initiate in

shaping'childrents-behaviors:

2. As students. advance in their profeisional training, collegiate classroom
instruction May interrelate theory and practice by la) providing live-
demonstrations of the application of methodology-being proposed;. (b) pre-
senting televised productions designed to highlight a specific practice or

technique, and (c) providing each'student,anOpportunity to-demonstrate his
ability in the implementationnf certain selected Skills and Understand-
ings. In every instance, however,,the student is entitled to:know the
basic underlying hypotheses Of the method being applied, material used,and
the objective to be attained. This enables the student to become cognizant
of strengths,and.weaknesses inherent in educational methodology and
materials and endows him-with suffitient expertise to'begin to determine
and prescribe professionallehaviors appropriate to individuals and groups

to be instructed. Likewise, the collegiate instructor is obligated to
preient not one but ,several- possible theoretical models for students to
examine and-evaluate- Contemporary educators-are sometimes inclined to
imbue their students with a single approach to teaching.
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While educators of exceptional children-have advanced, the concept of

individualized educational programing, it,shOUld-be noted,.anc1with some

justifiable concern, that-an increasing emergence of cults threatens to

restrict the-development of professional competence. Those whnhecome devoted

to the'dOctrinesvf these transitory :groups invest all of their energies in

defending thecules dogma, resisting and deriding,other,educational designs:

And systeme,end enhancing their own position by extensive-recruitment. Cow.:

eeqdently'-, capable but unthinking, students become,entrapped-andfaiI
realiZett ,shortcomings of their professional preparation.

A. ,axed proliferation of behavioral-, neurological, -and educational

categories in - special education-has, to someextent, enabled .Protissional

forces to Zero in On the atypical individual. HoWeVer, thecurient task. of.

integrating theory_and practice in preparing:teachers and'anciliary-perienneI

in special education cannot be accomplished as long is,Adherence-to-and

fication with particular groupor category continues to serve as the major

qualification for becoming an educator. If a theoreiltalpoeition-ip so

tenuous that it cannot-Withstanclan intelligent and penetrating analysis; and

be compared to other positions,.its inclusionin/an educational training. model_

should be questioned. Exposure to and understanding of major theoretical

positions applicable to educating exceptional Childrenenablesi the-practitioner

to render-'his services in an intelligent and competent manner appropriate to

the needs of those he instructs. Therefore, it is imperativethit undergrad=

uite and graduate students enrolied'in special education curriculUmsbe. con-

fronted' with,a Multitheoretical teacher- edudition-Curricular model.

Professional competence 'should not be assumed when-various-theories

hive been examined and learned. Unlese the student is afforded an opportunity

to test and apply theories .he has learned, his Competenei will' e liMited.

Consequently, from the time that initial observations are planned tothe cow-
pletionf directed or practice teaching or practicum, aiphasis should be

piaded on interrelating theory-and. practice. Unfortunately, classroom teachers

and teacher educators are frequently hypercritical of educational theories

and theorists. Yet, in their daily performance of their responsibilities,

they rely on personal opinions and hypothesed that are frequently less sub7.

stantial thinourrent _theories offered by-some academicians.

When a person advances, his professional Competence to the liVel at

which he realizes that the composition of his behaviors and the manner in

which they are displayed in the presence of his students constitute his pre-

lidinatt credentials for teaching, he. has Achieved one of the hallmarks of the

profession.

ABSTRACT

THE FIELD-CONFERENCE: AN EXPERIMENT IN
PRACTICUM FOR TEACHER EDUCATORS

by

ames M. Crowner

A conference type, short term-practicum is described wherein 11

Special Education,teacher educators and doctoral - students from three
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nniversitydampuses in Tllindis and Missouri spent three dayi of intensive
study of the Tucson, AriZonaSpecial Education program. The "Field Conference"
emphasized almost continuous dialogue-with key administrators in the Tucson
program; in addition to site visits, films and special lectures-r.-all directed-
toward an understanding of administrative practices whiCh might account for
the success of the Tucson program. Special emphasis was placed on the study
of the "COvert Project " - -a multidisciplinary, multifaceted approach to serving
disturbed children' through the public schools and to-the Tucson program.forhe
mentally retarded.

The paper describes the method used in determining tOecifia. and general
conference goals and details the process whereby the experience was evaluated.
In a followup report, all participants,-both visitors and hosts,.demonstrated
considerable enthusiesm,for the project. The prospects for future experiences
of a similar nature are outlined.



GENERAL SESSIONS

PROSPECTS FOR ADVENTURE IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

by

James J. Gallagher

I might have -been addressing this convention as a President of the Council

for Exceptional Children. However, in this world of ours a lot of unexpected

things happen. So, instead of being CEC's President, I am addressing you as the

head of the new Bureau of Education for the Handicapped in the U,S Office-of

Education. I think you,are entitled to an explanation. Certainly Leo Connor

and John Kidd, who had to bear the burden of this switch, deserve a speCial ex-

planation.

Looking back, I hive learned much about the earlier impressions -'I had a-

bout Washington, and thought I might share some of these fantasies with you.

Having. lived in the mid west during the more recent 13 years of my life, I had

a rather romantic picture of what life would be like in Washington. I-knew that

there would be many demands put upon me. I knew there would be lunches in the

White House, constant interviews on television's-T!eet the Press, cocktail par-

ties where Dean Rusk would come over and ask my opinion on foreign policy. On

those few days when there weren't cocktail parties, there would be other dinners

at which music lovers would sit down and listen to Senator,Dirkson sing and the

government workers would let out,at 3:30 or 4 o'clock everyday, so that they

could get to the cocktail parties on time. I found that Washington was not

quite that-way, but I have Made the adjustment.

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

Today, I would like to spend so* time talking about the Bureau of Educa-

tion for the Handicapped and what the.Bureau stands for. I hope that when I.am

finished, I will have communicated to you sufficiently a sense of excitement

about the new opportunities for handicapped children through Federal assistance.

Most of you have already received your March 1968 issue of the Excep-

tional Children. The entire issue is devoted to the programs of the Bureair;of

Education for the Handicapped. This issue describes the Organization'and Opera-

tion in more-complete detail than I could possibly do in a speeCh. So, I am-

not.going to talk about organization. Rather, I am going to talk abOut some of

our various. programs. I want to take this opportunity, also, to-thank Executive'

Secretary Bill Geer and his very fine staff in The Council for Exceptional Chil-

dren for allowing us to present this total story in a single issue of the jour-

nal.

As Dr. Kirk mentioned, the Bureau as well as the National Advisory Com-

mittee on Handicapped Children was established last year. One of the major

functions of the Bureau is to. provide a central responsibility within the United

States Office of Education to deal with all matters involving educational pro-

grams for handicapped children. The Bureau is also charged with the responsi-

bility for providing consultation and advice to the U S Commissioner of Education

on all matters relating to handicapped children.
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Bureau Operations

There are currently six operating Bufeaus within the Office of Education
of which the D6Fcau of Education for the Handicapped is one. A three dimen-
sional'operaticin comprises the Bureau organization: Research, Training, and Ser
vices. The combined focus of these three areas of operation is to develop a
blend of resources to meet the needs of tomorrow, and then the needs of the day
after tomorrow.

Research. The Division of Research, directed by Dr. James Moss, had car-
ried out an operational program for approximately three years before the unit
was made a part of the Bureau. The focus of the research program has always
been on the systematic application of knowledge to educational problems. While
we believe that knowledge,. for its. own sake, is a valuable goal, it is not a Ma-
jor goal of the Bureau. Instead, we seek out research studies and developmental
projects that give promise of strengthening all facets of education for the han-
dicapped.

One example of these efforts is the number of reseach projects being con-
ducted by a number of different research centers throughout the United States
which are concerned with behavior modification. No one needs to tell teachers
how much time they must spend in attempting to modify the inappropriate behavior
of the children in their classes. We believe that -some of the research now being
supported definitely indicates that there are methods available which can and
have substantially improved the teachers' ability to handle this behavior mean-
ingfully. To over simplify the issue research suggests that teachers and pa=
rents often approach behavior- problems--in the wrong way. They have been paying
attention to the negative.and ignoring the positive behavior of the child. Many
teachers will ask -- what positive behavior? But as some of us know through
personal experience a youngster cannot spend-more than 30 percent of his time
in unacceptable behavior. This means that 70 percent of his time is--spent doing
something which is reasonably-Acceptable. This research on behavior modification
suggests that rewards are important to the child and should be given systemati-
cally and-regularly at the time he is behaving properly. Usually we find that
the teacher often breathes a sign-of relief -when he finally settles down or a
short-period of time,and she leaves him to do whatever he wishes. The only
time the child gets substantial amounts of attention is when he is misbehaving.
When he is showing the Proper-kinds of behavior that should be solidified or re-
inforced, the child goei unnoticed. Research studies show rather conclusively
that improved behavior can be obtained by setting up the classroom environment
somewhat differently, and by training teachers to assure that the child is sys-
temically rewarded for proper behavior. This is one example of a subitantial -

research contribution which directly aids the classroom teacher.

Another research program involves a major effort through the investment
of over $2 million in the development of a network of special education instruc-
tional materialszenters. Fourteen centers are now established throughout the
Nation, in addition to the Clearinghouse at the Council for 'Exceptional-Children
(ERIC) in Washington, D. C., which is designed to make the latest materials and
classroom techniques readily available to teachers. In addition to these four-
teen centers, over 70 associate centers and six major mobile units have been set,
up to facilitate distribution in the various States. We have over 30,000 tea-
chers who have registered for help and assistance-through these instructional
materials centers.

No one connected with this complex and difficult network pretends that it
has yet fulfilled its original goals. The ways in which to communicate new
ideas, to develop new materials,.to transmit these materials, and to prepare the
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teacher to use them is still very much in the experimental stage. This is why

it is considered a research effort.

We are pleased, however, that the various budget requests that hive been

made for the Division of Research suggest that the Administration suppOrts this

effort and is now asking Congress to appropriate $13.0 million, approximately
25 percent more money in Fiscal Year 1969 for this program than was available in

Fiscal Year 1968.

I'd like to tell you of some of the brief fadts of life regarding the bud-

get. When we propose a budget, it goes through a large number of reviews.
First, it is reviewed by the Office of Education;-sedond, by the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare; third, by the Bureau of the Budget; and finally,

by Appropriation Subcommittees of the House and the Senate who then go into con-

ference and make the final decision. That final dedision has not yet been made.

So, the $13.9 million refers to the request made after the reviews by the-Office

of Education, Departmeat of Health, Edudation, and Welfare, and the Bureau of

the Budget.

Training. A second major and crucial dimension of our operation is con-

cerned with the development Of trained personnel. Twenty-four and a'half million

dollars was-authorized andprogramed for the support of students and institu-

tions last year for the purpose of supporting the training of 14 thousand speci-

alists; over four thousand of whom were full time students. There is no more

important task than the provision for well trained perSons in any comprehensive

program for the education of handicapped children.

-I would like to comment on two special facets of our training program.

One is the concept of program development. It has provided small sums,ofmoney

to colleges-and universities that wish to begin planning for the developing of

new career training programs in a given area of handicapped children. A total

of 269 program development grants have been given to colleges and universities,

including 56 last year. Of these developmental grants that have reached a two

year conclusion, we find that 183 were actually converted to full time training

programs receiving support for Traineeships and Fellowships, while only 30 were

not converted-to training, programs. This means that over 85 percent of the pro-

grams which were initially stimulated in this fashion actually came into exis-

tence. Thus, due to these program:development grants, there are 183 active
training programs which. did not exist before.

A second point worth noting is a new dimension now being developed under
the leadership of Dr. Leonard Lucito, the Director of the Division-of Training
Programs. This dimension is called Special Projects. In addition to the

training of teachers, administrators, and others in existing programs, there is

a need to offer the means by which training can be provided-for new roles and

additonal specialists in the total programs for handicapped children. You have

heard these discussions just as I have, and we have them again in our Regional

Conferences. It is this entire dimension of personnel support to be considered,
with the discussion of the training of supervisors, of the people who teach
trainer's, the training of teacher trainers, of teachers of preschool handicapped
children, child development specialists, as well as a host of other creative
training concepts that have lacked the vehicle of support for a fair test. The

purpose of this Special Projects Unit is to support institutions which are in-

terested in an adventure in the development of new training roles for the handi-

capped. We are very pleased that the various review processes up pSCongress
have responded to our request for $30 million for this program for fiscal year

1969. This would represent an increase of 25 percent over the amount made avail-

able last year.
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Educational Services. The third major dimension of our Bureau is concerned
with the total area of educational services. One could view the research pro-
gram and the training program as representing a determined attack on the prob-
lems of the handicapped for the day after tomorrow. It takes- time for the bene-
fits of these programs to reach the youngster.

But attention must also be focused on the immediate problems. This is the
purpose and basic function of our Division of Educational Services under the lea-
dership of Dr. Frank Withrow. Three major programs are involved: first is the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) Title VI-A, Aid to the State Pro-
gram. All but one or two of the 50 states have now submitted state plans for
establishing priorities on the basis of the growing needs of handicapped chil-
dren. The available funds, $14.25 million this year, were distributed to the
States roughly on a population basis. These programs would attempt to help ex-
tend and provide innovative services for the handicapped. The states have es-
tablished the following priorities: (a) the multiply handicapped, (b) preschool
programs, (c) work study programs and secondary programs for the handicapped,
and (d) the area of specific learning disabilities.

Second is the program known as Public Law 89-313, an amendment to Title I
of the ESEA, which provides assistance to over 700 State,and State supported in-
stitutions throughout the United States. These institutions have improved and
extended many areas such as recreation programs and curriculum provisions. In
addition, they have begun preschool programs, parent counseling programs, and
many others. These programs have provided assistance to institutions that many
of us know have been islands in the sea of educational change.

A third major program in the area of educational services is the Captioned
Films Program. Concerned,initially with the area of the deaf, it has now been
extended to all-mreas of the handicapped. 'The Captioned Films Program distri-
buted materials and provides recreational films for deaf adults. One of the most
interesting commitments of this program is that a certain minimal amount of au-
diovisual equipment has been placed in virtually-every claisroom for deaf chil-
dren in the United States- Over 3,500 overhead projectors, screens, and film-
strip projectors have thus far been distributed to accomplish this goal. In ad-
dition, this service supports research in materials development, and-training in
the use of media, because if teachers are not trained to use the equipment, the
equipment remains on the shelf and gathers dust.

The projected increase from 1968 to 1969 for these service programs under
the education improvement for the handicapped increased from $41.7 million to
$64.5 minion, a request for an increase of over 50 percent.

Each of the three basic program areas hope for some increase.over 1968:
the educational services program,nver 50 percent; the training programs and
research programs, about 25 percent each.

In addition, we are responsible for four new programs which have been
added by the recent Congress. We will now have authority to develop educational
resource centers, deaf blind centers, physical education and recreation programs
for the handicapped, and to provide information and recruitment.

It is logical that when one talks in terms of a $100 million, it sounds
like a great deal of money; indeed it is. But we must remember that the Federal
government is merely a junior partner in this great educational effort. About
eight percent of the total amount of money spent on education in this country
(eight cents of every dollar) is provided by the-Federal government. A somewhat
similar percentage is provided for the education of the handicapped. There are
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no circumstances indicated whereby the Federal government would be ready to as-

sume the major share of that burden. What we can do is to provide you with the

extra resources to test new ideas, to- encourage you to try more effective. train-

ing programs, and to Support investigations in research and to develop more-ef-

fective,educational services. The major financial burden for educating handi-

capped children will remain, as it always has, at the local and state level.

Bureau Field Relationships

Now, whit does the Bureau stand for? One of my very personal interestz, in

coming into the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped is a deep concern about

the quality of relationship that should exist between the people working in the

field and in the Office of Education. There are important changes in the area

of education in general, and it is crucial that we establish effective working

relationships between the Office of Education and the State Departments of Educa-

tion, the colleges, the universities, and the local education agencies. One of

the things we are facing are projections that take education for the handicapped

into the future five or ten years. The crucial questions regarding long range

planning always revolve around who is doing the planning. What role does the

public play? How can one obtain a meaningful degree of democratic participation-

in long range program development and planning which is often more suited for

snail group activities? The Handicapped programs within the Office of Education

have always relied upon 'the advice and consultation of the field: the committees,

panels, field readers, site visitors, and many other informal contacts: The Na-

tional Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children gives us one more valuable re-

source in this regard.

ia

One of the ys by which we are attempting to strengthen this new P

ship this year ce ters on the holding of seven regional conferences, designed to
artner-

develop new direc ions for handicapped children. Two of these conferences have

already been hel4: one-in San Francisco and one in Birmingham. We have five

more which-will be finished by the end of Jut. These are designed as working

conferences in which a cross section of persons from many areas in special educa-

tion, from a pa ticular region, are invited to sit down and discuss what they be-

lieve to be the major problems that need .attention to identify the kdndi of ob-

stacles that we face which keep us from solving these problems and to give us

some ideas on the kinds of solutions that they see as desirable and needed-in

their own area.

When the results of all of these conferences are put together, we hope we

will form a major policy document which repreients not just the thinking of the

staff of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, hut the thinking of repre-

sentative groups in the field. These tentative policy statements will then be

carried forth through further dissemination at professional meetings such as the

Council for Exceptional Children. Here again there are op rtunities for sug-

gestions and modification, but in the final analysis, we h pe to have-fully -es-

tablished what would represent the major problem and.major solutions that we

must be concerned with. These statements that we can make from the standpoint

of the Bureau will be a consensus of the various professionals in the field and

not a set of statements hastily composed by a few bureaucrats in Washington.

We intend to have as much face to face contact with you as possible regar-

ding our programs on the basis that almost any problem can be-met by people of

good will, and also because letters and memos and written communications often

do not communicate.

The point that I am really anxious to get across to you is that we in

special education are all in the same boat and if someone clumsily punches a hole

in the bottom, we won't have time to complain aboUt his clumsiness, because we
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are all going to be too busy bailing out the boat. So, if one of us at the fe-
deral level, state level, or the local level tries too hard to peer into the fu-
ture and falls out of the bell tower, ask not for whom the bell tolls; it tolls
for thee.

Any good thing happening in special education, or in speech psychology, or
affecting children with learning disabilities enhances us all and we all need to
rejoice. We now have a real opportunity to work together and we must make the
most of it.

Just last month, I accompanied the
Harold Howe II, to Nashville, Tennessee,
tion of the new John F. Kennedy Center.
few words of hi:,on that occasion, and I-
Hope for the Handicapped."

United States Commissioner of Education,
where he gave a speech at the dedica -
I think you would be interested in a
quote from his speech entitled "New

In providing first quality education for handicapped children, we are
merely fulfilling our pledge that every American youngster shall receive
as much education as he needs to give him a fair crack at a full life.

After decades of,ignoring the contradictions between our words and our
deeds, the United. States is now about the ousiness of achieying equality
of educational opportunity. We are resolved that every one of our chil-
dren will have the opportunity to become all that he is capable of becom&
ing--all of them, not just white ones, not just those from=fort4nate fa-
milies,,not just those born into educated homes. We haie decided that our
black children, our poor children, our Indian and our Spanish speaking
children will have that same chince....that this pledge of educational op-
portunity includes handicapped children as,well. The mentally retarded,
the deaf, the blind, the'brain injuredthese are American children, too,
and they must have the American chance. They must have the American hope
and they will get it.

We have the opportunity to work together for all areas of the handidapped.
Our pledge to you also reflects the desire of the specialists in the Bureau of
Education foi the Handicapped to work with_you to create a better education for
all handicapped children.

ADDRESS TO THE FIRST GENERAL SESSION OF
THE 46TH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE COUNCIL

FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

by

Samuel A. Kirk

When Congress amended the Elementary and Secondary Education Act by Title
VI, it created two organizational structures, the Bureau for Education of Handi-
capped Children and a statutory National AdVisory,Committee on the Handicapped.
These two organizations are only one year old in the United States and areiela-
tively unique as far as the creation of administrative organizations by Congress
goes.

Although we are all aware of the reasons and the need for creating a.Bu-
reau for Handicapped Children, many people ask, "Why another committee; why do
we need committees at all? The simplest answer to this question is that Aneri-
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cans cannot live without committees. You may have heard the comment that if two

Americans parachuted from a plane, they would form a committee before they landed.

Administrators often find committees very useful for other reasons than their

genuine interest in gaining the benefit of other points of view. When asked to

make decisions they do not want to make, they may appoint a committee to study

the problem, hoping that it will blow over by the time the committee completes

its deliberations. Another useful function of committees is that they allow the

administrator to escape the responsibility of making unpopular decisions. The

committee can always be blamed. At other times, the administrator doesn't want

the sole responsibility for a decision, so appoints a committee to share it.

This might be dangerous since the committee may come up with decisions the admin-

istrator doesn't like. In uuch situations, the committee can be loaded with peo-

ple who agree with the administrator; otherwise the committee can be troublesome.

In spite of these facetious remarks about committees, they do seem to be

primarily an American phenomenon. Federal bureaus traditionally call On specia7

lists in the field to help them with decision making. Most' of the committees are

appointed for a specific task such as awarding grants for research or for service.

Most of the committees are created by Federal bureaus themtelvetas a matter of

course. The National Advisory Committee that will be discussed' in this paper,

however, was created byCongress, and is, therefore, a statutory committee, de-

signed to advise the Commissioner of-Education, the Secretary of ,Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare, and the Congress of the United States concerning programs and

policies related to the education of the handicapped.

The History and Work of the Office of Education
and the Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped.

Before the duties of this committee are described, I would first like to

discuss, briefly, the development of Federal programt for exceptional children in

the United States. It might be well for us, at this time, to review historically

the deVelopment of the Federal programs for the handicapped.

Up to 1931, we had few, if any, programs for handicapped children in the

U S 'Office of Education. The White House conference of 1929 recommended that

a section for exceptional-children and youthi)e organized in the Office of Educa

tion. 'It was organized in 1931,and remained a section of Exceptional Children

and Youth unti1,1963: Between 1931 and 1957-, a period of 26 years, no special

appropriations were made by the federal government for the education of handi-

capped children. In 1957, Congress took'the bull by the horns and appropriated

one million dollars for cooperative research. Initially, this appropriation re-

quested that two thirds of the funds hi earmarked for research on mental retarda-

tion. This-earmarking lasted for only two years and at the end of that time,

grants for the mentally retarded began to decrease from year to year until in

1963, they readied onlylive percent of the total funds appropriated for coopera-

tive research. In other words, from 1958 to 1963, the percentage of Cooperative

Research.funds allocated for research on the mentally retarded dropped from 67

percent to five percent.

In 1957, Congressional appropriation ushered in a second stage in the,de-

velopment of Federal support for special education. In 1958, the famous Public

Law 85-962 was passed appropriating one million dollars for,training leadership

personnel in the area of Mental retardation. Then, in 1960, Publib Law 85-762

was passed appropriating a million and a half dollars to train teachers of the

deaf. Several other significant bills were passed such as the one supporting cap-

tioned films for the deaf. In 1963, President Kennedy signed PublicIaw:88-164

authorizing both training and research, not only for the mentally retarded and the

deaf, but also for other handicapped children. Then, in 1964, Congress appro-

priated approximately 15 million dollars for research and training.
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In 1963, a division for Handicapped Children and Youth was organized
within the Office of Education. This raised the status of special education
from a section which has lasted for nearly 30 years to a division with a num-
ber of branches to handle various aspects of the work. This division performed
so well that it received a presidential citation for its accomplishments during
its 18 months of life, the only such citation for any subdivision of the Office
of Education in its long history.

Unfortunately, when the Office of Education was reorganized into four bu-
reaus, the Division of Handicapped Children and Youth as well as similar divi-
sions were abolished, and the work of its various branches was scattered among
different bureaus within the Office of Education where emphasis on special educa-
tion became diffused and diluted. This dispersing of the work for handicapped
children within different bureaus of the Office of Education created major prob-
lems in administering a unified program. Because of these problems, in 1966 Con-
gress created a Bureau for the Education of Handicapped Children under Title VI
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. This was really a historical
landmark, since the work in- special education was elevated to the highest level
within the Office of Education. It is not a section; it is not a branch; it is
not a division; it is a bureau with its own divisions, branches, and sections.
No longer is the work on handicapped children in the Office of Education a step-
child of education. Furthermore, it cannot again revert to the status of a step-
child except by an act of Congress. It is the only bureau in the Office of Ed'aca-
tion that is organized as a result of a Congressional Act. All other bureaus can
be abolished by administrative measures, but the only way the Bureau for Educes-
tion of the Handicapped can be abolished is by a repeal or amendment of Title. VI
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act which created this bureau.

Hopefully, the organization of a Bureau for Education of the Handicapped
has launched a new era for special euucation. Since 1964, Congress has continu-
ously increased the appropriationi, until this year the appropriation for all of
the bills providing funds through the Office of Education for research, training,
and service for handicapped children exceeds 50 million dollars. This mayTer-
haps seem like a small appropriation for the care, education, research, and tea-
cher training needs in an area which includes one-twelfth to one-tenth ofthe
school population. If we, in the field, are able to justify more funds by the
adequate use of existing funds at a high level accomplishment, I am certain that
Congress will fulfill the commitment of our society by appropriating the 'further
funds needed to adequately serve handicapped children.

The National Advisory Committee

So much for the history and the work of the Office of Education and the-
Bureau for Education of the Handicapped. To returno the original question,
why did Concress also establish by lava committee to advise the Bureau? The
purpose of committee according to the Congressional Act was firstoto review
annually the accomplishments of the Bureau for the'Education of the Fendicapped,
second tolmake recommendations to the commissioner for the improvemei!t of the bu-
reau, and,third to make recommendations to CongresS through the Commissioner and
the Secretary of HEW for legislation. The committee was organized ih July, 1967,
and met zwice during that year. It has since published its annual report entit-
led "Special Education for Handicapped Children: Fulfillment of-the Nation's
Commitmint." This report is-currently available from the Bureau of. Education of
the Handicapped, in the U. S.:Office of Education. For those who !lavenot yet
read this report, I would like to summarize some of its observatiOns and recom-
mendations.

The first task of the adiiisory committee. was to determineo,the current sta-
tus of the educational programs for the handicapped in the U. S.,:Office of Educe-
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tion. The second task was to develop recommendations to the Bureau and also "to

Congress. In its analysis of current administration of programs for the handi-

capped, the National Advisory Committee was impressed with certain developments.

First, it was impressed with the fact that the Bureau was inaugurated on

January 12, 1967, by the Commissioner of Education, even though Congress had al-

lowed until July 1, 1967 for its establishment. We commended the Commissioner

of Education for taking immediate action six months before it was necessary in

creating this bureau and getting it started.

Second, the acquisition of leadership personnel for the Bureau for-Educa-

tion of the Handicapped was accomplished in a very short period of time. It is

not yet complete, I understand, but rapid progress has been made. The committee

said that an important factor in recruitment of effective personnel for any opera-

tion (the bureau, university, or state) is based on a high sense of purpose and

the dynamics of the program. We think the Bureau for the Education of the Handi-

capped-has these characteristics in full measure.

Third, the leadership of the Bureau was commended for establishing a crea-

tive partnership with local and state services to advance the nation's programs

of research, training, and service for handicapped children. Recognizing that

less than half of,the nation's five million handicapped children are receiving

special education services, the advisory committee made certain recommendations

which I should like to list for you.

First, we thought that a comprehensive examination of program needs for

handicapped children in the U. S. should be conducted. We think that such stu-

dy will require a professional and technical staff under the directoon of the Na-

tional Advisory Committee. Its purpose would be to help establish priorities

with the goal being nothing short of quality educational services for all handi-

-capped children and their parents.

Second, we thought that Congress should act to reduce the large gap be-

tween program authorization (the authority to spend money) and program appropria-

tion (assignment of money to be spent) in programs for the handicapped. The au-

thorization under Title VI of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act is 150

million dollars for 1968. The appropriation is 15 million dollars, onlY-ten per-

cent of the authorization. We are asking that this lag of authorization below

appropriation be decreased.

We know that his is a very rich country; and that, we. are able to-support

adequately, programs for our children. As one member of the committee, I- am

concerned with the expenditure of funds in Asia for military purposes at the ex-
.

pense or adequate appropriations for the care and education of our children.

We are told that we have sufficient funds for taking care of both, but as yet it

has not been demonstrated by bringing appropriation up to authorization for the

handicapped, for the poverty program, and for providing things that we need in

this country.

Third, we thought that the Bureau for Education of the Handicapped should

be,proVided with an adequate operating budget. The National Advisory Committee

net twice-. The Director of the Bureau informed us that our meetings, are at the

expense of the general budget for the Bureau which is minimal for their operation.

The fourth recommendation made was that Congress should provide additional

funds in research budgets for construction and-operation of research and develop-

ment centers that will stimulate a sustained effort in major research problems

in the education of the handicapped.
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The committee also pointed out that in comprehensive programs with multi-
ple agency funding, such as model cities, and neighborhood services, funds for
staff representing-the handicapped should,=be included.

The National Advisory Committee tried to delineate some of the major prob-
lems facing this country. They selected a few that we should look into and do
something about.

1. Funds appropriated for research and training programs for children with learn-
ing disabilities should'be substantially increased. There are no special ap-

propriations for that program. Such-additional funds necessary to define and
explore this relatively new area should not be allocated at the expense of
Pressing program needs in'established areas for the handicapped.

2. Another should appropriate funds necessary
for the development of vital programs needed for - preschool education for han-
dicapped children between the ages of three and six. This should be putsued,
vigorously, since most of our research shoWs that we,can do more, for handi-
capped children when. they are younger than we can -when the childfen are older.

3. Research for the purpose of identifying the number, variety, and severity of
handicapping conditions existing in the child population of the inner cities
should be encouraged by the Bureau of the Handicapped. We think the problem
of the inner cities i complex but we also ,know that within the inner cities
me-have more handicapped children than we do in the more affluent suburbs of
our cities.

Another problem is that of the rural handicapped child. We have talked about

the neglect of handicapped children in spatsely settled and rural areas of this
country for many years, but we really haven't done very much about it. We have
not yet used modern developments such as helicopters to transport children to
teachers 'or teachers to children: We haven't used the modern communication tech-
niques of television and the other electronics aids in rural areas. It isneces-
sary for us not only to talk about the neglect of handicapped children in rural
areas, but to come up with procedures that will implement our desires.

The,committee was very pleased with the functioning of the six regional con-
ferences the Bureau has sponsored. These conferences are designed to foster a
partnership between professional people in the field and the Federal Bureau. The
National Advisory Committee will study very thoroughly, the ideas and suggestions
from the field that will lead to more adequate research, training, and services
to handicapped children and will assist in their implementation. The major goal
for all Of us is to fulfill the nation's commitment to its handicapped children.

REFLECTIONS ON THE, YEAR 2000

by

Leo E. Connor

Once upon a time a President of CEC told the story of special education in
the-following way:

"In the beginning of special education was the handicapped child and the child
was with his parents. Then came the special teacher and the teaChet saw the
child:andthe teacher took the child unto his own and the Oarentknew the
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child-no longer. All things belonged:to the teacher and the school. Then came

the technologies and the clinicians and the diagnosticians and the teacher knew

not the child. All good ideas Were created by the researchers and the universi-

ties could do no wrong. And then, the Federal Government assumed_all wisdom un-

to itself. Next,_ we see the states rising and .taking onto themeelves such po-

wer they never had. Through alltime, we have had the doubters and the skeptics

with us. But, in this our day, me stand amazed and confounded that all these

toomight pass and_leave us with-i new future yet to be determined (Connor, 1968)."

To look into the, future is to claim-the title of prophet; to look toward the

future cantag one,withthe epitaph of visionary,; to assert validity for one's

predictions invites skepticism-and reactions; to act upon one's vision assures

one.of,disciples and opponents. But, to talk about the future does-harm to no

one,or many of you have. heard'the definition of the future as a discussion of.

the unknown, in uncertain terms, for imprecise reasons, by pompous indiViduals

who have little to-do in the present.

Yet, Yeat once. said, "In dreams begin responsibilities," andtheAMerican

Academy of Arts and"Sciences, a:respected-body of scholars, is currently devo-

ting ahuge expenditure of .brains, time, and energy to defining the alternatives

facing,us in the 21st century. Kahn - and-Wiener's book (1967) is simply titled

The Year. 2000, and is replet& with responsible, saber, And cautious possibilities.

Such endeavori are esteemed examples to emulate and, forwhat it is worth, this

is my-presidential offering with the shaping of present thoughts toward the po-

tential of special education.

There isa greit.deil of-magic in the name of the year 20001 One-half to

three-fourths of youwillcelebrate New Year's Eve of the year 1999 and watch

the 21st century begin. What will you expect? Will you stand and watch the ro-

bot butler wheel across the room and let you punch the right buttons on his

chest so that your drink can be served? Will you expect to pop the day's food

intake pill into your mouth With the dialed drink and thus avoid.wasting-time

at three meals? Will you expect your clothes to be made of paper, or seaweed,

Or some strange new substance? Or perhaps yoU'll have no clothes on at all and

instead be clothed in a shower of lights that change color and shapeconstantly.

Or another aspect of the year 2000;might_be your wish to go home and visit your

family for the New Year, and-so you'll adjust your flying belt, jet out to the

spaceport, and take off from your home On Mars to see your parents on earth:

Are these gadgets and inventions impossible to dream of? Not altogether,

and it certainly would be fun to continue to speculate upon the extraordinary

items which Might become commonplace within the future-of.-,our lifetime. I have

no desire to promise you a specific_ discovery on the education 'of ,exceptional

children or a group of easier working. conditions: Rather than compete with ot-

her prophets And predictors-of scientific marvels-, I'd like to concentrate on

special education and the outline of its possible alternatives.

CEC Activities

What of CEC in the year 2000? My response is that the -CEC of 1968 is more

like the,CEC-of 2000-than most CEC'ers would think,. Why? 1 present three major

premises:

1. There is more happening in CEC than the majority of CEC'ers realize. During

the past ten years, the CEC had a major revision of the constitution which

has set us on the pathway to our current and future objectives. -We now have

38 federations, 555 local chapters, and 9 Divisions. 'At the present rate of

expansion and Organizational progress, both the United Statie and Canada-will

be saturated with federations between 1980 and 1985. Local chapters, Of
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course, can be organized by 15 or more members, so there is no telling what
their number will be by 2000. But, will' the pattern of local chapters be
changed? I doubt it. They could be abolished or so changed that there are
no longer local groups of special education. Neither contingency seems very
likely.

What about divisions? Well, what can 2000 bring? Do you know anything
that's been lift out? Since a Division for the Learning Disabilities has
been confirmed, most special educators would say that few handicapped chil-
dren remain to be highlighted. But even so, we stand ready to'ieceive any
kind of exceptional child. On the other hand, divisions could be planned a-
round professional groups such as the psychologists with interest in special
education; likewise with the medical doctornor the nursing group or-physi-
cal therapists, etc. None of this is startling or unknown to us in 1969.

Membership? There is nothing astonishing or new concerning membership
except that our predictions always turn out to be too low. In 1960, an-of-
ficial CEC study predicted that 1970 would see 30,000 members. In 1968, we
are over 36,000 and undoubtedly will go -over 45,000 by 1970. By 1980, we
could have 60,000 members and perhaps 100,000 by the year.2000. No surprises
there--only more members; more services, more dues.

2. My second premise against Surprises in 1600 is that CEC is now-a really big
organization and its trends and members are a complex realitrwhichwill not
be easily changed in any unusual direction. Institutional organizatioLs like
CEC are evolved and not revolutioned. CEC now has established a committee
of-distinguished CEC'ers who are committedto fashioning a plan of long term
goals for the Council. Will their plans and objectives, for the-1980's be
very different from the present? How could they be, when.our ideas are po-
sited upon prior trends or, as we would say it in the education of the deaf,
the deaf child can only speak or lipread the words he already knows and that
have become a known reality to him.

CEC now has an Educational Policies Committee which seeks-to write, and
present for adoption by the Council, official positions on major topics in
special education. Thus we may have, within a few years, statements on the
place of the gifted in special education,or desirable.a4ministrative pat-
terns, or a rationale for effective financing at the local, intermediate,
and national levels. These Council activities seek to insure evolution and
to avoid the need for revolution.

3. Thirdly, CEC is a social. organization of professionals dedicated to a ser-
vice function. It is unlikely that many or all of the ingredients in this
type of "soup" will change radically within the next 30,years. Handicapped
and'gifted children--these you will always.have-withyoul Teachers, super
visors, administrators, and researchers--they may be renamed educationists
or clinicals or prescriptors or diagnosticians or team members or programers
or the machine, but somehow all of them will survive.
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However, you exclaim, the trends today are too strong to be resisted.
We will eventually have machines that teach, educational consoles for each
home, resource centers instead of schools, and chemicals that sharpen memory
and impiove learning; we might even have, by the year 2000, prenatal deter-
mination of genes and characteristics of intelligence. My response here is
in two parts: First, Human beings tend to resist, obstruct, and reverse
trends.that are costly, uncomfortable, or innovative. Thus, I believe that
not all of the potential easy answer miracles will solve our gritty.problems..
The kind of education a deaf child receives may be different, 'but the deaf
child will be there in 2000 A.D. and so will our desires to do the job bet-
ter than before. Second, in recent histoty for every step forward in ex-
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ploring and controlling life processes, there seemsto.have been a correspon-

ding residue of side effects or handicapping conditions. One example: for

the benefits of the antibiotic drugs, we have paid-the price of a.greater in-

cidence of living, damaged youngsters with perceptual-and-communicative pro-

hie's.

For CEC in 2000 A.D., I predict a Canadian CEC and a United'States CEC

which Will stand.forth as separate entities, bigger than ever and more influen-

tial; a few extra journals; expanded staff'and services; extensive consultative

activities; regional Offices in the Northeast, Northwest, Southeast, Southwest,

central states, and perhaps Mars; divisions and sections of the Council to serve

whatever the'groups of handicapped and gifted: - children are called in those days;

research studies and demonstration projects concerned with adminittrative prob-

lems, new classifications, and the
preparation of,personnel; and perhaps even a

computer taught course piped into every college and university in the country

on the education of the exceptional child.

Special Education

At this point, I want to turn from.CEC in particular and discuss the present

and future-of special education in general. The major conclusion that one rea-

ches when one tries seriously and at length to evaluate, to predict, and possibly

to control the future, is the overriding lesion that it is impossible to entire-

ly-understand future patterns and to voice the long term, consequences Ofalter-

native policies. Thus,:hUmans usually fall. back on their native conservatism

and try to moderate headlong trends--they seek to decrease reliance upon unknow_

factors beyond their control. As Kahn and Weiner (1967),put it,

What is necessary is an unfailing respect for the world as we find it and

for dissent and diversity, even for ornery individual .stubbornnees . . .

above all, there must be a concern for perpetuating those institutions

that protect freedom of human choice (p. 413).

Five credos make up my. consideration of the year 2000 for special education.

Where some of us think "unthinkable thoughts" and others desire "reevaluations"

and "revolutions," I have these beliefs that might enliven and perhaps ennoble

the years that lie ahead.

Credo #1: Special education has need. of philosophers and scholars whoare

interested in explaining the self or "esse" of special education. Why do We

exist and why are we what" e are in our professional endeavors? The definition

of special education most often given is the familiar phrase about accepting

.children unable to fit into the regular school program. This is a negative and

self defeating set of concepts which should be buried in obliVion and replaced

by universally held-action objectives.
Not'"What is special aboUt special educa-

tion?" is a worthy question that could save us many a false step into the learn-

ing-disabilities or the field of the culturally deprived or the trainable areas-

if these are really false steps. Under the present concept, we have no -right to

reject or rule out anything from special education's orbit of endeavors. Even

more limiting, we do not know who we are. Thus, the first objective is to stimu-

late,and'stretch-the imagination of special educators and improve our perspective

about ourselves. To paraphrase Joseph Krutch (1968), "The quality of life in

whatever special education is--that is precisely what seems to be almost entire-

ly left out of consideration in many prophecies-(p.. 14)."

Credo-#2:, Special education must be studied, evaluated, and conceptualized

as a totality --as a major entity--as a unifying concept. By and large, Special

education and the special educators at the university levels in particular have

been content with the advancement in-knowledge which comes With the advancement
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in knowledge which comes fromthe processing of small piecei of information.-
Special educators have not beeMambitious enough to Study special education as:a
totality. How, many scholars can you name who have studied:or written about spe-
cial education-as:a subject? At the present it seems that we fear to deal with
the complexity of special education; because of the lack of a complex vocabulary,

we are not capable of making the Complex inferences, we do not possess the com-
plex instruments of analysis and evaluation, and we are afraid of dealing with
the necessarily complex predictiOns. As has been said rather aptly, "We are us-
ing salt spoons to clear away snow drifts and reading glasses to study the struc-
turesof molecules ([rutch, 1968, p. 14)."

Credo #3: Our major endeavor in the exploration. of special education'mfu-
ture should be to clarify, define, expound, and argue major issues. The'argu-
ment aspect of major issues we do rather well; when it comes to definitions and
clarifications about issues, we act in a different fiShion. For example, can yoU

name the ten most critical, current issues in special education? I didn't say
-name ten current trends, but issues!: For example, learning disabilities! Is it
a trend or an issue? If it's an issue, Why is it so? Can irou define this sub-

ject, define its problem aspects, define its history and relationships., define
its dirett effects and its future implications? When you do all-that for the
learning disabilities, you are beginning to clarify one major issue in the field
of special education. When you have convinced,a significant group of CEC'ers
and public power groups that your analysis=makes some sense, then you are begin-
ning to achieve my third credo-for charting the future,course of special educes-
tion.

Credo #4: Special education must clarify currently realistic policy choices,,
and improve the ability of"policynakers-to react to the unfamiliar or the diffi-
cult. Imadministrative circles several years ago, one of the central themes of
the administrative process-was decision making by the leaders no matter whether
their titles were supervisor, chairman, professor, principal, or superintendent.
There was much speculation that when a mature human:being was capable of sorting
through a maze of details to arrive at an answer that sounded-sensible to the ma-
jority of the faculty, "'card, parents, and public, then that individual had the
central skill of an effective administrator. There was a lot of truth in that

proposition. For special education enterprises, be they research, curriculum,
college teaching, or state leadership, the key persoa sitting in the center of
most things remains the boss or head of that particular program. The basic ques-
tion of how wi_get better administrators 'in special education-has not had its
surface scratched.

A popular type of seminar game inUniversity administration courses is to
outline the pericnality and management charadteristics of the leadership that
may be required in the-twenty-first century. Thue,e have the man, the job,
and the setting analyses which add up to the need for a special education enter-
prise to serve exceptional children and to provide community satisfactions. Anon
ther model creates 'the image of management which has a minimum:of restraints and
a maxinuM'of acceptance-'of its objectives by the people within it. Another fas-
hionable method of expressing the concern for futuke leadership is to describe
the younger, critical generation members as disruptive, irreverent, and rebelli-
ous, and then-tomiate that they must not-be alienated fortheir behaViors but
should be absorbed into the organization by some wave of a magic

It:remains a truism that leadership plays a key role in any social enter-
prise, including special education. But the production of creative, responsible,
and effective leaders is as,greatm mystery in 1968 as it was in 1928 or, indeed,
might remain-in 1998. Were we in special education to solve the problem of how
to produce superior leadership f6r our enterprises, then we might well-bemn the
road' to-vastly different programs by 2000 A.D.



May I present apublic plea to the Office of Education, to the state depart-

ment of education, and to the universities to work out some better ways of pro-

ducing special education administrators? Every teacher will thank you for a ge-

neration.to come--and beyond 2000 you but give to each local district

and residential school a special education administrator who can clarify realis-

tic policy choices and improve his or her ability to react to the unfamiliar and

the difficult.

Credo iS: We mint generate and document conclusions, recommendations, and

desirable trends. In special education we now have our state plans, our Title

I projects, our, research reports (with abstracts), our Title III evaluations, our

self study recommendations,'our
teacher checklists, and our graduate students'

ratings of professors. The Western World has turned from a race of pioi.eers and

rugged indpidualists into nations of committeemen, pen pushers, computeri, and

publish conscious egotists. The future!danger for special education is that com-

mittee reports will become.museum pieces,and that desirable trends will wither

by the wayside because no one knows how to jump on a bandwagon. An example to

the point lies in a publication like the Professional.Standardsfor Personnel in

the Education of Exceptional Children (The Council for Exceptional Children, 19-

66). After three long hard years-of effort by diitinguished committees and!cri-

tical conferences, this compilation of desirable trends and recommended standards,

has yet to be applied in any serious?way by the overwhelming majority of special

educators. By 2000A-D., it could be in its seventh revision and still be un-

used by state certification agencies, colleges, and universities or by-national

accrediting bodies.

Another approach to the problems-of the future in special education is to

say that one overall psychology or meaning should be accepted for the reality a-

round us and that the future must be visualized in its terms only. The inherent

danger here is the acceptance of only one description of the futureandthe,fail-

ure to allow a range of -more generalized goals: Our model.should.rather be the

psychiatrist who does not allow himself to see the world through the eyes of his

parient,.but keeps his own professional analysis.on a different Plane of scru-

tiny, feedback, and reevaluation. A most contemporary example of accepting pre-

mises and then being caught up in their consequences is the current discussion

regarding "the chemistry of learning."
Under this approach educators are pro-

noised "enzyme assisted instruction, protein memory consolidators, and antibio-

tic memory.repellers (Krutch, 1968, p: 14)." Thus,. teachers need no longer wor-

ry about becoming computers;. we are all.goiogto be turned'into pharmacists.

I would submit to you that most past advances in the social sciences have

come from the hands of,.practitioners rather than-frok the Conclusionsof -resear-

chers. The worlds of reflection andof,action cannot, in reality, be divided-,

but unfortunately a dichotomy has sprung up.. University. instructors must not

"communicate-to their students a moral snobbism toward those who live with the

ethical dilemmas of responsible
action." Neither must the actionists among Us

resent and repell the scholar, the critic, the writer, or the rationalist.

Special education-has urgent
need'of its scholars and its poets. Perhaps

some of you will say that we-now have-greater need for-them than for executives.

But, in the long run, it will be the administrators and the:teachers who must

put special edUcation into-effect, who-must turn theory into.practice and make

of today's exceptional children the better; mature citizens of 'tomorrow. If we

cannot look fornard in 2000 A:D. toward improving our pupils' educational achie4e-

meat, then there wiii,not be much use in our working so, hard, or much satisfac-

tiOn and fun in-trying.

The worst that can be said about special education is that most of itsprac-

titionera and researchers have never
wondered about its futur We are so,proud
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of our pragmatic stance, of our growth curve, of our grants and titles, and we
ara so busy tearing down present classifications or putting our names on articles
and studies, that we don't even wonder how it will all turn out. In many ways,
special education lacks an adequate vision of its future. And yet, as a social
science and as social scientists, we must be aware that we are a part of the sys-

tem which should be- studied. As participants and observers we are analyzing and
creating the world in which we must work. Our knowledge of the special education
fieldwill change that work as we knobi it better, as we exduaine it more efficient-
ly, and as we examine it frog new directions. As a field of study we must deli-

neate the value system in special education. The resulting ethical and moral
standards should make us take o work more seriously in achieving a stable ni-
che in the framework of the future of our social system.

Special education must gain political and economic power which fits the go-
vernmental structure of our present and future times. If special education is to
endure; it must be flexibly contemporary, not only in our own journal's but in
the vocabulary and thoughts of the community; it must relate to every strata of
the Great Society and the`political and social trends of the future governmental
regimes.

I hope that this wondering about special education's future will be spiced
liberally with-the tangy tastes of power, influence, values, and unorthodox opi-
nions. 'It may be true that there is nothing Stronger than an idea Which has
reached its time, but it is also true that there is nothing deaderthan-an idea
which is still around.after its time.

Within this article will be found a variety of procedures to wring out from
the'year 2000 A.D- some of its secrets. Yet little Specific can be expected.

Rather, facts and trends can be displayed to explore-the possibilities inherent
in endencies present in contemporary special education. Some trends can be re-

versed or distracted just as the economist does not try to control business
growth but rather to, -curb depressions and inflationary periods. Special educa-
tion likewise cannot aspire to control the future butrather to curb its negative
excesses and encourage its positive movements.

My Predictions

And so, we finally come to my. predictions about the year 2000 A.D. What

kind of a world will it be? And what Will th,se predictions mean for, special

education?

1. I predict that the world of 2000 A.D. will look much like ours in 1968 be-
cause, no matter what technological changes will be made, the. human beings
who inhabit this planet are far too complex and the western world too social-
ly Stable to change radically. Many specifics of our coming lifetime may be
unusual or altered, but the basid human problems will remain: where to live,

What to eat, the struggle for suitable living standards, the shifting of po-
ditical institutional aims, and the betterment of health.

2. The world of 2000 A.D. will have forced us,s1l to live closer together while
we move around more, to work cooperatively, on common problems and at the
same time to carve out for' each individual his private niches of pride, in-
terests, and achievements.

3. The world of 2000 A.D. will 'intensify the centralization-of governmental sup-
port and programs to the point that individuals and local groups working for
a common purpose will find it necessary to ally themselves with countrywide
organizations in order to reach their objectives-and adequately share in the
national resources.
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4. The world of 2000-A.D. will witness
the- increasing power of mankind to -con-

trol his physical environment, while the complexity Of social interactions

will-make us increasingly uneasy as we struggle to understand the responsibi-

lities and the control of these advancei.

5. The world of 2000 A.D. will appear even more a world-of the young in spirit,

and, while its pace and complexities may be accelerated, the greater know-

ledge and broader human endeavors will force-the serious minded to spend lon-

ger periods in study, reflection, and research.

For special education, all of this should add up to a greater -struggle for

mastery of its own world but with-more effective weapons, greater satisfactions,

more tangiblegeine, better instruction, more effective evaluations, tighter

teamwork, saner diagnoses, perceptive teachers, insightful supervisors, decisive

adminietrators, revolutionizing researchers, and exhilarating professors. Liter-

ally, I mean that the seeding and the tilling will be more difficult-but the.har-

vesting should be more bountiful,and'eatisfectory.

Whether the future of special,
education-Changes most because of research or

chemistry or technology or methodology or
teachers' insights, it is bound' -to

change radically in its'outward garb. Perhaps in three ways the speCial educa-

tion of 2000 A.D. will look different:

1. The special education classrooWill
probably-resemble the language labOra-

tories of today. Desk consoles, study carrels, screens, and buttons--these

individualized teaching learning materials will ciLwd our rooms the.way

blackboards, desks, and windoWs_do in the. chooliooms of 1968.

2. The teacher's words, movements, and planning of 2000 A.D. will beiore and

more directed toward -the individual child: The class membere may be scat-

tered around the school and-manyof them may be at home or in a hospital.

Teacher-pupil rapport will .be as firm as in 1968, but perhaps will not occur

in the physical proximity of the same room.

3. A significant groUp.of special educators at the local,,state, and national

levels will be preparing' materials for lutureuse in classrooms with handi-

capped pupils or in college instructional. areas for prospective teachers.

This educational activity of 2000 A.D. will be the logical extension of our

1968 ERIC and programing work. -nut i inciden-

tal

of being part time or

outgrowth of teacher made materials,jhe
preparation of the software

will be recognized as vital, full time, and basic to any curriculum orin-

structional enterprise. As Much as 20 to 30 pereent of,elocal district's

budget will be spent on ;personnel endeavors to give the Master teacher an

array of programed materials
and-assistants that can extend his or her mas-

ter skills to many times the number of handicapped' pupils currently served

by one teacher.

In several ways also the special education teacher may be different. Tapes,

'screens, records, and other technological devices, together with the computer,

will make possible a variety of instructional approaches using unique sight,

sound, and'touch possibilities.
The-teacher, therefore, for 50 percent of the

child's school day or week, may be a computer and not a human being. On the

same theme, the person who is a teacher will have absorbed in a center of tea-

cher education such courses or knowledge as computer math, programing, systems

design,/ cybernation, drug therapy, and the sociology of leisure.

Another difference in the-world of 2000 A.D. will present the teacher as -the

leader of a team of specialists., ArOund each master teacher will cluster sever-

al programers, a curriculum technician or two, a learning psychologist, a lan-

guage specialist, two or three assistant or junior teachers, three or four vo-
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lunteera=to take individual pupils on trips or to care for their physical and
emotional. needs, a videotape crew. to record daily learning"happenLngs, and a plan-
ner to lay out the next day's and next week's programs for pupils and team mem-
bers.

All of this "stuff" Of the year 2000 A.D. will not change
A

the basic-ingre-
dients of teacher learner but it will actualize the two basic objectives of-the
School process even more effectively; First, it will bring the energy and in-
senuity Of a specialized group of people directly into focus upon that irreduti-
ble unit of one learner and a teacher, human or nonhuman, and, secondly, it will

complicate the preparation prograis of teachers to an unlimited,degkee and make
a few master teachers (on our -Ph.D. level of today) the effective -and widely in-

fluential:leaders who might beresponsible for hundreds of pupils at once do many
localities.

Conclusion

In.whateVer words we say it, the .conclusion on this topic must-be the same:
"The future is what you make of it." Kahn and-Wiener (1967) phrase it this way:

Of course, it will-be worthwhile to try-to improve our understanding of
future possibilities and the long term consequences of alternative policies.
But the problem is ultimately too difficult, and these efforts can never be
entirely-successful. . (thus) there must be a certain for perpetuating
those institutions -that proteCt freedom of human choiCa--not onlyor today's
individuals. . . but for those who Will follow us, (p. 413).

The future of ,special education should be a bright one as. -we can see it now.

The recent stimulation of federal leadership through its-varied programs, the
technological explogion, and the increased financial resources available to our
field all portend increased productivity and diversity of-professional efforts.
EffeCtive programs have a way Ofsurviiing over the decades; surface rooted trends
usually evaporate after a few years' exposure.

With our hopes'high and our -Sith basedon the foundation of past exploits
for the exceptional child, special education looks toward,the,year 2000 A.D. and
says, "Let it come!"
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PRESIDENT'S DINNEWADDRESS

by

Jacob Javits

Thank You very' much Dr. Connor, for your gracious introduction, and thank
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yOniediet and gentlemen, fair your warm reception which I appreciate both for my-

self and for -IWMilleuson--my right arm--who; as a legislative assistant, has

for many years -been concerned with the varied problems to which-Dr. Connor re-

ferred.

I would like to pay My respects to Msor. Dulin, Rev. Young, Dr. Kidd, your

president elect, to RaySimches, who is. Director of the Bureau for the Physi-

cally handicapped of the New York State Departnent of Education, and-to Dr. Helen

Donovan, here Pit New YOrk.

I have a duet) feelingfor the work you do, and before launching to the for,

mal part of my address, Iwbuld like to talk fora minute about the priVilege

given me by ImLe-oCosnbr,of speaking at the commencement of the Lexington School

for the Deaf. I've rarely in my life been so moved. First; I spoke, and the

children who were deaf listened, and-they understood. I am an experienced speak,

er,and I can feel i4Oli an audience is understanding and following every word,

with not only the ability to comprehend it, but with the ability to feel and Un-

derstand it. Then, one of the deaf children made the valedictory speech. ,The

labor it took to teach a child who cannot hear sound to speak so articulately

and so feelingly impressed me greatly. I do not tell you this to inspire wonder

Or amazement---yOu certainly
know it all much better than I do --but tnjemphasiZe.

what you mean to our time. It is a time of great danger. It' is a time of great

:destruction, not only of life and property, but of values. 'We-don't know yet

which way the world will go. We are religious and, thetifori, we believe that

it will have' a living,destiny
of happiness, but there is no assurance of it so

far. in the affairs of mankindorin the relations between nations, or in the abi-

lity of the rule of law to overtake the-tule of Ibice. And so, it is a dangerous

.world. But at the same time, this is also a tremendously developing, expanding,

and unfolding world, and perhaps you yourselves do not realize the part you play

in it. Aside from adventures in science, technblogy, space, and in health,-hou-

sing, and education, and in almost every other field, there is a tremendous ex-

pansion of the willingness of, individuals to devote themtelves to themining of

the human pSrsonality--which is what you are doing-7in order to make
life more

fruitful,/ineere beautiful, and more productive. You are mining veins of the hu-

man:personality which were neglected completely for thousands of years. This,

to me,, is the miracle that is epitnibmized by your profession.

YOu know, we work hard 'in the Congress. Our distinguished committee counsel

Jack Forsythe, and his wife, Pit, are here, and are deeply-dedicated to the

things you dn. He has the top insition with the majority on our Senate. Labor

and Public Welfare Committee and is of indispensible help to you. They can tell

you that we *Wilt very hard, but we too often miss the forest for the trees until

we actuallyr-look
into .the faces of some of the people whom you are animating and

to whom you are giving tools for self development; and until watie the expand-

ing horizons of those people whom we will establish as productive and useful ci-

rizens.

You said, Dr. Connor, that I am the Republican friend of CEC. You also have

a great Democratic
friend--our chairman, Senator Hill, who hterdediCated his

life tothe advancement and enlargement of the opportunities for thii kind:of

education, -and you have other friends on the committee -- Senator Morse, Senator

Ytrborough, Smator Clark, and both Kennedys. In our coimiitee, there is a.

great deirotion on both sides of the aisle. We may differ about means, but never

about objectives or about dedication to the purpose for which we act. I know I

represent every one of my c011eguee in telling you that we do understand, that

e do appreciate, and that we are sensitive to the degree of your dedication and

to the results of your mission, for which we have had the privilege of giving

youSoMe of the tools which represent the opportunity for you todo even more.
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Health Crisis

Although I have to get back to Washington tonight, and do not wish to tres-

pass unduly on your time, I Want-to talk with you above something that concerns

all of us: the great crisis which we face on the economic aspects of health. Un-

fortunately, the people who are bearing the burden of the health crisis are those

who can afford it least--the poor in our central cities and in remote rural

Even worse, one-third of our nation's hospital capacity is outmoded and-ob-

solete. This not only impairs the ,quality of care, but adds to rapidly accelera-

ting health costs, limits medical education and hospital centered research, and

affects the supply of needed personnel. We are told by a survey conducted by the
Columbia School of Public Health that 43 percent of our 5,200 general hospitals

provide care that is only "poor to fair." For the State of NeW York, the Asso-

ciate Commissioner of Health of the State Department of Health, says that three

fourths of New York City's-municipal hospitals are obsolete. Only 17 percent of

New York's hospitals would probably pass the health standards on fire pro-

tection.

In.addition, we have a national shortage of 50,000 physicians, and 5,000

American communities have no doctor at all. 'Not only do we have a deficiency in

the number of physicians, but the proportion of family physicians and dentists in '

relation to the population is declining. This shortage even affects states with

a high proportion of physicians, for example, New York and Massachusetts, which

have 200 doctors for every 100,000 people. But even in physician-proaperous New
York, there is a tremendous paucity in the rural and in the ghetto areas; that is

why we are doing,ourvutmost to give certain special benefits to attract doctors

whc Will move into those areas.

Also--and here I speak from the vantage point of, membership on the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee--one of the big aspects of inflation and the increase in the cost

of living is health services costs, which are rising twice as fast as the cost of

living, and which add to the difficulties-caused by shortages of personnel and by

inadequate facilities.

The problem really has been that our national priorities are not adjusted

to this situation, and, henCe, the tendency has been to put off ending solutions

to the problem. For instance, in 1966; In his health message to the Congress,

the President 'said that one third of the nation's hospital capacity is obsolete

and he asked us for a ten year, $10 billion program to deal with this urgent need.

_When Congress. ailed to, act on the Administration's bill, the President in

hie 1967 Health Message indicated he was appointing a National Advisory Commis-

sion on/Health Paciliti ^ ^> to study the issue and make recommendations. And this

year', in his 1968' Healtl. Message to the Congress, the President was silent on the

subject. In three years the nation went from a call for major action, to a re-

quest for a study, to silence.

But that isn't all. For the current year, Congress appropriated $280 mil-

lion for the Hill-Burton Act, which includes hospital modernization as well as

new construction. But, the President's budget submitted in January reveals a re-

quested cut of $26 million in even this amount. So, we degenerate still further

-,-fromsiience, to cutting back on the inadequate efforts we are making.

Time may well be a healer but time will not heal outmoded hospital facilities

nor Core mounting costs. Inaction, delays,and repetitive surveys must not be our

reaction to the health crisis. Delays are costly: For example, each year we de-

lay filling the $1 billion annual need in hospital. modernization, rising construc-

tion costs add another $70million to the bill, a charge which is eventually

Taseed onto hospital' users and local and Federal taxpayers. And each year of

delay means that some American is short changed on health care.
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At the Federal level, I am pressing for Congressional approval of my own

bill, the Hospital Modernization and Improvement Act, which, at a ICUetiwelY mo-

dest $49 million-annual cost, will provide needed hospital modernization andal-

so the development of new techniques in hospital procedures and construction.

The idea is to use the resources of the,private enterprise system by making avail-

able Federal guarantees of up to 90 pert:ent for loans for hospital modernization

and to provide Federal payments of interest charges above 2 percent. This loan

guarantee, interest subsidy plan is,the key to moving forward in providing health=

services regardless of the other demands of the Federal Government.

Health Personnel

In his March 4th Health Message to the Congress, the president noted the

critical shortage of health personnel.

At the non government level, the Ametican Association of Medical Colleges

reports that "every academic medical center in the United States is in trouble

financially, and some are in desperate straits." Already, two 'Midwestern medi-

cal,schools have notified the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare that

they are going to close, and we understand that a third one is
also in some dif-

ficulty.

There is a good deal of legislation already on statute
books to deal with

this problem. The difficulty is that it is not being implemented -with money.

Congress now hag before it the-Health Manpower Act, an excellent bill to atrengh-

then and extend these programs, but again, the difficulty is money. Per example,

for the current liscal year, the Administration is leaving unspentone third

($67 million) of the $203'million appropriated by Congress for health teaching

facilities. Health manpower programs are faced with a 26 percent budget cut;

$382.7 million was appropriated' for this year and the fiscal year 1969 request

is-$282.4 million. As part of this-cut construction of health educational faci-

lities is cut back 58-percent.

Now, I realize that these cuts in health education are being matched by those

elsewhere in education. For exaMpli, in the educational field, some budget re-

quests are less than 50 percent of the amount which'is authorized. Forth* cur-

rent fiscal year, $154, millionis authorized for Title. VI of the Elarcentary and

Secondary Education Act but $15 million waSallthat was appropriated for the

handicapped. Appropriating only ten percent of the authorization is e shocking

situation, and indeed the administration is not even going to
spend All of the

$15 million.

We cannot meet present and future medical care needs while theta are such

serious shortages of facilities and personnel by hiding behind
the thickness of

the national budget. Inadequate collegea-And insufficient enrolloots today

mean that we will,he short of dOctors, nurses, and other health' professionals

tomorrow; just as postponement of essential health hospital modernization and

construction will result in more shortages and will cost more money because of

the increase in costs. Should the increased expenditures- necessary
to safe-

guard the nation's heilth require additional taxation and
cutbackcie other less

essential categories, such as public works, or space, Or ,some of the defense bud-

get not related to the Viet Nam war; then we must go-ahead with it; we must also

be prepared- to tax ourselves.

One other thing we shOuld remember is that the potential
for support of

what we are doing through private and coorperate giving is not being fully real-

ized. Probably not better than one fifth or one sixth of the
mammy which in-

dividuals and corporations can deduct from their income taxes as in tasking volun-

tary contributions is being utilized inthat way. This affords an enormous thea-

tre for the activities,of those who manage the institutions in which many of you

. x.3 .4!_6
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Thtrs iiill never outlive their use!uluus, even though they relinquish

Jane of their instructional fonctioc. Teachers and other instrc.ioaal sedia
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-cative process.
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product or tec)m.tque.

If evaluation is going to b.cone note rigorous, educators nost not only
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REACTIONS TO KEPPELL'S "REFLECTIONS ON THE NEW EDUCATIONAL, TECHNOLOGY"

by

Lloyd M. Dunn

Dr. Uppell has certainly set the stage for us. Where are we going in our

field of special education which is concerned with children who are quite-

different? It seems that we are faced with an issue that involves "attitudes."

Special educators are deeply committed to the individual child, and believe

that every child is different. Thus some special educators cannot entertain

the notion that standard sets of instructional materials or sequential lessons

would be useful is teaching the kind of children with adios special education is

concerned. Therefore, as agxnup, we find it difficult to entertain the notions

that such instructional materials ate necessary to move:our field forward.

Momever, we need to Look. at ourselves and our pupils before decidin to perpet-

uate this negative attitude. As for me, I hove decided well programed

instructional materials have a place is special education. I argue most stren-

uously that we mast look toward educational technology if mare going to move

shoed. Tb, I will address my resctioss to Dr. Reppellgs paper by looting at

the Nile" ""viol" and "haul"

!be_

gle ley ate sumbedizei isstrectImal materials meld is spacial
ellocatiose 'Them ace a seise of reasees- First, we mot imam our temblat
ael this Is sae my to de ft.. The alterestim is to expect each tember- to
came as beet tailored pavan of laistructisa for sack
This is our Mod. but It is seldom sttelosi- laieettemoroll' spocfal edloceitils
proscam toed to be weitmad dean revise eserses of seedy. CM to sable
spacial aimexise owe spaclal weld be to Me as arrow of stiodstifted,

isstructraeal pewees at an illsgoold- Tie task mild he to
acid the medal samlallesd yesscas fat a postlador beediempal dne,
malty tbssi as assid amid tomb dm mil- ale s, eime:possmis mold be
a Macy of apotiallasi treatmes of ~it me ace sim qs It* lasbrept-
Seened. staaboadivel sad spottallso; asterfals tire me of a dee mean of
peepla la BLS Imilesit ad cbildros aid re alum. tescrers to de as ale-
Irma job- Thum is, sua time will be, a critical aliortabe of master, exam-
ine tambers. Thar exestlai .tali is mat be mai to &else spodaltaal
yestallemis so they ism be applied by otbses. L. adissams i almitimal
tadiaolksas. as St- Rappel! Ass already send will hap allsedate eke parasalal
011"1,11.1a APE tap Una OICetalliarnala toseber rose.

Mr aollanr sic almatIole. P%dber' same is to AB passe[ of tile mat
cgoselhie aintiot odistolooto Mid to be Amid fees derma Isattettisa a met
sit illomaspass saw Imemetimed imps >s a aeries of '"lisateseelimad estarials
.demleyease .souse ",, steetemil moms cis coosery. Item esmatine ye** met
be lesed ,sari to ,ices Alt albissos. as Mr- ilappell mid, as Ow wig as feat
Ms elemone. ORM test. Ali satars AI Plotts14/ leetamitiosel. ,sotatiabi-
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;Now?

Once the resources to free-these creative special educatbrs are found,
"how" do we proceed? First,-dOnceptual models must be evolved upon which to
build-programs. In this, regard, the master teacher will need to join hands
with the theoreticians, curriculum specialists, and other behavioral scientists
in evolving schem -which will 'be a first step: in ordering programs. Topics
which might be- -included, with teach of then requiring a breakdcion, include:

1. motor- development

sensory and perceptual training

3. cognitive-end concept formation including language development

4- expressive- language training

5- connative (personality) -development

6.. - social interaction .training

7. I:acetic:mai training.

(Under cognitive-development alone -50 to 100 training programs might be
developed ooe or more for each of the aspects of intelleCt4

Second, special educators need to be organized in groups depending on exper-
tiie. litre is an occasion when the teas approach, if sot the interdisciplioarr
team, mold seem to be desirable. For example, is working op silsclallowd
programs is motor derelopnes_ t, a team of special and physical educators, occupa-
tional and physical therapists, people in recreation, physical malicare, etc.
mould be seeded-

As is the other topics, there is a need for mock work the area of
sommoory ant gerceptool trefoils.- limy pupils get stock at this stew. Too
efts. I/Am -stars begin pushing acadeodc subjects before the child has developed
an adequate foomdation in this area. It some rhos odstatimail tochoology is
wise active in visual perceptual malaise prostams them fa the amiiroty traisiag
area. Thy : is sisfecturrit.

ate simoat not divide oftroalmos by our tad' itiosal areas' of emewgzlematity_
Gamorally, special children go through nosy of the semi developosstal stages
rqprdless of their diambIllty 'Thus, basic sets of tcalahog onswases
are first mods& ha such domains as the mosoo streak mated.

as already moscloommi it doeset sass Manly tint special sista-
toss are wigs to lama coarato for he imilorhionl child by devoting Imo army
to woriclog out rather olodel programs of lostroctloa. That special ahonstors
wriii follow the 'combhoshe' religiously is ear arscicipecolL as a !ripen. Pew-
bops a for of the pour Amos will, but dot anvil they he dein* ha the classroom
withoot these Ash" sitting?. The oast mielpritg of site taschors will um thorn
as podots of 41lopecorte. laritifOiss the leassmas as ommist an tint amch and will
moan: optimal progeoso- Tbareforst it seams tart if time is lois to he adbasscat
is this florid, a cossilierable soefeet at ammorgy mot he immoommi is the most
dissie im sorricolos doseloossat lqr fordsg crootime operand adismosat from
ramshme iiaosemost smooponst to dowries field test. 4Vadarate_Are aoihme a owl
oty of apostatised prosemmo of lantructioa for boandicaggst c!allicoo-
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